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Abstract 
This research aimed at exploring the effectiveness of self-help groups in the empowerment of the 
unmotivated powerless people in the community. Due to time constraints, only one powerless group 
in the community, namely, housewives, was selected and covered in this research. 
This research attempted to answer three questions: (i) Can unmotivated powerless women be empowered 
in the self-help process? (ii) How can the self-help group empower these women? (iii) Can a self-help 
model be developed to help these unmotivated powerless women in the community? The research started 
in April, 1996, when a women group was formed and run for one and a half-year in the Tung Tau 
community. Before the group was started, two starters were identified from the Tung Tau Residents' 
Organization. I, together with the starters had used home visits to the housewives in the Tung Tau 
Community to identify and invited the depressed ones to the group. This research was a field research. 
This was a participatory action research model. The objective is to accumulate practice knowledge for 
community work in Hong Kong. Qualitative research method was used to identify the essential 
•> 
elements in the self-help group process that presumably could induce the intended changes in behavior 
and attitude. The data obtained from participant observations, focus group interviews and individual 
interviews were taped and transcribed for analysis. It was hoped that the research could contribute to 
the evidence in establishing new insights for community work. As a result, this research has produced 
evidence that unmotivated powerless women were empowered through the self-help process and that the 
self-help group empowered the unmotivated housewives. The activities and the social worker in the 
self-help process provided the condition that had effectively facilitated the empowerment outcomes. 


















Chapter 1 Introduction 
As a community worker, I wish to carry out a research that relates closely to the development of 
community work services and to shed some lights on the subject. In pursuance ofthe M. Phil. Program, 
I was provided the opportunity to examine the issues of empowerment of the unmotivated powerless 
clients in the community. 
1.1 Reasons for the research 
In Hong Kong, it has been found that caseworkers focussed only on problem solving in helping the 
clients at risk while community workers tended to focus only on organizing the individuals to change the 
social policy. The former started to help the clients in problem solving and stopped their interventions 
after the problems have been solved thus neglecting the goal ofempowerment in social work. Whereas 
the community workers encouraged the individuals in collective actions in changing the injustice 
environment, but refused to handle their personal problems. Obviously this situation is far from 
satisfactory. 
Another factor that prompted me to concentrate on unmotivated powerless clients was because, in the 
light ofmodernization and development, of the vanishing of the traditional communities which acted as 
a mechanism providing social support to the individuals, especially during their times ofcrises ( Froland， 
Panscoast & Parker，1983). Janowitz's (1967) claimed that the characteristics of the modern urban 
community were intentional and voluntary. If the non-help seekers reject or cannot be captured in the 
formal profession-helping networks, when they lack natural supportive community networks, their needs 
were conveniently neglected. 
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After a review ofthe literature, I found that self-help theories and concepts related closely to ideologies 
of community work. After visits to some local self-help organizations, I was convinced of the necessity 
of a thorough examination into the relationships between the communities and the individuals, the self-
help groups and the self-help communities. 
1.2 The research design 
Levy (1984) argued that to use qualitative method to study self-help group, it was better to gain 
knowledge about the natural history of self-help and self-help group processes and to generate 
theoretical hypotheses for testing. In participatory action research, the methods of reflexive and cyclical 
from data to use and action to theory was used. Thus, I select participatory action research as the 
research design in my study. I took up the role of a consultant of the research group and helped the 
group to change. I took the role ofaparticipant observer in group meetings also. The group experience 
provided practical knowledge and generated data for my study. 
1.3 Definitions 
1.3.1 Self-help and the self-help process 
Segal, Silverman, and Temkin (1995) defined self-help as an attempt by people with a mutual problem, 
e.g. a disability, to take control over the circumstances by each other rather than the professionals. A 
self-help process is a process for these people to gain more power so that they can gain greater control 
over their environment and usually goes through, in small groups, the following processes and activities: 
empathy, mutual affirmation, explanations, sharing, self-disclosure and morale building. (Levy, 1976) 
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1.3.2 Self-help groups 
Formal self-help efforts involved participation in organized groups for individuals with similar problems 
or in more differentiated and structured multi-service agencies. Self help agencies perceived their goals 
as empowerment at individual, organizational, and societal levels. (Segal, Silverman, and Temkin, 1995) 
1.3.3 Unmotivated powerless clients 
It refered to the disadvantaged groups who were discriminated politically, economically and socially. 
They came from two relatively distinct groups, the self-reliant group and the reluctant group. The self-
reliant group consisted of those who believed that they could handle their own problems. Those who 
were unable to locate helping sources, or felt that no one was available for help, or that seeking help 
would require too much effort or engender too much shame belong to the reluctant group. (Lieberman, 
1979). Perceived powerless was viewed as a combination of "an attitude of self-blame, a sense of 
generalized distrust, a feeling of alienation and a sense ofhelplessness" (Kieffer, 1984). 
1.3.4 Unmotived powerless women and depressed women 
Women were considered as one of the powerless groups in the community (Kieffer, 1984,pp 9-36, Toure, 
1985). Unmotivated powerless women were disadvantaged women who were discriminated politically, 
economically and socially. Powerless women blamed themselves for their problems, which made them 
helpless and depressed. The characteristics of a depressed woman were identified as a sense of 
vulnerability that included the loss of self, distorted images of self and negative self evaluation. (Jack, 
1991) 
1.3.5 Empowerment 
Empowerment refered as the ongoing capacity of individuals or groups to act on their own behalf to 
achieve a greater measure of control over their lives and destinies. The key themes of empowerment 
were the participation of people in their own empowerment. Empowerment usually goes from personal 
empowerment to political empowerment (Staples, 1990, Rappaport, 1984). 
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1.4 Setting up for the research 
A women group was formed and run for one and a half-year in the Tung Tau community for the purpose 
ofthe research. The women were mainly from the Tung Tau Estate with similar background and living 
style. Tung Tau Estate was a rather homogenous community with similar problems socially, 
economically and politically. In choosing a theory for application of empowerment in the research, I 
accepted Jack's (1993) suggested steps to facilitate powerless women out of depression. I used her 
theory as reference in my research group. Firstly, they were helped to interpret their lives with new 
perspective. Secondly, they were encouraged to decide their future with their new interpretation of 
themselves. Self-help group approach was used as the strategy to empower the powerless women in this 
case study. 
1.4.1 The latent problems of the women in my research group 
The women in my research group belonged to low-income group. The latent problems that they faced 
would detailly described in Chapter three. The common disadvantageous situations of the group 
members that I observed in the group were: loss ofselfwhen related to their family members, distorted 
images ofself in intimate relationship, negative moral themes and alienation from the community. The 
common concern that expressed by the group members were the improvement of the stressful 
relationship with their children and husbands and expand their emotional supportive network. Thus, the 
assumed common needs ofthe research group members included two. The first one was the felt need of 
the members, management and release of anxiety. The second one was the awareness of the 
contribution ofthe gender bias on the sex role expectation to their stress. 
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1.4.2 The relationship of this research group with the existing groups in the community 
work field in Hong Kong 
According to my observations, most of the characteristics of the existing community groups are started 
and led by community workers. The community workers will select the potential leaders and trained 
them up to lead the group later. This delegation power process encounter a few problems. Firstly, as the 
groups are started and leaded by the community workers at the very beginning, the members do not 
expect to lead the group. When the community worker encouraged them to lead the group and be 
independent, they would feel frustrated, angry and rejected due to the feeling of being deserted. 
Secondly，as the role ofthe social worker act as a trainer while the members were trainees, members of 
these community groups will perceive the community worker as the key person to help them solve their 
concern problems. Thus, the sense of powerlessness would be further reinforced. 
In order to empower the powerless women to develop their sense of mastery, I attempted to identify 
starters and invited them to network the depressed housewives to my research group and start the group 
at first. Secondly, members are encouraged to provide help and give advice to each other to solve their 
problems rather than in the group meetings. Thirdly, in the second phase, the recruitment program was 
planned and run by the group members. 
Fourthly，the starters at the beginning chaired the group. I also let the members know my expectation 
toward the group at the very beginning so that they had psychological preparation to take up the group 
tasks later. Thus, the grow members were encouraged to chair the group meetings in the third phase of 
the group. Thus, I only acted as a consultant in the whole process. 
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1.5 The objectives and scope of the study 
1.5.1 The research questions 
This research attempted to answer three questions, namely, 
(i) Can unmotivated powerless women be empowered in the self-help process? 
(ii) How can the self-help group empower these women? 
(iii) Can a self-help model be developed to help these unmotivated powerless women in the 
community 
1.5.2 Objectives of the research 
This thesis examined among other things: 
(1) The perceived empowerment effects of the unmotivated powerless clients in the community through 
the self-help group 
(2) The conditions under which unmotivated powerless clients could be networked and empowered 
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This thesis also attempted to develop a self-help model that might help the unmotivated powerless 
groups. 
1.5.3 Specific points of study 
In this connection, the following specific areas were studied: 
1. The perceived empowerment effects o f the self-help group in helping the unmotivated powerless 
clients; 
2. The perceived empowerment effects on each member in the group process and the explanations to 
the differences; 
3. The possible relationship between the self-help activities and the empowerment effects of the self-
help group; 
4. The possible relationship between the social work intervention and the empowerment effects of the 
self-help group; 
5. A self-help group model for the unmotivated powerless group. 
1.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter outlined the reasons for doing the research, state the research design ofthis study, and set 
definition for some of the major key terms. The different between this research group with other 
existing community groups in the community work field were described. This chapter also had 
described the objectives and scope of the study. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 The feminist thoughts 
As women as the a target group has been selected as the target group for this research, this chapter 
focuses on exploring the contemporary feminist thoughts with respect to a number of gender-related 
issue ofdifferent approaches, perspectives, and frameworks. Outstanding feminists had shaped different 
schools of thoughts with explanations for women's oppression and their proposed solutions for the 
elimination of such injustice (Tong, 1988). 
2.1.1 Liberal Feminism 
Despite liberal feminists were sometimes divided, Tong (1998) noted that they were unanimous on 
sexual equality, or, as it was sometimes termed, genders justice, as one single most important goal of 
women's liberation. What liberal feminists wished to do was to liberate women from oppressive gender 
roles，i.e. from those roles that had been used as excuses orjustifications for giving women less place, or 
no place at all in the academy, the forum, and the market place. Liberal feminists argued that patriarchal 
society thought that women were ideally suited only for certain occupations such as teachers, nurses, 
and clerks, and were largely incapable of other tasks such as ruling, preaching and investing. Whereas 
in male-centered society, women were deemed appropriate only for those jobs that require traits 
associated with the feminine personality, and vice versa for men whose personality traits were of self-
confidence and self-aggrandizement. Liberal feminists claimed that this type ofgender stereotyping was 
terribly unequal. 
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2.1.2 Classical Liberal Feminism 
To solve the gender discrimination, classical liberal feminists believed that after discriminatory laws and 
policies had been removed from the books, women would thereby formally enabled to compete equally 
with men. Otherwise, not much else could be done. 
2.1.3 Welfare Liberal Feminism 
Welfare liberal feminists argued that society should not only eliminate socioeconomic and legal 
impediments to women's progress today but should also compensate women for past injustices. Thus, 
welfare liberal feminists in the States advocated preferential and reverse discrimination. For example, 
female applicants to schools andjobs either be (1) selected over equally qualified white male applicants 
(preferential admissions or hiring) or (2) selected over more, as well as equally, qualified white male 
applicants, provided that the female applicants were still able to perform adequately (reverse 
discrimination). However, welfare liberal feminists believed that policies of preferential hiring and 
reverse discrimination are compatible with the essential values ofliberalism only ifthey are transitional 
measures. The justification would cease when women have de facto as well as de jure equality with 
men. 
2.1.4 Recent developments 
Recently，some liberal feminists like Friedan (1981) provided another approach. They have used the 
ideal ofandrogyny to counteract society's traditional tendency to value masculine traits and to devalue 
feminine traits. If the society encourages everyone to develop both positive masculine and positive 
feminine traits, then people would have no justifications to devalue their feminine sides than their 
masculine sides. Discriminations on the bases of gender and biological sexes would cease. A new 
concept that a person's biological sex should in no way determine his or her psychological and social 
gender has been created in return. 
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Despite the limitations, the liberal feminists had enriched the understanding on the explanation on 
women's disadvantageous position. The gender stereotyping which valued the masculine traits and 
devalued the feminine traits put women in a low social status. The other strength of liberal feminism 
was its insights for the solution of the gender inequality. Firstly, social worker should facilitate the 
women to develop a concept that biological sex should not determine her gender role. Secondly, the 
liberation goal of liberal feminist gave an insight to me when I set the goals of the women's group in 
practice. When I considered the well beings of women, the well beings ofmen were also considered. 
Willis (1975) noted that the limitations of liberal feminism were the denial of women's pressing needs 
to overthrow patriarchy and capitalism, and an affirmation of women's supposed ability to make it in the 
"system." It was believed that sexual equality could not be achieved through individual deepest social 
and psychological structures (Tong, 1998). One way to react to the limitations of the liberal feminism is 
to dismiss them as a bourgeois, white movement (Tong, 1988). 
2.1.5 Marxist Feminism 
The Marxist feminists tended to focus on women's work-related concerns. In so doing, they helped us 
to understand, among other things, how the institution of the family was related to capitalism, how 
women's domestic work has been trivialized as not real work; and, finally, how women have been 
generally given the most boring and low-payingjobs. 
2.1.6 Women and housework 
To interpret the relationship between family or household under capitalism, the Marxist feminists noted 
that prior to industrial capitalism, family or household, was the site of production. But with 
industrialization and the transfer of production from the private households to the public workplaces, 
women，who for the most part did not initially enter the public workplaces, were regarded as “ 
nonproductive", in contrast to "productive"' wage-earning men. 
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Benston (1969) concerned that unless a woman was freed from her heavy domestic duties, including 
child care, her entrance into the work force would be a step away from, rather than towards, liberation. 
As in the time being, household chores are still the responsibility ofwomen. When they work outside, 
they must somehow manage to get both outsidejob and housework done (or they supervise a substitute 
for the housework). Women, particularly the married women with children, who work outside simply 
perform twojobs. 
Their participation in the labor force would be allowed only ifthey could continue to fulfill their first 
responsibility at home. Benston (1969), therefore, asserted that as long as work in the home remained a 
matter ofprivate production and the responsibility ofwomen, equal access tojobs outside home, as one 
ofthe preconditions for women's liberation, would not be in itselfsufficient to give equality for women. 
They carried, instead, double work-loads. 
2.1.7 Wages for housework 
For Benston, the key to woman's liberation was the socialization ofdomestic work. It was believed that 
as soon as everyone realizedjust how difficult domestic work was, the society 
would 110 longer have grounds to oppress women as parasitic people of inferior value. The significance 
of socializing domestic work is not that it would necessarily free women from it. Rather, it would 
enable everyone to recognize how socially necessary such work is. In sum, for Benston, the 
socialization of private housekeeping and tending children was the single factor that would end 
oppression on women. It would give each and every woman the respect she deserved. 
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Some Marxist Feminist argued for waged housework. Costa and James (1972) claimed that no woman 
has to enter the productive work force, for all women were already in it, even if no one recognized the 
fact. Women's work was the necessary condition, as with other labor, from which the surplus value was 
extracted. By providing current (and future) workers not only with food and clothes, but also with 
emotional and domestic comfort, women kept the cogs ofthe capitalist machine running. 
As these two leaders of the "wages for housework" campaign saw it, women who entered public 
industry worked a double day that began with paid, recognized work on the assembly line and ended 
with unpaid, unrecognized work at home. The way to end this inequity, said 
Costa and James (1972), was for women to demand wages for housework. Should the state refuse to pay 
wages, housewives should go out to strike. 
Under the paid concept of domestic work, which was regarded as productive, the status of the 
housewives would be raised. 
2.1.8 Comparable-worth movement 
In recent years many Marxist feminists became less interested in how the sexual division of labor 
operates at home. They were more interested in how women functioned in the workplace. As these 
thinkers saw it, when a woman entered public industry, she tended to do women's work, such as 
teaching, nursing, clerking, cooking, sewing, and the like. Moreover, same as in the household, these 
works were unduly undervalued. Women often received only two-thirds ofthe money that men received 
for comparable work. Thus, many Marxist feminists have become active in the so-called comparable-
worth movement (Tong, 1998). 
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Marxist feminists supported comparable worth for two sets ofreasons, the feminization ofpoverty and 
the value ofwork. Nearly half of the number ofpoor families was headed by single women. Because 
women were the primary recipients of food stamps, legal aid, and Medicaid, ifthey received payment 
for the job they did, these women might be able to support themselves and their families. They would, 
therefore, not be forced to attach themselves to men for an additional source ofincome. 
The concept ofcomparable worth meant that the employers should evaluate their employees objectively 
by focusing on the "worth points’，. They included firstly the "knowledge and skills", or the total amount 
ofinformation or dexterity needed to perform thejob. Secondly was the "mental demands", or the extent 
ofwhich decision making was required by thejob. Thirdly was the "working conditions", or the amount 
ofsupervision thejob entailed; and fourthly "the working conditions," such as how physically safe the 
job was. 
The most compelling example on the infusion of the Marxist feminism's econometric terms into the 
sphere offamily ties and relationship was to ask any mother whether she would accept that "producing 
the future commodity labor power" was an apt characterization ofwhat she was doing (Elstain, 1981). 
The insights that brought from this theory were concerning the paid concept of the domestic work. 
Under this concept, the status of the housewives would be raised, as the domestic work was regarded as 
productive. 
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2.1.9 Radical Feminism - the biological approach 
The radical feminist insisted the sex/gender system is the fundamental cause of women's oppression 
(Tong，1998). They strongly criticized women's reproductive and sexual roles and responsibilities in a 
patriarchal society and directed attention to the ways in which men attempted to control women's bodies, 
whether this control took the form of restrictive contraception, sterilization, and/or abortion laws, or 
violence directed against women (e.g. pornography, sexual harassment, raped, women battering). 
Millett (1970) exaggerated biological differences between men and women, making certain that men 
were always dominant, or "masculine," roles and that women were always the subordinate, or "feminine, 
“ones . What Millett observed in contemporary feminism was a determined effort to destroy the 
sex/gender system, the real source of women's oppression, and to create a new society in which men and 
women were equals at every level of existence. 
Firestone (1970) stated that patriarchy, the systematic subordination of women, was rooted in the 
biological inequality of the sexes. She concluded that women's liberation required a biological 
revolution. The ultimate goal of the feminist revolution was, in an androgynous society, to obliterate 
sexual ones. As soon as the biological realities of reproduction were overcome, said Firestone, the fact 
that some persons have wombs and others have penises would "no longer matter culturally." The major 
biological distinction between men and women would be vanquished. 
2.1.10 The impacts of modern technology 
What makes this biological revolution a real possibility is technology: The reproduction-controlling 
technologies of contraception, sterilization and abortion have been widely used. Due to these 
technologies and to legal arrangements such as contracted motherhood, a woman who begets a baby 
need not bear it, and a woman who bears a child need not rear it. When technology is able to perfect “ 
artificial’，ways for people to reproduce, the need for the 'biological family’ would disappear. 
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Rich (1980) said, the solution to the pains of childbearing should be for a woman to ride with, not 
against, her body. A woman must not give up her body before she has a chance to use it, as she thought 
best. Likewise, claimed Rich, the solution to the impositions ofchildbearing on women in a patriarchal 
society should not be the renunciation of children; the solution should be for each and every woman to 
rear those children with feminist values. 
2.1.11 Lesbianism 
According to Tong (1998), radical feminists proposed several ways to free women from the cage of 
femininity. One of the ways was to enable women to escape from the sexual domination of men by 
transforming the institution of heterosexuality in favor of lesbianism, which was considered as a purely 
personal decision. Thus, Lesbianism has been viewed by radical feminists as a paradigm for female-
controlled female sexuality (Tong, 1998). Indeed, many radical feminists argued that in order to make a 
complete commitment to feminism, a woman had to be or become a lesbian (Tong, 1998). 
Although radical feminists are highly esteemed in the feminist community, some have been criticized for 
their claims about the goodness of women's nature and the evilness of men's nature (Tong, 1998). 
Jagger (1983) rejected the theory of biological determinism, she did not believe that by nature all men 
were one way and all women another, or even that most men were one way and most women another. 
She did not, however, dismiss the reality of male dominance. She wanted feminists to speak about it in 
very specific and concrete terms, resisting as much as possible the tendency to indulge in generalities 
and abstractions. 
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2.1.12 Choice of conceptual framework - perspective in feminism 
Feminist thoughts described above provided explanations and solutions for women's oppression, which 
was rooted either in society's political and economic structures or in human beings' sexual and 
reproductive relationships, roles, and practices. According to Rhode (1990), the limitation of the 
traditional feminist theories was paying too much attention to gender differences, and, despite some 
major achievements, these frameworks have proven serious inadequacies in both theory and practice. 
For example, the need for maternity leaves, but not paternity or parental leaves reinforced a division of 
child-rearing responsibilities more separately than equally. Protective labor law often impeded equal 
opportunities for women in the workplace and equal obligations for men in domestic life. Equality in 
form has not resulted in equality in fact. 
Rhode (1990) concluded that a focus on difference was ultimately unproductive. Women were both the 
same and different. They were different in their needs at childbirth, but the same in their needs for 
broader medical, child-rearing, and care taking policies. To determine which side of the sameness or 
difference dichotomy to emphasize in legal contexts required some other analytical tool. It should 
emphasize not only on biological distinctions but the consequences of recognizing them in particular 
social, political, and economic circumstances. This alternative framework, which focused less on 
difference than on disadvantage, argued for the broadest possible care taking policies for all workers. 
The main concerns of Rhode were not simply on equality between the sexes, and also the quality of life 
for both of them. Women should not gain equal respect, recognition, and economic security like men, 
sex-neutral strategy posed the least risk ofentrenching stereotypes or encouraging covert discrimination. 
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My choice of approach was similar to Rhode (1990) and attempted to resist the temptations of 
theoretical purity. Rather than thinking in terms ofeither/or, i.e. sameness / difference and difference / 
disadvantage, I have focused on issues of when and why. The advantage of talking in terms of 
disadvantage was that it emphasized on a different set of questions and encouraged a more contextual 
analysis addressing it in a particular way under particular social and historical circumstances. 
2.2 Self perception of women in General 
2.2.1 The sense ofvulnerability 
Jack (1991) stated that different social context and cultural norms gave rise to gender differences in ego 
capacities, vulnerabilities and strengths that affected the male and female development in characteristic 
ways. The process of forming a gender identity for women and men resulted in different senses of self, 
ego strengths and emotional concerns. The female orientation to relationship was based on cultural 
norms. Jack (1991) viewed their "self as relational. Therefore, rather than negatively equating the 
need to dependency, the need for attachment should be recognized positively. 
The prevailing cultural norms, on the other hand, value self-sufficiency and independence. But the 
traditional culture keeps on urging women to fulfill the role of "good wife", i.e. defining her identity 
according to her relationship to her husband. Thus, women are caught in such a double-bound culture. 
The needs and desires of women for reIatedness have been generally perceived as "neurotic" and “ 
dependent". Consequently, the self-esteem of women is lowered knowing that they need affiliation. 
This is especially the case amongst the depressed women. 
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2.2.2 Negative self perception 
Jack (1991) observed the accommodation of a unique sense ofself in her longitudinal study ofdepressed 
women. The first characteristic of the depressed women was the loss of self. They tried to fit 
themselves into an image provided by others - their husband, parents, children and the society as a 
whole. They put aside their own feelings, avoided conflicts, and were afraid ofdoing "wrong". Instead, 
they followed the "good se l f , the female role and the social expectations in interacting with their 
significant others by being "good wives". 
The second characteristic of the depressed women was the distorted images of self in intimate 
relationship. Jack (1991) observed that men were defined culturally as strong and obliged to fulfill the 
economic needs of women who were the weaker sex and whose role was to take care of, to please, and 
subordinate to their partners. 
The third characteristic observed by Jack was the negative self-evaluation that is common amongst 
women. Jack (1991) opined that the social culture contributed powerfully to the gender differences 
through establishing different standards on which people judged themselves. By imposing divergent 
expectations for girls' and boys' behaviors, different yardsticks were adopted for each gender to 
measure their attainment of a "good me". Words such as "should", "ought", "bad", "selfish" were 
commonly used when the women assessed themselves and their role in causing the problems in their 
relationships. 
The above analysis on self-perception of women outlined briefly the latent problems ofwomen in Hong 
Kong. In addition, the political, economic, and social discrimination situations ofwomen in Hong Kong 
have been reviewed 
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The disadvantageous situation of women in the Hong Kong context 
2.3.1 Political disadvantageous 
Women possess little influence in public affairs. In both the Provisional Urban Council, and the 
Provisional Regional Council only 12% of the councilors were female and only 11.1% of Provisional 
District Boards Chairpersons were female. The percentage of female councilors in the Executive 
Council and the Legislative Council was respectively only 28.6% and 15%. Men thus played the 
dominant role in central politics in Hong Kong (Hong Kong Government Telephone Directory, 1998). 
Other than the central policy level, women also hold limited representatives in community affairs. In 
1994-97, only two amongst 18 District Board chairpersons were women. Only 12% of both the Urban 
Council and the Regional Council members were women. Community leaders and active members of 
the public were often appointed by the government to the Area Committees (AC) in which they were 
consulted on local community affairs. There were totally 2,359 AC members in 1991/92, with 589 men 
and 106 women serving in the New Territories ACs and 1,368 men and 296 women serving in the urban 
district ACs. The proportion ofwomen to men remained low. In 1993，there were approximately 690 
villages in the New Territories with one to three Village Representatives. There was only one women 
Village Representative (Courtesy of CNTA). 
2.3.2 Economic disadvantageous 
The labor force participation rate of men was respectively 75.6 and 75.2 in the fourth quarter in 1998 
and first quarter in 1999 while the rate of women was respectively 49% and 48.9% in the same period 
(Census and Statistic Department). The labor force participation rate of the single women ofthe age 20-
29 and 30-39 were 68.4% and 57.8%. However, 66.45 ofmarried women respondents in a survey report 
ofCaritas in 1993 indicated that they would like to work and 52.8% ofhousewives in the same report 
expressed the same wish. Besides, 40.1% of respondents revealed that their husbands did not support 
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them going to work. The different labor force participation rate between different sex and between 
different marital status of women further explained many women involuntarily take up the role of 
housewives even though they preferred to work outside after they had married and had babies. 
Women's and men roles in the Chinese culture were thus clearly defined. 
2.3.3 Social disadvantageous 
In a study, husbands were found 6% higher in rate than wife in the decisions of the family finance 
(Caritas, 1993). However, wives were 21.8% higher in rate than husbands in child rearing. Apart from 
decisions making, wives played a submissive role in sexual life with their husbands. The Caritas report 
revealed that when the wife refused to have sex, only 5% husbands were willing to accept, whereas 
35-6% accepted unwillingly. In another study (Equal Opportunity Commission, 1996-97) gender-biased 
attitudes were noted regarding child care responsibilities. Majority of the respondents believed that 
women could do a better job than men in looking after children but not in supervision and in 
maintaining discipline of children. More men than women held these attitudes. Traditional gender-
based division of household labor is still evident in most families. Most household chores and 
responsibilities are primarily the wives' responsibilities, and husbands' main responsibility is on the 
maintenance and repairs of household appliances. It is quite u n c o ^ o n for husbands to share 
household chores or responsibilities together with their wives. 
2.3.4 Cultural disadvantageous 
The social revolution in China has emancipated Chinese women from the old traditions thus enabling 
them to become more open-minded. However, Zhang (1991) found that the existence of traditional 
expectations for women regarding marriage, family and aesthetics creates contradictions for women in 
China. 
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While a number of women excelled themselves in the modern Chinese society, many ofthem are caught 
in between. Zhang pointed out that the social revolution in China legitimated women's rights. However, 
tradition die-hard and the legal protection of women do not necessarily mean that women could gain 
equal status as men in real life. The long tradition ofhigh status ofmen versus low status ofwomen (男 
尊女卑）the higher expectations and greater joy into giving birth to a boy (生仔身價萬倍）keep the 
women at bay. "Three meekness and four virtues"(三從四德），are still important moral standards of 
women today. "Depend on you father before marriage, depend on your husband after marriage, depend 
011丫0"�80"8�卜6"乂0口『卜口853口01出65，，（在家從父’出嫁從夫’夫死從子)."Choosc a strong husband 
than a weak one"(擇偶選強不選弱）.Such traditional thinking has sustained not only the role of 
women in their families but also their subordinating role in the society (家庭主角’社會配角）.Thus, 
the discriminations against women are further reinforced. On one hand, the modern society encourages 
women to participate in the public sphere, to contribute like men in the society. On the other hand, the 
traditional constraints on women are maintained. Such double standards and demands on the women 
have seriously affected their mental and physical health. 
2.3.5 From powerlessness to depression 
From the above discussions on the discriminations against women in psychological, cultural and socio-
economic situation in Hong Kong, women were induced to accept low self-esteem and negative self-
evaluation, and culturally constructed as powerless groups on whom social workers needed to pay 
attention. Individuals who had experienced powerlessness in relation to their environment internalized 
such experience and saw them as helpless. Such circumstances were described as "alienation" (Seeman, 
1985, p.91-123), "learned helplessness" (Seligman, 1972), or “surplus powerlessness" (Lerner, 1986). 
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Perceived powerlessness was viewed as "a construction ofcontinuous interaction between the individual 
and his/her environment and combine an attitude ofself-blame, a sense ofgeneralized distrust, a feeling 
ofalienation from resources for social influence, and a sense ofhelplessness in socio-political struggle" 
(Kieffer，1984,p.9-36). An internalized sense of powerlessness or a sense of locus of control (Phares， 
1965,p.642-647, Rotter, 1966,p.l) resulted in a dynamic ofdebilitation and selfblame. Thus, in many 
situations, women blamed themselves for their problems. They felt helpless and depressed. Those 
refrained from seeking help continued to feel depressed until they sought for help. Even when they did, 
they perceived their problems as personal problems. When the source of their problems was not 
adequately dealt with, the problems and depression later recurred. 
2.4 From depression to empowerment 
The self-help, empowerment oriented practice strategy is directed towards both the micro and macro 
systems and compatible with the goals of social work. It is considered as one of the effective 
approaches in helping powerless unmotivated groups. This approach provides opportunities for the 
emergence of dialogue, which is necessary for the development of critical thinking, knowledge, skill 
huilding，validation and support amongst participants. It also provides the necessary linkages to the 
larger systems, which impinged upon the groups and their defined common problem. Thus, through 
shared experience and the experiential knowledge, with the experience of mutual help and mutual 
support，it became more possible to empower the unmotivated clients, in this study, the women. 
2.4.1 Jack's suggestions 
To facilitate powerless women out of depression, Jack (1991) suggested several steps. Firstly, women 
have to interpret their experience in new emerging perspectives and create new meanings for their lives 
and their authentic selves. They should relinquish the cognitive schemas about the self in intimate 
relationships that guide their behaviors and confer moral meanings. These schemas were the products 
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of a culture that has institutionalized inequality between the sexes, especially in marriage. They should 
forsake traditional norms contributed to the construction of the secondary status of women. In Jack's 
study, she found that once these schemas were challenged, behaviors and symptoms could change. 
Secondly, women should be more articulate in what they are "pulling away from" and to envision what 
they are moving to in the future. Both Gilligan (1982) and Westkott(1986) detailed the difficulty ofthis 
transition from powerlessness to empowerment. Seeing themselves and their situations in new ways 
allowed women to reclaim their voices, their feelings, their perspectives, and their activities within 
relationships. They have to trust their own perceptions, and realize that they are responsible for the 
shape of their lives. They are the actors and authors of their own stories, not the subject of someone 
else's plots. 
2.4.2 Relationship with men 
The women in Jack's study did not want to give up connections with men. Instead they sought new 
forms of relatedness that was not in the culture. Thus, in the third step, women have to create their own 
vision of these connections. Each woman has to come to empower herself in a larger level in ever 
widening circles. As a woman began to see and interpret experience differently, she questioned the 
prevailing cultural values and moral prescriptions for her behaviors (Jack, 1991). 
2.4.3 Relationship with female friends 
For Jack, women analyzed themselves through the relational perspectives, their mind and self came into 
being through communication with others, and i.e. one could not heal oneself in isolation. Because 
women's vulnerability to depression laid in the quality of their relationships, Jack pointed to the 
importance of female friendships and their supports that provided the women the freedom to be 
themselves, to test out new images of self and to come out of depression. 
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Groups offer the community supports that women need to pass through these stages. In groups, women 
can gain strengths and supports from one another through identifying, sharing, and re-interpreting 
(renaming) events together. Groups also allow movement beyond words to symbolism and ritual to help 
women break any destructive forms of relationship. 
Thus empowerment should he viewed as the main objectives in facilitating the elimination ofthe sense 
ofvulnerabiIity of women. Groups should be used as one ofthe effective empowerment instruments. 
2.5 Studies on self-help group for the unmotivated powerless people 
Prior to designing the research, I searched for previous similar or related studies in Hong Kong. Related 
studies overseas were also reviewed to facilitate the writing ofconceptual framework ofthe research. 
2.5.1 Local related studies 
Union catalogue of the local university libraries were consulted and searched. No previous study on 
self-help groups to empower unmotivated powerless groups or powerless women in Hong Kong was 
found. 
However，five research reports on self-help groups applied to clinical setting were found. "The 
development of a practice model in working with family members of psychotic patients—an effort 
toward tertiary prevention of mental health in Hong Kong." (Ma Lai Chong, MSW, HKU,1984) 
generated a hypothesis that self-help groups could empower the abilities and strengths of mentally ill 
patients and their careers. However, though this research had proved the effectiveness of the self-help 
groups，it did not clearly elaborate on under what conditions and how the process of self help group 
could empower the clients. The other four research included "Let's do it ourselves!: A self-help group of 
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stoma patients" (Lee Chi, Antonio, MSW, HKU, 1988); "A comparative study of the relative strengths 
and weakness of the self-help and Lap Shun Training programs of the society for the Aid and 
Rehabilitation ofDrug Abusers (Yeung-Kin Wai, MSW, HKU, 1986). After the review ofthose studies 
on self-help groups, it was found that there were different interpretations among researchers on the 
objectives of using the self-help approach. Also, the expectations on the roles between social workers 
and group members in the self-help process were quite different. Again, there was no clear elaboration 
011 how self-help groups could meet the needs of the group members. 
For Ma (1984), the main expected objectives of the self-help groups in those studies were problem 
solving rather than empowerment. In Lee's (1988) research on self-help groups for stoma patients, it 
was stated that 'a self-help group could be an effective and economical 
means of change". Lee concluded that social workers should always be reminded not to work for, but 
with his group. However, he also stated that "we should also be reminded not to assume the clients 
could take the leadership role too early". According to Ma (1995), self-help groups should not be 
regarded as the only means to help the members to solve their problems. Rather, they should be used as 
a good channel for the members to acquire appropriate problem-solving skills and to learn ways of self-
governing. Reissmen and Carrol (1995) considered self-determination, self-production and self-
empowerment of participants as essential in self-help. This research explored how and when the clients 
could develop their sense of mastery in the self-help process. 
2.5.2 Overseas studies 
Through searching on the internet, no study related to using self-help group to empower the unmotivated 
powerless group was found. However, there were few research conducted by Lieberman (1976) and 
others which studied the consciousness raising of women. They were quite comprehensive studies on 
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self-help groups for women's consciousness raising. I found them useful as they attempted to examine 
self-help systems from the perspectives of their membership. They provided useful reference for my 
research. 
A survey of 1,700 women in Consciousness-Raising Groups (CR) was conducted by Lieberman & 
others (1979) to understand why womenjoined the consciousness-raising self-help groups. In the reports, 
all members were white, liberal，educated, upper-middle-class women. The exclusion of uneducated 
clients or women was a limitation and my study on the unmotivated powerless group might be 
complementary to Lieberman's study. The research findings indicated six motivational factors for these 
women. The six motives were: interest in women issues (98%), help seeking (74%), social needs (59%)， 
interest in sexual issues (44%), and curiosity (28%). The common denominator for all participants was 
their desire to explore what it were to be women. Help seeking was also an important motive. Purely 
political motivations were much less important in a CR group than were motivations to explore what it 
was to be a woman. 
The findings were different from my experience of working with women. In my study, I focussed on 
low-income and uneducated women. The low political motivations ofwomen tojoin CR groups showed 
in Lieberman's reports alerted me that strategically I should put personal empowerment objective prior 
to organizational and societal empowerment. 
Lieberman & others (1979) conducted another research, which assessed the psychotherapeutic 
effectiveness of women's consciousness raising. The groups were small, with only six to fifteen 
members，leaderless groups structured along a set ofguidelines provided by the women's centers. In 
each meeting, CR members centered on the discussion o f a specific topic chosen by themselves, 
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motherhood, fatherhood, sexuality, self-image, and their husbands were topics covered by most groups. 
The guidelines recommended that each woman should address the chosen topic from the first person 
perspectives. 
The impact ofCR was assessed in a sampling of thirty-two women who participated in a CR group for at 
least four months. Prior to their participation, the women had indicated three main concerns, which 
included the self-concept and interpersonal problems. The results ofthe study had indicated that despite 
increased self-esteem and self-reliance of women, symptoms and coping styles remained unimproved. 
Such findings were not further explained. The research groups were leaderless and had no social 
workers involved. 
After six months in the CR group; the women reported that they had experienced significantly higher 
levels of discrimination than they had prior to their CR experience. Nevertheless, over half of the 
women remained uninvolved in any formal political organization. It was concluded in this study that 
participants became more sympathetic to the feminist viewpoint, particularly in seeing their own lives. 
Levy (1979) conducted a study involving twenty self-help groups. Levy (1979) stated in his report that 
self-help groups not only helped their members to deal with their identified personal problems, they also 
served to meeting their members' most fundamental human needs, needs for empathic understanding, 
enhancement on self-esteem, meaning, and opportunity to express their feelings and share their 
experiences with the others. In his study, the nine most frequently occurring activities were empathy, 
mutual affirmation, explanation, sharing, morale building, self-disclosure, positive reinforcement, 
personal goal setting and catharsis (release of tension). The nine least frequent activities were 
confrontations, punishment, requesting feedbacks, behavioral rehearsal, offering feedbacks, extinction， 
modeling, reference to group's norms, and behavioral proscriptions. 
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As interactive activities were considered to be the medium for change in self-help groups, I examined 
these activities that presumably caused the empowerment ofthe women in my study group. 
2.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter outlined the reasons for the oppression of women constructed cultural, socially and 
politically and the attempts of feminists made in pointing out the problems and putting forward different 
viewpoints, theories and conceptual framework to rectify the situation. 
The liberal feminists suggested that patriarchal society and androgyny were the cause of women's 
oppression. To solve the problem，discriminatory laws and policies must be removed from the books. The 
Marxist feminists argued that domestic work was regarded as non-productive and devalued. Some women 
who worked at home and in workplace did twojobs. The solution was to claim wages for housework and 
comparable work for women. The radical feminists strongly criticized women's reproductive and sexual 
roles and responsibilities and biological inequality. The reproductive controlling technologies and 
contracted motherhood, as well as lesbianism provided the opportunities to eliminate all sexual roles. 
Women were then liberated. 
Despi^ differences of opinions on the reasons and suggestions for the improvement of the position of 
women by various schools of thought, the characteristics o f a depressed woman were identified as a sense 
ofvulnerability that included the loss ofself, distorted images ofse l fand negative selfevaluation. To 
facilitate a powerless woman out of depression, she has to be made aware of her disadvantageous 
positions in family and society; the negative effects ofsocial culture and gender perspectives (Hirayama, 
1986) and induced the belief that she could control her life and destiny (Staples, 1990). She has to fight 
the schemas and traditional norms. She would interpret her experience and create meanings for her life 
with new，emerging perspectives and her relationship with the other sex. To achieve this, she has to go 
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through the self-help process. Jack (1991) stressed that one cannot heal the selfin isolation. A depressed 
woman could gain strengths and support from her female friends for moving out of depression through 
identifying, sharing and re-interpreting her experience. 
Five research reports on self-help groups applied to clinical setting had found in local studies and a 
number of research conducted by Lieberman and Levy on self-help groups were found in overseas studies. 
However, no research or studies on self-help group to empower women was found in the libraries of the 
universities. So, the study on how the self-help process could empower the unmotivated powerless group 
especially for women was not adequately studied in Hong Kong. It was expected that this research could 
fill the knowledge gap of the local study on this topic. 
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Chapter 3 Conceptual framework of self-help 
groups for the unmotivated powerless 
group 
3.1 Why community worker should concern those unmotivated powerless groups 
in the community 
As a community worker, I found that there were many people who were not in immediate crisis but 
belong to the powerless groups. Their powerlessness was not originated from their personal deficits but 
just because they belong to a powerless group. Their sense of powerlessness constrained them from 
maximizing their potential, and, thus, would further reinforce their sense of helplessness when facing 
crisis. A weakening supportive community and their rejection to professional services made these 
unmotivated powerless people falling outside the scope of the existing formal service in the community, 
even when they were facing crisis. As much social research indicated that supportive networks did serve 
as a general buffer against stress, it was better for a community worker to build up supportive networks 
in the community to empower these unmotivated powerless groups. Self-help community would be 
assumed to be a new alternative. Women, powerless groups in the community, were selected to be the 
target in this research. Although this research was not aimed at generalization, it was hoped that through 
this research, a model could be built for community worker to empower other unmotivated powerless 
groups in the community. 
3.2 Concepts of empowerment 
Segal, Silverman, and Temkin (1995) defined empowerment as a process of gaining more power. I took 
it as a process to achieve a greater measure of control over their lives and destine a process through 
which clients were enabled to obtain resources at multiple levels, so that they could gain greater control 
over their environment and social change. As powerlessness was not exclusively, or even primarily, an 
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individual problem, my research was based on the concept that empowerment must be conceptualized, 
operationalized and measured in collective as well as individual terms. 
3.3 Why self help group for powerless people 
In order to provide the means as well as a goal for helping the relatively powerless individuals to gain 
power, for personal development of positive self-image and identity, a number of activities were 
designed in forms of recognition, prestige, and status, which bolstered one's positive self-image, identity, 
and power. I used small groups, which provided ideal conditions for group participants to experience, 
gain, exercise, and rehearse their "power" as they were provided with an opportunity for guided 
interpersonal interactions. The ideal platform, i.e. the small group, for the empowerment of individuals 
was also identified. 
Amongst the various kinds of group work models, to name but a few, the social goal model (Papell & 
Rothman, 1966), remedial model (Papell & Rothman, 1966) and goal Formulation model (Lang, 1972), 
self-help group would be selected as the working model in this study. Compared with the other models, 
selfhelp groups emphasized on the importance, the value, the indispensabiIity ofinvolving the consumer 
in his own learning or relearning, and in contributing to decisions about his own destiny (Katz, A.H. 
1979). Besides, contrast with other groups, self help groups viewed that providing accepting and 
supportive climate in the group itself is a primary catalyst for change rather than just emphasizing on the 
interaction of members within the group. Thus, it was more preferable to apply for the groups, which 
aimed at empowerment for the powerless. 
Steven P. Segal, Silverman and Temkin (1995) defined self-help as an attempt by people with a mutual 
problem to take control over the circumstances for their lives. It was founded on the principle that 
people who shared a disability had something to offer to each other that the professionals could not 
provide. As the research targets were defmed as unmotivated, a non-discriminated working approach 
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would minimize resistance from participants. Self-help approach, which emphasized on 'experiential 
knowledge', rather than 'professional knowledge', could fit these criteria. 
Powell (1990) had stated, the participants of the self-help group learned how similar were the situations 
that they had struggled through. In these movements, people empowered themselves by sharing their 
experiential knowledge and authority. Their experiential knowledge and authority gave them power 
amongst themselves to take their own and their peers' stories seriously. 
Since the selfhelp approach emphasized much on mutual help and collective power, during the process, 
the participants could act on their own behalf to achieve a greater measure ofcontrol over their problems 
and the organizational tasks. Thus, it was hypothesized that the sense of powerlessness would be more 
effectively reduced in the self-help process. I believed that a social worker or other helping 
professionals would take a more active role in starting a self-help group. So I adopted the group 
approach as a strategy to empower the powerless groups in the community. 
The concepts of self-help and self-help groups 
3.4.1 The process in self help group 
Members of the research group expressed that they felt themselves comfortable among their own 
community of friends, neighbors, relatives, colleagues or those who share the same religion or beliefs. 
Through affiliation and identification with their own community, they felt that they find greater power 
over their own lives. They found better ways in problem solving, mutual supports and a sense of 
belonging. Most important of all, they found greater meaning in life (Powell, 1983). A tremendous 
amount of epidemiological and social surveys provided evidence that supportive networks of 
homogenous groups served as a general buffer against stress and a wide variety ofhealth and mental 
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health problems. Rubin & Rubin (1986) stressed the importance ofbringing people together to combat 
against shared problem. It was suggested that it was essential in networking people with others who 
shared the same concerns in their community as people were more willing to offer assistance when there 
were mutual supports, encouragement, advice and suggestions. Such principles governed the conceptual 
framework for my self-help group which emphases that self-help was an attempt by people with a 
mutual problem, e.g. a disability, to take control over the circumstances by each other rather than the 
professionals (Segal, Silverman, and Temkin, 1995). 
3.5 The concept of self help group and empowerment 
3.5.1 Two essential elements of empowerment in self help group process 
To Powell (1990)，the knowledge obtained by the participants in the self-help group was "experiential 
knowledge". The participants in the research group learnt how similar were their situations that they 
had struggled through and the associated emotions and meanings to their lives. These stories of the 
individuals，i.e. an experiential knowledge or experiential frame ofreference, were presented in different 
forms and style from those of the scientists or professionals. 
In these circumstances, participants empowered themselves through gaining authority on experiential 
knowledge. Their experiential authority gave them the capacity to take their own and their peer's’ 
stories seriously. So, "shared experience" and "experiential knowledge" were the two essential elements 
in empowering the participants in the self-help groups. 
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3.5.2 Empowerment effects 
Those participants who were empowered after a series of empowerment activities and process 
demonstrated a certain noticeable changes in attitude and behavior. The change effects were classified 
as "personal empowerment", "organizational empowerment" and the "extra-organizational 
empowerment. The former one was related to the change ofthinking and behavior ofselfwhile the latter 
two were more concerned with changes in environments and society. Such change effects are outlined in 
the following: 
Change effects in personal empowerment identified in the self-help group 
i. Awareness of individuals' disadvantageous positions in family and society; 
ii. Awareness ofthe negative effects of social culture and gender perspectives (Hirayama, 1986) 
iii. Belief that one could control one's life and destiny (Staples, 1990); 
iv. Awareness of relationship with significant others, e.g. husband; 
V. Ability to analyze cause and effects of problems one faces; 
vi. Sharing of personal problems; 
vii.Improvements in problems solving methods; 
viii. Ability to release pressure; 
ix. Awareness of the importance of mutual help (help and being helped) 
X. Perceiving others as friends; 
xi. Perceiving changes in individuals 
xii. Set agenda and take action to change; 
xiii.WiIling to expose oneself 
xiv.Willing to organize services for other housewives. 
xv.Expanded friendship network 
Change effects in organizational empowerment 
Willing to participate in group tasks 
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Changes effects in extra-organizational empowerment 
i. Willing to take up group task and discussion leadership; 
ii. Willing to participate in the actions of the change ofunfavorable social policy. 
3.6 The latent problems of women in Hong Kong 
3.6.1 Feminist perspective selected 
In this thesis, women were selected as the focus of study. Many people would select the feminist 
perspective in analyzing and solving the problem ofwomen, which emphasized on the inequality that 
women encountered. Rather, Rhode's (1993) perspective, which emphasized on the consequences ofthe 
difference, was chosen to analyze the situation of women or solely to the difference between the 
different sexes would entrench stereotyping or encouraging covert discrimination. Concerning about the 
disadvantages in in context (on which women, which period, and which social, economic, and 
ideological emphasized), and the consequent # o n the sex difference, as an alternative, would offer the 
widest range of protections for women. 
3.6.2 The latent problems of housewives of low-income group 
Women in Hong Kong were deeply influenced by the tradition Chinese culture. They located in a 
disadvantageous situation in the present social and economic context. Although I had not conducted any 
in-depth study on the need of women in Hong Kong, through reviewing the current literatures, agency 
visits and direct working experience, I could gain some knowledge on the problems that this group faced. 
The first latent problem of women was the loss ofself. In Chinese culture, depending on the male figure 
of the women was highly recommended. To follow the directives, the women would stress on the 
fulfilling the expectations of male figure, but suppressing their own feelings and needs and to avoid 
conflict. 
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The second latent problem of women was the distortion oftheir self-images. In Chinese culture, women 
were defined as weak while men were strong. Even when women were aware that their ability was 
equal to or even better than men was, they preferred to suppress themselves and avoid showing off in 
front of their husband publicly and privately. Women, therefore, were subordinated and should please 
their partner. 
The third latent problem of women was the negative moral themes. They tended to judge themselves in 
a negative manner. As Jack (1991) described, culture contributed powerfully to the divergent 
expectations for girls' and boys' behavior. Thus, the word such as ‘should，，‘ought，’ ‘good，’ 'bad', 
‘selfish，were commonly used in the assessment ofrelationship problems amongst women. 
Housewives were valued most of their role in taken care ofthe others. To gain sense ofachievement as 
well as recognition forms the others, the housewives tried their best and contributed nearly all their time 
to take care oftheir family members. Thus, apart from the three latent problems, alienation from their 
community would be considered as the fourth problems. Alienation form their community, therefore, 
would be considered as the fourth problem women faced. They placed all their time and attention to the 
family，and therefore, lost their linkages with the rest ofthe community and society. 
With the four latent problems，i.e. loss of self, distortion ofselfimage, negative evaluation of the self 
and alienation from the community, the housewives would easily find themselves lacking ofpurpose or 
meaning, lost control and was lacking influence over their own life. Instead, their happiness depended 
on the recognition of the others. They were, therefore, powerless and had only limited control over their 
own life. To free from such situations, women, especially the housewives, should empower themselves, 
so as to enable them to enable them to led a life which was more within their own control. 
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Thus, it was my interest on how such groups, the housewives, who were usually unmotivated to seek 
help in resolving especially their own latent problems, would be empowered. The theme of this thesis, 
thus, would be the empowerment of the unmotivated housewives. 
3.7 starting a self-help group 
3.7.1 To network the unmotivated women in Tung Tau 
Tung Tau Community and Tug Tau Resident Orgainization 
Tung Tau Resident Organization was an independent Organization. It was financially independent and 
possessed a permanent office. The residents in Tung Tau formed it in 1984. The objectives of the 
organization were mobilizing the resident to solve the community problem. I had become the consultant 
of the organization for four years and this relationship gave convenience for me to conduct my research 
in the organization. 
Tung Tau community was built in 1961 and the residents were moved in from different communities. 
There were 5,931 households with 35,618 residents in Tung Tau Community whereas most of them 
belonged to lower income group. Families were dominated in nuclear form (50% of household belong 
to three to five family members). Many women stayed at home to take care of their children. The 
education level of the residents was low. Half of them were uneducated or below primary education 
level whereas only 5% of them were postgraduate. The community facilities were quite adequate; they 
included elderly centers, family service center, children youth center, and shelter workshop. 10 % 
residents were new arrival. Half of the population was women (16,971) and nearly 40% of them were 
young women with the age from 25 to 50. 
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The core members of the Tung Tau Residents，Organization reflected that the housewives were quite 
detached from the community and they found it difficult to recruit them. In 1993, the residents' 
organization formed a women group. The objective of the women group, by that time, was on skill 
learning and providing volunteer service to the community. The group had nearly thirty members with 
the age ranged from 30 to 60. There were only eight active members. They formed an executive 
committee to run the women group. Though the committee had activities once a week, there were only 
30% of attendance. Content ofthe gatherings focused mainly on equipping the women with knowledge 
on how to become good wives. The main activities of the group were providing services to elderly and 
children. Thus, in my impression, the nature of activities of the women group reinforced the carer role 
of women. Members seldom shared their personal experience or problems in the group. Thus, there 
was no trusting relationship and there was also no supportive atmosphere amongst members. The 
relationship between the group members was superficial and distant. Instead, mistrust and hidden anger 
existed amongst them. Members refused to expose their weakness, genuine feelings and anxiety in the 
group. Competition for influence existed amongst members. When I discussed with some of the active 
members of the women group, they agreed that the women group had to be reformed. 
3.7.2 The networking strategies of the unmotivated women 
Although housewives in this research were perceived as the individuals not in the immediate crisis, they 
are hindered from maximizing their potential. This problem was latent as the housewives were assumed 
not to be aware o for avoid from this problem. Thus, the housewives possessed only low motivation to 
tackle this latent problem. To network the non-help-seeking housewives of Tung Tau community, the 
following strategies were used: 
Firstly, those non-help seeking women might perceive seeking help as requiring too much effort or 
engendering too much shame, they might refuse to use professional help (Lieberman, 1976). It was, 
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therefore, more preferable to employ a reaching out strategy to contact them. Thus, I had recruited two 
women as starters from the Tung Tau Residents' Organization and used home-visit to network the other 
potential targets. 
Secondly, common need rather than common problems were the focus in the organization of the self-
help group. To avoid the misunderstanding of the need of housewives, I had conducted case study of 
individual housewives before recruiting group members. As management and release of anxiety，was 
found to be the common need ofthe housewives, it was selected as the main focus ofthe self-help group 
in this thesis research. 
3.7.3 The group structure 
The group size would be small as "ant-big" was essential in self-help concept (Reissman and 
Carrol ,1995). Ten to twelve would be the maximize number ofmembers recruited. 
In my self-help group, members were considered as being equal. Each person was important and could 
contribute to the other members and the group as a whole. No single person had all the leadership skills 
required for all situations. 
3.7.4 The goals of self-help groups 
The self-help group in the Tung Tau Estate sought to accomplish the goals by: 
i. helping members to obtain relevant resources and develop coping skills; 
ii. providing means to enhance members' self-concept; 
iii.Iessening the stigma of perceived disability; 
iv.giving members control in the agencies' governance, administration, and service delivery; 
V. furthering members' involvement in social policy-making. 
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3.7.5 The stages of development of the group 
Reissman and Carroll (1995) recommended that the starters of group tasks began with a smaller, more 
manageable medium, i.e. their neighborhood, families, private life. Here they regained the sense of 
control denied them on the global level. Thus, I started self-help process from the empowerment of the 
individual's private lives and families first. 
In the process of development, positive experience in private sphere helped build up strengths for 
mastering change in wider circles. Therefore, in the second stage (after ten sessions) of the group, I 
encouraged members to involve themselves in the group activities. In the third stage (after twenty 
sessions), members were encouraged to participate in community affairs. 
3.7.6 Self-help group activities and methods 
Before I planned for the activities of the research group, I examined a large number ofrelated activities. 
I decided that Levy's (1976) observations and data on the activities and methods in self-help groups 
were proved to be effective. They included: 
Behaviorally Oriented Processes and activities 
i. Social reinforcement: the recognition of members' desirable behaviors, and the elimination or 
control ofdevelopment ofmembers' desirable behaviors by criticisms among members themselves. 
ii.Model: model of methods in coping with stresses and changing behavior were employed such as 
self-disclosure, sharing of techniques on coping with problems, and giving advice commonly used 
by self-help groups as recommended by mental health professionals. 
iii.Agenda of actions: Members were provided with an agenda of actions for them to engage in 
changing their social environment As it externalized the source of their distress, this process 
served to counterbalance their tendency to think only in intrapersonal orientation. 
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Cognitively Oriented processes and activities 
i. Empathy: When a member expressed emotions in the group, other group members expressed that they 
understood and shared his or her feelings. 
ii.Mutual affirmation: Members often affirmed the feelings and response to certain situations of other 
members. 
iii.Explanations: Members provided explanations that helped other group members to a better 
understanding of themselves or their reactions to a situation. 
iv.Shanng: Group members often shared their past and present experiences, thoughts, or feelings with 
other members. They identified each other's lives with respect to a whole range of experience, for 
example, coping with a problem, family life, financial matters, and past events ofinterest. 
iv. Self-disclosure: Group members often disclosed to other members oftheir experiences, 
fantasies, thoughts, or emotions, which they normally would not tell others. 
v.Morale building: Group members often reassured other members that their problems would eventually 
be worked out positively. 
These activities were be used in the group process ofthis study. Both positive and negative effects of 
these activities were examined carefully. In addition, other related activities were also examined. 
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3.7.7 The self-help empowerment strategies for women 
From personal empowerment to political empowerment 
Personal empowerment 
• Cognitive schema reflection 
To empower the women, the first step was to facilitate the women to be aware of their self-assessment, 
and the internal dynamic of their self-silencing of their authentic feelings and needs. To facilitate the 
above outcome, I first provided the members of the self-help group with concrete proof that he or she 
was not alone, there were others who shared and effectively coped with the same problems. They soon 
found out that they were among friends and neighbours. When 1 succeeded ih creating an atmosphere in 
which participants felt safe about disclosing intimate information, thoughts, and feelings, perception of 
similarity was strengthened. The participants felt that that others with similar experience were more 
responsive to each other's needs, more accepting, and more empathic. Under these circumstances, 
challenge to each other's schema was more acceptable. Women who established new perspectives of 
them were more likely to show their authentic feelings and needs and break schemas that were 
unfavorable. 
• Awareness of the disadvantages position of women in family and society 
Through the discussion of personal experiences, members were facilitated to understand the 
disadvantageous position of women. Women had been facilitated to use gender perspective to aware of 
the close relationship of cultural bias on women. Aware of the cultural impact was the main cause of 
their depression, self-blame and sense ofpowerless might be minimized. 
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參 Cognitive restructuring 
Self-help strategy emphasized much on experiential knowledge. Members were encouraged to share 
experience with one another, and take others' similar coping skills into reference. As the role ofhelpers 
and helpees were interchangeable and the participants controlled the decision mechanism by themselves, 
they re-created a positive self-image for themselves. Helping and providing guidance among members 
made them feel good and confident. The authentic selfrecovered after they re-created a positive self-
assessment standard on themselves. 
Political empowerment 
When members sought reference from the existing culture, they found only constrains and restrictions. 
Thus，they were facilitated to create the new ones by themselves. The self-helpers in the women group 
had to play an active role collectively in changing the existing inappropriate environment. I used the 
term "political empowerment" to include organizational and extra-organizational empowerment, the 
former included activities such as chairing a discussion group or meeting and the latter included 
participating in community affairs and issues. 
Emphasis on latent inner strengths rather than external influence (Reissman, Carroll, 1995) 
People were perceived as potential help givers, they were independent than dependent even in receiving 
help, the receiver knew that later he or she would give help in return they would not be look down upon 
themselves (Reissman and Carroll,1995). As a result, in the self-help group process, social workers 
should avoid to create dependence of group members. To be an 
independent group, the sense ofindependence was important but adequate financial support and suitable 
gathering place were also very important. 
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Thus, it was better to encourage the active potential group members to involve in the recruitment process. 
I had, therefore, firstly sought a consensus with an independent resident organization in Tung Tau 
community to set up a women group. Active members of the Tung Tau resident organization would be 
recruited as starters of the research group. The started was the discussion leader of the group from the 
very beginning. I became the consultant and facilitate them to prepare for each meeting. 
After ten sessions, the group members had been encouraged to involve in the second recruitment to 
expand the group. It was assumed that the housewives with similar background; living in the same 
community; facing the similar anxiety would facilitate the expression of empathy in direct contacts with 
the potential targets. 
Secondly, I had encouraged the members to chair the meeting, contacted their members, plan and 
implement their program. Social worker was only the consultant of this group. When the research 
targets felt that they had the ability to influence others in the recruitment process, and master group tasks, 
the self-esteem and sense of mastery would be enhanced. 
3.8 Roles of the social worker 
The following propositions provided directions for me as a self-help group leader. Firstly, 
notwithstanding my social worker's professional status, I should not be leader of the group. A 
comprehensive review of studies examining members' perspectives on relationships with professionals 
(e.g., Levy, 1983; Toro, 1986，Zimmerman & Rappaport, 1988, Lotery, 1995) revealed a lay consensus 
on the desirability for a more indirect consultative and referral professional roles. Studies on 
professional perceptions also emphasized the consultant role. The social workers maintained the 
direction of the self-help groups by keeping members on topic, summarizing what members had said, 
encouraging mutual discussion in each meeting at the primary stage, and modeling to the above skillsfor 
group members to take up the facilitator role at the later stage. 
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3.9 Chapter summary 
This chapter outlined the latent problems of women, the self-help concept, the self-help groups and the 
empowerment for women for personal and political empowerment that formed the conceptual framework 
of my study. The self-help group in this research was conducted in Tung Tau Community; the 
housewives who belong to the low-income families were recruited. The self-help process was to 
empower an individual or groups to act on their own behalf to achieve a greater measure of control over 
their lives and destinies. Empowerment was defined at two levels, namely, personal empowerment and 
political empowerment. Political empowerment includes organizational empowerment and extra-
organizational empowerment. An ideal self-help group should be a small group in which participants 
experience, gain, exercise and rehearse their "power" as they practise interpersonal interactions in a group 
situation. The participants would share their common problems and experience and gain "experiential 
knowledge" and empower themselves through gaining authority on such knowledge. They should be 
independent rather than dependent in receiving help, in promoting latent inner strengths, rather than 
external intervention. The self-help group activities and methods and roles of a social worker were also 
described. The self-help strategies and expected outcomes were discussed. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology 
4.1 The Research concept 
Atherton (1993) stated that over the past ten years, social work researchers were divided into two camps. 
One side argued that an empirical, scientific approach was the guide to social work research and practice. 
They were referred to as the quantitative models. The other argued that though science was important, 
humanistic models of practice should not be disparaged and they were referred to as the qualitative 
models. 
4.1.1 Empiricists Vs Social constructionists 
An empirical theory should ultimately base on experimentally derived evidence or valid observations 
(Thyer, 1994). Social constructionist inquiries were principally concerned with the explication of the 
processes by which people came to describe, explain, or otherwise account for the world (including 
themselves) in which they lived (Gergen, 1985). 
The basic arguments between empiricists and social constructionists were the old philosophical conflicts 
over whether truth was subjective or objective (Atherton, 1993). The empiricists criticized that the 
qualitative research method lacked clear standards for determining "truth". Whereas they claimed that 
quantitative method was the most reliable means of determining the efficacy of a given social service 
program or method of intervention. Quantitative research method was viewed by empiricists as 
objective instrument in which events, personal characteristics, cause and effect could be measured in a 
way that was not affected by the personal values of the person doing the measurement, that was, 
measurement was "value-free" or objective. Empiricists assured that the external world had a reality of 
its own that could be understood only through senses. This implied that a thing could be considered real 
only if it could be measured. The second criticism on qualitative method was that it was weak in 
searching for knowledge of causality. 
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However, the social constructionists also criticized the weaknesses of the quantitative method. 
Heineman-Pieper (1981) mistrusted total dependence on what was learned through the senses, because 
sensual experience was often misleading. One could not divorce the data from the perspectives of the 
one who gathered it. She argued that the use of instruments and recorded observations did not guarantee 
objectivity because one still had to interpret the meanings of the data. I agreed that objectivity was 
essential in conducting a research, however, subjective interpretations of the reality of the research 
targets were much more important 
In sum, there was no inherently "right" way of doing research, just different questions requiring 
different methods. All methods had their strengths and weaknesses. Qualitative methods were better for 
generating hypotheses, and experimental method was better for testing hypotheses and evaluating 
programs. 
4.2 Rationale for application of qualitative research method 
As I wanted to explore the conditions under which unmotivated clients could be networked and 
empowered, my subjective interpretations of the experience of the research targets seemed to be better 
than just subjective observations. Qualitative research method, therefore, was considered to be more 
suitable. The detailed rationales were described in the following. 
4.2.1 The method was compatible with the mission of social work 
Social work was commonly accepted as an art and a science. However, I preferred to view social work 
as an art to a science, even though I appreciated the contribution of a scientific method in developing 
social work knowledge. I agreed with Lieberman (1979) that science could furnish means but not ends, 
instruments but not goals, facts but not values. Stressing the importance of social ethics, he observed 
that the social workers had to achieve something more than technical proficiency. 
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Reliance on the superficialities of science and its methods rather than on an adequate understanding of 
human condition would result in the loss of the professional vitality. The emphasis of social work on “ 
start where the client was" should not become a piece of hallow, but should be viewed as essential 
principles when doing social work research. Under this principle, Goldstein (1988) stated that an 
effective practice began and continued with the ground of the client's own interpreted reality. 
My research was exploratory in nature. An exploratory research design was often the first step used in 
the process of knowledge building. It was a fact-gathering procedure, often conducted when little was 
known about the phenomenon or situation. Thus, the purpose of conducting an exploratory research was 
to obtain new information, new insights, to ask questions, and assess phenomena from a different 
perspective (Adams and Schvaneveldt, 1990). It was found that no research had been conducted related 
to the self-help-empowered groups for unmotivated clients. Thus, an exploratory research design was 
much more desirable for the research. To seek new information that no one had obtained before, Glaser 
(1978) stated that social workers had to assess the situation without preconceived assumptions, 
qualitative research method was more suitable to achieve this aim. 
The third condition under which I chose my research method was the humanists and objective 
perspectives. Goldstein (1990) stated that as we entered our clients' lives and worlds, we quickly 
discovered that we were dealing with uniquely personal and often opaque fluidly matter in process, with 
a culture that was in some ways alien to us, with odd metaphors and uncommon moral overtones, and 
with beliefs in myths, legends and faiths. As I agreed that an active social work practice should be far 
more an art than an applied science, we should play a reflective, creative role. We should open up to 
allow the research targets to define themselves and shape their reality in the information seeking process, 
notjust for the purpose of objectivity but also for empowerment. 
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4.2.2 The need of the qualitative method for a study on women 
In recent years, members of oppressed groups (i.e., coloured people, women and the poor) had 
challenged the myth of "value-free" and objectivity of the scientific methods. They rejected the 
conceptual validity of the detached outsider, on the grounds that the researcher was a member of a 
society and a culture. They, inevitably, had a position within a collectivity of colleagues, which affected 
the way in which he or she saw the world. Thus, the values that researchers held and the ideological 
perspectives that guided them exerted powerful influences on the choices they made in the course of 
inquiry, from the problem that they selected for study, to the instruments and the analytic modes used, to 
the interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations made. In fact, members of the dominant majority 
had produced most research on minority communities. These researchers were in every respect, 
politically, economically socially, and culturally, more powerful than the members of the minority 
community whom they studied. Thus, the prevailing visions, accounts, and conceptualizations of 
minority issues were shaped and influenced by dominant perspectives. Roger (1989) also claimed that 
traditional empirical studies had typically assumed that ethnic minority behaviors should be judged 
according to established norms. However, this became problematic when ethnic relations were 
conceptualized in terms of the western perspective, which was then applied as universal. 
It was not surprising that feminists demanded for qualitative research as a direct challenge to the 
patriarchal construction of reality. This was the main reason that 1 chose qualitative method. I agreed 
with Davis (1994) that there was a pernicious cycle between women and the society. 
First, women (and members of other marginalized groups) were marked as lesser beings, which justified 
their exclusion from the knowledge-making enterprise. Then, they were furtherjudged to be deficient 
by the elitist standards developed by those in power. Finally, as they judged themselves against 
standards, they internalized the belief that they were not good enough. Through this process, defining 
reality (and morality and truth) became the private domain of a powerful elite. Thus, women were 
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socialized to devalue and discredit their own knowledge and experience, and to rely instead on experts 
to define reality for them (Weick, 1994). It was therefore agreed that feminist research had an over-
arching and far reaching goal: to develop visions of reality that reflected the experience of women, 
versions that affirmed woman's strengths and value and could transform society itself. Davis (1994) 
stated that research had to be able to convert the elitist reality that had been imposed upon to the 
multiple realities for women whose voices had thus far been silenced. Davies believed that only 
qualitative research was capable of such a monumental remark of reality. 
There were five reasons raised by Davis (1994) why feminist researches were in need of qualitative 
methodologies. This also reflected the reasons for me to choose this method. First, the qualitative 
researcher would try to use intensive, open-ended interviews in her study of woman's ways of knowing. 
Thus, women were allowed to tell their stories in their own voices, so that the unheard and unimagined 
might be heard. 
Davis assumed that people all came to see the world through the glasses that they wore. These glasses 
were colored by our gender, class, and race. The forces were so powerful that people could never 
completely free themselves from their biases. The author stated that only through interactive dialogue, 
the participants and researchers were allowed to come to a common understanding of what they were 
creating. 
Davis also stated that if researchers wanted to get beneath the well guarded secrecy and gained the 
permission to become "selfed", the researchers should answer why a woman, believed that a stranger, 
the researcher, would be the person who finally listened to her story. Qualitative methods allowed the 
researcher to encourage the silenced self to speak. 
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Davis opined that we often assumed or looked for ready-made and simple answers to complex life issues. 
We were taught to search for generalities and for parsimonious explanations. But the world was a 
complex place inhabited by diverse people. These complex realities could only be portrayed through 
qualitative methods. Thus, "the potential to allow for the on-going construction of complex realities" 
became the fourth reasons for choosing qualitative research. 
Finally, Laing (1969) stated that women have internalized the message that they were lacking knowledge 
about even the most intimate details of their lives. Women had internalized the message that their 
subjective experiences were not trustworthy sources of data. Researcher could begin to empower 
women by using research to affirm their knowledge and wisdom and to teach them that they were. 
Indeed, they were the best sources of data about themselves. They knew best what paths to take. 
Knowledge, therefore, was not out there waiting to be discovered by our increasingly sophisticated 
research methodologies. Rather, we were all constructing it on a daily basis. 
In sum, as there was no study in Hong Kong on the self-help empowerment group for the unmotivated 
clients, the research on women empowerment selfhelp group was an explorative study. Besides, women 
in Hong Kong were considered as one of the silent oppressed groups. To facilitate the women to speak 
out, the researchers had reached out to the previously silenced persons, provide them with opportunities 
to come together to share their experiences and wisdom, and to support them to use that knowledge to 
transform their lives and the society in which they lived. So, I chose a research method which had the 
potential to provide women the opportunity to identify their oppression. I attempted to encourage them 
to speak out their realities, and to transform the patriarchal construction ofreality. 
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To conclude, a qualitative research method was chosen as a mean in my research to explore how women 
could be empowered in self-help group context. Although the result could not be generalized, the 
information would be very useful for more vigorous studies. The continuous self-reflection in the 
research process and the discussion of the research result could also facilitate women to understand their 
true selves and their subsequent changes. 
4.3 Concept of qualitative research method 
Qualitative research tended to associate with participant observation and unstructured, in-depth 
interviewing. A qualitative research strategy was adopted so that I was able to get closer to the people 
under investigation and obtained the necessary data (Bryman, 1988). Following Miles and Huberman 
(1984) I collected qualitative data, mostly in the form of words (dialogue) rather than numbers. They 
were a source of well-grounded rich descriptions and explanations of processes in identifiable local 
contexts. With qualitative data, I preserved the chronological flow, saw precisely which events led to 
which consequences, and drove fruitful explanations. With such data, I was more likely to lead to 
serendipitous findings and to new integration. They helped me to get beyond initial conceptions and to 
generate or revise conceptual frameworks. 
Finally，the findings from qualitative studies had a quality of "undeniability". Words, especially when 
organized into incidents or stories, have a concrete, vivid, meaningful flavor that often proved to be 
more convincing to a reader, be they were another researcher, a policymaker, a practitioner, than pages 
of summarized numbers. 
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4.3.1 Characteristics of Qualitative Research 
The most fundamental characteristics of qualitative research had described by Bryman (1988) was its 
expressed commitment to viewing events, action, norms and values, etc. from the perspective of the 
people who were being studied. The contribution of this research style was to map out of a context for 
the understanding of the subjects' interpretations of what was going on, and for the researcher to 
produce analyses and explanations to the milieu in which his or her observations and interviews were 
conducted. 
Qualitative research exhibited a preference for contextualism and holism in its commitment to 
understanding events, behavior, etc. in their context. Qualitative researchers favored an approach in 
which the formulation and testing of theories and concepts proceeded in tandem with data collection 
adhered to viewing social phenomena through the eyes of their subjects. Consequently, they tended to 
form a research strategy which was relatively opened and unstructured, rather than one which had 
decided in advance precisely what ought to be investigated and how it should be done. It was also often 
argued that an open research strategy enhanced the opportunity of coming across entirely unexpected 
issues, which may be of interest to the ethnographer. 
4.4 The built-in limitations of this research 
This research was an exploratory post-hoc model (Chiseler, 1991). The post-hoc research design 
attempts to answer questions about phemomena that have already occurred (i.e. "after the fact") and to 
explain relationship between the condition and variables identified as "important" in a descriptive study. 
Baseline would not be set up before, thus, the influence about relationships among the variables of 
interest remains only at the level of association. Thus, the casual inference might be weak. However, 
post-hoc research models are especially useful for social work practice research. Social work 
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pratitioners are "front-line workers" in the community regardless of the practice methods in which they 
are engaged. Social workers were capable to observe the efforts ofnew health, psycho-social problems. 
Often, the social condition observed by a social worker is unique and the observation requires a 
qualitative approach that seeks information from several sources. In fact, I used several research tactics 
to ensure the quality of this research. They included multiple sources of evidence, time-series analysis 
and replications of the findings (Yin, 1984). Apart from the question of above, the reliability and 
validity ofqualitatively derived findings might be seriously in doubt (Kirk and Miller, 1986; Le Compte 
and Goet, 1982). 
Oii validity and reliability, Miles (1984) argued that since 1979，the shared craft of qualitative analysis 
has advanced. For example, matrix and network displays were no longer rare. Although 
phenomenology was regarded as "a method without techniques," its practitioners had begun to explicate 
their procedures. Singleton (1993) argued that a major reason for doing field research was to get an 
insider's of reality. He claimed that to really know what people thought and how they acted, to 
understand what they understood, and to get behind the misinformation, lies, and evasions that survey 
and experimental studies often produced, one had to eschew the usual mechanisms of control. 
Disregarding the possibility of generalization, the researcher learned to see the world as the actors 
themselves saw it ( Lincoln and Guba, 1985). 
4.5 Research design of this study 
This was a participatory action research. Chesler (1991) stated that the objective of the participatory 
action research is to accumulate practice knowledge for the group rather than to develop ‘pure, 
academic knowledge. Following the advice of Chesler, as the role of the researcher, I participated in 
group improvements and system change; generate practice concepts and wrote up reports finally. 
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Case study, which was one of the qualitative research methods, was used in my research on self-help 
empowerment group on unmotivated client. Yin (1989) defined case study as empirical study which, 
(1) investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, when (2) the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context were not clearly evident; and in which (3) multiple sources of 
evidence were used. In other words, a case study examined a current phenomenon in its real-life 
situation, using whichever research strategies were necessary to address the problem at hand. Miles 
(1994) simply defined case study as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context. The 
case was, in effect, your unit of analysis. Studies might be just one case or of several. Sometimes the 
"phenomenon" might be an "individual" in a defined context or a "small group" , an "organization", a “ 
community" or a "nation". 
Case study was a preferred study design as the main focus of my research was to explore how the 
unmotivated powerless individuals could be empowered in a self-help group. It was expected that the 
reactive behavior of the individuals in the group and the subjective feelings of the targets could be 
recorded and analyzed. Yin (1989) asserted that case studies were the preferred strategy when "how" or 
“why，，questions are being posed, when the investigator had little control over the events, and when the 
focus was on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context. 
For the case study strategy, four types of designs are suggested by Yin, (1981a，1981b), which included 
single-case (holistic); single-case (embedded) designs; multiple-case (holistic) and multiple-case 
(embedded) designs. The same case study might involve more than one unit ofanalysis. This occurred 
when, within a single case, attention is also given to a sub-unit or sub-units. For instance, even though a 
case study might be about a single public program, the analysis might include outcomes for individual 
projects within the program (and possibly even some quantitative analyses oflarge numbers ofprojects). 
Such a design would be called an embedded case study design. In contrast, i f the case study examined 
only the global nature of the program, a holistic design would have been used. 
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An embedded, single-case design would be used in this research. To Yin (1989), an embedded design 
meant the same case study might involve more than one unit of analysis. This occurred when, within a 
single case, attention was also given to a sub-unit or sub-units. When the several intermediary units 
were also important at each level of analysis; different data collection techniques were necessary to use. 
However, the main unit was still the larger unit. Yin stated that when the case study focused only on the 
sub-unit level and failed to return to the larger unit of analysis, the researcher may forgot what the 
original interest of the research. Thus, in my research, the change of the individual group members 
would be recorded and analyzed, whereas the change and the development of the group would also 
record and analyzed. 
4.5.1 Samplings and Units of analysis 
As the study targets were the unmotivated, the networking method should be reaching-out through the 
convenient method of sampling. I had contacted the independent resident organization, Tung Tau 
Residents Organization. After gaining the consensus from the committee members of the organization, I 
had contacted four members who were housewives and discussed the self-help idea with them. I invited 
them as starters for this research group. As a result, two of them had promised to form a new women 
group，which used the self-help model under the Tung Tau Residents' Organizations. This plan was 
then，later, endorsed by the executive committee of the organization. The starters had found out the 
name list of the housewives who had joined the program of their organization before and made home 
visits to the potential members to invite them tojoin the group. 
The main analysis unit in this study was the self-help empowerment group. The sub-units were the 
individual members, social worker, and also the deviant case(s). The intermediary unit included the 
empowerment activities and the empowerment strategies. 
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4.5.2 Qualitative data collection strategies 
Focus group interview (Morgan,1988), unstructured interview (Bryman,1988) and participant 
observation (Babbies,1989) were the strategies used in my research to collect 
data. Their basic concept were elaborated as follows: 
Participant observation 
I had used the participant observation as a method in data collection to understand "how" participants 
changed and "what" conditions facilitated this change in the self-help dynamic process. It was assumed 
that only through observation of persons in the natural settings could enable the researcher to get an 
insider's view of reality. According to the description of Babbies (1989), there were four kinds of 
format of participant observation: (i) complete participant, (ii) participant-as-observer, (iii) observer-as-
participant (iv) complete observer. The complete participant observer might be a genuine participant in 
what he or she was studying or might pretend to be a genuine participant. Those whom he observed do 
not know the true identity and purpose of the complete participant in field research. Thus, to act as a 
complete participant, one had to let people see you only as a participant, not as a researcher. Though it 
was believed that the data would be more valid and reliable, and the subjects would be more natural and 
honest if they did not know what the researcher was doing. Yet, your participation might importantly 
affect the objectivity of the research result. 
As an observer-as-participant, the researcher identified him/herself as a researcher and interacted with 
the participants in the social process but made no pretense of actually being a participant. 
The complete observer observed a social process without becoming a part of it in any way. Quite 
possible, the subjects of study might not realize they were being studied because of the researcher's 
unobtrusiveness. 
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As I had decided to act as the researcher and the social worker that facilitate the running ofthe self-help 
group, student acted as participant-as-observer in each meetings of the group. Thus, the group members 
knew that student was a social worker who facilitated them to maintain the group and also acted as 
researcher to evaluate their progress. 
Focus group and individual interview 
To counteract the subjectivity effect of student in the participant observation process, focus group 
interview and individual interview was planned to use to counter check my observations. According to 
Morgan (1988), focus groups were basically group interviews, although not in sense of the alternation 
between the researcher's questions and the research participants"responses. Instead, it relied on the 
interactions within the group, based on topics that are supplied by the researcher, who typically takes the 
role of a moderator? 
Bryman (1988) had defined the unstructured interview as the researcher provides minimal guidance and 
allowed considerable latitude for the interviewees. The researcher in the unstructured interviews 
provided minimal guidance and allowed considerable latitude for interviewees. In unstructured 
interview, the subjects were given a much freer rein than in the survey interview. In the interviewing 
process，the interviewee would "ramble" and move away from the designated areas in the researcher's 
mind. ‘Rambling’ was nevertheless important and needed some investigation. The interviewee in 
rambling was moving onto areas, which most interested him or her. The interviewer was losing some 
control over the interview and yielding it to the client, but the pay-off was that the researcher reached 
the data that was central to the client. 
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In sum, I had used participant observation as one of the methods to collect data because I wanted to 
understand "how" the participants changed and "what" conditions facilitated this change in the self-help 
dynamic process. Only through observation of persons in natural settings that I could get an insider's 
view of reality. Thus, I had attended all meetings of the group. However, as subjectivity reaction came 
from the observation of student, focus group and individual interview had been used to validate the 
observations of the student. 
The subjective expressions of the participants in group interview and individual interview facilitated me 
to gain more confidence on my findings. It was planned to conduct three focus group interviews after 
each ten meetings. However, when 1 planned to conduct another group interview after the second stage, 
as there was not enough time for members to share in each meeting, I had no time to conduct the second 
group interviews. In order not to disturb their sharing, worker had conducted individual interview after 
the second stage of the group. As a result, only two focus group interviews were conducted in this 
research. 
In these two meetings, evaluation guideline was prepared to understand how the members perceived 
their change through the group (Appendix I). After the evaluation group meetings, individual interview 
would also be conducted. Open-ended questions were prepared before each individual interview. The 
focus of the questions were divided into three parts: 
i.the reflection on the disadvantageous situation of women; 
ii.their perception on their changes through the selfhelp group process and 
iii.their perception of the change agents in the group process (e.g. the influence of social worker and the 
members, the effect of the group activities, please see appendix II). As the analysis of the deviant 
cases was also considered as important data in qualitative research, the dropout cases and those 
members with extremely low attendance would also be captured in the individual interviews in the 
final stage. 
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Thus, participant observation provided the first hand information on the reactions of the participants in 
the self help group context. Focus group interviews were used to validate the concluded information's 
that derived by the student in different stages. As the participants might hide their true feeling under the 
group pressure, individual interviews were used to find out the consistency of their expression. 
4.5.3 Analysis and coding 
Anlysis method 
There were various approaches of qualitative analysis; Miles (1994) believed that some analytic 
practices might be used across different qualitative research types. There was a fairly classic set of 
analytic moves, which were arranged in sequence: 
Affixing codes to a set of field notes drawn form observations or interviews 
• Noting reflections or other remarks in the margins 
參 Sorting and sifting through these materials to identify similar phrases, relationships between 
variables, patterns, themes, distinct differences between, variables, patterns, themes, distinct 
differences between subgroups, and common sequences 
• Isolating these patterns and processes, commonalties and differences, and taking them out to the 
field tin the nest wave of data collection 
• Gradually elaborating a small set of generalizations that cover the consistencies discerned in the 
database 
• Confronting those generalizations with a formalized body of knowledge in the form of constructs 
or theories 
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Miles had suggested a Flow Model for qualitative analysis of which the student would use in this 
research. In this model, analysis was defined as consistency of three concurrent flows of activity: data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing verification. Data reduction referred to the process of 
selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that appeared in written-up field 
notes or transcriptions. The data reduction/transforming process continued after fieldwork, until a final 
report was completed 
The second major flows of analysis activity were data display. Generically a display was an organized, 
compressed assembly of information that permitted conclusion drawing and action. As with data 
reduction, the creation and use of displays was not separate form analysis, it was a part of the analysis. 
Designing a display—deciding on the rows and columns of a matrix for qualitative data and deciding 
which data, in which form, should be entered in the cells—were analytic activities. 
The third stream of analysis activity was conclusion drawing and verification. Conclusions were also 
verified as the analyst proceeded. The meanings emerging from the data had to be tested for their 
plausibility, their sturdiness, their "conformability" —that was, their validity. Thus, after the 
conclusions of this study had been drawn, student would try to verify the result with the agreement of 
the research targets. The difference would then be noted down in the report. 
4.5.4 The issue of validity and reliability of the study 
According to Lecompte (1982), reliability referred to the extent to which studies could be replicated. It 
required that a researcher using the same methods could obtain the same results as of both external and 
internal design problems (Hansen, 1979). External reliability addressed the issue of whether 
independent researchers would discover the same phenomena or generate the same constructs in the 
same or similar settings. Internal reliability referred to the degree to which other researcher, given a set 
of previously generated constructs, would match them with data in the same way as did the original 
researcher. 
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To assess the threat of reliability, the data collection and analysis methods should be described in 
enough detail and clear to produce an "audit trail" (Yin, 1989). Thus, to ensure the reliability of the 
research, I would try to replicate case study two times in the same setting. It meant that after the 
evaluation of the first stage of the group, new members would be recruited and the research group would 
be repeated. Thus, the results of the new members and old members had been compared to verify the 
reliability of the group effects. 
To ensure the consistency of the replication, I had replicated by myself, as I was the one most familiar 
with the procedure of the research method, time for adjustment between the researcher and the targets 
would not exist. If the results repeated similar in each stage of replication, the reliability of the research 
could be ensured. Thus, after ten meetings of the first stage, new members would be recruited into the 
second stage, in this stage the starters would be the new members in the first stage, and the group had 
carried on after ten meetings. After the termination of the second stages, all of the members who were 
recruited in the first and second stage would continue the group after ten meetings. It was assumed that 
if the expected outcome had consistently repeated in each stage the reliability of the findings had been 
ensured. 
While reliability concerned with the replicability of scientific findings, validity concerned with the 
accuracy of scientific findings (LeCompete, 1982). LeCompete stated that, validity necessitated 
demonstration that the propositions generated, refined, or tested matched the causal conditions, which 
obtained in human life. There were two questions involved in matching scientific explanation of the 
world with actual conditions in it. Firstly, did scientific researchers actually observe or measure what 
they thought they were observing or measuring? Secondly, to what extent were the abstract constructs 
and postulates generated, refined, or tested by scientific researchers applicable across groups. 
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To address to the threat ofvalidity, I had followed the tactics that suggested by Robert Yin (1989) and 
Miles & Huberman (1994). The tactics had occurred from data collection, data analysis to composition 
phase. During the data collection phase, I had used multiple sources of evidence. As Yin (1989) 
described, multiple sources of evidence in case studies allowed an investigator to address broader range 
ofhistorical, attitudinal and observational issues. Thus, it was claimed that any finding or conclusion in 
a case study was likely more convincing and accurate if it was based on several different sources of 
information, and following a corroborating mode. Thus, participant observations, individual interviews 
and focus group interviews were used to find out whether similar responses of the same targets 
consistently existed in different context. 
Besides, Yin (1989) also advised qualitative researcher to develop a formal, retrievable database, so that 
in principle, other investigators could review the evidence directly and would not be limited to the 
written reports, ln this manner, the database would markedly increase the reliability of the entire case 
study. Thus, I had used videotape to record each group meeting; individual interviews were taped also. 
Each video and audio-tape had been directly transcribed and typed orderly so that any investigators 
could review the evidence directly. 
To address the rate and direction of change that related to history and maturation of the respondents 
through long-term-sampling procedures was necessary for qualitative researcher. It was assumed that 
the identification of factors intervening in the social scene across some period of time. Thus, I had 
organized the research group for one and half year. The research targets in the first phase had 
participated in the group for more than one year while the new targets in the second phase had 
participated for more than half year. 
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During the data analysis, student had followed the roles that were suggested by Miles and Huberman 
(1994). Firstly, it was suggested that the research would examine the outliners, which referred to 
extreme and negative cases to find out whether there was any data opposing this conclusion. Thus, in 
my research, I had also interviewed the extreme and negative targets in the research to see whether there 
was difference between them and the normal samplers. 
Secondly, I had used checking-coding as a tactics to address the validity of my research. According to 
Miles (1994), check coding not only aided definitional clarity but also was a good reliability check. Did 
two codes working separately agree on how big a coddle block of dates? And did they use roughly the 
same codes for the same blocks of data? If not, they were headed for different analyses. Miles's (1994) 
advice was to use more than one person to code, separately, 5 tolO pages of the first set of transcribed 
field notes and then to review each rendition together. The formula using is: 
Number of agreements 
Reliability = 
Total number of agreement disagreements 
The process was, at first each coder was well advised to check-code at the first dozen pages of field 
notes once, and again (on an uncoded copy) a few days later. How good is the internal consistency? We 
should look here for higher. Eventually, both intra and intercode agreement should be up in the 90% 
range, depending on the size and range of the coding. 
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To ensure the validity of the data collected, I had invited the interviewees to check with each of their 
individual transcription. No disagreement was received. After the validation of the transcriptions, I 
started to invite my research assistant to use two transcriptions to code, separately, twice. After each 
separate code, I discussed the difference with the research assistant. When the key code compromised at 
90% it was adopted. After the key code had compromised, the research assistant and me used this key 
code to code separately. We repeated the coding of each transcript a week later to ensure the reliability 
of the outcomes. We discussed the differences again. The coding was repeated until there was 90% 
compromise. 
Finally, as Yin suggests, I had tried to maintain a chain of evidence. The principle was to allow an 
extreme observer, the reader of the case study, for example, to follow the deviation of any evidence from 
the initial research questions to ultimate case study conclusions. Moreover, this external observer was 
able to trace the steps in either direction (from conclusion back to initial research questions or from 
questions to conclusions). The external observer can address the methodological problem of 
determining construct validity, thereby increased the overall quality of the case. Thus, all of the original 
data of this study were prepared in orderly form and ready for external observers to review. 
4.5.5 The schedule of the research 
This research was a longitudinal qualitative study. I hoped to derive a theoretical model on self-help 
group for the unmotivated clients in community. As Babbie (1993) described that field observation 
differed from some other models of observation in that it was not only a data collection generating 
activity as well. As a field research, you would seldom approach your task with precisely defined 
hypotheses to be tested. More typically, you would attempt to make sense out of an ongoing process 
that could not be predicted in advance — making initial observations, developing tentative general 
conclusions that suggest particular types of further observations, making those observations and thereby 
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revising your conclusions, and so forth. Thus, rather than having a perfectly prepared research proposal 
before the data collection has started, I had started the observation early before the research proposal 
was complete. The other reason for me to start early the study before the preparation of the proposal 
writing was the long time required of this study. As I wanted to have an intensive and in-depth study on 
the research target, I had to pay more time in this on-going data collecting process. If I had to finish my 
study within the limited period of this course, the earlier the observation start, the more information 
could be collected. 
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Jan.,96 Agency visit To collect the information on selfhelp group in  
^  
Feb.,96 Contact the Tung Tau To get the consent of the committee to conduct 
Resident Organization the research 
March,96 Home visit of the housewives in Tung Tau To recruit members for the research group  
April,96 to The research group meeting ( phase I) Nine sessions 
June,96  
June,96 The focus group interview To measure the individual empowerment 
The individual interview outcome 
July,96 to July,97 Community program ran by the group To recruit new members by the group members 
Home visits to the programs participants 
Sept., 96 to The research group meeting (phase II) Twelve sessions 
April,97  
May,97 The focus group interview To measure the individual empowerment 
The individual interview outcome 
To measure the group empowerment outcome 
May.,97 Community program run by the group To recruit new members 
Home visits to the program participants  
May., 97 to The research group meeting(IIl phase) fifteen sessions 
Jan.,98  
Dec.97 Community Program run by the group To recruit new members 
Home visit to the program participants  
March.,98 The focus group interview To measure the individual empowerment 
The individual interview outcome 
To measure the group empowerment outcome 
To measure the extra-organizational 
empowerment outcome  
March.,98 to Transcription of the video and audio tape 
Oct..,98  
Nov.,98 to Coding and analysis 
April.,99  
May,99 Report writing 
to Dec. ,99 
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4.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter discussed the choice of models between empirical studies and social construction studies. 
The arguments in support of the choice of qualitative method for the research involved the importance of 
social ethics against technical proficiency, the exploratory nature of the research which called for the 
clients, own interpreted reality. This was a participatory action research. The data was evolving from 
experience in the field. The need of quantitative method for a study on women was discussed at length 
followed by the explanations of the concept and limitations of the quantitative research method. The 
research design, including samplings and units of analysis, quantitative data collecting strategies and 
analysis of coding were described and explained. Issues on validity and reliability of the study were 
raised and discussed. The built-in limitations of this exploratory post-hoc research model also had 
discussed. Finally, a schedule of the research was listed. 
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Chapter 5 Preparation and Implementation of 
the self-help empowerment group 
for women 
5.1 Preparations 
5.1.1 Preliminary visits to self-help organizations in Hong Kong 
In order to find out the current practice of self-help groups in Hong Kong, three large self-help 
organizations initiated by social work agencies were visited in January, 1996: one for women 
organization, one for cancer patients and one for lung disease patients. Both workers and core 
members of the organizations were interviewed. 
5.1.2 Expectation of workers and members 
The workers in the three organizations emphasized on the independence of the organizations while 
members did not indicate the same expectation during the interviews. The workers defined 
'independence' as being independent in structure inclusive of an employed staff, a formal committee 
structure and sufficient finance to sustain the organization. 
As all social workers paid much emphasis on the independence in organization structure, they regarded 
setting up an organization structure and an office as common operational goals between workers and 
members. To facilitate these, the increase in membership was viewed as an essential task for the 
organizations. Though the history of the groups was three years on average, none of them reached the 
expectation of the workers that is, being independent. 
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5.1.3 Current practice 
From the interviews, members expressed great dependence on workers who took charge of organization 
management, setting meeting agenda, giving advice on both personal and organizational problems. They 
attributed their dependence to their own low ability. No concrete strategies and planning in facilitating 
the move form dependency to independence were delineated. Workers expressed that they would not 
push members beyond their pace. 
All three self help organizations had a large number of members. Social workers defined the committee 
members as their main target of intervention. Members outside the committee were viewed only as the 
service recipients. 
Most members expressed that they never shared their personal problems in the group meetings. The 
reasons were that personal problems might not be of common interest to other members. Hence it would 
not be meaningful to do so. Consequently, only selected members who were trusted were allowed 
informal sharing. These members, however, found the sharing useful in problem solving. 
The main focus of transactions in the self-help organizations lay in both ends, i.e. the individual and the 
environment. However, in the organization for women and that for lung disease patients emphasis was 
much on policy changes while in the cancer disease organization emphasis was much on individual 
problem-solving. Consequently, members of the former organizations showed low self esteem and lack 
of confidence in tackling individual problems with their significant others, despite that they were quite 
willing to participate to effect changes at the policy level. On the other hand, members of the cancer 
organization were not facilitated to analyze whether the social service policies met their special needs. 
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5.1.4 Some observations on the strategies of self help organizations 
Though the interviews failed to confirm that effective strategies would facilitate the empowerment 
process of the self-help group, they revealed that inappropriate strategies would result in 
disempowerment. 
The first inappropriate strategy that has brought about disempowerment was the rapid enlargement of 
the size of the group. Though some success in self-help process was noted in small groups, self-help 
organizations that were too large in size, the relationship amongst group members would inevitably be 
loose and mutual support and sharing of experiential knowledge amongst members hard to achieve. 
Large self-help organization, therefore, should be broken down into various small groups. 
The second inappropriate strategy was the assumption that organizational and extra-organizational 
empowerment led to personal empowerment. Problem solving might lead to personal empowerment but 
not necessarily to both personal and political empowerment (organizational and extra-organizational 
empowerment). 
The third inappropriate strategy was to put empowerment goal as a hidden agenda. Instead of sharing 
the empowerment goal openly with group members, social workers acted as an organizer in the first 
stage and hoped to delegate the power to them later when the latter became mature or confident enough. 
However, the interviews revealed that this strategy instead reinforced members' dependence. The visits 
to the self-help organizations provided useful information and experience for me to plan and implement 
my research group. 
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5.2 Implementation 
5.2.1 Forming the target research group 
As I described in Chapter two that I had selected Tung Tau community to conduct my research. After I 
had gained the agreement from the Tug Tau Residents' Organization, I started the group. Two members 
from the existing women group became the starters of my research group. They were member A and 
member B. This Chapter would detail described how I implemented the group plan that described in 
Chapter two. 
5.2.2 The networking process adopted for forming the research group 
To network the non-help-seeking housewives, the following strategies were used: 
Firstly, those non-help seekers perceived seeking help as requiring too much effort or engendering too 
much shame, they refused to seek professional helps (Lieberman, 1976). A reaching out strategy was 
employed to contact these clients. In the phase I, I together with the starters made home-visit with to 
network the potential targets. Thus, member B and member D was recruited through the home visit. 
Member C was invited when she dropped in the office of Tung Tau Residents Organization. In phase II, 
six new members were recruited through a stress management program which organize by the group. 
The group members also use reaching out method to recruit the participants of the program. They 
identified the stressful participants in the program and use home visit and phone contact to invite them 
to join the group afterward. Finally, four members, member G, H, I，L were recruited. On the other 
hand, two members who were the members of the former women group of Tung Tau Residents 
Organization take their initiation tojoin the group. 
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Secondly, common needs rather than common problems were the focus in the organization of the self-
help group. To avoid the misunderstanding of the needs of housewives, I conducted case studies of 
individual housewives before recruiting group members. As 'management and release of anxiety, was 
found to be the common needs of the housewives, I selected this area as the main focus of the self-help 
group in this research. 
5.2.3 The group members 
The group members were housewives between 30 and 50 years old. Their husbands were employed in a 
range of occupations, including services (eight), transportation (two), and a herbalist. Only one was 
retired. Their job levels were generally low, all (except the herbalist) being manual workers. They 
lived in a public housing estates and belonged to the low-income family group. 
Housewives in this research were perceived as individuals not in immediate crisis, and they were not 
encouraged to maximize their potentials. As they were not aware of their problems, the latter were 
considered latent. Thus, three of them joined the group for the purpose of pressure release. The other 
membersjoined the group because they felt alienated and wanted to have more friends, (see Table 1). 
Though the group members did not express their problem explicitly, it was observed that they were in a 
disadvantageous situation and lived in stress. The latent problems of the group members that I observed 
through the group process were as follows: 
Member A 
The relationship between member A and her daughter was always in a tense situation. She expressed 
that whenever she wanted to share her feelings with her daughter, she was difficult to control her 
emotions. Her husband was traditional and preferred her not to work outside. She herself had gender 
bias in 'caring of children and strongly believed that only women had the innate capability to take care of 
children and it could not be changed. 
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Member B 
Member B expressed that she always felt very unhappy but without any reason. She did not have many 
friends. She felt stressful as no one listened to her and shared her feelings. However, she found 
difficulties in trusting others, hence she did not seek for help. Her self-esteem was low and felt that 
housework was of no value as it was no paid. She thought that the status of housewives was much lower 
than that of working wives. She did her best to please her husband in order to keep his love. She carried 
out all her family tasks single-handed. 
Member C 
The relationship of member C with her husband was poor. She claimed that her husband was very bad 
tempered and he often shouted to her and the children. She was often under threat that her husband 
would beat her up. She had gender bias and felt that only man should be the breadwinner. In family, 
she expect her husband to be responsible for the task which required certain techniques, e.g. the repair 
of the water pipe. She thought that only man was capable of 
doing that. She believed that only woman was capable to take care of the children and the family tasks. 
Member D 
Her husband worked in China and came back to Hong Kong only once or twice a year. She felt stressful 
to take care of the family alone and to made all decisions by herself. She was very lonely. As she was 
very unhappy, she was often bad tempered. She admitted that she beat her daughter up from time to 
time and shouted at her almost everyday. She felt that she was lost and spent time looking after others 
rather than herself. 
Member E 
She described herself as a person with no pressure. She did not feel that inequality between two sexes 
occurred in her family and in Hong Kong. However, it was she had gender bias in sex role expectation. 
She expressed that she did not seek for single live as she defined that independent meant no one would 
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take care of you. Thus, she agreed that woman had to get marry. She agreed that women were more 
suitable to take care of the family tasks as they were careful and tender. She thought that a successful 
woman was the one who can take care of the family and made husband felt satisfied with. 
Member F 
She expressed that her stress was came from her husband and children. She felt that when she found her 
family in trouble she was very nervous and anger to herself, as she could not help them to solve their 
problem. She admitted that she was very depend on her husband and had no confidence to live without 
her husband. Thus, she was afraid ofher husband and never expressed her true feeling to him. Her self-
esteem was low and she felt that she would feel very unhappy to others negative comment on her. She 
felt that her live was bore as she was lack of friendship network and her husband did not like her to have 
too much gathering. 
Member G 
She was a low self-esteem woman. She perceived herself as a person without any strength and depended 
on her husband very much. She considered others' comment seriously and willing to accept all of the 
demand of her husband no matter she was willing or not. She had gender bias in sex role expectation. 
She could not accept a man to stay at home but she herself did not like to be a housewife. She felt that 
the status of working wife was higher than the housewife. She seldom expressed herself even to her 
husband. She also felt difficult to trust others. Thus, she was lack of friendship network. 
Member H 
Her son made her felt very stressful and she always cried for him. Whenever she felt very stressful, she 
lost her control. She expressed that she would give up herself for her husband. She thought that her 
husband would love her if she took care ofhim very well. Thus, she admitted that she seldom consider 
of herself when she related with her husband. She had gender bias in sex role expectation. She believed 
that man should be strong while woman should be weak. Thus, a man should be the decision-maker in 
both the family and in the society. She expressed that the inequality between man and woman should 
not be changed. 
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Member I 
She admitted that she would not use her authentic self to relate with her husband. Thus, she found that 
only when she alone, she could became herself. She was the only responsible person to take up the tasks 
in family. Although she was a housewife, she would rather work outside. She considered the social 
status ofworking woman was higher than that of the housewife. She was lack offriendship network. 
Member J 
She was the oldest one in the group and a grandmother already. She did not think that she had any stress. 
Shejoined the group only to build up friendship network. Her latent problem was that she believed that 
there was no need for family members to communicate with each other. If the relationship among them 
were good, they would have already understood each other. Thus, she seldom expressed her feelings in 
family. 
Member K 
She always quarrel with her husband due to their difference of their believe. She seldom expressed 
herselfwith her husband. She expressed that she was lack of friendship network. 
Member L 
She felt very stressful with her son. She always felt shameful as she felt that her son could not have 
good school conduct as other children. She always lost of control when her son 
had not followed her order. She felt that her son could not take care of himself. Thus, she helped her 
sons to bath though her son was already seven old. After his son had born, she slept with him together. 
She agreed that man should be the breadwinner and woman should stay at home. She had no friendship 
network as she had given all ofher time for her family member. She expressed she would try her best to 
please her husband in order to gain his love. 
To conclude, the common disadvantageous situations of the group members included: loss of self when 
related with their family members, with distorted images of self in intimate relationship, negative moral 
themes and alienated from the community. 
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5.2.4 The goals, objectives and expected outcome of the self-help group for the 
unmotivated women 
Goals 
To empower the unmotivated housewives through self-help process in the Tung Tau community at 
personal, organizational and community/societal levels. 
Objectives 
1 .To empower the group members to be aware of their cognitive schemas in intimate relationships 
2. To build up the sense of mutual help among group members 
3. To empower the members' sense of mastery in handling the problems that they faced in their families 
4.To empower group members to become conscious of their disadvantageous position in the society 
5.To empower the group members changed from pleasing their significant others to authentic selves 
6.To empower the group members changed to see themselves and their situation from inequality 
perspectives to respecting both quality of lives of different sex 
7.To enable the members to build up a new self-image on self 
8.To encourage group members to lead the group 
9.To develop the willingness of members to take up group tasks 
10. To extend the spirit of mutual help of members to the community 
11.To facilitate members to take collective action to react to their disadvantageous situations 
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5.2.5 Implementation ofthe research group 
Operational strategies 
As with the two self-help organizations visited, the self-help group formed for this research was 
independent. Adequate financial support and suitable gathering place were very important. The Tung 
Tau community Resident organization matched all these pre-requisites. This organization was an 
independent organization established by the local community leaders. I was the consultant of this 
organization. They could also follow up the recommendations for the self-help group after the research. 
Emphasis on latent inner strengths rather than external influence (Reissman, Carroll, 1995) 
Firstly, in order to encourage independence on the part of the participants I involved them in the 
recruitment process. I sought a consensus with an independent resident organization in Tung Tau 
community to set up a women group. Active members of the Tung Tau resident organization were 
recruited as starters of the research group. 
After ten sessions, the group members were encouraged to involve in the second recruitment to expand 
the group. It was assumed that housewives with similar background, living in the same community, 
facing the similar anxiety would facilitate the expression of empathy in direct contacts with the potential 
targets. 
Secondly, I encouraged the members to chair the meetings, contact their members, plan and implement 
their programs. I was only the consultant of this group. When the research targets felt that they had the 
ability to influence others in the recruitment process and master group tasks, the self-esteem and sense 
of mastery were enhanced. 
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As inner strength was assumed as the effective empowerment self-help strategy in this research, no 
structured program was planned. Self-disclosure was encouraged at the very beginning of each meeting. 
In the sharing process, I was sensitive to the common concerns of the group members and set the agenda 
for other meetings. At the end of the group meeting, I discussed the concerns identified this with the 
group to ensure this was the concern topic of the group members. Through this process, members 
learned to become the master of themselves to search the means to fulfil their needs. The sense of 
powerless might be minimized through this process. 
From personal empowerment to political empowerment 
Reissman and Carroll (1995) recommended that the starters of group tasks began with a smaller, more 
manageable medium, i.e. their neighborhood, families, private life. Here they regained the sense of 
control denied them on the global level. Thus, I started self-help process from the empowerment of the 
individual's private lives and families first. 
In the process of development, positive experience in private sphere helped build up strengths for 
mastering change in wider circles. Therefore, in the second stage (after ten sessions) of the group, I 
encouraged members to involve themselves in the community activities. In the third stage (after twenty-
three sessions), members were encouraged to participate in community affairs. 
Measuring empowerment in self-help group 
To assess the empowerment effects on members, three dimensions were observed to be important on the 
outcomes of selfhelp groups (Segal, Silverman, and Temkin,1995). 
l.Personal empowerment: the extent to which the individuals believed that they had gained control over 
their own lives; 
2.0rganizational empowerment: members were involved in influencing organizational structures with 
which they came into contact; and 
3.Extra-organizational empowerment: members became participants in the political process and civic 
activities in the larger community. 
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The expected achievements and measuring indicator of the self-help group in this case study were 
set under these three dimensions: 
Objective Expected outcome Measuring Indicator ‘ 
Personal empowerment Group members were aware of their: Words that showed their understanding on how they tended to judge 
-self-esteem themselves in negative manners 
-authentic selves 
-patterns ofrelationship with their Words that showed their awareness of the i r true feelings toward their 
significant others husbands and children 
-their distorted role expectations 
Words that showed their awareness of their own needs and life 
expectations 
Point out the dissonance between their authentic selves and their 
presenting selves towards their husbands 
Awareness o f t h e loss of themselves when related to their significant 
others 
Agreeing with the role they performed in the past was assigned culturally 
rather than voluntarily selected 
Words that showed their awareness of the discrepancies between their 
cultural expected role  
The cognition of the group members Willing to express different opinions to their significant others, 
was restructured from ‘ pleasing their 
significant others and avoiding Willing to express their true feelings to their significant others, 
conflicts' to 'relating them to her 
authentic selves' Willing to say ‘ no to their significant others'. 
The cognition o f t h e group member Challenging the unfairness ofculturally assigned sex roles 
was changed from using unequal 
perspectives in expecting different Agreeing that individual roles in family and society should be determined 
sex roles to respecting the quality of by their interest, needs and ability rather than by sex, 
life o fbo th sexes in expecting 
different sex roles.  
New images o f s e l f w e r e built. Members believed that they could control over their life: 
—had confidence in problem solving 
—were willing to set agenda to change 
—were willing to take action to change 
—could analyze the cause and effect of the problem 
they faced 
—had improved their problem solving skills  
The friendship network was expanded Members viewed each other as friends. 
Members were willing to help or receive helps in the group meetings. 
Awareness of the disadvantages Members were aware of how the cultural affect them negatively 
position o fwomen in family and 
society Members could express the disadvantages they faced in family and 
society. 
Organizational empowerment Members were willing to participate Willing to take up the role o f t a sk leader. 
in group task. 
Willing to take up the other tasks in group activities.  
Extra-organization empowerment Provided mutual help for other Willing to plan and implement services for other housewives in the same 
women in need. community. 
Participated in women empowerment Reacting to policies with negative influence to women.~~~“ 
|activities.  
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The stages development of the group 
The group was run in three stages. In the first stage, there were five members. The main theme ofthis 
stage was concentrated on the empowerment of group members' private lives. Due to the limited time 
of the participation of the group members, the expected perceived empowerment outcome level was 
focus on the perceived personal empowerment level only. In order to test the reliability ofthe perceived 
empowerment outcome, I repeated the group experience and extended the group to second and third 
stage. Also, six new members were recruited into the second stage. The main theme of the second stage 
was extended from perceived empowerment of individual private lives to the perceived empowerment of 
individual's sense of mastery in group context. Also, the expected empowerment outcome level was 
extended from the perceived personal empowerment to the organization empowerment. In the third 
stage, the main theme of the group was extended to empowerment of individual in wider level and the 
expected perceived empowerment outcome level was extended to perceived extra-organizational 
empowerment level. 
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The self help group process 
Stages of |Main theme |Levelof |Objectives o f t h e ~ ~ | D a t e o f |Main theme of |Tactics used 
development of the stages empowerment meetings meeting the meeting 
Firststage Empowerment Personal • Clarificationof 17.4.96 Sharing their ^~~Encouraged 
(nine sessions) ofindividual's empowerment mutual stress on self-disclosure 
private lives expectation teaching of ofthe group 
(including the children members used 
role of social 24.4.96 • ~ S h ^ questioning to 
workermthe theirstLs facilitatethe 
f^uP) , onmarital membersto 
• To empower the relationship q _ i o n and 
group members • Sharin2 pay attention to 
toaw,reafthe t h e i r s L s theh"authentic 
cognitive self 
schemas about o fchL^r f • Encouragedthe 
their self in express of 
intimate feeling 
relationships 2.5.96 • Sharing • Encouraged 
• To build up the their stress supportive 
sense of mutual on marital disclosure 
help among relationship • Encouragedthe 
group members • Sharing silence to share 
• To empower their stress • Encouraged 
the members' on teaching mutual support 
sense ofmastery ofchildren • Non-judgement 
in handlingthe and empathy 
problems that 8.5.96 ^ ~ ^ S h ^ was used as 
they faced in their stress group norms 
theirfamily onmarital • Drawthe 
• To empower relationship commonality of 
group members • sharing the problems 
tobecome theirstress thatthe 
conscious of on teaching members shared 
j.eir of children • Encouraged the 
disadvantageous express oftheir 
position inthe 16.5.96 . Sharetheir truefeeling 
society stress ofthe • Encourage the 
in-law members to set 
relationship agenda to 
change 
22.5.96 . Share their . Encouraged the 
stress of the members to 
in-law report their 
relationship experience in 
^ - Sharetheir = 广 。 
stress on ^ , 备,. ^ • Encouraged teaching of , ^ . . , , ^ members to use children , oL 丄• gender 
• Sharetheir perspectiveto 
expectatijm analyzethe 













• Share their 




of the group 
• Pending of the group due to the summer holiday 
• Group members had organized a summer program for the children in Tung Tau, thus, the name list ofthe housewives 
could be used for the them to plan for the follow up home visits to recruit new members. 
• The individual interviews of the first phase were conducted. 
• The focus group interview of the first phase was conducted. 
Most of the group members mainly focus on the parent-child relationship to share in the first phase. As 
member C and D felt very frustrated in their marital relationship, they also take the initiation to share their 
problem on this area. Trusting relationship was built quite early in this phase; it was due to the willingness 
of self-disclosure ofmember C and D at first and the willingness of supportive disclosure of others. The 
empowerment outcome of the members was observed and details were showed in the Chapter 6. In the 
evaluation, they agreed that this kind of self-help group was good to women and willingness to recruit new 
members to the second phase. They plan the recruitment program and implemented together 
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Stages of Main theme of Level of Objectives of the Date of Main theme of Tactics used 
development the stages empowerment meetings meeting the meeting 
Second stage • Empowermen • Personal ~ ditto -- 10.9.96 Sharing their -- ditto --
(thirteen t of empowerment stress on 
sessions) individual's plus teaching of plus 
private lives • Organizational children  
• Empowermen empowerment 參 Ioempower 2.10.96 • Sharing • Encouraged 
t of the group their stress the group 
individual's • Extra- members on teaching members to 
sense of organizational changed from of children use role play 
mastery in empowerment pleasing their • Discussed to enhance 
group context significant how to the skill and 
others to arrange the confidence in 
authentic home visits home visits 
selves • Facilitated 
• To empower the group 
the group 10.10.96 • ~~Discuss how members to 
members to say 'no' plan and take 
changed to to the up the tasks 
see request of of the group 
themselves significant 
and their others 
situation from 24.10.96 :~~Sharing 
inequality their stress 
perspectives on teaching 
to respecting ofchildren 
both quality • Discussed 
oflivesof onthe 
different sex results of 
• 丁0 enable the home visits 
members to 
build up a , ^ , , � 
newself- ! � . 魏• MemberD 
image on self tookthe 
• Todevelop i^tiativeto 
the discuss her 
willingnessof successful 
membersto experience 
takeupgroup m ^ m g 
tasks : : n e t o 
• To extend the , g 
spiritof • Sharing 
• mutualhelp theirstress 
ofmembers o = c h i n g 
tothe ofchildren 
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we say no to 
the demand 
ofhusband  












• The individual interviews of the second phase was conducted 
• The focus group interview of the second phase was conducted 
參 The group had organized a stress management for the housewives in the community  
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The main theme of the sharing topic of the members in second phase was still focuses on parent-child 
relationship. In order to empower the gender consciousness of the women in the group; I initiated the gender 
related topic in the group meetings. Under the consensus of the members, they shared their idea on these 
topics. The new members accepted the group norms soon and actively disclose themselves in the group 
meetingsjust like the members in first phase. I encouraged them to take up the group task 
Stages of Main theme of Level of Objectives of Date of Main theme of Tactics used 
development the stages empowerment the meetings meeting the meeting 
Third stage Empowerment^ Personal -- ditto - 22.5.97 Shared the stress ~ ditto -
(14 sessions) of individual empowerment on parent-child 
in wider level: • Organizational plus relationship plus 
involvement in empowerment 
community • Extra- • To • I took the 
organizational facilitate initiation to 
empowerment the group encourage 
members the 
to take participants 
collective to share 
action to their marital 
react to relationship 
their • Encouraged 
disadvant the 
ageous participants 
situation to take up 




|20.6.97 p““Shared their U““To brief 
stress on each 
parent-child discussion 
relationship leader 
• To share the before each 
communicati meetings 
on problem • To 
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| l 5 . 1 . 98 |參 Evaluation  
Most of the group members again mainly take their initiation to disclose their parent-child relationship 
in group meetings. I tried to understand the reason behind that and discussed with them. Thus, their 
feedback two reasons for that situation. Firstly, they did not believe adult could change. There was no 
use to discuss an agenda, which has no result. Secondly, they felt that to be a responsible wife, she 
should not openly blame her husband. Most of the members had take turn to act as discussion leader in 
the group meetings in this phase. Just like the experiences in phase I, they felt that this kind of group 
was good to women, they were willing to recruit new members to the group. Thus, they had planned 
and implemented a program for the women in the community. As gender issue was not their agenda, I 
had initiated the related topics for them to discuss in this face. Their feedback was that they had seldom 
or even never use gender perspective to understand their situation before that. 
5.3 Method of data collection 
Originally, I planned to conduct ten group meetings in each phase. But actually only nine meetings were 
conducted in the first phase. Some members who had to take care of their children in the summer 
holiday requested to stop one meeting. Nevertheless, since the date of enrollment and the rate of 
attendance of the new members were quite diversified in the second phase, the number of meetings in 
the second phase and third phase had been extended to twelve and fourteen respectively. As the mean of 
the attendance of group members in the first phase was six (see Table 1 )，it was, thus, expected that the 
group attendance in the remaining two phases should be at least six. So that, the rate of attendance of 
each member would not is o diversified to affect the reliability of the findings? 
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To test the validity of the findings, I used multiple sources, i.e. participant-observation in each group 
meetings; focus group interviews and individual interview to every member after each phase, to collect 
data. Consequently, I had participated in every group meeting. 
But I had conducted only two focus group interviews, one after the end of the first phase and another 
one after the end of the third phase. As the focus group interview after the first phase was not very 
successful, actually, only one focus group interview had been completed in this research. During the 
first focus group interview, some members had initiated and they had consequently used most of the 
time to discuss the disadvantageous position of unmarried women. No time left to discuss the questions 
that I had prepared for the group interview. 
In the second phase, I discovered that the attendance rate of nearly half of the new members was less 
than 20% after 10 sessions. Even though I had extended the number of meetings to 12, the rate of 
attendance of most of the new members were still below the mean of the attendance of the members in 
the first phase (Table 1). It was difficult for the new members who joined the group few meetings to 
express their opinion about the group effects. As a result, I chose to conduct the focus group only in the 
third phase. I followed the guidelines (please see appendix 1) and collected the necessary data for 
analysis. 
In individual interviews, I followed the plan and interviewed each member after each phase. However, 
as one member (Client E) was absent temporarily at the middle of the second phase, I did not interview 
her. But later I interviewed her after she came back in the third phase. The individual interview 
questions can be found in Appendix II. 
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The questions for the individual interview were divided into two parts. The first part focused on the 
interpretation of group members on the group effects. The second part focused on the disadvantageous 
positions they were situated. Jack (1991) had designed a 'Silencing of the Self Scale’ which aimed at 
measuring women's beliefs about their self in intimate relationship (see Appendix III). I constructed the 
interview questions according to this scale to examine their awareness of their disadvantageous positions 
and change after each phase. 
The reactivity effects appeared when I used the questions similar to those in phase I in an interview in 
the second group phase, a member reflected that she preferred not to answer the similar questions twice 
as she felt that she was being counter checked. Thus, the questions were changed in the second and 
third individual interviews (see Appendix II). Subsequently, the six first phase members were 
interviewed three times while the other six members were enrolled in the second phase were interviewed 
only once of twice. The interview questions in the second and third phase were the same, while the 
questions in the first phase were different in wordings and orders to the other two phases. 
5.4 The coding method 
For analysis, all of the thirty-six group meetings, twenty-nine individual interview and two focus group 
meetings in this case study were taped and transcribed verbatim. To ensure that the data was valid, I had 
given the transcribed recordings to the members to find out whether there was any misinterpretation. 
To increase the validity of the coding system, I had employed multiple methods in constructing the 
system. I had selected two transcriptions from the individual interviews. I read and coded separately 
with my research assistant. After working out the coding systems for the first time, we checked the 
coding systems after a week. Afterward, we put the two coding systems together. We would find out 
the same areas and resolve the differences until a compromised coding system emerged. Then, we used 
the coding system to code each individual interview separately. Again, we had repeated after a week 
later. Afterward, we joined together to discuss again and again until there was 90% agreement on the 
coding. 
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Due to limitation of time, I could not apply this cross-examination strategy to all transcriptions. I had 
selected only two transcriptions on group meeting recordings to repeat the above coding strategy. After 
creating a coding system on group meetings, I had selected two transcriptions on group meetings from 
each phase and used the coding system to code and cross-examine until an agreed coding system 
emerged. I then used the agreed coding system to code all the group meetings by myself. 
5.5 The analysis framework 
5.5.1 The objectives ofthe case study 
As described in Chapter one, there were three objectives of this case study. The first one was to 
examine how a self-help group could empower the unmotivated powerless clients in the community. 
The second objective was to examine under what conditions and how the self-help group process could 
empower the unmotivated powerless clients in the community. The third one was to develop a self-help 
model for the unmotivated powerless clients. 
5.5.2 The units of analysis of the study 
The main unit of analysis unit in this case study was the self-help empowerment group. While the other 
sub-units, including the individual members, social worker and deviant cases were also analyzed. I 
examined also the intermediary units, i.e. the empowerment activities. 
Thus, the analysis was divided into three levels: the group, the individuals, the empowerment activities 
and the role of social worker in the group. The first level was on the group. Under the group level, the 
overall perceived empowerment effect of the self-help group to the members was examined. Under the 
individual level, the empowerment behaviors of individual member were examined. The third level was 
the relationship between the empowerment activities and the role of social worker to the behaviors of the 
individual in the group. 
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Finally, to ensure the reliability of the findings, the findings of each phase were compared amongst the 
three phases. 
5.5.3 The analytical framework 
To analyze how the self-help group could empower the unmotivated powerless women 
The main analysis unit, the self-help group, and the sub-units, the individual members and deviant 
members, were the units of analysis under this focus. Thus, the analysis were divided 
into two levels. The first one was the perceived empowerment effects ofthe self-help group; the second 
level was the empower effect on each members in the group process. 
The perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated women 
To code the empowerment behaviors in the transcriptions of the first phase individual interview, their 
perceptions on group functions, their changes claimed and their awareness on their disadvantageous 
positions in family and society of group members were employed to count the behaviors. The 
frequencies indicated the appearance of the behaviors. The higher the frequency, the more the 
weighting of those behaviors regarded as empowerment by the members. 
Secondly, the empowerment indicators under the three dimensions of personal empowerment, 
organizational empowerment and extra-organization were selected to count the behaviors appeared in 
the transcriptions of the first phase group meetings (refer to 5.2.5, pp.88). The frequencies represented 
the appearance of the behavior in the meetings. The higher the frequency, the greater would be the 
perceived empowerment effect. 
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I have correlated the two counting on the perceived empowerment effects. The common empowerment 
effects from the two counting would be defined as the baseline on the perceived empowerment effects of 
the group to compare the counting of behaviors in the second and third phase. 
As only one focus group interview had been conducted in the third phase, the data, therefore, had not 
been used in this research since there was no baseline for comparison. 
The perceived empowerment effects of the self help group to the individual members 
Since there were differences amongst members on the perceptions of the empowerment effects of the 
group, I had attempted to explore the reasons for the differences arising from the same empowerment 
process. 
I had examined the perceptions of individual members on the empowerment effects from two 
dimensions: (1) the awareness of their disadvantageous positions in family and society and (2) the 
perceived personal change. This counting would be used to correlate with each member's empowerment 
behaviors occurred in group meetings. The consistency in the perception on the empowerment effects of 
individual member and the actual occurrence of the empowerment behaviors of the particular members 
had been regarded as the baseline on the perceived empowerment effects to each individual member in 
the phase I. 
The baseline on the perceived empowerment effects of the group in the phase 1 had then been compared 
with the baseline on the perceived empowerment effects to each individual member in the phase 1. I had 
analyzed and found the possible explanations to the differences of each member's perceived 
empowerment effects to the perceived common empowerment effects of the group. The process had 
been repeated in the remaining two phases. 
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The analytical framework on how the self-help group could empower the unmotivated powerless women 
was summarized in the following chart: 
Analysis framework on how the self-help group empowered 
the unmotivated powerless women 
Group unit 
/ \  
The common empowerment The perceived empowerment effects 
behaviors occurred in group common in individual interviews 
meetings 
i i  
• Personal level • The perception on functions of the 
• Organizational level group 
• Extra-organizational level • The perceived change effects of the 
group 
• The awareness of the 
disadvantageous positions of  
themselves and women  
i i  
The common empowerment behaviors The perceived empowerment effects 
occurred in group meetings common in individual interview 
、‘ � 
Correlate the common empowerment effects in behavioral 
level and the cognitive level to examine the common 
empowerment effects among these two levels 
i 
The baseline of the empowerment effect in group level 
The process in phase I was repeated in phase II and III and 
compared with the baseline to find the reliable results which 
occurred commonly in the three phases 
U  
The reliable empowerment effects of the self help group to 
the unmotivated clients  
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Individual unit 
/ \  
The perceived empowerment The empowerment effects of 
effects of individuals in individuals occurred in group 
individual interview meetings  
i i  
參 The awareness of the 參 Personal level 
individuals' disadvantageous • Organizational level 
positions 參 Extra-organizational level 
• The perceived changes of the 
individuals 
i i  
The empowerment behaviors of The perceived empowerment 
each member occurred in group effects of each member occurred in 
meetings individual interview 
\ ^ / 
Correlate the empowerment effects in behavioral level and the cognitive level to 
examine the common empowerment effects among these two levels 
i i  
The empowerment effects of Compare To analyze and find out the 
the individuals in self-help the reasons of the differences 
group process in the phase I difference amongst member's on the 
(baseline) ^ empowerment effects 
i The baseline of the empowerment effect in individual level i 
Repeated the process in phase II and III and compare with the baseline to 
find the reliable results which occurred in the three phases  
^  
The possible reasons of the different empowerment 
effects of different members in similar  
empowerment process  
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To analyze under what conditions and how the self-help group could empower the unmotivated powerless 
women in the community 
The intermediary units referred to the self-help activities and the role of social worker in the self-help group. 
They were the unit of analysis on the operational level. 
To analyze the relationship between the self-help activities and the empowerment effects of the self-help 
group 
As all members were asked in the individual interviews about their change and the changing factors, the 
perceived associations between the self-help activities and their perceived changes could then be examined. 
The interactions of members were grouped and coded as group disclosure topics, supportive behaviors and 
supportive transactions (Suarez-Balcazor, Fawcett ,1992). Detailed explications of the groups of behaviors 
were as followings: 
• Group disclosure topics: Disclosure topics, the personal experiences described by group 
members provided the context in which support was given and received. A disclosure 
topic was defined as a series of statements that logically flew amongst one another in reference to the same 
topic (i.e. the primary subject of discussion) and the same disclosure (i.e. the first member to provide 
information about a personal experience with a problem or situation). A change in the person disclosing 
(from Person A to Person B), or in a change in the topic, marked the end of one disclosure topic and the 
beginning of another. The total number of disclosure topics would be recorded. 
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• Support behaviors of group members. Discrete behaviors of group members were observed, including 
those of disclosure, supportive disclosure, emotional support, information about alternatives. 
The supportive behaviors in this study were grouped and defmed as: 
—supportive disclosure: A statement or description of a problem that follows another member's description 
---emotional support: A statement indicating support for behavior or effort, recognition or progress 
resulting from action, that achievement of the goal was possible or that a desirable outcome was likely 
occurred 
---suggestions to solve problem: Advice, provide alternatives to a problem 
---others: Judgmental comments; clarifications; self-reflections 
•Supportive transactions: Because frequency of supportive behaviors alone does not describe the interactive 
nature of the mutual-aid group meeting, measures of supportive transactions were deemed more sensitive 
to understand the supportive environment of mutual-aid groups. A supportive transaction was defmed as 
the provision of at least one type of support behavior by other members when a member disclosed a 
problem. Supportive transactions were coded by recording the percentage of disclosure topics that 
included each type of support (i.e. emotional support, supportive disclosure, information about 
alternatives and general information). If a disclosure topic discussed early in the meeting was re-opened 
later in the meeting, the supportive statements that occurred were included in the initial disclosure topic. 
Nevertheless, the perceived association of the members' changes and the self-help activities; the 
frequencies of supportive behaviors and the percentage of supportive transactions had been correlated with 
each other to examine the possible relationship between the self-help activities and the empowerment 
outcome of self-help group. 
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To analyze the relationship of the role of social worker and the empowerment outcome of the self-help 
mm 
Firstly, the perception on their changes by members who were related to the social worker had been 
recorded in the individual interview and be examined. Secondly, the actual roles that the social worker 
played in the group meetings were examined. Thirdly, the perceptions of the changes which were 
perceived as relating to the social worker in the individual interviews; the actual role the social worker 
played in the group meeting and the self-help group empowerment outcome would be correlated. Thus, the 
possible relationship between the role of social worker and the empowerment effects of the self-help group 
would be examined. Finally, to ensure the reliability of the findings, the findings of each phase were 
compared with the other two phases. 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter described the implementation of the research project. The choice of venue and research 
target group was explained. The objectives and application of the research methodology described in 
Chapter 4 was re-iterated. The background information of the research target was given. The method of 
data collection, coding, data analysis and analysis framework that were adopted were described. Focus 
was given to the empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated women and to the 
individual members as well as how the self-help group empowered the unmotivated powerless women. 
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Chapter 6 Results of the study: The perceived 
empowerment effects of the self-help 
group on the unmotivated powerless 
women 
6.1 The perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group to the 
unmotivated powerless women in the first phase 
6.1.1 The perceived common empowerment effects perceived by the self help group 
members in the individual interview in phase I 
The common positive functions of the self-help group perceived by the members in the individual 
interview in the phase I: 
• In individual interviews, group members were asked to express their views on group functions. 
All of them could name positive functions of the group. They had raised totally seven positive 
functions (see Table 2). 
• Amongst the seven positive functions, to share personal problem (令貝心、事)（100%), release 
pressure(ii^>^)(66.7%), problem solving (解決問題)(67%) mutual help (feeling of being 
help and feeling ofhelping 01卜6�8，有幫到人及被人幫感覺)(83.3%) were the prominent 
functions shared amongst members. 
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Examples on the function of sharing personal problems in individual interview: 
Member B: ‘you can share in the group, as there are many people, if you have personal problems. You can see 
whether somebody else can help you’ 
Member C: ‘you can express in the group, if you have unhappiness, which relates to your family. After sharing, 
you may become more relaxed. 
Member D: 'can share their personal problems' 
Member F: M observe that client B was very unhappy, thus, we have to try to use some methods to facilitate her to share 
problem' 
Examples on the function of release pressure: 
Member A: ‘this group can release pressure' 
Member C: 'can release the unhappy feelings and become more happier’ 
Member E: 'can release personal problem, anxiety and unhappiness' 
Examples on the function of problem-solving 
Member C: ‘to release the unhappiness in the group and let us discuss together’ 
Member E: ‘if you face problems, this group will give advice to help you’ 
Member F: ‘if anyone share her problem, though we are not psychiatrists, or we may not be able to help her to 
solve her problem, we can listen and help her to analyze the problem' 
Example on the function of mutual help 
Member B: i feel that I am being helped, listened to others' advice’ 
Worker: ‘but have you ever thought about how to help the others in the group’ 
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Member B: 'I have’ 
Worker: ‘what role do you think that you have played in the group?' 
Member C: 'being helped*’ 
Worker: ‘in the group process, if the other members have expressed her problem, would you try to help them or 
give advice’ 
Member C: ‘little, not too much’ 
The common expressed positive change effects of the group in the individual interview in the first 
phase: 
In the individual interviews, all group members had indicated positive effects of the group on them (see 
Table 2). They had indicated totally 13 effects. Only one member had indicated one negative effect. 
Thus, majority of the members held positive perception on effects of the group. 
Amongst the 13 effects, the most prominent effects perceived by the members were to release 
pressure(/^M)(67%), the feeling of mutual help(8.3.%) and the improvement of problem-solving 
method (解決問題方法改善喊)(100%) 
Example on the effects of pressure release 
Member A: ‘after the sharing, I felt very relaxed' 
Member B: ‘when I came to the group meeting, I felt relaxed' 
Member C: 'to express the unhappiness of the family would felt more relaxed' 
Member D: ‘for example, I had beaten my daughter and felt very unhappy. After sharing this experience, I felt 
very relaxed' 
Example on the effect of the improvement in problem-solving method 
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Member A: ‘ when I knew that there were different teaching methods amongst housewives, I myself leamt to take 
it not so serious in teaching children'" 
Member D: ‘it was much better than before, now, I would take it not so serious in teaching children' 
Member E: 'after I had joined the group, I would lower my demands to the homework of children. If they had 
already tried their best, I'll let them go. They had to be responsible for themselves' 
The perceived common empowerment effects on awareness of the disadvantageous positions of the 
individual in the individual in the first phase 
• In the individual interview (table 2), all members, except ‘Member E,, had showed their awareness 
of their disadvantageous position in family and society. The main disadvantages of which members 
became more aware were the stress that they had was just because they were women (50%); more 
than half of the members could express their disadvantageous position in family and society 
(66.7%). 
Examples on the awareness of the stress arising from their women's role: 
Worker: 'Do you think that the stress you had was because you are women 
Member A: 'In the past I have not thought about this*Now I agree. Because in family, there are much housework 
and men would not concem about *’ 
Member B: 'yes, this kind of stress usually happened in women.’ ‘men would not think too much about the 
family.’ . 
Member D: ‘Yes, especially after you've married, all you think about is cooking and washing the clothes. You 
would not think about the other business. You could not enjoy yourselfbecause you had to take care o f the children. 
> 
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Examples on the awareness of the disadvantageous position of women 
Worker: ‘Is the pressure you are now facing is just because you are women?' 
Member A: ‘ In the past, I have never thought about the pressure I am now facing related to my sex role. I think 
that there is relationship between them. I have to manage the household chores and worry about my daughter. I 
think that my husband would not think about this. He concems only his job. Of course, I can reject to do the work. 
But rejecting to do household chores and taking care of children is another source of pressure for women (唔#文都1系 
一种壓力). 
Member B: ‘ Yes, it has very close relationship.' 
Member D: 'Obviously, right after you have married, you think only of the family.and the 
housework. You would not go out for leisure as you have to take of your children.' 
For the deviant case ‘Member E', she had not shown her awareness of the disadvantageous position. It 
may be due to two reasons. Firstly, she had never used women perspective to view her and the stress she 
was facing: 
Worker: ‘Do you think the stress you have expressed in the group relates to your gender?' 
Member E: 'I have never used this perspective. I thought that I couldn't teach my children well was because my 
education level was too low.’ 
Secondly, she perceived that her status and those of women in Hong Kong was acceptable: 
Member E: 'I did not think so, the women in Hong Kong were already good enough, our status was quite good’ 
To conclude, the common awareness of the disadvantageous positions of the members in family and 
society expressed in the individual interviews were (1) the stress that they had was just because they 
were women; (2) Able to express their disadvantageous position in family and society. 
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In sum, if indication by 50% or more members represented the perceived common empowerment effects, 
the common empowerment effects perceived by members in the first phase individual interview were: (1) 
release 口犷688肌6(減壓）（83.3%); (2) the feeling of mutual help (83.3.%); (3) the improvement of 
problem-solving method (解決問題方法改善）(100%); (4) could express what disadvantageous 
position they were situated (66.7%) and (5) aware of the stress that they had was because of they 
were women(現在於面對之壓力於女性）(50%). 
6.1.2 The common empowerment effects on group members in the group meetings in phase I 
• From the transcriptions of group meetings of the first phase, I had sorted out the behaviors, which 
fitted the expected outcomes that I had set. As I had not conducted any baseline assessment before 
phase one, I could not treat the behaviors as actual outcomes indicating the attainment of 
empowerment effects. They could better be regarded as baseline for phase two and three to test the 
reliability of selfhelp group in women empowerment. 
• Personal empowerment; organizational empowerment and extra-organizational empowerment were 
the three dimensions utilized to sort out behaviors indicating empowerment effects (see Table 3). 
The rate of behaviors occurred in the group meetings would be calculated as below:-
The total number ofbehavior occurred 
X 100% = rate ofbehavior occurred 
The total number of attendance 
The empowered behaviors of each member occurred in each meeting were shown in table 3. As it was 
expected that each empowerment behavior can be performed at least once by member in each meeting, 
the rate of behavior occurred that indicated the common empowerment effect of the group in the first 
phase was 21% (total number of members divided by total number of attendance). Under-listed (the 
bold words) were behaviors with higher rate of occurrence, the percentage in the blankets were the rate: 
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• <Code 14> Members believed that they could control their lives (44%) 
Within this indicator, the three highest rate of sub-indicators where as follow: 
Three members had shown their willingness to set agenda to change (code 16) and the rate 
of occurrence was 14%. The example were: 
Member E: ‘After this meeting, I discover that I have to concem myself more. I hope that my stress can diminish.' 
(meeting:17.4.96, p.ll) 
Member D: ‘Yes, in the past I have never thought of myself. Now I start to think of myself more.， 
Member C: 'OK, I would try to leam to do the tasks what I thought should be done by men!，‘I would express my 
true feelings to my husband.’ 
Three members took action to change (code 17) and the rate of occurrence was 12%: 
Member D: 'Yes, I had tried to practice the advice of the group in last week. When I asked my daughter whether I 
had improvement, she responded with confirmation. I found that it was very comfortable.' (meeting: 24.4.96) 
Member B: ‘I have already taken action to Housing Department to ask the ordinances my self.，(meeting: 5.6.96) 
Member C: ‘Last week, I took the advice of the group and reflect my true feelings to my husband.’ ‘In the past, I 
dared not do that' (meeting: 8.5.96) 
Two members could analysis the cause and effect of the problem they faced and the rate of occurrence 
was 7%. 
Member E: ‘ May be as I perceive that women should be mainly responsible in teaching of children, I will blame 
myself not to teach my children better.’ (meeting 17.4.96, p.7) 
Member D: ‘ I know that my teaching method is incorrect. However, I always lost my temper when teaching the 
children.' 
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Three members expressed that their problem-solving skills had improved (code20) and the rate of 
occurrence was 9%: 
Member D: 'Yes, I still felt very uneasy when my daughter expressed directly her attitude to me like that, but I had 
leamt to control my temper’ (meeting: 24.4.96 p.3) 
Member E: 'Yes, in this meeting, I leam more methods. I feel very relaxed. Before I come to this meeting, I have 
conflicts with my son’ 
Member C: 'Recently, I use a non-aggressive way to communicate with my husband. In the past, I communicate 
with him quite aggressively. Our relationship has improved a little.， 
參 <Code 24> Members had provided help or received help within the group (72%) 
All members had shown the following: 
Member A: 'I suggest you to write a letter to your husband, so that you can express yourself clearer' (meeting: 
24.4.96) 
Member B: ‘But I advise you to talk directly with him rather than writing to him，’ 
(meeting: 24.4.96) 
Member E: 'Is there anyone who can tell me how to make my children more concentrated in studying?' 
(meeting:17.4.96) 
Member F: 'Sometimes, you can bring the children outside to take some photos and send them to him，(meeting: 
2.5.96) 
Member C: ‘if I cannot take well care of my son, the bad weather would be adverse to his illness. I don't know what 
to do.’ (meeting :5.6.96) 
Member D: ‘my son is similar to yours, When he feels sick, similar to you, I am very nervous and take him to doctor 
immediately. However, I later find that there is no need to see doctor, the only way is to cook more nutritious food 
for him to maintain his health.’ (meeting: 12.6.96) 
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• <Code 25> Members were aware of how social culture posed negative effect on them (25.6%) 
All members had shown the above behaviors: 
Member E: ‘In the past, I had never thought of or worry about myself. I only worry about them.，(meeting 17.5.96) 
Worker: 'So, women become the only one to take care of children.' 
Member C: 'Yes, we leam from and habitually agree with the culture.' (meeting 5.6.96) 
Worker: 'I observe that women habitually comply with the demands of their husband's even 
though they do not like it?, (meeting: 29.5.96) 
Member A: 'Yes, submissive, women submit easily.’ 'traditional factor.’ 
Member B: 'Yes, do what you can do.’ (meeting: 29.5.96) 
Member F: ‘ I think that many women think that it is their duty to take care of the family. If thereis any family 
problems, we use to blame ourselves first. Men never take care of the family.' (meeting: 17.4.96) 
•<Code 26> Members could express the disadvantages that they faced (28%) 
All members showed these expressions in group meetings: 
Member F: 'I think that it was true that after marriage, we all lose myself.’ (meeting: 17.4.96) 
Member D: ‘They all depend on me. My husband's family members suppose that I had much time. Once I had to 
bring my son to my mother, so that I could take care of my mother-in-law who was hospitalized. I had to go back to 
my mother's home later to bring back my son，(meeting: 16.5.96) 
Member C: ‘ Yes, the textbooks states that father reads newspaper, mother cleans the dishes.’ ‘that's the reason why I 
think that woman is better than men in child minding.’ (meeting: 16.5.96) 
Member D: ‘My mother advised me not to go to the hospital everyday to take care of my mother-in-law.' 
(meeting:16.5.96) 
Worker: ‘But as a good wife, you thought that you should do that?' 
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M e m b e r D: ‘ Yes’，(meeting: 16.5.96) 
M e m b e r E: ‘In the past, I did not feel that sze- l ie (師奶）was a negative label of women. But now I think so.’ 
(meeting: 5.6.96) 
M e m b e r B: ‘ Well, sze-lie (師奶）a r e perceived as those who have nothing to do. What they have done is not 
valued.'(meeting: 5.6.96) 
I f21% rate of behavior occurred indicated the empowerment effects, the empowerment effects of the 
group in the first phase included: (1) members had provided help or received help in the group; (2) 
members were aware of how the social culture posed negative effects on them; (3) members could 
express what disadvantageous position they were situated in family and society; and (4) members 
believed that they could gain control over their own lives. (5) members could analysis the cause 
and effect of the problem they faced. 
6.1.3 The baseline of the empowerment effects of the selfhelp group to the unmotivated powerless 
women in the first phase 
To find the baseline of the empowerment effects of the group, the empowerment effects as perceived by 
individual members in the individual interview had been correlated with the empowerment effects on the 
individual members in group meetings to examine the common empowerment effects. The commonality 
empowerment outcome between them, thus, would be viewed as the baseline of the empowerment 
outcome(s) of the self-help group in the first stage. 
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The common empowerment effects of the self help group to the unmotivated powerless women 
occurred both in the individual interview and group meetings in phase I were summarized in the 
following table: 
Table 4  
Empowerment level The expected The common occurred The common expressed 
empowerment empowerment effects empowerment effects in 
outcome occurred in group individual interviews in the 
meetings in the first first phase 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ phase  
Personal empowerment Members could • Members believed 
build up new self that they could gain 
image control over their 
own lives: 
• Had set agenda to 
change 
• Had take actions to 
change 
• Could analyze the • Members were aware of 
causes and effects of the stress that they had 
the problems they was because they were 
faced women 
• The problem solving • The problem solving skill  
skill had improved had improved  
Members could Members had provided or Members felt that group 
expand their received help within the members were helpful to one 
friendship group another 
networks  
Members could 參 Members were aware • Nil 
become aware of of how the social 
the culture affected them 
disadvantageous negatively 
position of women • Members could • Members could express 
in family and express what what disadvantageous 
society disadvantageous position they were 
position they were situated 
situated  
The outcomes that were Members' pressure had 
not expected in released 
planning ‘  
As the empowerment outcome of "willing to set agenda to change" and "willing to take action to change" 
were behavioral, they could be counted as an empowerment effects even when they occurred only in group 
meetings but not in the individual interview. On the other hand, as the feeling of pressure released was 
cognitive, it could be counted as empowerment effects even when it occurred only in individual interview 
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but not in the group meeting. Thus, the baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help 
group to the individuals that were found in the first phase were: 
1 .Members believed that they could gain control over their own life: 
1.1 Had set agenda to change 
1.2 Had take action to change 
1.3 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems they faced 
1.4The problem-solving skill had improved 
2. Members could expand their friendship networks: 
2.1Members had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Members was aware of the disadvantageous position of women in family and society 
4. Members could express the disadvantageous position they were situated in family and society 
5. Members' pressure had released 
In sum, the baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group that were found in 
the first phase concentrated in the personal empowerment level: they included the building up of 
new self-image, expansion of friendship network, awareness of their disadvantageous positions in 
family and society and pressure release. The perceived empowerment effect, which was not expected 
beforehand, was pressure release. 
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6.2 The perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group to the 
unmotivated women in the second phase 
In the second phase, six new members had recruited. Thus, there were totally twelve members in the 
group within this phase. 
In the second interview, as member J and K had only participated for not more than three meetings, it 
was difficult to expect any change in them through the self-help process. They, therefore, were not 
interviewed in this stage. Also, as member E had dropped out in the middle of this stage, she also had 
not been interviewed. As a result, only nine members were interviewed in the second stage. 
6.2.1 The common empowerment effects perceived by members in the individual 
interview in the second phase 
As the group had recruited six new members in the second phase, there were totally 12 group members. 
The common positive functions of the self-help group perceived by the members in the second phase: 
In individual interviews, all members could name positive functions of the group. They had raised 
totally five positive functions (see Table 5). They included: (1) to share personal problem (100%), 
(2) problem solving (78%), (3) mutual help (100%), and (4) release pressure (89%), (5) good to 
women (89%). 
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Examples on the functions of sharing personal problems in individual interview (old members referred 
to the one who joined the group since the first stage. Whereas new members referred to the one who 
joined the group since the second stage): 
M e m b e r H (new member): ‘When I participate in the group meeting, I will naturally disclose myself. I feel that 
this group expects members to disclose their unhappiness' 
M e m b e r A (old member): ‘This group is a place that allows you to disclose your self.’ 
E x a m p l e on the funct ion o f problem so lv ing: 
M e m b e r D (old member): This group is good to us, as we can share our family problem here.’ 
M e m b e r L (new member): ‘ I will share my problem which I cannot solve., It is expected that more people can 
give advice to me*' 
Examples on the function of mutual help: 
M e m b e r C (old member): ‘ If you had pressure, for example parenting problems or marital problems, the group 
sharing at least can help you to solve some of them.， 
M e m b e r I (new member): ‘ Group members share their personal concem and accept the others' idea.’ 
E x a m p l e s on the func t ion o f re lease pressure: 
M e m b e r F (old member): ‘ if there is a topic related to myself, I will disclose my problems. Thus, I can also release 
my pressure.' 
M e m b e r H (new member): ‘ I f I have time, I will participate in the group meetings and ventilate my pressure.' 
Examples on the function of good to women: 
M e m b e r A (old member): 'I think this group is especially good to women as not many people listen to the feeling 
of women.’ 
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Member H (new member): ‘ I agree that this group is helpful to women. I am, for example, a person who is 
difficult to expose myself to the others. I would never take the initiation to share with my neighborhood' 
The common expressed positive changing effects of the group in the individual interview in the second 
phase: 
In individual interviews in the second phase, all members had indicated positive effects of the group on 
them (see Table 5). They had named totallyl2 effects of the group. Thus, all members held positive 
perception on effects of the group. 
Amongst the 12 effects, the most prominent effects perceived by members were the feeling of mutual 
help (100%), the improvement of problem-solving method (100%), release pressure (89%), being more 
willing to expose oneself (56%), and willingness to take up the group tasks (50%). 
The example of mutual help in individual interview were: 
M e m b e r A (old member): ‘*when I see the other members have improved, I feel very happy, I find myself very 
helpful in the group and having improvement in the process.' 
M e m b e r G (new member): ‘If I disclose how I teach my children, the others will give advice to me and I will 
accept it.’ 'I also willing to give advice to other members ’ 
The examples of improvement of problem solving skill in individual interview were: 
M e m b e r B (old member): ‘In the past I am very rigid in teaching my children, now I have changed to take it 
easy.， 
M e m b e r H (new member): ‘ In the past, I always compared my son with those of my sister. I felt that he was very 
naughty and I felt very frustrated. After I joined the group and listened to other members' experience, I discovered 
that the behaviors of my child were very normal. I made some changes towards my child, and he, correspondingly, 
also made some changes afterward. I feel very happy now.’ 
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The examples of pressure release in the individual interview were: 
M e m b e r B (old member): 'as no one in my family will share with me. In the group meeting, there are many people 
to share with you. Thus 1 feel very comfortable here.’ 
M e m b e r H (new member): ‘ in the past, my child always depressed me deeply. But afterjoining the group, I feel 
much happier than before. I have told this to my husband, he encourages me to continue to join the group.' 
The examples ofbeing more willing to expose one were: 
M e m b e r F (old member): i n the past, I seldom expose myself even when I face my family members. After I 
joining the group, I have exposed more.， 
M e m b e r L (new member): ‘*in the past, I seldom expose myself to others. I always felt depressed. Now, this group 
becomes a channel for me to disclose myself.’ 
The example of expressing their willingness in taking up the tasks of the group were: 
M e m b e r B (old member): ‘If other member have take up some task, I will follow. However, if no one take up, I 
have no confidence to do it myself only.’ 
M e m b e r G (new member): i will do any task of the group according to my ability, if required.' 
The perceived common effects on awareness of the disadvantageous positions of the individual in 
individual interviews in the second phase: 
In the individual interview (Table 5)，all members had shown awareness to their disadvantageous 
position in family and society. The main disadvantages of which members 
became more aware were the loss of self (67%), the stress that they had was because of they were 
women (89%), members could express what disadvantageous they are situated (67%) 
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The examples of the awareness of their loss of self when related with their significant others in 
individual interview were: 
M e m b e r D (old member) : ‘I concem my family too much. Whenever I do anything, I will consider whether they 
are happy or not. Thus, I do what they like daily. You see, it is so difficult for me.’ 
M e m b e r I (new member) : ' To avoid conflict with my family member, I always suppress my feeling.’ 
The examples of the awareness of the stress originated from their gender role: 
Member F (old member): ‘The pressure of men relate to their work only. While women relate to their family. 
Moreover, as a women, I have to concem my relationship with my family members.' 
M e m b e r H (new member) : ‘ I feel that each woman must have pressure when you get married.’ 
The example of ability to express the disadvantageous situations they are facing were: 
Member C (old member): 'Probably it is because I am a Chinese woman, I feel that the division o f labor in family 
is very unfair to woman. Woman is compulsory to be the only responsible person for the family work, even though I 
go out to work., 
M e m b e r L (new member) : ‘Just like my mother, I put all of my energy to take care o f m y children it makes me feel 
very stressful.' 
In sum, if indicating by 50% or more members represented a perceived common empowerment effects, 
the common empowerment effects perceived by members in individual interviews in the second phase 
were: (1) the feeling of mutual help (100%), (2) the improvement of 
problem-solving method (100%), (3) pressure release (89%), (4) more willing to expose oneself 
(56%), (5) willing to take up the group tasks (50%); (6) awareness of the loss of self (67%), (7) 
awareness of the source of stress arising from their gender role (89%) and (8) the ability to 
express the disadvantageous they are situated (67%). 
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6.2.2 The perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group members in the group 
meetings in the second stage 
The rate of behavior that indicated the empowerment effect of the group in the second stage was 15% 
(The percentage of the total number of behavior occurred to the total number of attendance). The 
behaviors indicating empowerment of each member occurred in each meeting were showed in table 6. 
The bullet points in the following paragraphs were behaviors with higher rate of occurrence (the bold 
words), the percentage in the blankets were the rate: 
• <Code 14> Members believed that they could control over their lives (40%) 
Five members had set agenda to change (code 16) the rate of occurrence was 11%. The examples were: 
M e m b e r A (old member): ‘ Now, I accept the advice of member F. I am trying to change my attitude to the cat 
which reared by my family member. I try to adapt to live with it though I did not like cat very much.’ (meeting: 
10.10.96, p.34) 
M e m b e r L (new member): 'I try to change my attitude and respect the choice of my son.’ 
(meeting: : 9.1.97, p.24) 
Three members had expressed that they took action to change (code 17). The rate ofoccurrence was 5%. 
M e m b e r E (old member) : ‘ I agree that I have to start to leam to respect the choice o f t h e children as I admit that in 
no way I can force him to follow my choice.，(meeting: 10.9.96’ p . l 6 ) 
M e m b e r L (new member): ‘ I take your advice and try not to help my son to bath. After teaching him for twice, he 
finally can do it by himself.，(meeting: 10.4.97, p . l 4 ) 
All members showed that they could analysis the causes and effects of the problems they faced (code 
19) in group meetings. The rate of occurrence was 23%. The examples were: 
M e m b e r B (old member) : 'I always urge my son to fol low my standard. I think that this is the main reason for not 
disclosing himself to me.’ (meeting: 2.10.96, p . l 6 ) 
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Member L (new member): ‘ I understand that my son is able to be independent, my domination may cause his 
dependency.' (meeting: 24.4.97, p.3) 
• < C o d e 2 4 > M e m b e r h a d p r o v i d e d h e l p o r r e c e i v e d h e l p w i t h i n t h e g r o u p m e m b e r ' s n e t w o r k 
(83%): 
All members had engaged in mutual help: 
Member E (old member): 'Should I give the medicine to my son rather than bring him to the doctor?' (meeting: 
14.11.96, p.35) 
Member I (new member): ‘ You should encourage your daughter to eat by herseIfto train up her independence.' 
(meeting: 14.11.96, p . l 6 ) 
Member D (old member): ‘ My daughter is similar to your son. When I shouted to her, she started to study, but 
when I left her alone, she watched the television.' (meeting: 23.1.97，p.l) 
Member G (new member): ‘I feel very tired everyday as there are many housework for me to take care.’ 
Member 1 (new member): ‘ Yes, it will make you lose your temper.， (meeting: 2.12.96, p.3) 
• <Code 26> Members could express what disadvantageous did they face in family and 
society(15%) 
Seven members had showed this behavior in group meetings and the examples were; 
Member B (old member): ‘I always request my husband to teach our children. However, he always 
refuses and insists that it is my duty.’ (meeting: 18.12.96, p.lO) 
Member A (old member): ‘ My husband preferred me to take up the role in contraception.(避孕）， 
Member L (new member): ‘ Our spouses never concem the side effects ofthe pills, which make us abnormally fat.’ 
(meeting: 10.4.97, p.4) 
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• <Code 28> Members had take up the tasks of the group 
According to the group recordings, the group organized two programs in the second stage. 
Participation of group members were as the underneath: 
Date Activities Involved 
members 
20.7.96 A summer program for the children in the All 
Aug. 96 community 八^ 
Home visit of the housewives in the community 
• <Code 29> Members organized service for other housewives in their community 
According to group recordings, one program was organized by the group for the housewives in the 
community in the second stage. Participation of group members in this stage were under-listed: 
Date Activities Involved 
members 
^ I _ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ > ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ 
May, 97 A stress management program for the housewives in All 
the community 
^  
Members had exposed her in the group meetings 
Seven out of twelve members had taken their initiation to expose their personal problems or concern in 
the group meetings (see Table 78). Besides, all members had showed her supportive disclosure 
behaviors in the group meetings (see Table 74). 
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To conclude, the perceived common empowerment effects of group members in the group 
meetings in the second stage included: (1) members believed that they could control over their 
lives; (2) members had provided help or received help within the group member's network; (3) 
members could express what disadvantageous; (4) Members had taken up group tasks; (5) 
members had organized service for other housewives in the community; (6) members were willing 
to expose herself in the group meetings 
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6.2.3 The common empowerment effects of the self help group to the unmotivated 
powerless women occurred both in the individual interview and group meetings 
in the second phase 
Table 7 
Empowerment level The expected The common empowerment |The common expressed 
empowerment effects occurred in group empowerment effects in 
outcome meetings in the second phase individual interviews in the 
second phase 
Personal Awareness of the W\ Members aware ofthe loss of 
empowerment relationship with themselves when related with 
their significant their significant others  
others  
Members believed • Had set agenda to 
they could control change 
over their lives • Had take action to 
change 
• Could analysis the Members aware of the stress 
cause and effect of the that they had was because of 
problem they faced they were women  
Organizational Members could Members had provided or Members felt that group 
empowerment expand their received help within the members were helpful to one 
friendship group another  
networks  
Extra-organizational Members were Members could express the Members could express the 
empowerment aware ofthe disadvantageous position disadvantageous position they 
disadvantageous they were situated in family were situated in family and 
position of women and society society 
in family and 
society , 
Members are Members had take up the 
willing to other tasks in group 
participate in activities 
group tasks 
To provide mutual Members had organized 
help for other services for the other 
women in need housewives in the same  
community  
The empowerment • ~~Members' pressure had~~ 
outcome that were released 
not planned • Members had exposed 參 Members were more 
herself willing to expose herself 
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As the empowerment outcomes of setting agenda to change, taking action to change, taking up group 
tasks and organizing service for the other housewives in the same community were behavioral, they 
would be counted as empowerment effects of group members even when they occurred only in group 
meetings but not in individual interviews. On the other hand, as the empowerment outcome ofpressure 
released were cognition, it would be counted as empowerment effect of the group members even it 
occurred only in individual interview but not in group meetings. Thus, the perceived common 
empowerment effects ofthe self-help group to the unmotivated powerless women occurred both in 
the individual interviews and group meetings in the second phase were: 
1. Members believed that they could control their lives 
1.1 Set agenda to change 
1.2 Take action to change 
1.3 Could analyze the cause and effect of the stress that they were facing 
2. Members could expand their friendship networks 
2.1 Developed a sense of mutual help 
3. Members become aware of the disadvantageous position ofwomen in family and society 
3.1 Members could express what disadvantageous they faced 
4. Members are willing to take up group tasks 
5. Members organized service for the other housewives in the same community 
6. Members' pressure was released 
7. Became more willing to expose herself 
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In sum, the perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated 
powerless women in the second phase had expanded from the personal empowerment level, to 
organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational level. On the personal level, the 
empowerment effects included the building up of new self-image, expansion of friendship network 
and awareness of their disadvantageous positions in family and society. 
The unexpected perceived empowerment effects of pressure released and changed to become more 
willing to expose herself occurred in the second phase. On the organizational level, members are 
willing to participate in group tasks. On the extra-organizational level, group members were able 
to provide mutual help for other women in need. 
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6.2 The perceived empowerment effects of the self help group to the 
unmotivated powerless women in the third phase 
There were no one dropped from the group in the third phase. Thus, the total number ofgroup members 
in this phase maintained to be 12. As the attendance rate of member J and K had increased and also 
member E hadjoined the group again in the third stage, they were involved in the third phase interview 
also. Thus, the total members to be studied in this stage were twelve. 
6.3.1 The common empowerment effects of the self-help group perceived by group members in the 
individual interview in the third phase 
The common positivefunctions of the self-help group perceived by the members in the thirdstage: 
In the individual interview in the third stage, all members could name positive functions of the 
group. They had raised totally five positive functions (see Table 8). They included: (1) to share 
personal problem (83%), (2) problem solving (58%), 
(3) mutual help (58%), (4) pressure release (58%), (5) good to women (50%). 
Examples on the function of sharing personal problems in individual interview: 
M e m b e r F (old member): 'Each person can share her personal concem in the group.， 
M e m b e r L (new member): 'This group is for sharing of unhappiness.’ 
Examples on the function of problem solving in individual interview: 
M e m b e r D (old member) : ‘In this group, if anyone has problem, she can share here. We will discuss together to 
help her to solve it.’ 
M e m b e r L (new member) : ‘ I hope that this group can continue to help people to solve their problem.' 
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Examples on the function of mutual help in individual interview: 
M e m b e r L (new member): ‘ In this group, I can solve my personal problem, also, I can also help others to solve 
their problem.' 
M e m b e r C: (old member): ‘The feeling is good to participate in the group meetings. 
Everyone shares their problems and encourages each other. Thus, I do not feel lonely in facing my own 
problem.' 
Examples on the function of pressure release in individual interviews: 
Member A (old member): 'To introduce this group, I will say that this group can help you to ventilate your stress, 
understand yourself and your pressure. ’ 
M e m b e r L (new member): ‘*if we have unhappiness, we can share and ventilate here.， 
Examples on the function of good to women in individual interview: 
M e m b e r E (old member): ‘This group is good to women, they can share their ideas and gain understandings on the 
different situations of other women.’ 
M e m b e r I (new member): 'It is good to women for able to share their personal concem in the group. As a woman, 
we always confine ourselves in our house when facing problems.' 
The common expressed positive change effects of the group in the third phase 
In the individual interviews, all group members except E had indicated positive effects of the group on 
them (see table 8). They had named 14 effects of the group. Thus, all, except one, members held 
positive perception on effects ofthe group. 
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Amongst the 14 effects, the most prominent effects perceived by the members in the third phase 
were: (1) mutual help (75%); (2) the problem solving skill had improved (83%); (3) pressure 
release (75%); (4) enhancement of confidence in problem solving (50%); (5) becoming willing to 
express their true feelings to their significant others (50%); (6) more willing to expose herself 
(67%); (7) perceived each other members as friend (83%); (8) had changed her gender perspective 
(58%); (9) becoming willing to take up group tasks(83%); (10) becoming willing to participate in 
service for women in the community (50%); (11) becoming willing to participate in the activities 
for the improvement of the disadvantageous ofwomen (58%) (see table 8). 
Examples on the effects of feeling of mutual help 
Member A (old member): ‘ I had the feeling o f b e i n g helped in the group. I can listen to the other's ideas and 
accept their ideas whenever it seems useful to me. On the other hand, I also feel that I have provided help to others in 
the group.’ 
Example on the effects of the improvement ofproblem solving method 
Member G (new member): ‘Yes, there is some improvement in problem solving attitude. N o w I have changed to 
take it easy in facing my problem.' 
Example on the effect of pressure release 
Member B (old member): ‘ Yes, I have improvement in problem solving. 1 have changed to not so as rigid as 
before.， 
Example on the effect of confidence in problem solving enhanced 
To rate the ability in problem solving from point 1 to point 5, 'member I (new member)，had given 
herselfpoint 3 in the individual interview in phase II. When she was asked again to rate herself in the 
individual interview in phase III，she gave point 4 to herself. Obviously, her confidence of problem 
solving had enhanced. 
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Example ofthe effect of becoming willing to express their true feelings to their significant others 
Member C (old member): ‘ After joining the group, I had tried to take the initiation to express myself to my 
husband.’ 
Example of becoming willing to expose herself 
Member H (new member): ‘ I find that afterjoining the group, I have changed to becoming more willing to expose 
myseI feven to those who are not so familiar with. In the past, I will only expose m y s e l f t o my sister or social worker. 
� 
Example of the effect of perceiving each other members as friend 
Member I (new member): ‘ I consider the members in this group as my friend. They are different from the other 
friends that outside the group. The former ones can share deeper.’ 
Example ofthe effect of changing her gender perspective 
Member F (old member): 'Afterjoining the group, I started to alert to the unequal status between men and women. , 
Example of the effects of willing to take up the role ofdiscussion leader 
Member L (new member): 'I have taken up the role of discussion leader once in this group. It is 
quite interesting. Even though I don't feel I have done a goodjob . I am will ing to try again next time.’ 
Example of the effect of willingness to take up the other group tasks 
Member D (old member): ‘ If this group can continue, I am willing to take up the tasks o f t h e group e.g. discussion 
leader, recorder and to plan the program for the group etc.’ 
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Example of willingness to organize service for the women in the community 
M e m b e r H (new member): ‘ I have no confidence to act as discussion leader. But sill, I am unwilling to play this 
role in the group. However, if I have enough time, I like to help the group to plan and implement the program for 
other women in the community as it will give me more satisfaction.' 
Example of the effect of willingness to participate in the activities for the improvement of the 
disadvantageous of women 
M e m b e r C (old member): ‘ Sure! I will participate to implement the campaign of improving the disadvantageous of 
women in Hong Kong. I feel it is very meaningful.' 
The common empowerment effects on the awareness of the disadvantageous positions ofthe individual 
members in family and society in the third phase 
In the individual interview (table 8), all members except 'Member E', had showed awareness of their 
disadvantageous position in family and society. The main disadvantages of which members became 
more aware were the negative effects of social culture on them (67%); the disadvantageous they 
were situated (83%); could challenge the assigned role was unfair to women (67%); able to 
analysis the causes and effects of the problem she face (58%); agree with the role in family and 
society should be determined by their interest, needs and ability rather than by sex (50%). 
The example on the awareness of the negative effects of the social culture on them 
M e m b e r I (new member): ‘ I feel that it is difficult to change the gender perspective of my husband as he has been 
affected deeply by the tradition. To change the traditional culture, it has to take a very long time.’ 
The example on the awareness of the disadvantageous position of women 
M e m b e r B (old member): ‘ I feel that it is very unequal of the status of women if 
comparing with men. My husband never shares the housework workload. Because the status of breadwinner, he 
always plays the dominant role in family.， 
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The example of able to challenge the assigned role is unfair to women 
M e m b e r K (new member): ‘I feel that it is very unequal between men and women in Hong Kong. In family, the 
workload of women in family is too much. On the other hand, the men who consider themselves as breadwinner 
always shouted to their wives and children. It is very unfair.’ 
The example of able to analyze the cause and effect of the problem she face 
M e m b e r F (old member): ‘I feel that due to the lack of confidence I depend on my husband very much. I always 
depend on my husband to make decisions. Sometimes, I will even ask my children again after 1 have sought my 
husband's advice.’ 
The example of agreeing with the role in family and society should be determined by their interest, 
needs and ability rather than by sex 
Worker: ‘In your view what traditional culture should be changed.' 
M e m b e r I (new member): ‘ I think that there are many posts in the society should be determined according to the 
ability rather than by sex.， 
In sum, if indication by 50% or more members represented a perceived common empowerment effect, 
the perceived common empowerment effects perceived by members in the third phase individual 
interview were: 
1. The members' sense of mutual help had built (75%); 
2. The members" problem solving method had improved (83%); 
3. The members” confidence in problem solving had enhanced (50®/©); 
4. Members' pressure had released (75%); 
5. Members became willing to express their true feelings to their significant others (50®/o); 
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6. Members became more willing to expose herself; 
7. Members perceived each group members as friend (83%); 
8. Members had changed her gender perspective (58%); 
9. Members were aware of the negative effects of the social culture on them (67%); 
10.Members were able to express what disadvantageous they were situated in family 
and society (83%); 
11. Members were able to challenge the assigned role was unfair to women (67%); 
12. Members were able to analyze the cause and effect ofthe problem she faced (58%); 
13. Members agreed with the role in family and society should be determined by their 
interest，needs and ability rather than by sex (50%); 
14. Members had acted as discussion leader in the group (58%); 
15. Members had taken up the other group tasks (83%); 
16. Members had organized service for the women in the community (50%); 
17. Members had participated in the activities for the improvement ofthe 
disadvantageous of women (58%). 
6.3.2 The perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group members in the 
group meetings in the third phase 
As it was expected each empowerment behavior at least occurred once in each group meeting, the rate of 
behavior that indicated the empowerment effect in the third stage would be 14% (The percentage of the 
total number of behavior occurred divided by the total number of attendance). The empowered 
behaviors of each member occurred in each meeting were showed in table 9. Under listed (the bold 
words) were behaviors with higher rate of occurrence, the percentage in the blankets were the rate: 
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• <Code 2> Members showed their understanding on how they tended to judge themselves in 
negative ways (18®/©) 
Eight members had showed these understanding in group meetings. The examples were: 
Member H (new member): ‘ Sometimes, I cannot accept my husband. Although I have shown my 
acceptance to him he never show his acceptance to me in turn. When I find that the money he gives me 
is not enough due to the expensive of the food, he always queries. I feel very angry toward his queries' 
(meeting: 24.7.97, p.l3) 
Member C (old member): 'I understand that sometimes, I have done something wrong to my son, I 
have never said sorry to him. I afraid that if I do so, he will not respect me any more.，(meeting: 
16.10.97，p.lO) 
• <Code 14> Members believed that they could control over their lives (50%) 
Six members had shown their willingness to set agenda to change (code 16), the rate of occurrence was 
7%. The example were: 
Member K (new member): 'Yes, I should have some change in future. It is no need to force my 
children and husband to eat what I have cooked. They have their own choice. The only thing that I 
should do is to store it in the refrigerator. I did not have to be angry with them, (meeting: 20.6.97, p.42) 
Member C (old member): ‘I will try to encourage the children to eat by themselves.' (meeting24.12.97， 
p.27) 
Four members had shown their willingness to take action to change (code 17), the rate of occurrence 
was 8%. The examples were: 
Member B (old member): ‘In the past, I always shouted to my son whenever his study results can not 
meet my expectation. Recently, I learn to let him go and tell him that I will not demand him up to my 
standard anymore. As a result, he studies independently with good remark.' (meeting: 16.10.97, p.6) 
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Member L (new member): ‘ 1 have already tried to change him recently. 1 teIl him that I have changed 
myself already also.，(meeting:10.7.97, p.4) 
Ten members had shown their ability to analyze the cause and effect of the problem they faced (code 19) 
in group meetings, the rate of occurrence was 35%. The examples were: 
Member L (new member): ‘ May be the traditional culture of 'men are responsible for the outside 
world，while 'women should work within family，（S 主夕卜女主内）influence us deeply. We take up all 
the housework, we consider even the teaching of children as the responsibility of women.’ (meeting: 
24.7.97,p.8) 
Member A (old member): ‘ *I understand that as a mother, I love my daughter. However, the way 1 
press my love is to shout to her. Thus, conflicts always exist, as no one tends to give surrender.' 
(meetingll.9.97, p.23) 
Three members had showed improvement in their problem-solving skill in group meeting, the occurred 
rate was 7%. The examples were: 
Member B (old member): ‘ I have changed to take it easy in teaching my children. In the past, I 
always take it serious and push my son to meet my standard in his school work. I am suddenly aware 
that it is meaningless. The only way to make me satisfied is to do it by myself, and this is impossible. 
Thus, I let him do it and let him responsible for himself.’ (meeting:25.9.97, p.7) 
Member L (new member): ‘ I want to share my positive experience today. I have change my method 
of teaching children and the effect is positive. Taking your advice, I use reasoning to replace shouting, 
use acceptance to replace rejection. Our relationship has improved.' (meeting: 10.7.97, p.l) 
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• <Code 24> Members had provided help or received help within the group member's network 
(82%) 
All members had shown this behavior in group meeting. The examples were: 
Member A (old member) : ‘ I suggest you to accept the challenge from your son, as my daughter 
always communicate with me like that. It is common.，(meeting: 24.10.97, p.2) 
Member H (new member): 'Sometimes, you have to let your husband know he should not over 
demand on you.，(meeting: 24.7.97, p.5) 
• <Code 26> Members could express what disadvantageous they faced (82%) 
All members except 'member E' had shown this behavior in the group meetings. The examples were: 
Member K (new member): ‘ When I request my son and my husband to do the housework, my son 
rejects and tells me that he learns from school book that the mother is the one who 
should responsible to it.，(meeting: 20.6.97, p.35) 
Member D (old member): ‘ I admit that I love my son more than my daughter and thus, concern my 
son more.，(meeting: 18.12.97, p.4) 
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• <Code 27> Members had take up the roIe of task leader in the group 
According to the group recordings, six members had take up the role of discussion leader in the group 
meeting in the third phase. The participation of the group members in this stage were as following: 
Members Number of times Date of involvement 
A twice 11.9.97&24.10.97 
B once 11.12.97 
C twice 16.10.97&8.1.98 
D once 25.9.97 
F once 24.12.97 
I once 6.11.97 
L once 18.12.97 
Thus, seven members had take up the discussion leader role in group meetings 
•<Code 29> Members had organized services to the other housewives in the same community 
According to the group recording, one program was organized by the group for the housewives in the 
community in the third stage, thus, the participation of the group members in this stage were as 
following: 
Date Activities Involved 
members 
22.12.97 Stress management program for All 
housewives 
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Members had exposed herself in the group meetings (Table 12 and Table 13 ) 
In Table 81, seven out of twelve members had taken their initiation to expose their personal problems or 
concerns in the group meetings. In table 76, all members had showed her supportive disclosure 
behaviors in the group meetings. 
To conclude, the perceived empowerment effects of the group in the third phase in the behavioral 
level included: (1) members were aware of their true feeling toward themselves and toward their 
significant others; (2) members believed they could control over their lives; (3) members had 
provided help or received help in the group; (4) had taken up the other group tasks; (5) members 
had organized service for the other housewives in the same community. 
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6.3.3 The perceived common empowerment effects ofthe self-help group occurred both 
in the individual interview and group meetings in the third phase 
Table 10 — 
Empowerment level The expected empowerment The common occurred empowerment |The common expressed empowerment 
outcome effects occurred in group meetings effects in individual interviews 
Personal Awareness of their authentic self Members were aware oftheir true feeling Nil 
empowerment toward themselves and toward their 
significant others 
The cognition of the group m “ Members become willingness to express their 
members can be restructured from true feelings to their significant others 
'pleasing their significant others 
and avoiding conflicts' to ‘relate 
them with their authentic self 
The cognition o f the group ^ ~ ~ m ^ ~ " M e m b e r s were able to challenge t h e ~ 
members change from 'using culturally assigned sex role was unfair 
mequality perspective' to ‘ to women 
respectingthequali tyof |^^eof • Nil • Membersagreewi th thero le infami ly 
both sex m expecting different sex and society should be determined by 
ro e their interest, needs and ability rather 
than by sex  
The new image o fse l fcan be built Members believed they can control over their Members believed they can control over their 
lives: lives: 
參 Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had take action to change • Could analysis the cause and effect of 
• Could analysis the cause and effect of the problem they face 
the problem they faced • The problem solving method had 
• The problem solving method had improved  
improved  
T h e f r k n d s h i p n e t w o r k c a n b e ~ " ；~ ~ M e m b e r s v i e w e d e a c h o t h e r a s f r i e n d 
expanded . The feelings ofmutual help 
• Had provided help or received help 
within the group member's network 
Awarenessofthedisadvantageous : ~ ~ m "； " " M e m b e r s awareof thenegat iveeffec ts 
poMtion of women in family and of social culture on them 
society • Members could express what • Members could express what 
disadvantageous they were situated in disadvantageous position they were 
family and society situated in family and society 
Organizational MembersarewiIlingtoparticipate ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r s had taken up the ro leo f t a sk ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r s w e r e w i l l i n g t o t a k e up the 
empowerment ingrouptasks leader ro leof task leader 
• Members were willing to take up the 
• Members had taken up the other tasks other tasks in group activities 
in group activities 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual helpforother Members had organized service for the other Members were willing to provide service for 
empowerment women in need housewives in the same community women in the community  
Participate in women m Members were willing to participate in the 
empowerment activities activities for the improvement of the 
disadvantageous position of women 
Theempowerment 一 ；~~Pressure re lease 一 
ojUcome that were not • Members had willingness to expose • More willing to expose herself 
planned hen;Hf " �^  j . , 
ii*^*^ui • Had changed her gender perspective 
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As the perceived empowerment outcomes of setting agenda to change, taking actions to change, taking 
up the role of task leader, taking up group tasks in activities, organizing service for the other housewives 
in the same community were behavioral, they would be counted as empowerment effects even when it 
occurred only in group meetings but not in the individual interview. On the other hand, the 
empowerment outcomes of enhancement in the confidence in problem solving, viewing each other as 
friend，pressure release, changing gender perspective was cognitive, they would be counted as 
empowerment effects even when it occurred only in individual interview but not in group meeting. 
Thus, the perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated 
powerless women that were found in the third phase were: 
1. Members believed they can control over their life: 
1.1 Confidence in problem solving 
1.2 Willing to set agenda to change 
1.3 Willing to take action to change 
1.4 Ability to analysis the cause and effect of the problem they face 
1.5 Improvement in problem solving method 
2. Member could expand their friendship networks： 
2.1 Members viewed each other as friend 
2.2 Members were willing to help or receive help within the group member's network 
3. Members were aware of their disadvantageous position of women in family and society: 
4.Members could express what disadvantageous they were situated in family and 
Society 
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5. Members had participated in group tasks: 
5.1 Members were willing to take up the role of task leader 
5.2 Members were willing to take up group tasks in activities 
6. Members had organized service for other housewives in the same community 
7. Members' pressure had released 
8. Members became more willing to expose herself 
9. Members had change in their gender perspective 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group in the third phase expanded 
from the personal empowerment level to organizational empowerment level and extra-
organizationaI level. On the personal level, the empowerment effects included the building up of 
new self-image, expansion of friendship network and awareness of their disadvantageous positions 
in family and society. Moreover, the unexpected empowerment effects of pressure release and 
becoming more willing to expose herself, having change in gender perspective occurred also in the 
second phase. On the organizational level, the empowerment effect included willingness to 
participate in group tasks. On the extra-organizational level, the effect included providing mutual 
help to the other women in need. 
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6.4 Testing the reliability: perceived common empowerment outcomes of 
the self-help group to unmotivated powerless women in the three 
phases 
Table 11  
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e expected T h e e m p o w e r m e n t T h e e m p o w e r m e n t | T h e e m p o w e r m e n t 
e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects of the self help ef fects o f the se l f he lp e f fec t s o f the se l f help 
o u t c o m e g r o u p to the g r o u p to the indiv iduals g r o u p to the indiv iduals 
indiv iduals occurred occurred in the s econd occurred in the third 
= ^ = ^ = — in the f irst phase phase phase  
Personal empowerment The new image of Members believed they Members believed t h e y ~ Members believed they 
selfcan be built could gain control over could gain control over could gain control over 
their lives: their lives: their lives: 
• Had confidence in 
• Had set agenda to problem solving 
change • Had set agenda to • Had set agenda to 
• Had taken action change change 
to change • Had taken action to • Had taken action to 
• Could analyze the change change 
causes and effects 參 Gouldanalyzethe • Could analyze the 
ofthe problems causes and effects of causes and effects 
lhey faced the problems they ofthe problems they 
• The problem faced faced 
solving methods • The problem 
had improved • The problem solving solving methods 
methods had had improved 
improved  
The friendship • Nil • Nil • ~~Members view each 
network can be other as friend 
expanded • Had provided • Had provided help or • Had provided help 
help or received received help within or received help 
help within the the group member's within the group 
group member's network member's network ，‘ 
network  
Awareness ofthe Members could Members could express Members could express 
disadvantageous express what what disadvantageous that what disadvantageous 
positions of women disadvantageous that they faced in the family that they faced in the | 
in family and society they faced in the family and society family and society ‘ 
and society 
Organizational Members are willing • Nil '• ~ ~ m • ~~Members had take 
empowerment to take up group tasks up the role oftask 
leader 
• Nil • Members had take up • Members had take 
the other tasks in up the other tasks in 
group activities group activities 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual Nil Members had organized Members had organized 
empowerment help for other women service for the other service for the other 
i" need housewives in the same housewives in the same 
community community 
Unexpected • Pressure released • Members' pressure • Members' pressure 
empowerment outcome had released had released 
• Members became • Members became 
more willing to more willing to 
expose herself expose herself 
• Members had 
changes in her 
gender perspective 
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In sum, the perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group to the individuals in personal 
level were consistently found in the three phases. The empowerment effects were extended to the 
organizational level and extra-organizational level in phase II and occurred consistently in phase III. 
In the personal level, the effects included the build up of new self image, the expansion of friendship 
network, awareness of the disadvantageous position of women in family and society. Besides, the 
indicative behaviors/cognition under each expected empowerment outcome had expanded from phase I 
to phase III. Thus, it could be concluded that the empowerment effects of the self-help group to the 
unmotivated powerless women in the personal level had consistently occurred and expanded from 
phase I to phase III. 
The perceived empowerment effects in the organizational level did not occur in phase I but occurred in 
both phase II and consistently occurred in phase III. The expected empowerment outcome of 
willingness to participate in group tasks had expanded from phase II to phase III. Thus, it could be 
concluded that the empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated powerless 
women in the organizational level had consistently occurred and expanded from phase I to phase 
III. 
i I 
For the extra-organizational level, the perceived empowerment effect ofprovision ofmutual help for the 
other women in phase I but in phase II and consistently in phase III. The perceived empowerment effects 
of pressure release that had not been expected of in the self-help group occurred consistently in the 
three phases. The other unexpected perceived empowerment outcome of being more willing to expose 
herself occurred not in phase I but consistently in 
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phase II and phase III. The final perceived unexpected empowerment effect of having changes in their 
gender perspective occurred only in the phase III. 
The perceived common empowerment outcomes of the self help group to unmotivated powerless 
women in the three phases: 
The achieved expected empowerment outcome: 
1 .The build up of new self image: They believed that they could gain control over their 
own live 
2.The expansion of friendship network 
3.The awareness ofthe disadvantageous position of women in family and society 
4.They became willing to participate in group tasks 
5.They became willing to provide mutual help for the other women in the community 
The achieved unexpected empowerment outcome 
1 .Their pressure had released in the group pressure 
2.They became more willing to expose herself 
3 .They had changes in their gender perspective 
It was found that members who gained organizational empowerment and extra-organizational 
empowerment did not necessarily gain in personal empowerment. However, members who 
gained personal empowerment extended to organizational and extra-organizational empowerment. 
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6.5 Chapter summary 
The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group that were found in the first 
phase concentrated in the personal empowerment level: they included the building up of new self-image, 
expansion of friendship network, awareness of their disadvantageous positions in family and society and 
pressure release. The perceived empowerment effects, which were not, expected included pressure 
release. 
The perceived common empowerment effects of the self-help group to the unmotivated powerless 
women in the second phase had expanded from the personal empowerment level, to organizational 
empowerment level and extra-organizational level. On the personal level, the empowerment effects 
included the building up of new self-image, expansion of friendship network and awareness of their 
disadvantageous positions in family and society. The unexpected perceived empowerment effects of 
pressure released and changed to become more willing to expose herself occurred in the second phase. 
On the organizational level, members are willing to participate in group tasks. On the extra-
organizational level, group members were able to provide mutual help for other women in need. 
The perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group in the third phase expanded from the personal 
empowerment level to organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational level. On the personal 
level, the empowerment effects included the building up of new self-image, expansion of friendship 
network and awareness of their disadvantageous positions in family and society. Moreover, the 
unexpected perceived empowerment effects of pressure release and becoming more willing to expose 
herself, having change in gender perspective occurred also in the second phase. On the organizational 
level, the empowerment effect included willingness to participate in group tasks. On the extra-
organizational level，the effect included providing mutual help to the other women in need. 
Finally, no perceived negative effects of the self-help process on the group members was found in all 
stages of the group 
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Chapter 7 The results of the study: The 
perceived empowerment effects of 
each individual member in the self-
help process 
After analyzing the empowerment effect of the group, empowerment effects to individual members', the 
sub-units, were examined in the following paragraphs. I compared both the perceptions of each 
individuals and behaviors in the group to check the reliability of group effects on empowerment. 
The group expected empowerment effects check list (Table 3) and the report of the individual interviews 
(Table 2) were used to examine the empowerment effects on each member in the phase I. The 
consistency in the perception on the empowerment effects of individual member and the actual 
occurrence of the empowerment behaviors of the particular members had been regarded as the baseline 
on the empowerment effects to each individual member in the phase I. I them compared the baseline on 
the empowerment effects of the group in the phase I with the baseline on the empowerment effects to 
each individual member in the phase I. Thus, the possible explanations to the differences of each 
member's empowerment effects had been analyzed. The process had been repeated in the remaining 
two phases. 
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7.1 Member A 
7.1.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member A occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 12  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed 
level empowerment Member A occurred in group empowerment effects of 
outcome meetings in phase I Member A in individual 
interview in phase I  
Personal Awareness of the She was aware of the loss of NIL 
empowerment patterns of their herself when related with her 
relationships with significant others 
their significant 
others  
Awareness of own She had shown her Nil 
perception on their understandings on how she 
self tended to judge herself 
negatively  
The new image of • She believed that she could • She believed she could 
self could be built gain control over her own control over her life: 
live: 
• Could analyze the causes • Could analyze the 
and effects of the problems causes and effects of 
she faced: the problem she faced: 
• Problem solving 
• Nil method had improved 
The friendship She had provided help in the She felt that group 
network could be group meetings members were helpful to 
expanded one another  
Aware of the • She aware ofhow the social • NIL 
disadvantageous culture affected her 
position of women negatively 
in family and • She could express the • s h e could express the 
society disadvantages she faced disadvantages she 
in family and society. faced in family and 
society.  
The empowerment Her pressure had released 
outcome that was • 
not planned  
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(i) T h e sense o f mutua l help (code 24) 
Prov id ing he lp consis tent ly occurred in cl ient A in both individual interview and g r o u p meet ings . 
H o w e v e r , it w a s observed that she had not s h o w n her request for help in the meet ings . I w o u l d 
take note o f this p h e n o m e n o n w h e n c o m p a r i n g wi th the results in the o ther t w o phases 
Member A: 'IfI have to introduce this group, I would say that this group let people build up friendship network and 
share together*' 
In the group meetings in the first phase, Client A had shown her readiness in providing support to other 
members (see Table 67): 
Example of emotional support (meeting: 24.4.96，p.l5) 
Member D: 'Sometimes, when my husband was not at home, and I suddenly became sick, I felt very difficult.' 
Member A: ‘ Yes, even you are sick, no one knows!， 
Example of suggestion to solve problem (meeting: 24.4.96,p.l9) 
Member A: ‘No need to think too much, I suggest you to write a letter and express directly your feelings and 
expectations to your husband.’ 
Example of supportive disclosure (meeting: 16.5.96, p.31) 
Member D: ‘ I concern my mother-in-law much more and it gave much pressure to me, as she was not my mother.’ ‘ 
If she was my mother, she will not demand too much on me. She will accept me, I think.’ 
Member A: 'I had the same experience, when I visit my mother-in-law, I would behave carefully. When 1 went back 
to my mother's home, I act naturally and easily. 
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(ii) Improvement in problem solving method (code 20) 
In individual interview, member A expressed that her problem solving skill had improved after joining 
the group (see Table 2). However, I could hardly identify this type ofbehavior in group meetings. 
As member A had not taken initiative to present any personal problems in the group meetings (Table70), 
the empowerment effect on Member A in improvement of problem-solving skill occurred only in 
cognitive level but not in behavioral level. 
Examples in the individual interview: 
Member A: '... it is very helpful to me. There are so many housewives. They provided many methods for me to 
leam. For example, through the experience of other members, I had leamt not to worry too much."*' 
(iii) Ability in analyzing the causes and effects of the problems that she faced (code 19) 
The expected behavior, i.e. the empowerment effects, occurred both in group meetings and individual 
interview. In the individual interview, member A had shown her awareness of her stress to her sex role. 
In group meetings, she had shown her awareness of her contribution to the gender bias in the division of 
labor in family. 
Example on awareness on the stress to her sex role in individual interview: 
Member A: ‘ In the past, I have never thought about the pressure I am now facing related to my sex role. I think that 
there is relationship between them. I have to manage the household chores and worry about my daughter. I think that 
my husband would not think about this. He concerns only his job. Of course, I can reject to do the work. But 
rejecting to do household chores and taking care of children is another source ofpressure for women (唔做都係一种 
壓力 ) . ‘ 
Example ofawareness of the gender bias in the division of labor in family in group meetings: 
Worker: ‘ According to your description, do you feel that the problem is not your dependence on your husband . 
The problem is on your rejection to involve him in the housework? 
Member A: ‘ Yes, gradually it becomes a habit. He dares not involve again.，(meeting: 5.6.96，p.31) 
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(iv) Awareness on the loss of self when relating with her significant others (code 5) 
Member A had shown in group meetings her awareness of the pattern of her relationships with her 
significant other had reflected a loss of self. However, in the individual interview, she had not showed 
this awareness. 
Example in group meetings: 
Member A: ‘I agreed that after married, we lose our self and concem only our family members.' ( meeting: 17.4.96, 
p.6) 
(V) The awareness on the negative effect of social culture on women(code 25) 
Member A had shown only in group meetings, but not in the individual interview, her awareness ofhow 
the society and culture affected them negatively. 
Example in the group meeting: 
Worker : ‘it is not difficult for you to find the gender bias, e.g. in the text book ofprimary school, "Mum is cooking 
and Dad is go out to work"(媽媽煮飯去’爸爸上班去).’ 
Member A: 'Yes! yes! I agree.’ 
(vi) Can express what disadvantageous position she was situated in family and society(code26) 
Member A consistently showed this empowerment effect in both individual interview and group 
meetings. The disadvantageous positions that she expressed in the individual interview were the sex bias 
in the social division of labor in the family and the over expectation ofsociety to women. 
The examples were: 
Member A: ‘When I face too much work load, I would become very stressful.' ‘The workload in my family is too 
much for me.' 
Member A: 'It is very difficult to be a woman in Hong Kong. On the one hand, you have to be a intelligent person. 
On the other hand, you have to shoulder most of the family tasks.’ 
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The example of the disadvantageous position that member A expressed in group meetings included in-law 
relationship and dependency of family members were: 
M e m b e r A: ‘ My living habits are totally different to my mother-in-law. I can be very relaxed in my mother's house, 
but I have to do every thing carefully in my mother-in-law's house.，(meeting:22.5.96) 
M e m b e r A: ‘ Pressure! I am very stressful in the moming. When I came back home after a five days trip, my 
husband and daughter made me feel very angry. The house was full of rubbish. I had to use long time to tidy up the 
house.’ (meeting: 22.5.96) 
(Vii) Awareness on her tendency to judge herself in negative ways (codel) 
This behavior appeared only in group meetings but not in individual interview. 
M e m b e r A: ‘In the past, I was similar to you. I always asked myself what things I had done wrong. I believed that I 
was a mother who did not know how to teach children' (meeting: 17.4.96) 
(viii) The pressure could be released (Code 2) 
As this empowerment outcome belonged to cognition, it could be counted as empowerment effect even 
it occurred only in individual interview but not in the group meeting. The example was: 
M e m b e r A: ‘ When I disclose myself in the meeting I feel very comfortable.' 
The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects ofMember A in the first phase: 
If those perceptions on the empowerment effects of groups could appear also in group meetings, it 
indicated a baseline of the empowerment effects of Member A in the self-help group in phase I. The 
empowerment effects on Member A, which could meet the above standards appeared only in the 
following areas: 
1. She could express the disadvantageous position she faced 
2. She could establish the sense of mutual help 
3. She believed that she could control her own life 
3.1She could analyze the causes and effects of the problem she faced 
4.Her pressure had released 
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In sum, the perceived empowerment of member A in the first phase was mainly in the personal 
empowerment level. As expected, the empowerment outcome of Member A included: the built up 
of new self image, the friendship network can be expanded and awareness of the disadvantageous 
position of women in family and society were observed. Moreover, the unexpected outcome of 
pressure release occurred also in Member A. 
The analysis of Member A in phase I 
To compare the empowerment effects ofMember A to the empowerment effects ofother members in the 
first phase, it was found that the empowerment effects that Member A gained in the group process 
was less than the common empowerment effects of other members in the first phase: 
Table 13  
The empowerment effects of the self-help The empowerment effects of Member A in the 
group in the first phase first phase 
Members believed that they could control over Member A believed that she could gain control 
their own lives: over her own lives: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
• Can analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
problems that she faced problems that she faced 
• The problem-solving skills had improved • Nil  
Members had developed a sense of mutual help Member A had developed a sense of mutual help 
• Members could express the disadvantages Member A could express the disadvantages she 
they faced in family and society faced in family and society 
Members' pressure had released Member A's pressure had released 
The reason of why Member A gained less than other members in the selfhelp process might due to her 
character. In group meetings, some evidences could be found: 
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• Egotistic (自負） 
Member A perceived the group as a problem-solving mechanism, her pressure had released afterjoined 
the group. In the individual interview, she had expressed her disadvantageous positions in the family. 
They included the marital problem, parent-child relationship and sex bias in the division of labor in the 
family. 
However, she was not initiative in disclosing herself in group meetings, and not requesting for help in 
the group meetings. Although she perceived enhancing problem-solving skills as an important group 
function (Table 2), she did not seek help in group meetings (see Table 70). 
Member A had also shown her egoistic behaviors in group meetings. The evidences were: 
Member A: ‘My friend's husband is very concerned. When her daughter felt sick, he calls back home frequently to her wife. If 
my husband does it this way, I think that I can not tolerate*.Could he help me? It is no use for him to call back home frequently. 
’ (meeting: 5.6.96) 
Worker: 'You do not like your husband to show concern to children when they felt sick? What is your feelings i fyou change 
the position with him.’ 
Member A: 'I do not know, I am not him. I remembered an experience when I left Hong Kong for a few day, I had not called 
back home,' (meeting: 5.6.96) 
• Lack of self awareness 
In the individual interview, Member A had presented her awareness of the disadvantageous position of women in 
Hong Kong. However, in the group meetings, it was found that she had not expressed any acts showing her 
awareness in this aspect. 
Member A: ‘It is very difficult to be a woman in Hong Kong. On one hand, you have to be a intelligent person. On the other 
hand, you have to shoulder most of the family tasks.’ 




Member A: ‘ The reason is inborn. To our own children, women naturally have more love than male. But I will not take all of 
the responsibility of taking care of the children as they belong to their father also; thus their fathers have responsibility on these’ 
Thus, it might be possible that due to her egotistic character, she refrained from seeking help from, 
for example, her husband and group members. However, she could easily be a helper. 
Consequently, the group was actually not a helping mechanism to her. On the other hand, it 
might be due to her lack of self-awareness, she was not aware of the dissonance in her gender 
perception and gender bias in her own family. Therefore, her growth in the areas of problem 
solving and gender awareness was less than those who did not carry these characters. 
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7.1.2 The perceived empowerment effects of member C occurred commonly in the three 
phases of the self-help group 
The perceived empowerment effects of member A occurred commonly in the group meetings and 
individual interview in the second phases of the self-help group 
Tab le 14 
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e expec ted T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects o f M e m b e r A | T h e expres sed e m p o w e r m e n t e f fec t s o f 
e m p o w e r m e n t occurred in g r o u p meet ing in phase II M e m b e r A in indiv idual in terv iew in 
o u t c o m e | p h a s e I l  
Persona l | |Awareness o f t h e i r | ^ ‘ | M e m b e r A w a s aw ar e o f h e r t rue f ee l ing 
e m p o w e r m e n t au then t i c self t o w a r d s h e r s e l f a n d t oward her s ign i f i can t 
o the r s 
A w a r e n e s s of the M e m b e r A cou ld po in t out the d i s s o n a n c e Ni l “ 
pa t te rns of the be tween her au then t i c self and her 
re la t ionsh ip wi th their p re sen t ing self t oward their s ign i f ican t 
s ign i f ican t o the r s o the r s 
A w a r e n e s s o f her M e m b e r A w a s aw ar e to the role she had Ni i . ~ 
d is tor ted role p e r f o r m e d in the past w a s ass igned 
expec ta t ions cul tura l ly ra ther than voluntar i ly se lec ted 
T h e cogn i t ion of the M e m b e r A cou ld cha l l enge the cul tura l ly W \ ‘ 
g r o u p m e m b e r s had ass igned sex ro le w a s unfa i r to w o m e n 
c h a n g e d f r o m ‘us ing 
inequal i ty pe r spec t i ve ' 
to ' r e spec t i ng the 
qua l i ty o f l i f e o f b o t h 
sex’ in expec t ing the  
d i f f e ren t sex role  
T h e n e w image of self M e m b e r A be l ieved that she cou ld cont ro l M e m b e r A be l i eved she cou ld cont ro l 
cou ld be bui l t ove r her life: o v e r her l i fe: 
• C o n f i d e n c e in p r o b l e m so lv ing 
• Had set a g e n d a to c h a n g e • C o u l d ana lyze t h e c a u s e s and e f f ec t s 
• C o u l d ana lys i s the cause s and e f f ec t s o f the p r o b l e m s she f aced 
o f t h e p r o b l e m s they faced • I m p r o v e m e n t in p r o b l e m so lv ing 
• Ni l m e t h o d s  
E x p a n s i o n in the i r M e m b e r A had p r o v i d e d he lp or rece ived M e m b e r a fe l t tha t the g r o u p m e m b e r s ~ ~ 
f r i e n d s h i p n e t w o r k he lp wi th in the g r o u p m e m b e r ' s n e t w o r k w e r e h e l p f u l to o n e a n o t h e r 
A w a r e n e s s of the • M e m b e r A w a s aw ar e o f the nega t ive • ~ " M e m b e r A w a s aw ar e o f t h e nega t ive 
d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s social cu l tu re e f f ec t s on t h e m socia l cu l tu re e f f ec t s on t h e m 
p o s i t i o n o f w o m e n in • M e m b e r A c o u l d e x p r e s s t h e • M e m b e r A c o u l d e x p r e s s t h e 
t ami ly and soc ie ty . d i s a d v a n t a g e s that she f aced in d i s a d v a n t a g e s tha t she faced in 
family and soc ie ty f ami ly and soc ie ty  
Organ i za t i ona l M e m b e r s a r e w i l I i n g t o . M e m b e r A h a d t a k e n u p t h e r o l e o f . M e m b e r A w a s w i l l i n g t o t a k e u p t h e 
e m p o w e r m e n t pa r t i c ipa te in g r o u p task leader ro le o f t a s k leader 
tasks • M e m b e r A had taken u p the o ther • M e m b e r A w a s wi l l i ng to t ake u p the 
t a sks in g r o u p act ivi t ies o the r t a sks in g r o u p ac t iv i t ies 
Ex t r a -o rgan i za t i ona l T o p r o v i d e mu tua l he lp M e m b e r A had o rgan ized se rv ice fo r M e m b e r A w a s wi l l i ng to pa r t i c ipa te in 
e m p o w e r m e n t for o the r w o m e n in o the r h o u s e w i v e s in the s a m e c o m m u n i t y the p rov i s ion o f s e r v i c e fo r the w o m e n in  
need the c o m m u n i t y  
The empowerment MemberA'spressurehadreleascd  
o u t c o m e tha t w a s no t 
p l a n n e d 
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The common perceived empowerment effects on Member A in both the individual interviews and 
group meetings in phase II included: 
1. Member A believed that she could control over her own life 
1.1 Confidence in problem solving 
1.2 Setting agenda to change 
1.3 Ability in analyzing the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2. Member A could establish the sense ofmutual help 
3. Member A was aware of the negative social cultural effects on them 
4. Member A could express the disadvantages she faced in family and society 
5. Member A had taken up the role of task leader 
6. Member A had take up the other tasks in group activities 
7. Member A had organized service for the other housewives in the same community 
8. Member A's pressure had been released 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member A in the second phase had expanded from 
personal level to both the organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, similar to phase II，the empowerment effects of the group on Member A was less 
than the empowerment effects of the other group members in the second phase: 
Table 15  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the The empowerment effects of member A in the 
individuals occurred in the second phase second phase 
Members believed that they could gain control over their Member A believed that she could gain control 
own lives: over her own live: 
• Nil • Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 參 Hads6tag6ndatochange 
• Had take action to change • Nil 
• Could analysis the cause and effect of the • She could analysis the causes and effects 
problem they face of the problem she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil  
Members had developed her friendship network: Member A had developed her friendship network: 
• Had developed a sense of mutual help • Had developed a sense of mutual help  
Members were aware of the disadvantageous position of Member A was aware ofthe disadvantageous 
women in family and society: position of women in family and society: 
• 刑 • She could be aware ofhow the social culture 
affect her negatively 
• Members could express what disadvantageous • She could express what disadvantages she 
they faced in family and society faced in family and society 
Members were willing to participate in group tasks: Member A was willing to participate in group 
tasks: 
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • She had taken up the role oftask leader 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group • She had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities activities  
Members had organized the service for other housewives Member A had organized the service for other 
in the same community housewives in the same community  
• Members' pressure had released • Member A's pressure had released 
• Members becoming more willing to expose • Nil  
herself  
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The empowerment effects on Member A in both the individual interview and group meetings in 
phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 16  
Empowermen t level The expected The empowerment effects of Member A The expressed empowerment effects of Member 
empowerment occurred in g roup meetings in phase III A in individual interview in phase III 
outcome 
Personal empowerment Awareness of their • Member A was aware o f h e r true • Nil 
authentic self feeling toward herself and toward her 
significant others 
• Member A was aware of her on needs . Member A was aware of her own needs and 
and life expectation life expectation 
Awareness o f t h e • Member A agreed with the role she had • Member A was agreed with the role she had 
distorted role performed in the past was assigned performed in the past was assigned culturally 
expectation culturally rather than voluntarily rather than voluntarily selected 
selected 
• Nil • Member A agreed with the discrepancy 
between the cultural expected role and her self 
expected role  
The cognition of the Member A could challenge the culturally Member A could challenge the culturally assigned 
group members had assigned sex role was unfair to women sex role was unfair to women 
changed from 'using 
inequality perspective’ 
to 'respecting the 
quality o f l i f e o fbo th 
sex’ in expecting 
different sex role  
The new image of self Member A believed that she could control Member A believed that she could gain control over 
can be built over her life: her lives: 
• Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change ‘ 
• Could analysis the causes and effects of • Nil 
the problems she faced 
The friendship • Member A had provided help or • Member A felt that group members were 
network can be received help within the group helpful to one another 
expanded • Perceiving each other as friend  
j 
Awareness o f t h e • Member A was aware of how the social • Member A was aware o f h o w the social culture 
disadvantageous culture affect her negatively affect her negatively • 
position o fwomen in • Member A could express the • Member A could express the disadvantages she 
family and society disadvantages they faced in family and faced in family and society ‘ 
society 
Organizational Members were willing • Member A had taken up the role of task • Member A was willing to take up the role of 
empowerment to participate in group leader task leader 
tasks • Member A had taken up the other tasks • Member A was willing to take up the other 
in group activities tasks in group activities 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual Member A had organized service for other Member A was willing to participate in providing 
empowerment help for other women housewives in the same community service for the women in the community 
in need 
Unexpected • Member A’s pressure had released 
empowerment outcome • Member A had improvement in her self 
confidence 
• Member A had changes in her gender 
perspective 
U 1 1  
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The perceived common empowerment effects in the individual interview and group meetings of 
member A in phase III included: 
1 • Member A was aware of her on needs and life expectation 
2. Member A agreed with the role she had performed in the past was assigned culturally rather than 
voluntarily selected 
3. Member A was able to challenge the culturally assigned sex role as unfair to women 
4. Member A believed that she could control over her own lives: 
4.1 Gain confidence in problem solving 
4.2 Had set agenda to change 
5. Member A had established the sense of mutual help 
6. Member A perceived the other members as friends 
7. Member A was aware ofhow the social culture affected them negatively 
8.Member A could express what disadvantages they faced 
9.Member A was willing to take up the role of task leader 
10.Member A had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
11. Member A's pressure had released 
12.Member A had gained self confidence 
13.Member A's gender perspective had changed 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member A in the third phase had expanded from 
the personal level to both organizational level and extra-organizational level in phase III. 
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In comparison, contrary to phase I and II，the empowerment effects of the group on Member A 
was more than the empowerment effects ofother group members in the third phase: 
Table 17  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to The empowerment effects of member A in the 
the individuals occurred in the third phase third phase 
Awareness of their authentic self: Awareness ofher authentic self: 
• Nil • She was aware ofher on needs and life 
• Willing to express their true feelings to their expectation 
significant others • Nil  
Awareness of their distorted role expectation: Awareness of their distorted role expectation: 
• Nil • She agree with the role she had performed in the 
past was assigned culturally rather than 
voluntarily selected 
• Nil • She was able to challenge the culturally assigned 
sex role was unfair to women  
Members believed that they could control over their Member A believed that she could control over her 
own lives: own lives: 
拳 Gonfideiice in problem solving • Her confidence in problem solving had enhanced 
• Had set agenda to change • Had set agenda to change 
• Had take action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Nil 
problems they faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil  
The friendship network had expanded: The friendship network had expanded: 
• Members view each other as friend • She had viewed each other as friend 
• Had provided help or received help within the • She had provided help or received help within the 
group member's network group member's network 
Awareness of the disadvantageous position of Awareness of the disadvantageous position of women 
women in family and society: in family and society: 
• Nil • She was aware ofhow the social culture affected ‘ 
them negatively 
• Members could express the disadvantages they • She could express the disadvantages she faced in 
faced in family and society family and society  
Members were willing to participate in group tasks: Members were willing to participate in group tasks: 
參 Members had taken up the role of task leader • She had taken up the role of task leader 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group • She had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
activities 
Members had organized the service for other She had organized the service for other housewives in 
housewives in the same community the same community  
• Pressure released • Her pressure had released 
• Becoming more willing to expose herself • She became more willing to expose herself 
• Having change their gender perspective • She had changed her gender perspective 
• Her self confidence had increased 
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects on Member A in the three phases: 
Table 18  
The empowerment The validated empowerment The validated empowerment effects of The validated empowerment effects 
level effects of Member A in the Member A in the second phase of Member A in the third phase 
first phase 
Personal empowerment Nil Nil Awareness o f h e r authentic self: 
• She was aware o f h e r own needs 
and life expectation 
Nil Nil Awareness o f h e r distorted role 
expectation: 
• She agreed that the role she had 
performed in the past was 
assigned culturally rather than 
voluntarily selected 
• She was able to challenge the 
culturally assigned sex role as 
unfair to women 
Member A believed that she Member A believed that she could gain Member A believed she could gain 
could gain control over her own control over her own live: control over her own lives: 
live: 
• Nil • Her confidence in problem solving had • Her confidence in problem 
enhanced solving had enhanced 
• Had set agenda to change . 
• Nil • Had set agenda to change • Nil 
• She could analysis the • She could analysis the causes and 
causes and effects of the effects of the problems she faced 
problems she faced 
Friendship network had Friendship network had expanded: Friendship network had expanded: 
expanded: • Nil • She viewed each other as friend 
• Nil • Had developed a sense of mutual 
• Had developed a sense of mutual help help 
• Had developed a sense of 
mutual help  
Member A was aware of the Member A was aware of the disadvantageous Member A was aware of the 
disadvantageous position of position of women in family and society: disadvantageous position of women in 
women in family and society: family and society: 
• Nil • She could aware of how the social • She could aware of how the social ， 
culture affect her negatively culture affect her negatively 
• She could express the disadvantages • She could express the 
• She could express the she faced disadvantages she faced 
disadvantages she faced ''' 
Organizational She was willing to participate in She was willing to participate in group tasks: She was willing to participate in group 
empowerment group tasks: tasks: 
• She had taken up the role • She had taken up the role of task leader 
of task leader • She had taken up the other tasks in • She had taken up the role o f t a sk 
• Nil group activities leader 
- • She had taken up the other tasks 
in group activities  
Extra-organizational Nil She had organized the service for other She had organized the service for other 
empowerment housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
The empowerment • Her pressure had released • Her pressure had released • Her pressure had released 
outcome that were not • Nil 參 She became more willing to 
expected in planning • Nil • Nil expose herself 
• Nil • She had changed her gender 
• Nil perspective 
• Nil • Her self-confidence had increased 
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The analysis of Member A 
• In phase I，member A was found to be a person with egotistic character. She was only a helper but 
would refrain from seeking help from the other group members. Consequently, her growth in the 
area of problem solving was, relatively, less than those who did not carry this character in phase I. 
This phenomenon occurred consistently in both phase II and III. In these two phases, member A had 
only taken the initiation once to disclose herself in the group, (see table XV and XVI). Besides, she 
showed no growth in the area of problem solving (see the same tables). Even though she had shown 
her willingness to set agenda to change, she showed no action to change in group meetings. As a 
result, her egotistic character might be considered as reliable explanation to her low in growth in the 
area of problem solving. 
• In phase I, member A was analyzed as a person lack of self-awareness and did not aware of the 
inconsistency of her gender views. The situation had changed in phase III. Member A nevertheless 
had obtained growth in the area of gender awareness. She became aware ofher authentic self; aware 
ofher distorted role explanation; and had changes in her gender perspective. Her attitude in the area 
of problem solving had also changed in phase III. She was willing to set agenda to change, 
becoming more confident in problem solving and was more willing to expose herself. Thus, it was 
not reliable to conclude the low improvement in awareness ofMember A's gender view was because 
ofher lack of self-awareness. 
• The perceived empowerment effects of member A occurred consistently in the three phases. 
Moreover, the perceived empowerment effects had expanded from personal empowerment level to both 
the organizational and extra-organizational level in phase II and III. 
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7.2 Member B 
7.2.1 The common empowerment effects of member B occurred in both individual 
interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 19 
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e expec ted T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects o f M e m b e r |The expres sed e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects 
e m p o w e r m e n t B occurred in g r o u p meet ings in of M e m b e r B in indiv idual in terv iew 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  o u t c o m e phase I in phase I  
Persona l A w a r e n e s s o f h e r M e m b e r B had aware o f h e r t rue 1 ^ ‘ 
e m p o w e r m e n t au then t i c self f ee l ings t o w a r d s h e r s e l f a n d 
t oward her s ign i f ican t o thers  
A w a r e n e s s of the • M e m b e r B cou ld po in t ou t the • Ni l “ 
pa t te rns o f t h e d i s s o n a n c e be tween her 
re la t ionsh ip wi th au then t i c self and her p re sen t ing 
thei r s ign i f ican t s e l f t o w a r d her s ign i f ican t o the r s 
o thers ^ , , 
• Ni l • M e m b e r B had a w a r e of her 
loss o f h e r s e l f i n re la t ing 
wi th her s ign i f i can t o the r s  
A w a r e n e s s of the M e m b e r B w a s aw ar e o f t h e Ni l 
d is tor t ion in role d i sc repancy be tween her cul tura l 
expec ta t ions expec ted ro le and her self expec ted role 
T h e cogn i t ion c h a n g e M e m b e r B can expres s her t rue fee l ings ^ “ 
f r o m ‘p leas ing her to her s ign i f ican t o the r s 
s ign i f ican t o the r s and 
a v o i d i n g con f l i c t s ' to 
‘relate t h e m with her 
au then t i c s e l f  
T h e n e w image of M e m b e r B be l ieved tha t she cou ld gain M e m b e r B be l i eved tha t she cou ld gain 
s e l f c a n be bui l t con t ro l over her o w n live: con t ro l ove r he r o w n l ive: 
• H a d take act ion to c h a n g e • T h e p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g skill had 
• Ni l i m p r o v e d 
• C o u l d ana lyze t h e cause s and 
• C o u l d ana lyze the cause s and e f f ec t s o f the p r o b l e m s she faced , 
e f f ec t s o f the p r o b l e m s she faced . 
T h e f r i e n d s h i p She had p rov ided and rece ived he lp in S h e fel t tha t g r o u p m e m b e r s were 
n e t w o r k can be the g r o u p m e e t i n g s h e l p f u l to o n e a n o t h e r 
e x p a n d e d 
A w a r e n e s s of the • ~ ~ M e m b e r B aw ar e o f h o w the social • ~ ~ m 
d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s cu l tu re a f f ec t ed her nega t ive ly 
^ i t i o n o f w o m e n in • M e m b e r B cou ld expres s the • M e m b e r B c o u l d exp re s s the 
f ami ly and socie ty d i s a d v a n t a g e s she faced in f ami ly d i s a d v a n t a g e s she f aced in f ami ly 
and socie ty . and soc ie ty  
T h e o u t c o m e tha t w a s “ He r p re s su re had re leased 
no t p l a n n e d  
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Awareness on her true feelings toward herself and toward her significant other (Code 2) 
Member B had shown this empowerment effect in group meetings but not in the individual interview. 
The examples were: 
M e m b e r B: 'Yes, very afraid, 1 am actually afraid of living together with my parents-in-law , (meeting: 22.5.96) 
M e m b e r B: 'Yes, I dare not make up. I am afraid that my husband may feel angry.’ 'Actually, I like to make up 
myself.’ (meeting: 2.5.96, p . l l ) 
(ii) Ability to point out the dissonance between her authentic self and her presenting self toward 
her significant others (Code 4) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The examples were: 
M e m b e r B: 'As my husband stays short in Hong Kong, I will do what he likes. I do not know whether I use my true 
self to face him.’ (meeting: 2.5.96, p . l 6 ) 
M e m b e r B: 'Sometimes, I really do not want to do the household chores. The tasks repeated everyday. It is 
meaningless.' (meeting:29.5.96, p.41) 
(iii) Awareness on her loss ofherselfwhen relating with her significant others (code 5) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in individual interview but not in group meetings. The 
examples were: 
M e m b e r B: i am a person who always only thinks about the others only.’ 
M e m b e r B: ‘When my husband is at home, I am very afraid. I dare not do what I like as I am afraid that he does not 
like it. When my children stay at home, I behave myself properly, as I am afraid they leam my bad behavior’ 
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(iv) Awareness on the discrepancy between the cultural role expectation role on women and her 
self role expectation 
This empowerment effect only occurred in group meetings. The example was: 
M e m b e r B: ‘ Men always are used to depending on you. They think that you have much time. You should help him 
to do everything, no matter you like it or not.’ (meeting: 29.5.96, p.24) 
(v) Ability in expressing her true feelings to her significant others (code 9) 
As this empowerment effect was a behavioral outcome rather than a cognitive outcome, it could be 
counted as empowerment effects even only occurred in group meetings. 
M e m b e r B: ‘ 1 have finally expressed my true feelings to my husband and tell him that I do not want to live with his 
parent*’ (meeting: 29.5.96, p . l ) 
(vi) Willingness to take action to change (code 17) 
As this empowerment outcome itself was a behavioral outcome, thus, the occurrence in group meeting 
was sufficient. The example were: 
M e m b e r B: 'I have finally taken the action to phone to my husband to tell him I do not like to live with his parent*’ 
(meeting:29.5.96, p.2) 
M e m b e r B: 'I had taken action myself to Housing Department to ask about whether they accept my parent-in-law to 
move in. I tried to use this excuse to reject them*’ 
(vii) Improvement in problem-solving skills (code 20) 
Member B perceived she attained this empowerment effect in the individual interview. The change 
included feel more easy and ready to share her personal problem with others and took it 
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easy in teaching children. However, it was found that she did not showed concrete improvement in 
problem solving skills in group meetings. 
The examples in individual interview were: 
M e m b e r B: ‘ When I discovered that many members had similar problem, I would feel more relax to share.’ 
M e m b e r B: 'It was much better than before, now, 1 would not be so rigid in teaching children*' 
(viii) Ability in analyzing the causes and effects of the problems she faced(code 19) 
Member B was able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems that she had faced both in group 
meetings and the individual interview. She was aware of the her part playing in the construction of 
gender bias in the social division of labor, the relationship of her stress to her woman identity, and the 
hindrance ofher low self esteem to the ability to express her real self. 
This empowerment effect was consistently occurred in both the individual interview and group meetings 
in the first phase. In group meetings, member B was aware of her part to the gender bias in the division 
of labor in family. The example was: 
M e m b e r B: 'Yes, at first, we reject our husband to participate in the household chores. But later, they would never 
take part.’ 
In the individual interview, member B had shown her awareness of the stress that she had was 
because she was woman, the hindrance of her self-esteem in the ability to express herself. The 
examples were: 
W o r k e r : ‘Do you feel your stress relates to your women identity?' 
M e m b e r B: ‘Yes, there is close relationship.' 
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Member B: ‘As I have no confidence on myself, I am afraid of disagreement or misunderstanding. I dared not to 
disclose too much.’ 
(ix) Sense of mutual help (code 24) 
Sense of mutual help of member B occurred consistently in group meetings and the individual interview. 
In the group process, member B had shown her behaviors in providing and requesting support. 
The example of supportive disclosures in group meetings was: 
Member B: 'I have similar experience. Once when my daughter was sick, I asked my husband to check her 
temperature, he reftised to do so. He said that he had checked last night. I had to do it myself finally.’ 
(meeting: 5.6.96, p.18-19) 
The example of providing emotional support in group meetings was: 
Member C: ‘ I was quite stupid and did not know how to do the household chores' 
Member B: 'You should not always comment yourself like that.’ (meeting: 24.4.96, p.28) 
The example of providing suggestion to the other members to solve problem was: 
Member D: ‘ I have already tried to give freedom to my daughter. But I still worry. She always requests to go to 
library, I was quite worried.' 
Member B: ‘ You can accompany with her to the library.' 
The example of request for advice was: 
Member B: ‘ If my parent-in-law comes to Hong Kong and insists living together with us, what can I do'(meeting: 
22.5.96, p.36) 
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The example in individual interview was: 
Member B: ‘ i f y o u have personal problems, you can share in the group as there were many people, you can see 
whether anybody could help you， 
(x)Awareness on how the social culture affected them negatively (code 25) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meeting but not in the individual interview. The 
example was: 
Worker: ‘Why women are easy to act submissively?' 
Member B: ‘Due to the Chinese culture. As women, you have to follow.’ 
(xi)Ability in expressing what disadvantageous she was situated in family and society 
In both individual interview and group meeting, member B could showed her awareness of the disadvantages she 
faced in family and society. 
The disadvantageous positions of her self that member B expressed in the individual interview included 
unequal status in family, low self esteem and its negative effect on her self expression ability, and her 
dependence. The examples in individual interview were: 
Member B: ‘Men's status in my family is higher than woman.， 
Member B: ‘As I am a people who lacks of confidence, I am afraid ofdisagreement or misunderstanding. I dare not 
disclose too much to others.’ 
Member B: 'I consider myself as a dependent woman. Financially, I have to depend on my husband., 
The disadvantages that she faced and expressed in group meetings included marital relationship and in-
law relationship. The examples were: 
Member B: 'My husband do not quarrel with me. However, I don't know what he thinks. I think that it is not good. 
‘(meeting:2.5.96, p . l 7 ) 
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Member B: 'It is difficult to live with my father-in-law. He is vety authoritative and my husband is very afraid of 
his parents. Whenever I do something that they consider as wrong, they would not tell me directly to me. They 
would tell my husband and request him to say sorry to them.， 
(meeting: 22.5.96, p.21-22) 
(xii)Pressure release (table II) 
As this empowerment effect was a cognitive outcome, it could be counted as empowerment effect even 
when it occurred only in individual interview but not in the group meeting. The example was: 
Member B: 'Yes, my pressure have to a certain extent been released' 
The baseline of perceived empowerment effects of client B in the self-help process in the first 
phase 
The empowerment effects which occurred consistently in the individual interview and group meetings of 
Member B in the first phase were: 
1 .Member B was willing to express her true feelings to her significant others 
2. Member B believed she could to gain control over her lives: 
2.1 Member B was able to analyze the causes and effects of the stress 
2.2 Willingness to take action to change 
3. Member B had developed the sense ofmutual help 
4. member B was able to express what disadvantages she faced 
5. Member B's pressure had released 
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In Sum, the perceived empowerment effects of Member B in the self help group concentrated 
mainly on personal empowerment level. The expected outcomes included ability in relating with 
her significant others with her authentic self, building up new self image, expanding her 
friendship network, becoming aware of the disadvantageous position of women in family and 
society and pressure release. The unexpected outcome of Pressure release was also occurred. 
Analysis on Member B 
To compare the empowerment effects ofMember B with the empowerment effects ofthe other members 
in the first phase, it was found that the empowerment effects on member B in the group process was 
more than the common empowerment effects on group members in the first phase: 
Table 20 
The common empowerment effects of the self-help The empowerment effects of member B in the 
group that found in the first phase first phase  
nil Became more willing to express her true feelings to 
her significant others 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member B believed that she could gain control over 
their own lives: her own lives: 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
problems they faced problems she faced 
• Willingness to set agenda to change 參 Nil 
• Willingness to take action to change • Willingness to take action to change 
• Improvement in problem-solving skills • Nil 
Members had developed the sense of mutual help Member B had developed the sense ofmutual h e I ^ 
Members could express the disadvantages they faced Member B could express the disadvantages she 
in the family and society faced in the family and society  
Members' pressure released iMember B,s pressure had released 
Member B was empowered much in the first phase. Her high motivation to change was revealed in the 
group process. On 5^ ^ June 1996, she expressed that she had taken the advice of 
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members. She had tried to express her true feelings to her husband and disclosed that she did not want to 
live with her parents-in-law. 
In the past, she would accept all the demands ofher husband even though she was unwilling. However, 
she had shown that if she perceived the problems she faced was hard to change, she would not try to take 
action to improve. The examples in individual interview were: 
M e m b e r B: ‘ When I am in the group meeting, I feel very relaxed. However, when I retum to home, n o t h i n g has 
improved. I talk to myself that it is because I myse l fhave not break through anyway.’ 
M e m b e r B: ‘ I think the reason I have not tried is when I perceive the change as impossible.' 
M e m b e r B: ‘ I have actually had tried to take action to change when I perceive as possible.' 
Besides, she had expressed that it was difficult for her to disclose herself to others. However, she 
showed her readiness to disclose in group meetings. 
On the other hand, she expressed that before joining the group, there was no one to share with her when 
she had stress. Also, she became more ready to request for help (meeting: 22.5.96) and provide support 
afterjoining the group (24.4.96; 2.5.96;5.6.96). It implied that the high motivation ofMember B lead to 
her prominent growth. 
Finally, she had expressed that her pressure had been released after she hadjoined the group. 
Thus, the one who was lack of confidence to change might lead to no improvement in problem 
solving skill even though she had motivation to change. However, due to her readiness of 
disclosing problem, her stress could release. 
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7.2.2 The perceived common empowerment effects on Member B in three phases 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member B in both individual interview and group 
meetings in phase II were summarized in the following table: 
Table 21  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment effects 
level empowerment Member B occurred in group ofMember B in individual 
_ ^ _ = ^ = outcome meetings in phase II interview in phase II  
Personal Awareness of their Member B had showed her Member B had showed her understanding 
empowerment self esteem understanding on how she tended to on how she tended to judge herself in 
judge herself in negative ways negative ways 
Awareness of their Member B was aware o f h e r true Nil 
authentic self feeling towards herself and towards 
her significant others 
Awareness of the • Nil • ~ ~ M e m b e r B could point out the 
pattems o f t h e dissonance between her authentic self 
relationship with and their presenting self towards her 
their significant significant others 
others • Nil • Member B was aware o f h e r loss of 
herself in relating with her significant 
others  
Aware o f h e r Member B had showed her ^ 
distorted role awareness of the discrepancy 
expectations between her cultural expected role 
and her self expected role 
The new image of Member B believed that she could Member B believed that she could control 
self can be built control over her life: over her life: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Could analyze the causes and • Could analyze the causes and effects 
effects of the problems she of the problems she faced 
faced • Improvement in problem solving 
• Nil methods  
The friendship Member B had provided help or Members felt that group members were 
network can be received help in the group meetings helpful to one another 
expanded  
Awareness of the Member B could express the NU 
disadvantageous disadvantages she faced in family 
position of women and society 
in family and 
society  
Organizational Members are . Member B had taken up the other Member B was will ing to take up the other 
empowerment willing to tasks in group activities tasks in group activities 
participate in group  
tasks  
Extra-organizational To provide mutual Member B had organized the service Member B was will ing to organize service 
empowerment help for other for other housewives in the same for the other housewives in the community  
women in need community  
The empowerment Member B's pressure had released 
outcome that was 
not planned  
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The perceived common empowerment effects of Member B occurred in both the individual 
interview and group meetings in phase II included: 
1. Member B had showed her understanding on how she tended tojudge herselfin negative 
ways 
2. Member B believed that she could control over her lives: 
2.1 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2.2 Had set agenda to change 
3. Member B had established the sense ofmutual help 
4. Member B was willing to take up the other tasks in group activities 
5. Member B had organized service for the other housewives in the same community 
6. Member B's pressure had released 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member B in the second phase had expanded from 
personal level to both the organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, it was found that different to phase I，the perceived empowerment effects that 
Member B had gained in the group process was less than the perceived empowerment effects of 
the other group members in second phase: 
Table 22  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to The empowerment effects of member B in the 
the individuals occurred in the second phase second phase  
Nil Member B was aware of her tendency to judge 
herself in negative way  
Members believed that they could control over their Member B believed that she could control over her 
own life: own life: 
• Had set agenda to change 參 Had set agenda to change 
• Had take action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects ofthe 
problems they faced problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil 
Members had developed their friendship network: Member B had developed her friendship network:~~ 
• Had developed a sense of mutual help • Had developed a sense of mutual help  
Members was aware ofthe disadvantageous position Member B was aware ofthe disadvantageous 
ofwomen in family and society: position ofwomen in family and society: 
• Members could express what disadvantages they • Nil 
faced 
Members were willing to participate in group tasks: Member B was willing to participate in group tasks: 
• Members had take up the other tasks in group • She had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities activities 
Members had organized the service for other Member B had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had released • ~~Member B's pressure had released 
• Members becoming more willing to expose herself • Nil 
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The perceived empowerment effects on Member B that occurred in both individual interview and 
group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table; 
Table 23  
Empowerment level The expected empowerment |The empowerment effects of Member B |The expressed empowerment effects of 
outcome occurred in group meetings in phase III Member B in individual interview in phase III 
Personal empowerment Awareness o fhe r self esteem Nil ^ ~ ^ Member B was aware o f h e r low selfesteem 
Awareness of their authentic ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r B was aware o fhe r true ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r B was aware o fhe r true f e e l i n g ~ 
self feeling towards herself and towards towards herself and towards her significant 
her significant others others 
• Member B was aware o fhe r own • Member B was aware o f h e r own needs and  
needs and life expectation life expectation  
Awareness of the patterns of the Nil • Member B could point out the dissonance 
relationship with their between her authentic self and her 
significant others presenting selftowards her significant 
others 
• Nil • Member B was aware o fhe r loss ofherself 
in relating with her significant others 
Aware of her distorted role ^ ~ ~ A g r e e m e n t t o t h e role she h a d ~ ’ ~ ^ ~ ~ A g r e e m e n t to the role she had performed in 
expectations performed in the past was assigned the past was assigned culturally rather than 
culturally rather than voluntarily voluntarily selected 
selec^d • Member B was aware of the discrepancy 
• Member B was aware of the between her cultural expected role and her 
discrepancy between her cultural self expected role 
expected role and her self expected 
[o|e  
The cognition of the group ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r B could challenge the ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r B could challenge the culturally 
members had changed from ‘ culturally assigned sex role is unfair assigned sex role is unfair to women 
ysmg .nequal.ty perspective' to to women • Member B agreed with the individual role 
respectmg the qual.ty o f l . f e of • Nil in family and society should be determined 
both sex m expect.ng different by her interest, needs and ability rather  
sexrole than bysex  
The new image of self can be Member B believed that she could control Member B believed she could control over h e r ~ 
built over herlife: life： 
• Confidence in problem solving method 
• Had taken action to change • Could analyze the causes and effects o f t h e 
• Could analyze the causes and effects problems she faced 
of the problems she faced • improvement in problem solving methods 
• Improvement in problem solving  
methods  
Thef r i endsh ipne tworkcanbe “ ； “ “ M e m b e r B viewed each member as friend 
expanded • j ^ e feeling ofmutual help 
• Had provided help or received help in  
the group meetings  
Awareness o f t h e • Member B was aware o f h o w the • Member B was aware o f h o w the s o c i a l ~ ~ 
disadvantageous position of social culture affect her negatively culture affect her negatively 
women in family and society . Member B could express the . Member B could express the disadvantages 
disadvantages she faced in family and she faced in family and society  
society  
Organizational Members are willing to • Member B had taken up the role of ^ ~ ~ m ~ 
empowerment participate in group tasks task leader 
• Member B had taken up the other • Member B was willing to taken up the 
tasks in group activities othertasks in group activities  
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help for Member B had organized the service for ] ^ ~ ~ 
empowerment other women in need other housewives in the same community 
^ 7 0 w e r m e n t ~；~ ~ M e m b e r B ' s p r e s s u r e h a d r e l e a s e d  
outcome that were not . . , „ , .,,. 
planned * Member B became more willing to expose 
P herself 
• Member B had changed to concem herself 
more 
• Member B had changed her gender  
J perspective  
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The perceived common empowerment effects of Member B occurred in both the individual 
interview and group meetings in phase III included: 
1. Member B was aware of her true feeling toward herself and toward her significant others. 
2. Member B was aware of her own needs and life expectation 
2. Member B agreed with the role she had performed in the past was assigned culturally rather than 
voluntarily selected 
3. Member B was aware of the discrepancy between her cultural expected role and her self 
expected role 
5. Member B was able to challenge the culturally assigned sex role was unfair to women 
6. Member B believed that she was able to gain control over her lives: 
6.1 Gain confidence in problem solving 
6.2 Had take action to change 
6.3 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problem she faced 
6.4 Improvement in problem solving method 
7. Member B perceived other members as friend 
8. Member B had established the sense of mutual help 
9. Member B was aware ofhow the social culture affect her negatively 
10.Member B could express what disadvantages she faced 
11 .Member B had taken up the role of task leader 
12.Member B had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
13. Member B had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
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14. Member B's pressure had released 
15.Member B had became more willing to expose herself 
16.Member B had changed to concern herself more 
17. Member B had changed her gender perspective 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member B in the third phase had expanded from 
the personal level to both the organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member B was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects ofother group members in the third phase: 
Table 24  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the individuals |The empowerment effects of member B in the III phase 
occurred in the third phase  
Nil Member B was aware o fhe r authentic self: 
• She was aware o fhe r true feeling toward herselfand toward her 
. significant others 
• She was aware of her own needs and life expectation 
Nil Member B was aware of her distorted role expectations: 
• Agreeing with the role she had performed in the past was assigned 
culturally rather than voluntarily selected 
• She aware o f the discrepancy between her cultural expected role 
and her self expected role  
Members believed they can control over their life: Member B believed that she could control over her life: 
• Confidence in problem solving . Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change • Nil 
• Had take action to change • Had take action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the problem they faced . Could analyze the causes and effects of the problem she faced her 
！ _ T h e problem solving method had improved problem solving method had improved ‘ 
The members' friendship network had expanded: Member B had developed her friendship network: 
• Members perceived each other as friend • She perceived each other as friend 
• Members had provided help or received help within the group . She had provided help or received help within the group member's 
member's network network 
Members were aware o f the disadvantageous position of women in family Member B was aware o f t h e disadvantageous position ofwomen in 
and society: family and society: 
• Nil • She could be aware of how the social culture affect her negatively 
• Members could express what disadvantages they faced in family and • She could express what disadvantages she faced in family and 
society society  
Members were willing to participate in group.tasks: Member B were willing to participate in group tasks. “ 
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • She had taken up the role of task leader 
• Members had taken 叩 the other tasks in 吕⑴叩 activities • She had taken up the other tasks in 吕⑴叩 activities 
Members had organized the service for other housewives in the same Member B had organized the service for other housewives in the s a m e ~ 
community community 
• ~ ~ M e m b e r s ' pressure had released “ ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r B's pressure had released 
• Members becoming more willing to expose herself • Member B became more willing to expose herself 
• Members had changed in their gender perspective . Member B had changed her gender perspective 
• Nil • Member B became more concern herself 
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Comparison ofthe perceived empowerment effects ofMember B in the three phases: 
Table 25  
The empowerment |The empowerment effects of |The empowerment effects of Member B in Ixhe empowerment effects of Member 
l£l£! Member B in the first phase the second phase B in the third phase 
Personal empowerment Nil Member B was aware ofher selfesteem: m  
• She was aware of her tendency to judge  
herself in negative way 
M e m b e r B w a s a w a r e o f h e r Member B was aware ofher authentic self: Member B was aware o fher a u t h e n t i c ~ 
authentic self; • Nil self: 
• Nil • She was aware o fher true feelings 
toward herself and her significant 
• Nil others 
• Nil • She was aware o fher own needs  
and life expectation 
Nil Nil Member B was aware o fher distorted 
role expectations: 
• She agreed with the role she had 
performed in the past was assigned 
culturally rather than voluntarily 
selected 
• She was aware of the discrepancy 
between her cultural expected role 
—~~• „ L , . ~ 7 1 — —； and her self expected role 
Member B bel.eved that she could Member B believed that she could gain MemberBbeI ievedtha tshecouldgain 
gam control over her own life: control over her own life: control over her own life: 
• ^ ' ' ^ ^ � • Nil • Confidence in problem solving 
• She had set agenda to change • She had set agenda to change • Nil 
• Shehad takenac t ion to • Nil • Shehad takenac t ion tochange 
= a n g e • She could analyze the caused and . She could analyze the caused and 
• She could analyze the causes effects o f the problems she faced effects o f the problems she faced 
2 t f l T o f the P _ e m s • ^he problem solving method had 
• 二 ^ced . Nil improved 
MemberBhaddevelopedher M e m b e r B h a d d e v e l o p e d h e r f r i e n d s h i p ~ ~ M e m b e r B h a d d e v e l o p e d h e r f r i e n d s h i p 
friendship network: network: network: 
• ci!' u j j , j , * Nil • She perceived each other as friend 
• She haddeveloped a sense of . She had developed a sense of mutual . She had developed a sense of  
m u — h d p 1 ^ mutualhelp 
M e m b e r B w a s a w a r e o f t h e Member B was aware o f the disadvantageous Member B was aware o f the  
disadvantageous position of women position ofwomen in family and society: disadvantageous position ofwomen in 
.nfam,iyandsoc.ety: familyandsociety: 
• Nil . Nil 
„, • She was aware o f h o w the social 
• She could express the culture affecther negatively 
disadvantagesthatshefaced • • • Shecouldexpressthedisadvantages 
- ~ " ~ ~ " ^ .nfamilyandsocietv tha tshefaced infamilyandsociety 
=gpacTerrTnt Member B was willing to participate in group MemberBwaswi l l ing topar t ic ipa te in 
tasks: group tasks: 
• 爾 • She had taken up the role of task 
leader 
• She had taken up the other tasks in • She had taken up the other tasks in 
— ：~： group activities group activities 
! m T o Z Z T ^ " Member B had organized the service for MemberBhadorgan ized these rv ice for 
^ other housewives in the same community other housewives in the same community 
o l : n ; : ; r n o t • : S T ^ e s s u r e h a c i . Me .be rB ' sp re s su rehadre . eased • Me .be rB ' sp re s su rehad re . ea sed 
planned • Nil • Member B became more willing to 
expose herself 
• Nil • Member B had changed her gender 
• perspective 
• Nil • Member B had changed to concem  
L ! _ M herselfmore 
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The analysis ofMember B 
• In phase I, Member B was analyzed as the one who had high motivation to change. Thus, she had 
prominent growth in personal empowerment level. However, due to her lack of confidence, there 
was no improvement in problem solving method of her in phase I. In phase II’ it was found that her 
confidence in problem solving, setting agenda to change and taking action to change did not occur. 
Thus, the growth of Member B was relatively less than the other members. Her problem-solving 
method also had no obvious improvement in phase II. However, in phase III, there was mark 
improvement in her confidence to solve problem. She had also taken action to change. Thus, her 
growth in this phase was much more than the former phases. Besides, her problem-solving ability 
had also improved in this phase. In sum, it seemed reliable to conclude that the one who was 
high in motivation would gained more in the empowerment process; those who were confident 
in problem solving would also gain improvement in problem solving ability. 
• On the other hand, Member B had showed her growth in the area of gender awareness. These 
included the awareness on her authentic self; awareness on her distorted role expectation; 
awareness on how the social culture affected her negatively; having changes in her gender 
perspective; and changing to concern herself more. Her attitude in the area of problem solving had 
also changed in phase III. There was improvement in her confidence in problem solving and she 
was becoming more willing to expose herself. 
• All in all, the perceived empowerment effects on member B occurred consistently in the 
three phases. Nevertheless, the empowerment effects had expanded from personal empowerment 
level to both the organizational and extra-organizational empowerment level in phase II and III. 
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7.3 Member C 
7.3.1 The common empowerment effects of member C occurred in both individual 
interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 26  
E m p o w e r m e n t level | |The expected | T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects | T h e e x p r e s s e d e m p o w e r m e n t e f fec t s in 
e m p o w e r m e n t occurred in g r o u p meet ings in individual in terv i ew 
o u t c o m e phase I in phase I  
Personal Awareness ofher Member C had showed her ^ “ 
empowerment authentic self awareness ofher true feelings 
toward herself and toward her 
significant others  
Awareness of her Nil MemberCagreed thatthe role she 
distorted role performed in the past was not voluntarily 
expectation selected but affected by culturally  
Changing from ‘ Member C had changed to express 
pleasing her her true feelings to her significant 
significant others others 
and avoiding 
conflicts' to ‘ 
relating to them 
with her authentic 
se^  
Changing from ‘ Member C agreed that the Member C agreed that the individual role 
using inequality individual role in family and in family and society should be 
perspective' to ‘ society should be determined by determined by their interests, needs and 
respecting the their interests, needs and ability ability rather than by sex 
quality of life for rather than by sex  
both sexes’  
The new image of Member C believed that she could Member C believed that she could gain~~ 
selfcan be built gain control over her own live: control over her own live: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had take action to change 
• Had improvement in her 
problem-solving skills • Had improvement in her problem-
solving skills 
The friendship Member C had provided help and Member C felt members were helpful to 
network can be received help to others each other  
expanded  
Awareness of the ^~~Member C was aware ofhow ^~~Member C was aware o fhow t h e ~ ~ 
disadvantageous the culture affected her culture affected her negatively 
positio? ofwomen negatively • Member C was able to express the 
m tamily and • Member C was able to express disadvantages she faced in family 
society . the disadvantages she faced in and society 
family and society 
Theempowerment MemberC'spressurehadreleased 
outcome that was not 
planned  
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(i)Awareness on her true feeling toward herself and toward her significant others (code 2) 
Member C had showed her awareness on her authentic self in group meetings. But this awareness did 
not occurred in the individual interview. The example was: 
Member C: 'Sometimes, in order to control my child, I have to beat him.’ 
Member E: 'Oh! Poor child' 
Member C: ‘ But it is a better and a necessary method.’ 
Worker: ‘What about your feeling?' 
Member C: 'Yes*very unhappy.’ 
(meeting: 5.6.96, p.9) 
(ii)Changing to express her true feelings to her significant others (code 9) 
As this empowerment outcome was behavioral, it could be counted as an empowerment effect even 
when it occurred only in group meetings but not in the individual interview. The example was: 
Member C: ‘ Afterjoining the group, I listen to the advice of other members. I try to tell my husband my feelings 
on his bad temper.’ 
(meeting: 8.5.96, p.7) 
(iii) Agreement with one's individual role in family and society should be determined by their 
interests, needs and ability than by sex (code 12) 
This empowerment effect consistently occurred in both group meetings and individual interview. The 
examples were: 
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In group meeting: 
Worker: 'How would you define the criteria of the division oflabor in the family?' 
Member C: ‘ I agree that the division of labor in the family should be determined by ability rather than by sex_, 
(meeting: 8.5.96, p22) 
In individual interview: 
Member C: '*afterjoining the group, I understand that I should leam to handle men's tasks' 
Member C: ' in the past, I always think that some tasks in family or society must be done by "men" while something 
must be done by "women" on the other hand. Now, I understand that the division of labor in family and society 
should not be determined by sex role*, 
(iv) Willingness to set agenda to change (code 16) 
Again, this empowerment outcome was just a behavioral outcome. Thus, it could be counted as an 
empowerment effect even when it appeared only in group meeting. The example was: 
Member C: ‘I would take your advice and try to leam what I defined as men's tasks., 
(meeting: 8.5.96’ p.34) 
(v) Willingness to take action to change (code 17) 
Since this empowerment outcome was behavioral, it could only be found in group meetings. The 
example was: 
Member C: ‘ I am learning to do what I regard as men's tasks before.' 
(meeting: 22.5.96, p.7) 
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(vi) Improvement in problem-solving skills (code20) 
This empowerment effect occurred consistently both in group meetings and individual interview. 
The example in the individual interview: 
Member C: 'After listening to other members' experiences, I am not as stubborn as before.， 
The example in group meetings : 
Member C: ‘ Recently, I have improvement in my communication pattern with my husband. Our relationship has 
improved a little bit.’ (meeting: 2.5.96, p.29) 
(vii) Agreement that the role she performed in the past was culturally assigned rather than 
voluntarily selected (code6) 
This empowerment effect could only be found in the individual interview. The example was: 
Member C:'The traditional culture teaches me what men should do and what women should do.’ 
(viii) The sense of mutual help (code 24) 
The empowerment effects on the sense of mutual help consistently occurred in group meeting and the 
individual interview. However, due to her low self-esteem, she felt that she was more a helpee than a 
helper. 
Examples in the individual interview: 
Worker: 'How would you define your role in the group?' 
Member C: i am just a housewife. I receive help in the group.， 
‘I have learnt much from the others in the group. Although I give advice to the others, I don't think that it is useftil as 
I was quite ignorant.’ 
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‘The group is helpful. At least the others will listen when you disclose. Even though it may not be helpful, when the 
problem discussed is similar to yours, it could help you to solve the problem.' 
In group meetings, member C had provided support and requested for support. 
Example ofemotional support in group meetings was: 
Member C: 'I can understand your hardship when your husband come back to Hong Kong forjust twice a year.’ 
(meeting: 24.4.96’ p . l 4 ) 
Example of advice giving in group meeting was: 
Member C: ‘I support you to express your grievances to your husband. It is no need to be afraid of his anger.’ 
(meeting: 24.4.96, p . l 6 ) 
Example of supportive disclosure was: 
Member C: ‘ My mother also had this kind of illness. To stop her from eating something harmful to her health, I 
would use some terrible examples to threaten her.’ 
(meeting: 16.5.96, p . l 9 ) 
Example of requesting for help in group meeting was: 
Member C: 'My son becomes sick easily, what can I do to protect him from further deteriorating in health?, 
(meeting: 2.5.96, p.5) 
(ix) Awareness on the way the social and cultural affect them negatively (Code 25) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. 
Example in individual interview was: 
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Member C: 'after giving birth to a child, it seems natural for a woman to take care and teach the children. 
Traditionally, women should pay much more effort.’ 
Example in group meeting was: 
Member C: i n the past, I didn't reject people called married women as ' s i - l i e ' ( 師奶 ) . R e c e n t l y , I felt that the 
term is a negative label which devaluing women.， 
(meeting: 5.6.96’ p.38) 
(X) Ability to express the disadvantages that she faced in family and society (code 26) 
Member C could expressed her disadvantageous position in family in both group meetings and the 
individual interview. 
In the individual interview, the disadvantages that she had expressed included marital problem and sex 
bias in the division of labor in her family. Examples were: 
Member C: ‘In the past, I think that traditionally something should be done by men while women should do other, 
'Marriage brings me great pressure. I always conflict with my husband.’ 
In group meetings, the disadvantages that she had expressed included inequality in the division of labor 
in the family and marital problem. Examples were: 
Member C: ‘Right after the birth of our child, he would help me to do the housework. But afterward, he seldom 
does the household chores.' (meeting: 8.5.96, p.29) 
Member C: 'My husband is bad tempered. He always shouts to me and throws things at me. I am afraid o f h i m ' 
(xi) Pressure release (Table II) 
Again, this empowerment outcome was just a cognitive outcome. It could be counted as empowerment 
effect even when it appeared only in the individual interview. The example was: 
Member C: ‘ After I have disclosed myself, I could ventilate my stress and feel very relaxed.' 
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The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of member C in the first phase 
1. Member C was able to express her true feelings to her significant others 
2. Member C was agree with determining individual role by their interest, needs and ability than by sex 
3. Member C believed that she could gain control one's their lives: 
3.1Willingness to set agenda to change 
3.2 Willingness to take action to change 
4. Improvement in problem-solving skills 
5. Member C had developed the sense of mutual help 
6. Member C was able to express the disadvantages that they faced 
7. Member C's pressure had released 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on member C in the first phase concentrated on the 
personal empowerment level. The expected perceived outcomes of changing from 'pleasing her 
significant others and avoiding conflicts' to 'relate with them with her authentic self , “using 
inequality perspective' and 'respecting the quality of life of both sex，in sex role expectations were 
observed. Moreover, building up of new self-image, expansion of friendship network and the 
awareness on the disadvantageous positions of women were also observed. Finally, the 
unexpected perceived outcome of pressure release was also observed. 
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The analysis on member C 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on member C was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects on the other group members in the first phase: 
Table27  
The empowerment effects of the self-help group in the ||The empowerment effects on member C in the first 
first phase |phase  
NIL Member C was able to express her true feelings to 
— her significant others 
NIL Member C agreed that the individual role in family 
and society should be determined by their interest, 
needs and ability rather than by sex 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member C believed that she could gain control over 
their own lives: her own lives: 
• Willing to set agenda to change • Willing to set agenda to change 
• Willing to take action to change • Willing to take action to change 
• Able to analyze the causes and effects of the stress • NIL 
that she faced 
• Improvement in the problem-solving skills • Improvement in the problem-solving skills 
Members had developed a sense of mutual help Members had developed a sense ofmutual help 
Members could express what disadvantages did they Members could express what disadvantages did 
face in family and society they face in family and society  
l^bers，pressure had released |Member C,s pressure had released 
Member C had been empowered much in the first phase. In group meetings, I observed that she was 
highly motivated. She was willing to set agenda (8.5.96) and take action (22.5.96) for change in group 
meetings. She had taken the advice of members and planned to learn the tasks which she previously 
perceived as men's tasks. She once bought a new water tape back home and tried to change it by herself. 
Thus, it implied that her high motivation might engender higher growth in comparison with the growth 
in general. 
Finally，it was observed that she was ready to take initiative to disclose her stress in the group, she had 
also expressed that her pressure could be released in the group process. 
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Thus, the one who was willing to set agenda and take action to change was the one who had high 
motivation to change. Also, one might gained more empowerment effects on the ability in 
problem-solving and awareness. The one who was ready to disclose oneself could result in stress 
release. 
7.3.2 The perceived empowerment effects of member C occurred commonly in the three phases 
of the self-help group 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member B in both individual interview and group 
meetings in phase II were summarized in the following table: 
Table 28  
Empowermen t level The expected empowerment The empowerment effects of Member C |The expressed empowerment effects of 
outcome occurred in group meetings in phase II Member C in individual interviews in 
phase n 
Personal empowerment Member C aware of their Member C was aware of her true feeling i ^ “ 
authentic self toward herself and toward her significant 
others 
The cognition of members m Member C was able to challenge the 
changed from ‘using inequality assigned role was unfair to women 
perspective' to 'respecting the 
quality o f l i fe o fbo th sex ‘ in 
expecting different sex role 
The new image of self can be Member C believed that she could control over Member C believed that she could control 
built her own life: over her own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of • Could analyze the causes and effects 
the problems they faced of the problems they faced 
• Improvement in problem solving 
• Nil methods  
The friendship network can be • Member C had provided help or received • Member C felt that group m e m b e r s ~ 
expanded help in the group meetings were helpful to one another 
• Member C perceived other member as 
friend 
Awareness of the • m “ • Member C was aware o f h o w the 
disadvantageous position of social culture affect her negatively 
women in family and society • Member C could express the 
• Nil disadvantages that she faced in family 
‘ and society 
Organizational Members are willing to Member C had taken up the other tasks in Member C was willing to take up the other 
empowerment participate in group tasks group activities tasks in group activities 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help for Member C had organized the service for other Member C was willing to participate in 
empowerment other women in need housewives in the same community providing service for the women in the 
community 
The empowerment • Member C ' s pressure had r e l e a s e d ~ 
outcome that were not . M e m b e r C b e c a m e m o r e w i l l i n g t o 
planned expose herself  
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The perceived common empowerment effects of Member C in both the individual interview and 
group meetings in phase II were: 
1. Member C believed that she could gain control over her own live: 
1.1 Gain confidence in problem solving 
1.2 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2. Member C had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member C perceived other members as friend 
4. Member C had take up the other tasks in group activities 
5. Member C had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
6. Member C's pressure had released 
6. Member C had changed to more willing to expose herself 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member C in the second phase had expanded from 
personal empowerment to organizational empowerment and extra-organizational empowerment. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member C was less than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the second phase: 
Table 29  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the The empowerment effects on member C in the 
individuals occurred in the second phase second phase  
Members believed that they could gain control over their Member C believed that she could control over 
own lives: her own live: 
• Her confidence in problem solving had 
• Had set agenda to change enhanced 
• Had taken action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the caused and effects of the problems • Nil 
they faced • Could analyze the causes and effects ofthe 
• The problem solving method had improved problem she faced 
• Nil  
Members' friendship network had expanded Member C's friendship network had expanded 
• Nil • She had perceived other members as friend 
參 Had provided help or received help within the group • She had provided help or received help 
member's network within the group member's network  
Members aware of the disadvantageous position of women Nil 
in family and society: 
• Members could express what disadvantageous they 
were situated in family and society  
Members were willing to participate in group tasks : Member C was willing to participate in group 
• Members had taken up the group tasks in group tasks : 
activities • She had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities  
Members had organized the service for other housewives in Member C had organized the service for other 
the same community housewives in the same community  
• Members pressure had released • Member C's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose herself • Member C became more willing to expose  
I hersel f  
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The perceived empowerment effects on Member C that occurred in both the individual interview 
and group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 30  
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e expec ted T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects o f M e m b e r C |Xhe e x p r e s s e d e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects o f 
e m p o w e r m e n t occurred in g r o u p meet ings M e m b e r C in indiv idual in terv iew 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o u t c o m e  
Personal Awareness of their Awareness ofher true feeling towards Nil 
empowerment authentic self herself and towards her significant others 
The cognition of the Nil She became willing to express true 
group members can be feelings to her significant others 
restructured from ‘ 
pleasing their 
significant others and 
avoiding conflicts' to ‘ 
relate them with their 
authentic self  
The cognition of She was able to challenge the assigned She was able to challenge the assigned 
members changed from role was unfair to women role was unfair to women 
'using inequality 
perspective' to ‘ 
respecting the quality of 
life ofboth sex ‘ in 
expecting different sex  
ro|e  
The new image ofself She believed that she could gain control She believed that she could control over 
can be built over her own live: her live: 
• Confidence in problem solving 
• She had set agenda to change 
• Should analyze the causes and 鲁 She could analyze the causes and 
effects of the problems she faced effects of the problems she faced 
• Nil • The problem solving method had  
improved  
The friendship network • She had provided help or received • Member C felt that group members 
can be expanded help within the group meetings were helpful to one another 
• Member C perceived other members 
as friend  
Awareness ofthe • Member C was aware ofhow the • ~ ~ M e m b e r C was aware ofhow the 
disadvantageous social culture affect them negatively social culture affect them negatively ^ 
position ofwomen in • Member C could express the • Member C could express the 
farmly and society disadvantages that she faced in disadvantages that she faced in i  
family and society family and society 
Organizational Members are willing to Member C had taken up the other tasks in Member C was willing to take up the 
empowerment participate in group group activities other tasks in group activities 
tasks 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help Member C had organized the service for Member C was willing to participate i n ~ 
empowerment for other women in other housewives in the same community providing service for the women in the  
need community 
Unexpected “ ~.~~Member C's pressure had released 
empowerment • Member C became more willing to 
outcome exposeherself 
• Member C had changed to concem 
herself more 
• Member C had changes in her gender 
perspective 
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The perceived common empowerment effects of member C occurred in both the individual 
interview and group meetings in phase III were: 
1 .Member C was able to challenge the assigned role as unfair to women 
2. Member C believed that she was able to gain control over her own lives: 
2.1 Gain confidence in problem solving 
2.1 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems they faced 
2.2 Had set agenda to change 
3. Member C had established the sense of mutual help 
4. Member C had perceived other members as friend 
5. Member C was aware ofhow the social culture affect her negatively 
6. Member C could express the disadvantages that she faced 
7. Member C had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
8. Member C had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
9. Member C's pressure had released 
10.Member C became more willing to expose herself 
11 .Member C became concern herself more 
12.Member C's gender perspective had changed 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on member C in the third phase had expanded from 
the personal level to both the organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational 
empowerment level 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member C was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: 
Table 31  
The empowerment effects ofthe self help group to The empowerment effects on member C in the 
the individuals occurred in the third phase third phase 
Nil Member C was able to challenge the culturally 
assigned sex role as unfair to women 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member C believed that she could gain control over 
their own life: her own life: 
拳 Goiifidence in problem solving • Confidence in problem solving 
參 Had set agenda to change • Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
problems they faced problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil  
• Members viewed each other as friend 參 Member C viewed each other as friend 
參 Members had provided help or received help • Member C had provided help or received help 
within the group member's network within the group member's network  
參 Nil • Member C was aware of how the social culture 
affect her negatively 
• Members could express the disadvantages that • She could express the disadvantages she faced 
they faced 
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • Member C had taken up the role of task leader 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group • Member C had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities activities 
Members had organized the service for other Member C had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had released 參 Member C's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose herself • Member C became more willing to expose 
herself 
• Members had change in their gender perspective • Member C had changed her gender perspective  
I* Member C became concern hersel f more  
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member C gained in each phase: 
Table 32  
The The empowerment effects The empowerment effects The empowerment e f f e c t s “ 
empowerment on member C in the first on member C in the second on member C in the third 
level phase phase phase 
Personal Nil m Member C was able to challenge 
empowerment the culturally assigned sex role as 
unfair to women 
Member C believed that she Member C believed that she Member C believed that she 
could gain control over her could gain control over her own could gain control over her own 
own lives: lives: lives: 
• Nil • Her confidence in problem • Her confidence in problem 
solving had enhanced solving had enhanced 
• Had set agenda to change • Nil • Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to • Nil • Nil 
change 
• Nil • Could analysis the cause and • Could analyze the causes and 
effect o f t h e problem she effects o f t h e problems that 
faced in family and society she faced in family and 
society 
• Improvement in the • Nil • Ni l 
problem-solving method  
• Nil • Member C perceived other • Member C perceived other 
member as friend member as friend 
• Had established a sense of • She had established a sense • She had established a sense  
mutual help of mutual help o fmutual help  
• Nil • Nil • Member C was aware o f h o w 
the social culture affect her 
negatively 
• Member C could express • Nil • Member C could express the 
the disadvantages that she disadvantages that she faced 
faced in family and in family and society [ 
society  
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l " ~ • Nil " . M e m b e r C h a d t a k e n u p t h e 
empowerment role o f t a s k leader 
• Member C had taken up the • Member C had taken up the 
other tasks in group activities other tasks in group activities 
Extra- Nil Member C had organized the Member C had organized the 
organizational service for other housewives in service for other housewives in 
empowerment the same community the same community 
The • Member C's pressure had • Member C's pressure had • ~ ~ M e m b e r C's pressure h a d ~ ~ 
empowerment released . released released 
o u t c o m e t h a t w e r e . Nil • Member C became more • M e m b e r C b e c a m e more 
not planned willing to expose herself will ing to expose herself 
• Nil • Nil • Member C had changed her 
gender perspective 
• Nil • Ni l • Member C had changed to 
I c o n c e m herself more  
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The analysis of Member C 
• In phase I, Member C had been analyzed as a person who was highly motivated to change. However, 
in phase II and III，the motivation to change did not occur. Thus, there was also no improvement in 
the ability in problem solving. Again, the hypothesis of the motivation to change would lead to 
more empowerment effect could stand. 
• On the other hand, Member C had growth in the area of gender awareness. She was able to challenge 
the culturally assigned sex role as unfair to women, becoming aware of how the social culture values 
affected them negatively, having changes in her gender perspective and changing to concern herself 
more. Moreover, her attitude in problem solving had changed in phase II and III. She had 
improvement in her confidence in problem solving, becoming more willing to expose herself, and 
was able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced. 
• Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of Member C occurred consistently in the three phases. 
The perceived empowerment effects had expanded also from the personal empowerment level to 
both the organizational to extra-organizational level in phase II and III. 
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7.4 Member D 
7.4.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member D occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 33  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member D occurred in group effects of Member D in  
outcome meetings in phase I individual interview in phase I 
Personal Awareness of self Member D had showed her NIL 
empowerment esteem understanding on how she tended 
to judge themselves in negative 
ways  
Awareness o f h e r • Member D was aware o f h e r • NIL 
authentic self true feelings toward herself 
and toward her significant 
others 
• Member D was aware of her • NIL  
own needs and life expectation  
Awareness of the • Member D could point out the • Member D could point out the 
pattems o f t h e dissonance between her dissonance between her 
relationship with her authentic self and her authentic self and her presenting 
significant others presenting self towards her self toward her significant others 
significant others • Member D was aware of the loss 
• Member D was aware of the of herself when related with her 
loss of herself when related significant others 
with her significant others 
The new image of self Member D believed that she could Member D believed that she could 
can be built gain control over her own life: gain control over her own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving • Confidence in problem solving 
• Willing to set agenda to 
change 
• Willing to take action to 
change • Could analysis the causes and 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems they 
effects of the problems they faced 
faced 眷 Improvement in problem-
• Improvement in problem- solving skills  
solving skills  
The friendship network Member D had provided help and Member D felt that group members 
can be expanded received help in group process were helpftil to one another 
Awareness of the Member D could express what Nil 
disadvantageous position disadvantages did she face in 
of women in family and family and society 
society 
The empowerment Member D，s pressure had released 
outcome that was 
not planned 
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(i) Words showing awareness on her true feeling toward herself and toward her significant others 
(Code 2) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member D: 'I hope that my husband can come back and work in Hong Kong. But i f s o , I don't know whether I can 
adjust.' 
Member A: 'Let me explain for you. You are afraid of losing freedom i fyour husband comes 
back.’ 
Member D: ‘Yes. I f h e stayed at home, I have to suppress myse l f to fit his style.’ 
(meeting;24.4.96, p.22-23) 
(ii)Words showing her awareness on her own needs and life expectation (Code 3) 
Again this empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings but not in individual interview. The 
example was: 
Member D:' Yes, I do like the others to call my original name than add the surname o f m y 
husband.’ (meeting: 17.4.96，p.6) 
(iii) Ability to point out the dissonance between her authentic self and her presenting self towards 
her significant others (Code 4) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. The example in 
group meeting was: 
Member D: ‘Just like member B, I would try my best to be submissive to my husband. I know that it is too much for 
me.，(meeting: 2.5.96’ p.5) 
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The example in individual interview was: 
Member D: 'Yes, I always think that if I can't take care of my family members well enough, I am afraid of their 
views on me. Actually, I knew that it was wrong for me to think in this way.， 
(iv) Awareness of the loss of self (code 5) 
This empowerment effect occurred also in both group meetings and the individual interview. The 
example from group meetings was: 
M e m b e r D: ‘After the sharing of today, I feel very relaxed*I was veo' happy that I can find my name o f w h i c h I have 
lost after marriage.’ 
The example in individual interview: 
M e m b e r D: 'Yes, when I myself is alone, I can act my own true self. I know that it was because I do concem my 
family members' comment on me.’ 
(v)Words that showed her understanding on how she tended to judge herself in negative ways 
(code 1) 
This empowerment effect occurred in group meetings only. The example was: 
M e m b e r D: 'Yes, *when I gave birth to the second baby, the stress was very high. I felt that I was very useless.' 
(Meeting 17.4.96, p.7) 
(vi) The confidence in problem-solving (code 15) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. The example 
from group meeting was: 
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Member D: i have improved a lot. My relationship with my daughter has improved a lot.’ (meeting: 24.4.96，p.7) 
T h e e x a m p l e in the individual interview: 
M e m b e r D: ‘After I have listened to the others advice, I try my best to control myself. I feel the improvement; I 
have tried my best to change mysel f 
(vii) Willing to set agenda to change (Codel6) 
As this was a behavioral outcome, it could be counted as an empowerment effect even when it occurred 
only in group meetings. The example was: 
M e m b e r D: 'Yes, I agree. I would try to talk to my brother-in-law to advise his mother not to eat things which are 
not suitable to her health. I would also try to explain the reason directly to stop her from eating such food.， 
(meeting: 16.5.96, p.24) 
(viii) Willing to take action to change (code 17) 
This empowerment again was a behavioral outcome, it could also be counted as an empowerment effect 
even if it occurred only in behavioral level. The example was: 
M e m b e r D: ‘ I have already taken your advice to write a letter to my husband. I tell him I want him to come back 
and work in Hong Kong.’ (meeting: 2.5.96, p . l ) 
(ix) Ability in analyzing the causes and effects ofthe problems that she faced (code 19) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. The example 
from the group meeting was: 
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Member D: 'My daughter complains that I always shouted to her. She feels that I love my son more than her. I 
think about it carefully and finally alert that it might be a truth. I remember that I always beat her when she has done 
something bad to my son.，(meeting: 24.4.96’ p.5) 
The example in the individual interview was: 
Worker: 'Do you think that the stress you are facing relates to your sex role?' 
M e m b e r D: ‘ Yes, especially after married. I feel that my family members have never taken care o f m e . , 
(x) Improvement in problem-solving skills (code 20) 
. ！ 
This empowerment effect occurred in both group meetings and the individual interview. The example j 
..1 
from group meetings was: 
I 
M e m b e r D: 'In the past, when my temper was out of control, I would beat my children to ventilate m y pressure. 
Now, I have leamt how to control myself.， 
(meeting: 24.4.96，p.3) 
The example in individual interview was: 
M e m b e r D: 'My temper has improved. My toleration becomes higher. My daughter tells me that I am very nice and 
shout less to her. So, I feel very happy. I would try harder to improve myself.’ 
(xi) Building up the sense of mutual help (code 24) 
The sense ofmutual help of member D occurred both in the individual interview and the group meetings. 
The example from the individual interview was: 
Member D: 'we share together, the others would give advice on parenting.' 
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The mutual help behaviors of member D in the group meetings included requesting advice, supportive 
disclosure, emotional support and suggestion to solve problem. 
The example of requesting advice was: 
M e m b e r D: ‘ My husband's family depends too much on me to take care of my mother-in-law,' ‘ What should I do?’ 
(meeting: 16.5.96’ p . l l ) 
The example of supportive disclosure was: 
M e m b e r C: ‘When I see that my son looks so sick, I don't know what to do.， 
M e m b e r D: ‘My son once had this kind of illness. By that time, I was also very anxious. But later, I found that this 
ill would be cured finally.，(meeting:12.6.96, p . l 8 ) 
The example of emotional support was: 
M e m b e r D: 'I would be very painful i f I am in your position. You have already had too much pressure on household 
chores.’ (meeting: 24.4.96, p.31) 
The example of suggestions to solve problem was: 
M e m b e r D: ‘ If your husband loses his temper, you have to reflect to him that it is only a small thing. He is no need 
to become so angry.’ (meeting: 24.4.96, p.27) 
(xii) Ability in expressing what disadvantages she was situated (code 26) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The disadvantageous positions that she had 
expressed in group meetings included the in-law relationship and marital problem. 
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The examples were: 
M e m b e r D: 'My mother-in-law is very stubborn. As she becomes sick, I asked her to live with me so that I can take 
care ofher. I, therefore, need not travel far to take care ofher. daily’ 
(meeting: 16.5.96, p.23) 
M e m b e r D: ‘ I cannot sleep every night. I am thinking of whether to ask my husband to work in 
Hong Kong.，‘ However, I am also afraid that I can't adjust to him i f h e really came back.， 
(meeting: 24.4.96’ p.23) 
(xiii) Pressure released (Table II) 
As it was an cognitive outcome, it could be counted as empowerment effect even when it occurred only 
in individual interview but not in the group meeting. The example was: 
M e m b e r D: i feel that this group can help me to release my pressure whenever I share my problem. For example, I 
have beat my daughter this moming, after I have disclose this in the group, I feel very relax’ 
The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of Member D in the first phase 
The empowerment effects on member D afterjoining the group in the phase were: 
1 .Member D could point out the dissonance between her authentic self and her presenting self 
toward her significant others. 
2. Member D aware of the loss ofherself when related with her significant others 
3. Member D believed in she had gained control over her life: 
3.1Confidence in problem-solving 
3.2 Had set agenda to change 
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3.3 Willingness to take action to change 
3.4 Able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
3.5 Improvement in problem-solving skills 
4. Member D had developed the sense of mutual help 
4. Member D's pressure had released 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on member D in the first phase concentrated on the 
personal empowerment level. I observed that the expected perceived outcomes of awareness on 
the patterns of her relationship with her significant others, the building up of her new image and 
the building up of friendship network occurred. Besides, the unexpected perceived outcome of 
pressure released was also found. 
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The analysis on Member D 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group on Member D was more 
than the perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the first phase: 
Table 34  
The empowerment effects of the self-help group in The empowerment effects of member D in the 
the first phase first phase  
NIL • Member D could point out the dissonance 
between her authentic self and her presenting 
self toward her significant others. 
• Member D aware of her loss of self when 
related with her significant others  
Members believed that they could gain control over Member D believed that she could gain control over 
their own life: her own life: 
• NIL • Confidence in problem solving 
• Willing to set agenda to change 參 Willing to set agenda to change 
• Willing to take action to change • Willing to take action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • NIL � 
problems she faced � 
• Improvement in problem-solving skills • Improvement in problem-solving skills  
Members had developed a sense of mutual help Member D had developed a sense ofmutual help 
Members could express what disadvantages that they NIL 
faced in family and society  
Members' pressure had released Member D’s pressure had released  
Thus, the perceived empowerment effect on Member D was more than the perceived empowerment 
effect of other group members. The differences were mainly on the effect of believing that she could 
gain control over her live, her awareness of herself and how she related to her significant others. The 
high motivation to change and the confidence in problem solving that Member D had 
demonstrated in the first phase might be the prominent factor to enhance her gender awareness 
and her improvement in problem solving skill. Again, her readiness to disclose her stress in the 
group facilitated her pressure release. 
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7.4.2 The perceived empowerment effects of member D occurred commonly in the three 
phases of the self-help group 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member D in both individual interview and group 
meetings in phase II were summarized in the following table: 
Table 35 
Empowerment level The expected The empowerment effects of Member D The expressed empowerment effects of Member 
empowerment outcome occurred in group meetings in phase II D in individual interviews in phase II 
Personal empowerment Awareness of their Member D was aware o f h e r own needs and Nil 
authentic self life expectation 
Awareness of the patterns • Nil • Member D was aware o f t h e dissonance 
of the relationship with between her authentic self and her presenting 
their significant others self toward her significant others 
• Member D was aware of her loss of self when 
• Nil related with her significant others 
Awareness of their Member d was aware of the discrepancy Nil 
distorted role expectations between her cultural expected role and her 
self expected role 
The cognition of members Member D was able to challenge the Member D was able to challenge the assigned role 
changed from 'using assigned role as unfair to women as unfair to women 
inequality perspective' to 
'respecting the quality of 
life o fbo th sex' in 
expecting different sex 
ro^e  
The new image ofse l f can Member D believed that she could control Member D believed that she could control over her 
be built over her own lives: own lives; 
• Confident in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
of the problems she face problems she face 
• The problem solving method had • The problem solving method had improved  
improved  
The friendship network • Member D had provided help or • Member D had developed the feeling of 
can be expanded received help within the group mutual help 
member's network 
• Member D perceived other members as 
friend 
Awareness o f t h e • Nil • Member D was aware o f h o w the social 
disadvantageous position culture affect her negatively 
o fwomen in family and • Member D could express the • Member D could express the disadvantages 
society disadvantages she faced she faced 
Organizational Members are willing to Member D had taken up the other tasks in 
empowerment participate in group tasks group activities  
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help for Member D had organized the service for 
empowerment other women in need other housewives in the same community 
Unexpected • Member D ' s pressure had released 
empowerment outcome • Member D became more willing to expose 
herself 
• Member D had improvement in her self  
confidence  
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The perceived common empowerment effects of member D occurred both in the individual 
interview and group meetings in the second phase were: 
1. Member D was able to challenge the assigned role as unfair to women 
2. Member D believed that she could gain control over her own lives: 
2.1 Confident in problem solving 
2.2 Had set agenda to change 
2.3 Had taken action to change 
2.4 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2.5 The problem solving method had improved 
3. Member D had established the sense of mutual help 
4. Member D had perceived other members as friend 
5. Member D could express the disadvantages that she faced 
6. Member D had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
7. Member D had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
8. Member D's pressure had released 
9..Member D became more willing to expose herself 
10. Member D had gained self confidence 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on member D in the second phase had expanded from 
personal empowerment to both the organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member D was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects ofother group members in the second phase: 
Table 36  
The empowerment effects of the self help group The empowerment effects of member D in the 
to the individuals occurred in the second phase second phase 
Nil Member D was able to challenge the cultural assigned 
sex role as unfair to women 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member D believed that she could gain control over 
their own lives: her own lives: 
• Nil • Confidence in problem solving had increased 
• Had set agenda to change • Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change • Had take action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects ofthe 
problems they faced problems she faced 
參 I he problem solving method had improved 參 The problem solving method had improved  
Members had developed their friendship network: Member D had developed her friendship network: 
眷 Had perceived other members as friend • Had perceived each member as friend 
• Had established the sense of mutual help • Had established the sense of mutual help  
Members could express the disadvantages that they Member D could express disadvantageous that she 
faced in family and society faced in family and society 
Members were willing to take up the other tasks in Member D was willing to take up the other tasks in 
group activities group activities 
Members had organized the service for other Member D had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had released • ~~Member D's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose • Member D became more willing to expose herself 
themselves • Member D's self confidence had increased 
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The perceived empowerment effects on Member D that occurred in both individual interview and 
group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
TabIe37 
Empowerment level ||The expected |The empowerment effects of Member D |The expressed empowerment effects o f ~ 
empowerment outcome occurred in group meetings in phase III Member D in individual interviews in 
_ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ phase III 
Personal empowerment Awareness of their Member D was aware o fhe r true feeling Nil 
authentic self toward herself and toward her significant 
others  
A w a r e n e s s o f t h e i r ~ ~ . Nil ； ~ ~ M e m b e r D a g r e e d w i t h t h e r o l e s h e h a d 
distorted role performed in the past was assigned 
expectations culturally rather than voluntarily 
selected 
• Member D was aware o f t h e • Nil 
discrepancy between her cultural 
expected role and her self expected role 
The cognition of the Nil Member D had became more willing to 
group members could be express her true feelings to her significant 
restructured from ‘ others 
pleasing their significant 
others and avoiding 
conflicts' to relate them  
with their authentic self  
Thecogni t ionof ~ ~ ： ~ ~ m “ ~ " ； ~ ~ M e m b e r D w a s a b l e t o c h a l l e n g e t h e 
members changed from ‘ assigned role as unfair to women 
usmg .nequahty • Member D was aware o f t h e role in 
perspect .ve to • Nil f ami lyandsoc ie tyshouldbe 
\ T T f u quality of determined by her interest, needs and 
h f e o f b o t h s = m abi l i ty ra ther thanbysex 
expecting different sex  
[o|e  
The new image of self Member D believed that she could gain Member D believed that she could gain 
can be built control over her own life: control over her own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving 
increased 
• Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of • Could analyze the causes and effects of 
the problems she face the problems they face 
• The problem solving method had • The problem solving method had  
improved improved  
The friendship network • Member D had provided help or • Member D felt that group members 
can be expanded received help in the group meetings were helpful to one another 
• Member D perceived other members as 
: ~ ： friend  
Organ,zat.onaI Awareness of the • Member D was aware o f h o w the social ： ~ ~ M e m b e r D w a s a w a r e o f h o w t h e s o c i a l 
empowerment disadvantageous culture affect her negatively culture affect her negatively 
position o fwomen in • Could express the disadvantages that . Could express the disadvantages that  
family and society she faced she faced 
Extra-organizational MembersarewiI l ingto ； ~ " M e m b e r D h a d t a k e n u p t h e t a s k o f ~ ~ ：：~~MemberDwaswi l l ing to takeupthe 
empowerment Pa^'cipate in group discussion leader task ofdiscussion leader 
. • Member D was willing to take up the 
• Member D had taken up the other tasks other tasks in group activities  
in group activities  
To provide mutual help Member D had organized the service for Member D had organized the service for  
for other women in need other housewives in the same community other housewives in the same community 
Theempowermentoutcome • M e m b e r D ' s p r e s s u r e h a d r e l e a s e d ~ 
that were not planned . . . „ , ^ .„. 
• Member D became more willmg to 
expose herself 
• Member D had changes in her gender 
perspective 
• Member D had improvement in her self    
confidence  
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The perceived empowerment effects on Member D occurred in both the individual interview and 
group meetings in the third phase were: 
1. Member D believed that she was able to gain control over her own lives: 
1.1 Had taken action to change 
1.2 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
1.3 The problem solving method had improved 
1.4 Confidence in problem solving had increased 
2. Member D had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member D perceived other member as friend 
4. Member D was aware ofhow the social culture affect other negatively 
5. Member D could express the disadvantages that she faced 
6. Member D had taken up the task of discussion leader 
7. Member D had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
8. Member D had organized the service for other housewives in the same communit> 
9.Member D's pressure had released 
10.Member D became more willing to expose herself 
11 .Member D's gender perspective had changed 
12.Member D had gained self confidence 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member D in the third phase had expanded from 
personal empowerment to both the organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member D was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects ofother group members in the third phase: 
Table 38  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to The empowerment effects of member D in the 
the individuals occurred in the third phase third phase 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member D believed that she could gain control over 
their own life: her own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving • Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change • Nil 
• Had taken action to change • Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the cause and effects of the 
problems they faced problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • The problem solving method had improved 
• Members perceived each other as friend • Member D perceiving each other member as 
friend 
• Had established sense of mutual help • Member D had established sense of mutual help 
• Nil • Member D was aware of how the social culture 
affect her negatively 
• Members could express the disadvantages that • Member D could express the disadvantages that 
they faced in family and society she faced in family and society 
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • Member D had taken up the role of task leader 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group • Member D had taken up the other tasks in 
activities group activities 
Members had organized the service for other Member D had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had released • Member D's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose herself • Member D became more willing to expose 
herself 
• Members had changed their gender perspective • Member D had changes in her gender 
perspective 
• Nil • Member D had improvement in her self  
confidence  
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member D gained in each phase: 
Table 39  
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f e c t s o f T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f e c t s o f T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f e c t s o f 
m e m b e r D in the f irs t p h a s e m e m b e r D in the s e c o n d p h a s e m e m b e r D in t h e th i rd p h a s e 
P e r s o n a l M e m b e r D w a s a w a r e o f t he Ni l N i l 
e m p o w e r m e n t pa t t e rn s o f t he r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h 
he r s i g n i f i c a n t o the r s : 
• C o u l d p o i n t ou t t h e 
d i s s o n a n c e b e t w e e n h e r 
a u t h e n t i c se l f a n d he r 
p r e s e n t i n g se l f t o w a r d h e r 
s i g n i f i c a n t o t h e r s 
• S h e w a s a w a r e o f he r loss o f 
se l f  
N i l M e m b e r D w a s ab le to c h a l l e n g e N i l 
t he cu l tu ra l a s s i g n e d sex ro le a s 
u n f a i r to w o m e n 
M e m b e r D b e l i e v e d tha t s h e M e m b e r D b e l i e v e d tha t s h e M e m b e r D b e l i e v e d tha t s h e c o u l d 
c o u l d ga in con t ro l o v e r he r o w n c o u l d ga in con t ro l o v e r he r o w n ga in c o n t r o l o v e r h e r o w n l i fe : 
life： l i fe: • C o n f i d e n c e in p r o b l e m s o l v i n g 
• C o n f i d e n c e in p r o b l e m • C o n f i d e n c e in p r o b l e m h a d e n h a n c e d 
s o l v i n g h a d e n h a n c e d s o l v i n g h a d e n h a n c e • N i l 
• H a d set a g e n d a to c h a n g e • H a d set a g e n d a to c h a n g e 
• H a d t aken ac t ion to c h a n g e • H a d t aken ac t ion to c h a n g e • H a d t a k e n ac t i on to c h a n g e 
• C o u l d a n a l y z e t he c a u s e s 參 G o u l d a n a l y z e t h e c a u s e s a n d 
a n d e f f e c t s o f t he p r o b l e m s e f f e c t s o f t h e p r o b l e m s s h e 
they f a c e d f a c e d 
• T h e p r o b l e m s o l v i n g m e t h o d • T h e p r o b l e m s o l v i n g m e t h o d  
h a d i m p r o v e d h a d i m p r o v e d  
• N i l • M e m b e r D p e r c e i v i n g o t h e r • M e m b e r D p e r c e i v i n g o t h e r 
m e m b e r as f r i e n d m e m b e r a s f r i e n d 
• M e m b e r D h a d e s t ab l i sh t h e • M e m b e r D h a d e s t a b l i s h e d • M e m b e r D h a d e s t a b l i s h e d t h e  
s e n s e o f m u t u a l h e l p t he s e n s e o f m u t u a l h e l p s e n s e o f m u t u a l h e l p 
• N i l • N i l • M e m b e r D w a s a w a r e o f h o w 
t h e soc ia l c u l t u r e a f f e c t h e r 
n e g a t i v e l y 
• N i l • M e m b e r D c o u l d e x p r e s s t he • M e m b e r D c o u l d e x p r e s s t he 
d i s a d v a n t a g e s t h e y f a c e d in d i s a d v a n t a g e s s h e f a c e d in 
f a m i l y a n d soc i e ty f a m i l y a n d soc i e ty 
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l • N i l • N i l • M e m b e r D h a d t a k e n u p t h e ro l e 
e m p o w e r m e n t o f t a s k l e a d e r 
• N i l • M e m b e r D h a d t a k e n u p t h e • M e m b e r D h a d t a k e n u p t h e 
o t h e r t a s k s in g r o u p o t h e r t a s k s in g r o u p ac t iv i t i e s 
ac t iv i t i es  
E x t r a - o r g a n i z a t i o n a l N i l M e m b e r D h a d o r g a n i z e d t h e M e m b e r D h a d o r g a n i z e d t he s e r v i c e 
e m p o w e r m e n t s e r v i c e f o r o t h e r h o u s e w i v e s in f o r o t h e r h o u s e w i v e s in t h e s a m e 
the s a m e c o m m u n i t y c o m m u n i t y  
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t 參 M e m b e r D ' s p r e s s u r e h a d • M e m b e r D ' s p r e s s u r e h a d • M e m b e r D ' s p r e s s u r e h a d 
o u t c o m e t h a t w a s n o t r e l ea sed r e l ea sed r e l e a s e d 
in p l a n n i n g • N i l • M e m b e r D b e c a m e m o r e • M e m b e r D b e c a m e m o r e w i l l i n g 
w i l l i n g to e x p o s e h e r s e l f to e x p o s e h e r s e l f 
• N i l • N i l 
• M e m b e r D h a d c h a n g e s in h e r 
• N i l • M e m b e r D ' s s e l f c o n f i d e n c e g e n d e r p e r s p e c t i v e 
h a d e n h a n c e d • M e m b e r D ' s se l f c o n f i d e n c e  
h a d e n h a n c e d  
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The analysis of Member D 
• In phase I，the high motivation and the confidence to change of member D had enhanced the 
development ofher gender awareness and the improvement in problem solving skill. In phase II and 
III，as member D had maintained her motivation to change, the growth in both her awareness and 
improvement in problem solving skill occurred and expanded consistently. Thus, the hypothesis 
that high motivation and confident to change of member lead to the growth in awareness 
ability and problem solving ability was again confirmed in this case. 
• Moreover, as her readiness to disclose herself in group meetings maintained consistently in the three 
phases, pressure release occurred in the three phases also. Thus, the readiness to disclose herself 
might lead to release of pressure had also been confirmed. 
Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of Member D occurred consistently in three phases. 
Again, the perceived empowerment effects had expanded from the personal empowerment level to 
both the organizational and extra-organizational level in phase II and III. 
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7.5 Member E 
7.5.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member E occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 40   
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member E occurred in group effects of Member E in 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ _^ ^ outcome meetings in phase I individual interview in phase I 
Personal Awareness on self She had showed her NIL 
empowerment esteem understanding on how she tended 
tojudge herself in negative ways 
Awareness on her She had showed her awareness of NIL 
authentic self her true feeling towards herself 
and towards her significant others 
Awareness on the • She could point out the NIL 
patterns ofthe dissonance between her 
relationship with her authentic self and her 
significant others presenting self towards her 
significant others NIL 
• She had showed her 
awareness on the loss of 
herself when related with her 
significant others  
The new image of Member E believed that she could Member E believed that she 
selfcan be built gain control over her own live: could gain control over her low 
live: 
• Willing to set agenda to 
change 
• Able to analyze the causes • NIL 
and effects of the problems 
she faced 
• Improvement in problem- • Improvement in problem- 
solving skills solving skills  
The friendship Member E had provided help and Member E felt that group 
network can be received help in the group members were helpful to one 
expanded meetings another. 
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(i) Awareness on how she tended to judge herself in negative ways (code 1) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: 'sometimes, I blame myself of not teaching my children better，(meeting: 17.4.96, p . l 7 ) 
(ii) Awareness on her true feelings towards herself and towards her significant other (code 2) 
Again, this empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: 'Whenever my husband found the examination results of our son unsatisfactory, he blamed me for not 
monitoring our son properly.’ 
Worker: ‘ This would give you much pressure.' 
M e m b e r E: 'Yes!'(meeting: 17.4.96) 
(iii) Ability in pointing out the dissonance between her authentic self and her presenting self 
towards her significant others (code 4) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: ‘when my husband took the gold fish back, I told him that I would not help him to take care o f t h e m . 
But finally I surrendered and did it for him, even though I did not like to do this., (meeting: 29.5.96, p.27) 
(iv) Awareness of the loss of her own self (code 5) 
This empowerment effect also occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: 'I do not think and worry about myself. I considered only my family member 
everyday.' (meeting: 17.4.96, p.5) 
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(v) Willingness to set agenda to change (code 16) 
As this empowerment effect was a behavioral outcome, it could be counted as an empowerment effect 
even ifi t occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: ‘After this sharing, I discover that I have to concem myself more. I hope that this would release the 
stress.’ (meeting:17.4.96, p . l l ) 
(vi) Ability in analyzing the causes and effects ofthe problems she faced (code 19) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member E: ‘ When I observe my husband shout to the children rather than teach them, I prefer to teach them by 
myself nest time.’ 
Worker: ‘Is it because you think that teaching children should the responsibility ofmother?， 
Member E: ‘I think that it may be my true thinking.' 
(meeting: 17.4.96, p.7) 
(vii) Improvement in problem solving skills (Code20) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. The example 
from group meetings was: 
Member E: i have leamt more teaching method in this meeting.' 
(meeting: 1 7 . 4 . 9 6 , p l l ) 
The example in the individual interview was: 
Member E: i have some changes. I’ for example, would not expect my son too high as before., 
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(viii) The building up of mutual help (Code 24) 
This empowerment effect could be found in group meetings and the individual interview. The example 
in the individual interview was: 
Member E: ' i f y o u have problem, others would give advice to you. It would help you, to a certain extent, to release 
your stress.’ 
The example ofsupportive disclosure from group meetings 
Member E: ‘ In fact, I sometimes also seem to hate my daughter very much and want to bit her.’ 
(meeting: 17.4.96, p.2) 
The example of requesting for advice from group meetings was: 
Member E: ‘I also want to leam. Could any one tell me the method to teach my children so that their study report 
would not be so bad. ’ (meeting: 17.4.96, p.3) 
The example of emotional support from group meeting was: 
Member E: 'Yes, you should try to leam, you would become very happy afterward.' 
(meeting:78.5.96, p.25) 
The example of suggestion to solve problem: 
Member E: ‘I think that your husband may not aware o f h i s bad temper. You should reflect directly to him.， 
(meeting:8.5.96, p.lO) 
The baseline ofthe perceived empowerment effects of member E in the first phase 
1. Member E believed that she had gained control over her live 
1.1 Willing to set agenda to change 
1.2 Able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
1.3 Improvement in problem solving skills 
2. She had developed the sense of mutual help 
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In sum, the perceived empowerment of member E in the first phase concentrated on the personal 
empowerment level. The expected perceived outcome occurred included the building up of new 
self-image and the expansion of friendship network. 
The analysis on Member E 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the self-help group on Member E was less 
than the perceived empowerment effects ofother group members in the first phase: 
Table 41  
The empowerment effects on the self-help group in IXhe empowerment effects on member E in t h e ~ ~ 
the first phase |first phase  
Members believed that they could gain control over~~||Member E believed that they could gain control over 
their own life: her life: 
• Willing to set agenda to change • Nil 
• Willing to take action to change • Willing to set agenda to change 
• Able to analyze the causes and effects ofthe • Nil 
problems they faced 
• Improvement in problem-solving • Improvement in problem-solving  
Members had developed a sense of mutual help Member E had developed a sense of mutual help 
Members could express what disadvantageous they Nil 
were situated in family and society  
Member s, pressure had released Ni] 
I found that member E was the only one who had not showed the empowerment effect on awareness of 
her situation in this phase. The main reason might be due to her sensitivity, personality and the 
perception of the responsibility in problem solving. 
She was the only one who perceived that the group possessed negative function in the individual 
interview in this phase (Table II). 
The evidence found in the individual interview was: 
Member E: ‘in fact, if you push her to disclose too much, she may feel very unhappy， 
‘the thing she has shared is not good in fact. Oh! You see, you have so many problems, you may find and feel more 
pressure if you talk too much’ 
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Thus, the possible reason to explain her negative perception on group functions was due to her fear of 
the labeling effect. She insisted to solve her problems by herself. 
Member E: ‘The group can provide only little help to me. I think the problems is that I take it too serious. I think I 
could solve my problem ifI can change my perception.' 
Thus, it could be concluded that the self-help group might give pressure to those who were 
sensitive to the label of'problematic person，. Self-help group might not be perceived as helpful to 
those who perceived that personal problems should be solved by oneself (自己問題自己解決). 
Consequently, the awareness of member E had not been improved in the first phase. 
On the other hand, as she had showed her motivation to change. She had taken part in the setting 
agenda and taking action to change, she showed improvement in problem solving ability in this 
phase. 
7.5.2 The perceived empowerment effects of member E occurred commonly in the three phases 
of the seIf-heIp group 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member E in both individual interview and group 
meetings in phase II were summarized in the following table: 
Member E 
As member E had dropped in the second phase, the assessment of the empowerment effects of her 
was only occurred in phase I and III. In phase III her empowerment effects were: 
Table 42  
Empowerment l eve l~~ | |The expected |The empowerment effects of Member E |The empowerment effects of Member E in 
empowerment outcome occurred in group meetings in phase III |individual interviews phase III 
Personal empowerment Awareness of their authentic Member E was aware o f h e r true feeling Fiii 
self towards herself and towards her significant 
others  
The friendship network can Member E had provided help or received help Tii\ ‘ 
be expanded in the group meetings  
Organizational Members are willing to Member E had taken up the other tasks in Member E was willing to take up the other 
empowerment participate in group tasks group activities tasks in group activities 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help for Member E had organized the service for other Member E had organized the service for 
empowerment ||other women in need housewives in the same community |other housewives in the same community 
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The perceived empowerment effects of member E occurred both in individual interview and 
group meetings in the third phase were: 
1. Member E had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
2.Member E had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
In sum, the perceived empowerment of Member E in the third phase had not occurred in personal 
level. Rather, it concentrated on organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member E was less than the 
perceived empowerment effects ofother group members in the third phase: 
Table 43  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the The empowerment effects on member E in the third 
individuals occurred in the third phase phase 
Members believed that they could gain control over their 
own life: Nil 
• Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the problem 
they faced 
• The problem solving method had improved 
• Members perceived each other as friend • Nil 
• Members had established the sense of mutual help • Member E had established the sense o f mutual help 
Members could express the disadvantages they faced in She could express the disadvantages she faced in the 
family and society society  
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • Nil 
眷 Members had taken up the other tasks in group • Member E had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities activities 
Members had organized the service for other housewives in Member E had organized the service for other 
the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members pressure had released Nil 
• Members became more willing to expose themselves 
• Members had changed their gender perspective 
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects ofMember E gained in each phase: 
Table 44  
Empowerment The empowerment effects on The empowerment effects on Member E in 
level Member E in the first phase the third phase 
Personal Member E believed that she could Nil 
empowerment gain control over her own life: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Improvement in problem-solving 
method  
Member E had established sense of Member E had established sense ofmutual 
mutual help help — 
m ] ^  
Organizational Nil Member E had taken up the group task 
empowerment 
Extra- Nil Member E had organized the service for other 
organizational housewives in the same community 
empowerment 
The analysis on Member E 
In phase I’ Member E was found to be a person who did not like to be labeled as 'problematic person，. 
Thus, she tended not perceiving this group as problem solving mechanism. Consistently, she did not 
disclose her problem also in phase III also. There was no empowerment effect in problem solving in this 
phase . A s s h e ins i s t ed that o n e s h o u l d s o l v e o n e ' s o w n p r o b l e m s in p h a s e I’ s h e w a s the o n e w h o w a s 
not aware of the disadvantageous situation ofherself and women. In sum, the hypothesis that the one 
who was afraid of being labeled as problematic would gain no growth in awareness in self help 
process was ensured. Also, the one who perceived each should solve problem by oneself; not ready 
to disclose one's selfwould gain no growth in the problem solving ability in the self-help process. 
Although Member E had no growth in area of problem solving and gender awareness, she gained 
empowerment in the organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational empowerment level. It 
suggested that why some feminist leader who had organization ability and was ready to help others in 
the community, she might not be able to or ready to solve their own problem. Organizational 
empowerment might not necessarily lead to personal empowerment. 
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Fina l ly , the l o w rate o f part ic ipat ion in group m e e t i n g s m i g h t a l s o be the p o s s i b l e reason lead to n o 
improvement of Member E, even when she had joined two phases of the group. In the first phase, the 
participation rate of her was 70% (refer to table I). There was still some, though not obvious 
empowerment effects in the phase. However, as her participation rate in phase III was only 20%, she 
had nearly no growth in this stage. As a result, the one who achieved low participation in the self-
help process led to much less empowerment effects. 
7.6 Member F 
7.6.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member F occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 45  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of|Xhe expressed empowerment 
level empowerment member F occurred in effects of member F in individual 
outcome group meetings in phase I interview in phase I  
Personal Awareness on self Member F had showed her NH 
empowerment esteem understanding on how she 
tended tojudge herself in 
negative ways  
Awareness on their Member F had showed her NU 
patterns of the awareness ofthe loss of 
relationship with their herself when related with her 
significant others significant others 
The cognition of • NIL ~ • Can challenge the culturally~~ 
members has changed assigned sex role as unfair to 
from 'using inequality women 
perspective' to ‘ • Agreed that the individual • NIL 
respecting the quality role in family and society 
of life of both sexes' should be determined by 
in sex role their interest, needs and  
expectation ability rather than by sex 
The friendship Member F had provided help Member F felt that group members 
network can be to other members were helpful to one another 
expanded 
Awareness ofthe • NIL • ~ M e m b e r F was aware ofhow 
disadvantageous the social culture affected her 
position of women in negatively 
familyand society • NIL • MemberFcould expressthe 
disadvantages she faced in 
family and society.  
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(i) Awareness on how she tended to judge herself in negative ways (code 1) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings but not the individual interview. 
The example was: 
Member F: 'As women, we always blame ourselves not taking care of our family well enough.’ 
(ii) Awareness on the loss of herself (code 5) 
This empowerment effect again showed only in group meetings. The example was: 
Member F: ‘It was true that after married, we all lost ourselves and dedicated to the family only.' 
(iii) Agreement on the determination of individual role in family and society by her interest, needs 
and ability rather than by sex (code 12) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in group meetings. The example was: 
Worker: 'I want to ask what were the criteria in your mind in the division of labor in your family?' 
Member F: 'According to your ability.' 
(iv) Building up of the sense of mutual help (code 24) 
This empowerment effect occurred both in group meetings and the individual interview. The example in 
individual interview was: 
Member F: 'Ifyou face any problem, we can share together. This would release your pressure to a certain extent.’ 
'Ifyou have any problem, you can disclose in group meetings,*we can analyze together and give advice. 
The mutual help behaviors that Member F performed in group meetings included supportive disclosure, emotional 
support and suggestion to solve problem. 
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The example of supportive disclosure from group meetings was: 
Member F: ‘ I also have similar experience. Once my husband has told me that he did not know how to do this. I 
don't think that I can do what I have never leamt before.’ (meeting:8.5.96) 
The example of emotional support was: 
Member F: ‘It is not necessary to worry too much. Your parent-in-law may understand that the house is too small 
for them to live with your family, (meeting: 22.5.96’ p.35) 
The example of suggestion to solve problem was: 
Member F: ‘You can express directly your feelings to your husband. Just tell him not to shout to you, as this would 
feel hurt.’ (meeting:12.6.96, p . l 2 ) 
(V) Awareness on how the social culture affect them negatively (code 25) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in the individual interview. The example was: 
Worker: 'Do you think that the unequal status of men and women affect you in your family?' 
Client F: 'Yes, when I had problem, my husband would not understand me as unequal status. He perceives that I can 
solve my problem. I feel very lonely’ 
(vi) Ability in challenging the culturally assigned sex role was unfair to women (code 11) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in the individual interview. The example was: 
Worker: ‘ D o you think that there is inequality between different sexes in the society?' 
Member F: 'Yes, man, for example, is the one to control the decision making process in the family. They demand 
woman to submit to their order.’ 
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(vii) Ability in expressing what disadvantages she faced (code 26) 
This empowerment effect occurred only in the individual interview. The expressions include the bore 
live ofhousewives and the dependence ofherself. The example in the individual interview were: 
Member F: 'I feel that I always tend to be dependent. I look for some one to depend on. I dare not to make decision 
to become independent.‘ 
Member F: '*everyday I repeat to do the same things. You know, for women, life was too boring.’ 
The baseline ofthe perceived empowerment effects ofclient F in the first phase 
• Building up of Sense of mutual help 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on Member F in the first phase concentrated in the personal 
empowerment level. The expected perceived outcome occurred was only on development of friendship 
network. 
The analysis on member F 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member F was less than the 
empowerment effects of other group members in the first phase: 
Table 46  
The empowerment effects of the self-help group to the The empowerment effects of member F in~~ 
individual in the first phase the first phase 
Members believed that they could gain control over their NH ‘ 
own lives: 
• Willing to set agenda to change 
• Willing to take action to change 
• Able to analyze the causes and effects of the problems 
she faced 
• Improvement in problem-solving skills  
Members had provided help and received help to other Member F felt that group members were helpful 
group members to one another  
Members could express the disadvantages they faced in 5 ^ ‘ ~ 
family and society  
Members pressure had released NIL ‘ 
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Though member F perceived that the self-help group was a positive mechanism to share personal 
problem, problem-solving and release stress, she had not taken the initiation to disclose herself in group 
meetings. From table 4’ it is observed that the number of topic disclosed was zero. 
The reasons that she had not taken the initiation to disclose her personal concern in the group might due 
to the difference in background of her and the other members. Her children had already grown up and 
were working, whereas the other member's children were in their primary level. Thus, it was difficult 
for her to involve in the sharing. 
Secondly, she habitually escaped from facing the stress and conflicts between herself and her husband. 
The evidence in the individual interview was: 
Member F: ‘ I, myself, habitually will not think too far. Thus, my stress was not so serious.， 
‘ I f m y husband and children do not put much pressure to me. I would not be so stressftil' 
As a result, the expression ofthe changing effect and the awareness on her disadvantageous position was 
not obvious in the phase one. 
Thus, the background of members and the escape pattern in facing problems might be the two 
negative factors influencing the empowerment effects ofthe members ofthe self-help group. 
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7.6.2 The perceived empowerment effects of member F occurred commonly in the three 
phases of the self-help group 
The perceived empowerment effects of member F occurred both in individual interview and 
group meetings in phase II 
Table 47   
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment effects of 
level empowerment Member F occurred in group Member F in individual interviews in 
outcome meetings in phase II phase II 
Awareness of the • Nil • Member F was aware o f h e r loss of 
patterns o f the self when she related with her 
relationship with significant others 
their significant 
others  
The new image of Member F believed that she could • Member F believed that she could gain 
s e l f c a n be built gain control over her own life: control over her own life: 
參 Gould analyze the causes and 參 Gould analyze the causes and effects 
effects of the problems she o f the problems she faced 
faced 
• Nil • The problem solving method had 
improved  
The friendship • Member F had provided help • Member F felt that group members 
network can be or received help in the group were helpfUl to one another 
expanded meetings • Had perceived other members as 
friend  
Awareness of the Member F could express the Member F could express the 
disadvantageous disadvantages she faced in family disadvantages she faced in family and 
position of women and society society 
in family and 
society  
Organizational Members are Member F had taken up the other Member F was will ing to take up the other 
empowerment willing to tasks in group activities tasks in group activities 
participate in 
group tasks  
Extra- To provide mutual Member F had organized the Member F had organized the service for 
organizational help for other service for other housewives in the other housewives in the same community 
empowerment women in need same community 
The empowerment • Member F's pressure had released 
outcome that were • Member F became more will ing to 
not planned expose herself 
• Member F's self confidence had  
enhanced  
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The perceived empowerment effects of Member F occurred both in individual interview and 
group meetings in phase III were: 
1. Member F believed that she could control over her life: 
1.1 Could analysis the cause and effect of the problem they face 
1.2 Had establish the sense of mutual help 
2. Perceived each other member as friend 
3. Member F could express what disadvantageous she were situated in family and society 
4. Member F had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
5. Member F had planned and implemented the service for other housewives in the same community 
6. Member F's pressure had released 
7. Member F had changed to more willing to expose herself 
8. Member F's self confidence had increased 
In sum the perceived empowerment effects of member F in phase II had expanded to 
organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational empowerment level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member F was less than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the second phase: 
Table 48  
The empowerment effects of the self-help group to The empowerment effects of member F in 
the individuals occurred in the second phase the second phase 
Members believed that they could gain control over Member F believed that she could gain control 
their own life: over her own life: 
• Had set agenda to change • Nil 
• Had taken action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
problems they faced problems they faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil 
• Members had established the sense of mutual help • Member F had established the sense of 
mutual help 
• Members perceiving other members as friend 參 Member F perceiving other members as 
friend  
Members could express the disadvantages they faced in Member F could express the disadvantages 
the family and society faced in the family and society  
Members were willing to take up the other tasks in Member F was willing to take up the other tasks 
group activities in group activities 
Members had organized the service for other Member F had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had released • Member F's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose • Member F became more willing to expose 
themselves herself 
• Nil !• Member F's self-confidence had enhanced 
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The perceived empowerment effects of member F in both individual interview and group meetings 
in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 49   
E m p o w e r m e n t level T h e expec ted T h e e m p o w e r m e n t ef fects of T h e e x p r e s s e d e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects 
e m p o w e r m e n t o u t c o m e M e m b e r F occurred in g r o u p o f M e m b e r F in indiv idual 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ meet ings in third phase in terv iews in th ird phase  
Persona l A w a r e n e s s of self e s t eem Nil M e m b e r F w a s aw ar e o f h o w she tend 
e m p o w e r m e n t to j u d g e herse l f in nega t ive w a y 
A w a r e n e s s of their M e m b e r F w a s aware of her o w n M e m b e r F w a s aw ar e o f her o w n 
au then t i c self n e e d s and life expec ta t ion n e e d s and l i fe expec ta t ion  
T h e cogn i t ion o f t h e Ni l • M e m b e r F had c h a n g e d to 
g r o u p m e m b e r s can be expres s d i f f e r en t o p i n i o n to 
res t ruc tured f r o m ‘ s ign i f i can t o the r s 
p l eas ing their s ign i f ican t • M e m b e r F had c h a n g e d to wi l l ing 
o the r s and avo id ing to say ‘no’ to he r s ign i f ican t 
con f l i c t s ' to ' re la ted t h e m o the r s  
wi th their au then t i c s e l f  
T h e cogn i t ion of Ni l ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r F cou ld cha l l enge t h e ~ ~ 
m e m b e r s c h a n g e d f r o m ‘ cu l tura l ly a s s igned sex ro le as 
u s ing inequal i ty un fa i r to w o m e n 
pe r spec t i ve ' to ‘ • M e m b e r F agreed wi th the 
r e spec t ing the qual i ty of ind iv idua l ro le in f ami ly and 
h f e of bo th sex’ in soc ie ty shou ld be de t e rmined by 
expec t i ng d i f f e ren t sex her interest , n e e d s and abi l i ty 
E l £ ra ther than by sex  
T h e n e w image of self M e m b e r F be l ieved that she cou ld gain M e m b e r F be l i eved tha t she cou ld gain 
can be buil t cont ro l over her o w n life: con t ro l ove r he r o w n l ife: 
• Wi l l i ng to se a g e n d a to c h a n g e 
• C o u l d ana lyze the cause s and 
e f fec t s o f the p r o b l e m s she faced • C o u l d ana lys i s the cause s and 
• Ni l e f f ec t s o f t h e p r o b l e m she faced 
• T h e p r o b l e m so lv ing m e t h o d had 
i m p r o v e d  
T h e f r i endsh ip n e t w o r k • M e m b e r F had p rov ided he lp or • M e m b e r F fel t tha t g r o u p 
can be e x p a n d e d rece ived he lp in the g r o u p m e m b e r s w e r e h e l p f u l to o n e 
m e e t i n g s a n o t h e r 
• M e m b e r F had pe rce ived o the r  
m e m b e r s as f r i end  
A w a r e n e s s o f t h e • M e m b e r F w a s aware o f h o w the • M e m b e r F w a s a w a r e o f h o w the 
d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s pos i t ion social cu l tu re a f fec ted her socia l cu l tu re a f f ec t ed her 
o f w o m e n i n f a m i l y and nega t ive ly nega t ive ly 
soc ie ty • C o u l d expres s the d i s a d v a n t a g e s • C o u l d e x p r e s s t h e d i s a d v a n t a g e s  
she f aced she f aced 
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l M e m b e r s are wi l l ing to M e m b e r F had t aken u p the o the r t a sks M e m b e r F w a s w i l l i ng to t ake u p the 
e m p o w e r m e n t par t i c ipa te in g r o u p t a sks in g r o u p act ivi t ies o the r t a sks in g r o u p act iv i t ies 
Ex t r a -o rgan i za t i ona l T o p r o v i d e mu tua l he lp M e m b e r F had o rgan ized the serv ice M e m b e r F had o rgan i zed the service 
e m p o w e r m e n t fo r o ther w o m e n in need for o the r h o u s e w i v e s in the s a m e fo r o the r h o u s e w i v e s in the s a m e  
c o m m u n i t y c o m m u n i t y  
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t : ~ ~ M e m b e r F ' s p r e s s u r e h a d 
o u t c o m e tha t w e r e no t re leased 
p l a n n e d • M e m b e r F b e c a m e m o r e wi l l i ng 
to e x p o s e he r se l f 
• M e m b e r F ' s se l f c o n f i d e n c e had 
inc reased 
• M e m b e r F h a d c h a n g e s in her  
g e n d e r pe r spec t i ve  
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The perceived empowerment effects of member F occurred both in the individual and group 
meetings in the third phase were: 
1. Member F was aware ofher own needs and life expectation 
2. Member F believed she could control over her lives: 
2.1 Had set agenda to change 
2.2 Could analysis the cause and effect of the problem she face 
2.3 Had established the sense of mutual help 
2.4 Confidence in problem solving had increased 
3. Member F had perceived each member as friend 
4.Member F was aware ofhow the social culture affect her negatively 
5.Member F could express what disadvantageous she were situated 
6. Member F had take up the other tasks in group activities 
7. Member F had planned and implemented the service for other housewives in the same 
community 
8. Member F's pressure had released 
9. Member F had changed to more willing to expose herself 
lO..Member F's self confidence had increased 
11 .Member F had changed her gender perspective 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects of member F had expanded to organizational 
empowerment level and extra-organizational empowerment level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member F was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: 
Table 50  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to The empowerment effects of member F in the 
the individuals occurred in the third phase third phase 
Nil Member F was aware ofher own needs and life 
expectation  
Members believed that they could gain control over Member F believed she could gain control over her 
their own life: own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving • Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 參 Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects of the 
problems they faced problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil  
• Members had perceived other members as friend • Member F had perceived other members as 
• Members had provided help or received help friend 
within the group member's network • Member F had provided help or received help  
within the group member's network  
• Nil • Member F was aware ofhow the social culture 
affect her negatively 
• Members could express what disadvantageous • Member F could express what disadvantageous 
they were situated she were situated 
• Members had take up the role of task leader • Member F had take up the role of task leader 
• Members had take up the other tasks in group • Member F had take up the other tasks in group 
activities activities  
Members had organized the service for other Member F had organized the service for other 
housewives in the same community housewives in the same community  
• Members' pressure had released • Member F's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose • Member F became more willing to expose 
themselves herself 
• Members had changes in their gender perspective • Member F had changes in her gender 
perspective 
• Nil 卜 Member F's self confidence had increased 
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member F in three phases: 
Table 51  
The The empowerment The empowerment effects of|Xhe empowerment effects of 
empowerment effects of member F member F in the second member F in the third phase 
level in the first phase phase  
Personal Nil Nil Member F was aware of her own 
empowerment needs and life expectation 
Nil She believed that she could Member F believed that she could 
gain control over her life: gain control over her life: 
• Nil • Confidence in problem 
solving had increased 
• Nil • Had set agenda to change 
• Could analyze the causes • Could analyze the causes and 
and effects of the effects of the problems she 
problems she faced faced  
• Member F had • Member F had established • ~ M e m b e r F had established the 
establish the the sense of mutual help sense ofmutual help 
sense ofmutual • Member F perceived • Member F perceived other 
help other members as friend members as friend 
> Nil  
• Nil • Nil • Member F was aware of how 
the social culture affected her 
negatively 
• Nil • Member F could express • Member F could express the 
the disadvantages she disadvantages she faced in  
faced family and society family and society 
Organizational • Member F had • ~~Member F had taken up • ~ M e m b e r F had taken up t h e ~ 
empowerment taken up the role the role of task leader role of task leader 
of task leader • Member F had taken up • Member F had taken up the 
• Member F had the other tasks in group other tasks in group activities 
taken up the other activities 
tasks in group  
activities  
Extra- Nil Member F had organized the Member F had organized the 
organizational service for other housewives service for other housewives in 
empowerment in the same community the same community  
Thc • MemberF's • Member F's pressure had • Member F's pressure had 
empowerment pressure had released released 
outcome that released 
were not planned • Nil • Member F became more • Member F became more 
‘ willing to expose herself willing to expose herself 
• Nil • Nil • Member F had changes in her 
gender perspective 
• Nil • Member F' self- • Member F's self confidence  
confidence had increased | had increased  
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The analysis ofMember F 
In phase I，the background of members was concluded as one of the possibly negative factor influenced 
the empowerment effects of the Member F in the self-help group. In phase I, as most sharing topics in 
group meetings focused on young children of members, Member F's involvement was obviously less 
than the others as her children was already grown up. However, in phase II and III, even though the 
parent-child relationship was also the main topic, the social worker had tried to facilitate them to use 
gender perspective to analysis the problems that they faced. This maneuver could involve her more as 
marital relationship was the topic she felt more interested in. 
In phase I，the pattern of escapism when facing problems was concluded as the other possible negative 
factor influenced the empowerment effects of Member F. As the involvement of member F became 
more, her growth in phase II and III was much more prominent. Further, her pattern of not facing the 
problem had also changed to becoming more willing to expose herself in phase III. Also, she had gained 
more confidence in problem solving and became more confident on her own self. Her pressure had also 
released in three phases. This might further facilitate her growth in this phase. 
As a result, the hypothesis of the common background of the members and readiness to face the problem 
were the essential factors for the growth of the members found in phase I could be generated. 
In result, Member F had showed her growth in gender awareness. She was aware of her own needs and 
life expectation, becoming more able to express the disadvantages she faced, and having changes in her 
gender perspective. 
On the other hand, though Member F had changed in the attitude of problem solving, she had not 
showed her motivation to change in these phases. Thus, she had showed no growth in problem solving 
ability. 
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Thus, the perceived empowerment effects on member F was therefore occurred consistently in the three 
phases. Moreover, the perceived empowerment effects had expanded from personal empowerment level 
to both the organizational and extra-organizational empowerment level in phase II and III. 
It was found that new members could also gain the empowerment effects as those who had joined 
the group in the first phase. 
7.7 Member G 
7.7.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member G occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 52  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The empowerment effects of 
level empowerment Member G occurred in group Member G in individual 
outcome meetings in phase II interviews in phase II 
Personal The friendship • Member G had provided help • Member G felt that group 
empowerment network can be or received help in the group members were helpful to one 
expanded meetings another 
• Member G perceived each 
other member as friend  
The • Member G's pressure had 
empowerment released 
outcome that • Member G became more 
were not planned willing to expose herself 
The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of member G occurred in phase II: 
1. Member G had established the sense of mutual help 
2. Member G had perceived each other as friend 
3. Member G's pressure had released 
4. Member G became more willing to expose herself 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects on member G in phase II concentrate in the personal 
empowerment level. 
In comparison, as the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member G were much less than 
the empowerment effects of other group members in the second phase, it was not necessary to show the 
table. 
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7.7.2 The perceived empowerment effects on Member G that occurred in both individual 
interview and group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 53  
Empowerment level The expected The empowerment effects of Member G |The expressed empowerment effects of 
empowerment outcome occurred in group meetings in third phase Member G in individual interviews in third 
phase 
The friendship network Member G had provided help or received help • Member G felt that group members w e r e ~ 
can be expanded in the group meetings helpful to one another 
• Member G perceived each other members 
as friend 
Awareness o f t h e Member G could express the disadvantages she Member G could express the disadvantages she 
disadvantageous faced in family and society faced in family and society 
position of women in 
family and society  
Organizational Members are willing to Member G had taken up the other tasks in Member G was willing to take up the other tasks 
empowerment participate in group group activities in group activities 
tasks 
Extra-organizational To provide mutual help Member G had organized the service for other Member G had organized the service for o t h e r ~ 
empowerment for other women in need housewives in the same community housewives in the same community 
The empowerment ^ ~ ~ M e m b e r G ' s p r e s s u r e h a d released 
ojitcome that were not • Member G became more willing to expose 
_ n e d herself |^   
The perceived empowerment effects of member G occurred in individual interview and group 
meetings in phase III were: 
1. Member G had developed the sense of mutual help 
2. Member G had perceived other members as friend 
3. Member G could express the disadvantages she faced in family and society 
4. Member G had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
5. Member G had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
6. Member G's pressure had released 
7. Member G had changed to more willing to expose herself 
In sum, the empowerment effects of member G in phase III had expanded from personal 
empowerment level to both the organizational empowerment level and extra-organizational 
empowerment level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member G was less than the 
empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: 
Table 54  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the The empowerment effects of member G in the t h i r d ~ 
individuals occurred in the third phase phase  
Members believed that they could gain control over their Nil 
own lives: 
• Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and effects o f the problems 
they faced  
• Members perceived other as friend • Member G perceived other as friend 
• Had provided help or received help within the group • Member G had provided help or received help within 
member's network the group member's network 
Members could express the disadvantageous they faced Member G could express the disadvantages they f a c e d ~ ~ 
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • Nil 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group • Member G had taken up the other tasks in group 
activities activities  
Members had organized the service for other housewives in Member G had organized the service for other 
the same community housewives in the same community 
• Members pressure had released • Member G's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose themselves • Member G became more will ing to expose herself 
• Members had changes in their gender perspective • Nil 
To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member G in phase II and III: 
Table 55    
The The empowerment effects of member The empowerment effects of member G in the 
empowerment G in the second phase third phase 
level  
Personal • Member G perceived each other as • Member G perceived each other as friend 
empowerment friend • Member G had established the sense of 
• Member G had established the mutual help 
sense of mutual help  
Nil Member G could express the disadvantages she 
faced in family and society  
Organizational Nil Member G had taken up the other tasks in group 
empowerment activities 
Extra_ Nil Member G had organized the service for other 
organizational housewives in the same community 
empowerment  
The • Member G's pressure had released • Member G's pressure had released 
empowerment • Member G had changed to more • Member G had changed to more willing to 




Analysis of member G 
Although member G gained less in compare to the other members in two phases, she had improvements 
in phase III. She was able to express what disadvantages she was facing and analyze the causes and 
effects of the problems she was faced. 
Similar to members in the first phase, the empowerment effect of member G had concentrated in 
personal empowerment level first and expanded to organizational empowerment level and extra-
organizational empowerment level also. 
On the other hand, though the attitude to change of member G appeared in phase II and III, the 
motivation to change could not be observed. She was low in self-esteem and lack of confidence to 
change. The examples were: 
Member G: ‘ I do not think I have strength.' (The individual interview in phase II) 
Member G: ‘ it is not necessary for women to be smart sometimes, I feel I am not useful， 
Member G: ‘ I think it is quite difficult for me to improve my problem solving ability.' 
(The individual interview in phase III) 
As it was found in phase I that, the one who possessed high motivation to change would receive great 
improvement in problem solving ability and gender awareness and the one who was lack of confidence 
to change might lead to no improvement in problem-solving. As Member G was lacking motivation and 
confidence to change, her growth in problem solving and gender awareness was not obvious. 
However, as member G had showed her change in more willing to expose herself, it was find that her 
pressure had released in the group process. 
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7.8 Member H 
7.8.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member H in both individual 
interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 56 
E m p o w e r m e n t T h e expected T h e e m p o w e r m e n t effects of T h e expressed e m p o w e r m e n t effects 
level e m p o w e r m e n t M e m b e r H occurred in group of M e m b e r H occurred in individual 
outcome meet ings in phase II interviews in phase II 
Personal The new self image Member H believed that she could Member H believed that she could gain 
empowerment can be built gain control over her own life: control over her own life: 
• Could analyze the causes and 參 Gould analyze the causes and 
effects o f t h e problems she faced effects o f the problems she faced 
in family and society in family and society  
The friendship Member H had provided help or Member H felt that group members 
network can be received help in the group meetings were helpful to one another 
expanded 
Awareness of the Member H could express the Member H could express the 
disadvantageous disadvantages she faced in family and disadvantages she faced in family and 
position of women society society 
in family and 
society  
The empowerment Member H's pressure had released 
outcome that was 
not planned  
7.8.2 The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of member H occurred in 
second phase were; 
1. Member H believed that she could gain control over her own lives: 
1.1 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2. Member H had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member H could express the disadvantages she faced 
4. Member H's pressure had released 
Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of member H in second phase was concentrated in 
personal empowerment Ieve!. 
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In comparison, as the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member H was much less 
than the perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the second phase, the table 
had not shown. 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member H that occurred in both individual interview and 
group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 57  
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member H occurred in group effects of Member H in 
outcome meetings in phase III individual interviews in phase III 
Personal The built up of Member H believed that she could Member H believed that she could 
empowerment new self image gain control over her own lives: gain control over her own lives: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Could analyze the causes and • Could analyze the causes and 
effects of the disadvantages effects of the disadvantages 
that she faced in family and that she faced in family and 
society society 
The friendship Member H had provided help or Member H felt that group members 
network can be received help in group meetings were helpful to one another 
expanded  
Awareness of Member H could express what Member H could express what 
the disadvantages she faced disadvantages she faced 
disadvantageous 
position of 
women in family 
and society  
Organizational Members are Member H had taken up the other Member H was willing to take up 
empowerment willing to tasks in group activities the other tasks in group activities 
participate in 
group tasks  
Extra- To provide Member H had organized the Member H had organized the 
organizational mutual help for service for other housewives in service for other housewives in the 
empowerment other women in the same community same community  
need  
The • Member H's pressure had 
empowerment released 
outcome that • Member H became more 
were not planned willing to expose herself 
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The perceived empowerment effects of member H occurred both in individual interview and 
group meetings in third phase were: 
1. Member H believed that she could gain control over her own lives: 
1.1 Had set agenda to change 
1.2 Could analyze the causes and effects of the disadvantages what she faced 
2. Member H had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member H could express the disadvantageous that she faced 
4. Member H had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
5. Member H had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
6. Member H's pressure had released 
7. Member H became more willing to expose herself 
Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of member H in third phase had expanded from the 
personal level to both organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, as the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member H was much less 
than the empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: 
Table 58  
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects of the self he lp g r o u p to the T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f fects o f m e m b e r H in the third phase 
indiv iduals occurred in the third phase 
M e m b e r s be l i eved tha t they could gain cont ro l over the i r l ife: M e m b e r H be l ieved that she cou ld gain con t ro l over her o w n 
• C o n f i d e n c e in p r o b l e m so lv ing life: 
• H a d set a g e n d a to c h a n g e • Ni l 
• Had t aken ac t ion to c h a n g e • Had set a g e n d a to c h a n g e 
• C o u l d ana lyze the causes and e f fec t s o f the p r o b l e m s they • Ni l 
f aced • Cou ld ana lyze the causes and e f f ec t s o f the p r o b l e m s she 
• T h e p r o b l e m so lv ing m e t h o d had improved faced 
• Ni l  
• M e m b e r s pe rce ived each o ther as f r i end • Ni l 
• M e m b e r s had p rov ided he lp or rece ived he lp wi th in the g r o u p 參 M e m b e r H had es tab l i shed the s ense o f m u t u a l he lp 
m e m b e r ' s n e t w o r k 
M e m b e r s cou ld exp re s s wha t d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s they faced in f ami ly M e m b e r H cou ld express w h a t d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s she f aced in 
and socie ty fami ly and socie ty 
• M e m b e r s had t aken up the role of task leader • Ni l 
• M e m b e r s had taken up the o ther tasks in g r o u p act ivi t ies • M e m b e r H had taken u p the o the r t a sks in g r o u p act iv i t ies 
M e m b e r s had o rgan i zed the service for o ther h o u s e w i v e s in the M e m b e r s had o rgan ized the se rv ice for o the r h o u s e w i v e s in the 
s ame c o m m u n i t y s a m e c o m m u n i t y 
• M e m b e r s ' p r e s su re had re leased • M e m b e r H ' s p re s su re h a d re leased 
• M e m b e r s b e c a m e m o r e wi l l ing to expose t h e m s e l v e s • M e m b e r H had b e c a m e m o r e wi l l i ng to e x p o s e herse l f 
• M e m b e r s had c h a n g e s in their gende r pe r spec t ive |* Ni l  
To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member H in phase II and III: 
Table 59 
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t level T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f ec t s o f m e m b e r H in T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f ec t s o f m e m b e r H in the third p h a s e 
the s econd p h a s e 
Pe r sona l e m p o w e r m e n t M e m b e r H be l ieved tha t she cou ld gain M e m b e r H be l i eved tha t she c o u l d gain cont ro l ove r her 
cont ro l over her o w n lives: o w n l ives: 
• Ni l • H a d set a g e n d a to c h a n g e 
• C o u l d ana lyze the cause s and e f f ec t s • C o u l d ana lyze the c a u s e s and e f f ec t s o f the  
o f the d i s a d v a n t a g e s that she faced d i s a d v a n t a g e s tha t she f aced  
M e m b e r H had es tab l i shed the sense of M e m b e r H had es t ab l i shed the sense of mutua l he lp 
mu tua l he lp  
M e m b e r . H cou ld expres s w h a t M e m b e r H cou ld exp re s s w h a t d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s she w a s 
d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s she w a s s i tuated in f ami ly s i tuated in f ami ly and soc ie ty 
and soc ie ty  
Organ i za t i ona l N i l M e m b e r H had t aken up the o ther t a sks in g r o u p act iv i t ies 
e m p o w e r m e n t 
Ex t r a -o rgan i za t i ona l N i l M e m b e r s had o rgan i zed the serv ice fo r o the r h o u s e w i v e s 
e m p o w e r m e n t in the s a m e c o m m u n i t y 
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t • M e m b e r H ' s p re s su re had re leased • M e m b e r H ' s p re s su re h a d re leased 
o u t c o m e tha t w e r e no t • Ni l • M e m b e r H b e c a m e m o r e w i l l i ng to e x p o s e herse l f 
p l a n n e d  
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The analysis of member H 
In phase I, it was found that the one who was lack of confidence and motivation to change might lead to 
no improvement in problem solving skill and awareness ability. These observations also found on 
member H. The self esteem of member H was low and was shown in individual interview in both phase 
II and phase III. The examples were: 
Member H: ‘ If I feel the group member has made unacceptable comment on my behaviors, I will 
become very depressed and get loss’ (The individual interview in phase II) 
Member H: ‘ I am a very weak person, when I feel unhappy, I will become highly depress and will try to 
find other to depend on immediately.' 
As member H had showed not shown her motivation to change in phase II and III, her growth in gender 
awareness and problem solving skill had not showed in phase II and III. The low confidence of member 
H might lead to no improvement in problem-solving skill even though she had motivation to change. 
However, as member H had changed to more readiness to disclose herself in phase III, her pressure had 
released in the same phase. 
On the other hand, though the empowerment effects of member H were less than other members in 
phase II and phase III，she had showed her growth in phase III. Thus, the empowerment effects were 
expanded from personal level to both organizational level and extra-organizational level in phase III. 
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7.9 Member I 
7.9.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member I in both individual 
interview and group meetings in the first phase 
Table 60 
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of |Xhe expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member I occurred in group effects of Member I in individual 
outcome meetings in phase II interviews in phase II 
Personal The new self She believed that she could She believed that she could gain 
empowerment image can be gain control over her own lives: control over her own lives: 
built • Could analyze the causes • Could analyze the causes and 
and effects of the problems effects of the problems she faced  
she faced  
The friendship Had provided help or received The feeling ofmutual help 
network can be help within the group member, 
expanded s network 
Organizational Members are Had taken up the task ofthe Willing to take up the task ofthe 
empowerment willing to group group 
participate in 
||group tasks  
7.9.2 The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects ofmember I occurred in both 
individual interview and group meetings in phase II were; 
1. Member I believed that she could gain control over her lives: 
1.1 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2. Member I had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member I had taken up the task ofthe group 
In sum, the perceived empowerment effects of member I in phase II was concentrated on personal 
empowerment level and organizational empowerment level. 
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In comparison, as the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member I was much less 
than the perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the second phase. It was, 
therefore, not necessary to show the comparison. 
The perceived empowerment effects on Member I occurred both in the individual interview and 
group meetings in phase III were summarized in the following table: 
Table 61  
Empowerment The expected~~|The empowerment effects o f ~ ~ | T h e expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member I occurred in group effects of Member I in individual 
outcome meetings in phase III |interviews in phase III  
Personal ||The new self |Member I believed that she could |Member I believed that she could 
empowerment image of self can gain control over her own life: gain control over her life: 
be built • Confidence in problem solving 
• Could analysis the causes and 
• Could analyze the causes and effects ofthe problem she 
effects of the problem she faced  
faced  
Thefriendship ‘ . MemberIperceivedeachother 
networkcan be members asfriend 
expanded • Member I had provided help • Member I felt that group 
or received help in the group members were helpful to one 
meetings another  
Awareness ofthe • MemberIwas awareofhow • Member I was aware o fhow~~ 
disadvantageous the social culture affect her the social culture affect her 
position of negatively negatively 
women infamily . MemberIcould expressed • MemberIcould expressed 
and society what disadvantages she faced what disadvantages she faced 
in family and society in family and society  
Organizational Members are • Member I had taken up the 
empowerment willing to role ofdiscussion leader 
L = t t i n • MemberIhadtakenupthe • MemberIwaswillingtotake 
group tasks other tasks m group activities 叩 the other tasks in group 
activities  
Extra: To provide Member I had organized the Member I had organized the service 
organizational mutual helpfor service for other housewives in for other housewives in the same 
empowerment other women in the same community community  
need  
W e Nil • Member I's pressure had 
empowerment released 
outcome that , , , , u .„. 
‘ , , • Member I became more wi ing were not planned , , , . ^ ^ to expose herself 
• Member I had changes in her  
gender perspective  
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The perceived empowerment effects of member I occurred both in the individual interview and 
group meetings were: 
1. Member I believed that she could gain control over her own live: 
1.1 Confidence in problem solving 
1.2 She could analyze the causes and effects of the problem she faced 
2. Member I perceived other member as friend 
3. Member I had established the sense of mutual help 
4. Member I was ware ofhow the social culture affected her negatively 
5. Member I was able to express what disadvantages she faced 
6.Member I had taken up the role of discussion leader 
7.Member I had taken up the other tasks of the group 
8. Member I had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
9.Member I's pressure had released 
10.Member I became more willing to expose herself 
11 .Member I had changes in her gender perspective 
Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of member I in third phase had expanded from the 
personal level to both organizational level and extra-organizational level. 
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In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member I was less than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: ( T a b l e 62) 
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the individuals The empowerment effects of member I in the third phase 
occurred in the third phase 
Members believed they could gain control over their lives: Member I believed she could gain control over her own lives. 
• Confidence in problem solving • Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change • Nil 
• Had taken action to change • Nil 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems they faced • Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • Nil  
• Members perceived other as friend • Member I perceived other as friend 
• Members had provided help or received help in the group • Members had provided help or received help within the group 
meetings member ' s network  
• Nil • Member I was aware of how the social culture affected her negatively 
• Member I could express what disadvantages she faced in family and 
• Members could express what disadvantages they faced in family society 
and society  
• Members had taken up the role of task leader • Member I had taken up the role o f t a s k leader 
• Members had taken up the other tasks in group activities • Member I had taken up the other tasks in group activities 
Members had organized the service for other housewives in the same Member I had organized the service for other housewives in the same 
community community  
• Members ' pressure had released • Member I 's pressure had released 
• Members became more willing to expose herself • Member I became more willing to expose herself 
• Members had changes in their gender perspective 
• Member 1 had changes in her gender perspective 
To compare the perceived empowerment effects of member I gained in phase II and phase III 
(Table 63): 
The empowerment level The empowerment effects of member I in the The empowerment effects o f m e m b e r I in the third phase 
second phase 
Personal empowerment Member 1 believed that she could gain control over her Member I believed that she could gain control over her o w n ~ 
own life: life： 
• Nil • Confidence in problem solving 
• Could analyze the causes and effects of the • Could analyze the causes and effects o f t h e problems she 
problems she faced faced 
• Nil • Member I perceived other as friend 
• Member 丨 had established the sense of mutual • Member I had established the sense of mutual help  
h d £  
• Nil • Member I was aware o f h o w the social culture affected 
her negatively 
• Nil • Member I could express what disadvantages she faced in 
family and society  
Organizational • Nil • Member I had taken up the role o f t a s k leader 
empowerment • Member I had taken up the other tasks in group • Member I had taken up the other tasks in group  
activities activities 
Extra-organizational Nil ‘ Member 1 had organized the service for other housewives in 
empowerment the same communi ty 
The empowerment • Nil • ~ ~ M e m b e r I 's pressure had released 
outcome that were not in • Nil • Member 1 became more willing to expose herself 
P ' ^ " " ' " g I* Nil • Member I had changes in her gender perspective 
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The analysis of member I 
Member I had showed much growth in gender awareness in the third phase. She was aware of how the 
social culture affected her negatively, becoming more able to express the disadvantages she faced and 
having change in her gender perspective. Also, her attitude in problem solving had improved in phase 
III. She became more confident in problem solving, more willing to expose herself, and having changes 
in her gender perspective. Besides, the empowerment level of member I had also expanded to extra-
organizationaI empowerment in phase III. 
In phase I, it was found that the one who was different in background (e.g. social role; age; stages of 
developmental tasks etc.) with the other group members might be deprived from empowerment in both 
problem solving ability and the awareness ability. This might explain the insignificant growth in 
problem solving ability ofMember I as she was older than the other members. Her children had already 
grown up, they were obviously older than the children of other members. 
On the other hand, member I had changed to become more willing to expose herselfin phase III, she had 
showed that her pressure could released in phase III. 
7.10 Member J 
As the rate of participation of member J in phase II was too low (23%), therefore, I decided not to 
interviewed her in this phase. As the rate of participation ofmember J had increased to 30% in Phase III， 
she was involved in the empowerment assessment in this phase. 
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In the individual interview in phase III’ it was found that member J did not perceive the group as 
problem solving or pressure release mechanism. She expressed that she joined the group to help the 
others only. Moreover, her background was quite different to other members. Her age was much older, 
she was already became a grandmother. In phase I, it was found that the one who was different in 
background with the other members might lack of empowerment effect in both problem solving ability 
or the awareness ability. Member J's reflection might be a support to the hypothesis 
Also, the character of member J's of readiness to give rather than take was also similar to member A. 
The hypothesis that member who is egoistic in character will lead to less gains in self-help group was 
further confirmed. 
7.11 Member K 
As the rate of participation of member J in phase II was too low (23%), I had not interviewed her in this 
phase. In phase III，the perceived empowerment effects ofher occurred both in individual interview and 
group meetings were: 
1. Member K believed that she could gain control over her live: 
1.1 Had set agenda to change 
1.2 Had take action to change 
1.3 Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
2. Member K had established the sense of mutual help 
3. Member k perceived other members as friend 
4.Member K was aware ofhow the social culture affected her negatively 
5.Member K was able to express the disadvantages she faced in family and society. 
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Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of member K in third phase were concentrated in 
personal empowerment. As there was no baseline was found, the perceived empowerment effects 
of member K could not claimed as reliable. 
7.12 Member L 
7.12.1 The perceived common empowerment effects of member I in both individual 
interview and group meetings in the second phase 
Table 64 
Empowerment The expected The empowerment effects of The expressed empowerment 
level empowerment Member L occurred in group effects of Member K in 
outcome meetings in phase II individual interview in phase 
|lI 
Personal Awareness of their Member L was aware of her true Member L was aware of her 
empowerment authentic self feeling toward herself and toward true feeling toward herself and 
her significant others toward her significant others 
The new self image Member L believed that she could Member L believed that she 
of selfcan be built gain control over her own life: could gain control over her 
own life: 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
• The problem solving method • The problem solving  
had improved method had improved 
The friendship Member L had provided help or Member L felt that group 
network can be received help in the group members were helpful to one 
expanded meetings another 
Awareness ofthe • Member L was aware ofhow • Member L was aware of 
disadvantageous the social culture affected her how the social culture 
position ofwomen negatively affected her negatively 
in family and society • Member L could expressed • Member L could expressed 
the disadvantages she faced in the disadvantages she faced 
family and society in family and society 
The Member L's pressure had 
empowerment released 
outcome that was 
planned  
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7.12.2 The baseline of the perceived empowerment effects of member L in phase II were: 
1. Member L was aware of her true feeling toward herself and toward her significant others 
2. Member L believed that she could gain control over her own live: 
2.1 Had set agenda to change 
2.2 Had taken action to change 
2.3 The problem solving method had improved 
3. Member L had established sense of mutual help 
4. Member L was aware ofhow the social culture affected her negatively 
5. Member L was able to express the disadvantages she faced 
6. Member L's pressure had released 
Thus, the perceived empowerment effects of member L in phase II had concentrated in personal 
empowerment. 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member L was less than the 
empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase : 
Table 65 
The empowerment effects of the self help group to the individuals The empowerment effects of member L in the second phase 
occurred in the second phase 
Nil Member L was aware o f h e r true feeling toward herself and toward her 
significant others  
Members believes that they could gain control over their own life: Member L believed that she could gain control over her life. 
• Had set agenda to change • Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change • Had taken action to change 
參 Gould analyze the causes and effects of the problems they faced • Could analyze the causes and effects of the problems she faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • The problem solving method had improved 
Members had established the sense of mutual help Member L had established the sense of mutual help  
• Nil • Member L was aware o f h o w the social culture affected her 
negatively 
• Members could express the disadvantages they faced in family and • Member L could express the disadvantages she faced in family and 
society society  
Members were willing to take up the other tasks in group activities ] ^  
Members had organized the service for other housewives in the same Nil 
community  
• Members ' pressure had released • Member L's pressure had released 
> Members became more willing to expose herself ]• Nil ；  
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The perceived empowerment of member L occurred both in individual interview and group 
meetings in the third phase were: 
Table 66  
Empowerment level The expected |The expected empowerment effects |The expressed empowerment effects of 
empowerment of Member L occurred in group Member L in individual interviews in 
outcome |meetings in phase III phase III  
Personal |Awareness of their |Member L was aware o f h e r own |Member L was aware o f h e r own needs 
empowerment authentic self needs and life expectation and life expectation 
Awareness o f t h e Member L was aware of the loss of Member L was aware o f t h e loss o f 
patterns o f t h e herself when related with her herse l fwhen related with her 
relationship with significant others significant others 
their significant  
others  
The cognition o f Member L was able to challenge the Member L was able to challenge t h e ~ ~ 
the group members culturally assigned sex role as unfair culturally assigned sex role as unfair to 
can be restructured to women women 




to relate them with  
their authentic s e l f  
The new s e l f i m a g e Member L believed that she c o u l d ~ ~ Member L believed that she could gain 
o f s e l f c a n be built gain control over her life: control over her life: 
• Confidence in problem solving had 
enhanced 
• Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change 
參 The problem solving method had • The problem solving method had 
improved improved 
The friendship • Member L had provided help or • ~ ~ M e m b e r L felt that group members 
network can be received help in the g r o w was helpftil to one another 
expanded meetings . Member L perceived other 
members as friend  
Awareness o f the • Member L was aware o f how the • ~ ~ M e m b e r L was aware o f h o w the 
disadvantageous social culture affected her social culture affect her negatively 
po;it io? o f w o m e n negatively • Member L could express the 
in family and • Member L could express the disadvantages she faced in family 
society disadvantages she faced in and society  
family and society  
Organizational Members are • Member L had taken up the role • M e m b e r L w a s wi l l ing to take up 
empowerment willing to o fd i scuss ion leader the role o fd i scuss ion leader 
participate in g r o w • Member L had taken up the • Member L was willing to take up 
• l i ^ ! ： other 笆�0叩 tasks the other group tasks  
Extra- Member L had organize the service Member L was willing to provide 
organizational for other housewives in the same service for other housewives in the 
empowerment community same community  
The empowerment • Member L's pressure had released 
outcome that were » , , , , , , . , 
^ , j • Member L had changes in her 
not planned , 广 ® 
^ gender perspective 
• Member L had improvement in her  
s e l f c o n f i d e n c e  
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The perceived empowerment effects of member L occurred in both individual interview and 
group meetings in the third phase were: 
1. Member L was aware ofher own needs and life expectation 
2. Member L was aware of the loss ofherself when related with her significant others 
3. Member L was able to challenge the culturally assigned sex role was unfair to women 
4. Member L believed that she could gain control over her own life: 
4.1 Had set agenda to change 
4.2 Had taken action to change 
4.3 The problem solving method had improved 
5. Her confidence in problem solving had enhanced 
6. Member L had established the sense of mutual help 
7. Member L perceived each member as friend 
8. Member L was aware ofhow the social culture affected her negatively 
9.Member L was able to express the disadvantages she faced 
10. Member L had taken up the role of discussion leader 
11 .Member L had taken up the other group tasks 
12. Member L had organized the service for other housewives in the same community 
13. Member L's pressure had released 
14.Member L had changed her gender perspective 
15. Member L's self confidence had enhanced 
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Thus, the perceived empowerment effects on member L in third phase were expanded from 
personal level to both organizational level and extra-organizational level in phase III. 
In comparison, the perceived empowerment effects of the group on Member L was more than the 
perceived empowerment effects of other group members in the third phase: 
Table 67  
The empowerment effects of the self help group to The empowerment effects ofMember L in the~~ 
the individuals occurred in the third phase third phase 
Nil Member L was aware of her own needs and life 
expectation  
Nil Member L was aware of the loss of herself when 
related with her significant others  
Nil Member L was able to challenge the culturally 
assigned sex role as unfair to women  
Members believed that they could gain control over Member L believed that she could gain control over 
their own life: her own life: 
• Confidence in problem solving 參 Gonfidence in problem solving 
• Had set agenda to change • Had set agenda to change 
• Had taken action to change • Had taken action to change 
• Able to analyze the causes and effects of the • Nil 
problems they faced 
• The problem solving method had improved • The problem solving method had improved 
• Members perceived other as friend • Member L perceived other as friend 
• Members had provided help or received help in • Member L had provided help or received help 
the group meetings in the group meetings 
• Members was aware of how the social culture • Member L was aware of how the social culture 
affected them negatively affect her negatively 
• Members could express the disadvantages they • Member L could express the disadvantages she 
faced faced 
• Members had take up the role of task leader • Member L had take up the role oftask leader 
• Members had take up the other tasks in group • Member L had take up the other tasks in group 
activities activities  
Members had planned and implemented the service for Member L had plan and implemented the service~~ 
other housewives in the same community for other housewives in the same community 
• Members' pressure had'released • ~ M e m b e r L's pressure had released 
• Members had changed to more willing to expose • Member L had changed to more willing to 
herself expose herself 
• Members had changed her gender perspective • Member L had changed her gender perspective 
• _ N i l !• Member L's self confidence had increased 
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To compare the perceived empowerment effects ofmember L in phase II and phase III: 
Table 68  
^ |The empowerment effects of memberlxhe empowerment effects of member L in the 
empowerment L in the second phase third phase 
level  
Personal Member L was aware of her true Nil 
empowerment feeling toward herself and toward her  
significant others  
X T • I ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ " ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ " ^ ~ - ^ ~ ~ ^ " ^ ~ " " ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ « » ^ « ^ » ‘ 
1 Member L was aware of her own needs and life  
expectation 
TvT.1 ‘ “ * 
Member L was aware of the loss ofherselfwhen  
related with her significant others 
N“ Member L was able to challenge the culturally  
assigned sex role as unfair to women 
Member L believed that she could gain MemberL believed that she could gain control~~ 
control over her own life: over her own life: 
• NiI • Confidence in problem solving 
• Had set agendato change • Had setagendato change 
• Had taken action to change • Had taken action to change 
• Could analyze the causes and • Nil 
effects of the problems she faced 
* 「 :： = e m s o l v i n g method had • The problem solving method had improved 
• J^il • Member L view each other as friend 
• Member L hadestablished the . Member L had established the sense ofmutual  
sense of mutual help help  
• Member L was aware of how the • Member L was aware of how the social 
socml culture affected her culture affect her negatively 
negatively 
• MemberLwasabletoexpressthe • MemberLwasabletoexpressthe 
S o c i " e T ' she ^ ' ' ' ^ ^" family disadvantages she faced in family and society 
二 0 : : 二 • Nil • Member L had taken up the role oftask leader 
N.i • Member L had taken up the other tasks in 
^ ^ ^ J j T ^ groupactivities  
organizational |^ember L had organized the service for other 
empowerment housewives .n the same community 
I i o w e r m e n t ： Jf^berL'spressurehadreleased "^^ ；^；；^ ^^ ；^ ；^；；；^ !；^ ?^ ^ 
outcome that • Nil • MemberLwasmorewniingtoexposeherself 
were not • Member L had changes in her gender 
planned • ^- , perspective 
— h Member L,s self confidence had increased 
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The analysis of member L 
Member L had showed much growth in phase II and III on the effects of gender awareness, confident in 
problem- solving and problem-solving ability. In the first phase, I had developed the hypothesis that the 
one who possessed high motivation to change would receive great improvement in problem-solving 
ability. Her high motivation to change in phase II and phase III; her confident to change that showed in 
phase III and the prominent empowerment effects could regarded as a support to the hypothesis. 
Although the empowerment effects on member L were less than the common empowerment effects of 
the group in the second phase, the empowerment effects she gained in the third phase were more than 
the other members in this phase. Also, the empowerment effects that she had gained in the third phase 
were much more than the second phase. The difference was mainly on the gender awareness. 
Member L's readiness to expose herself in group meeting could also release her pressure. 
The experience of Member L was similar to the members who joined the group in the first phase. The 
empowerment effects that she gained in the second phase (shejoined the group in the second phase) was 
concentrated only on the personal empowerment level only. Whereas the empowerment effects that she 
gained in the third phase had expanded to organizational level and ex t r a -o rgan iza t iona l empowerment 
level. 
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7.13The explanations that generated from the results on the occurrence of 
difference in the development of different individuals in the same process 
From the above discussion, I had drawn some generalizations through comparing the empowering 
effects of individual members through phase 1 to phase 3. They served to explain the occurrence of 
difference in the development of different individuals in the same process. 
Except member J and member K, all group members had gone through the empowerment 
through the empowerment process from personal empowerment level to organizational 
empowerment level and extra-organizational empowerment level. On the other hand, member E 
had gained empowerment effects in both the organizational and extra-organizational 
empowerment level but not in personal empowerment level. Thus, it might be concluded that the 
one who had personal empowerment would lead to organizational and extra-organizational 
empowerment level. However, the one who had organizational and extra-organizational 
empowerment effect might not necessarily lead to personal empowerment effect. This finding 
could explain why, in my working experience, many leaders of women groups who had 
participated actively in improving women's situations were found to be very submissive to their 
own families. 
^ ^ — 
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The one who carried with the follow characters might lead to the empowerment and 
improvement in problem-solving ability, gender awareness ability and pressure release: 
• The one who was high in motivation and confidence to change would lead to the empowerment 
of improvement in problem-solving and gender awareness ability (members B，D and L)； 
• The one who was more willing to expose herself in group meetings would be helpful in pressure 
release (member A, B, C, D, F, G, H, I and L). 
The one who carried with the following characters would hamper the development of the 
empowerment effect in problem-solving ability and gender awareness: 
• The egotistic person who was ready to give rather to take help may not has improvement in 
problem solving skill and gender awareness (member A, J, E); 
• The one who was dislike to the label of "problematic people" would handicap the development 
in awareness (member E); 
• The one who was different in backgrounds from the rest of the group might benefit less from 
the empowerment effect in both problem solving ability or the awareness (member F,I,J); 
• The one who habitually escaped to face her stress would lead to deficiency in the development 
in problem-solving ability (member F); Member F is the one who had this character in phase I. 
However, when she has changed and becoming willing to expose herself in phase II and phase 
III，she had marked growth in the areas of gender awareness and problem solving ability; 
• The one who was lacking confidence to change might handicap the improvement in problem-
solving skill even though she had motivation to change. 
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The one who had low participation in self-help group meetings might gain less empowerment 
outcome (member E, J and K) 
It was interesting to find that even though Member B had showed her strong motivation to change 
in phase I and II，her problem-solving skill had no improvement. However, when her confidence 
in problem solving had been enhanced in phase III，her problem solving skill had improved at the 
same time. 
On the other hand, member G, member I and member H had shown her strong motivation to 
change, but no improvement in their problem solving capacity could be observed. 
7.14 Chapter summary 
The empowerment effects of each individual member in the self-help process were discussed in full. It 
was found that people with different personality traits might lead to different empowerment results. The 
personality traits that might possibly lead to the empowerment in problem solving ability, gender 
awareness and pressure released was: high motivation and confidence and willing to expose themselves. 
The personality traits that might possibly hamper the development of the empowerment effect in 
problem-solving and gender awareness included: 
• The one who was lack of confidence had less improvement in problem solving, even though her 
motivation was high 
• Egotistic character 
• The one who dislike to be label as 'problematic people’ 
• The minority whose background was different from the majorities in the group. 
• The one who habitually escaped to face her stress 
• The one who has low rate of participation 
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Chapter 8 
Results of the study: 
Under what conditions and how the process of the self-help group 
could empower the unmotivated powerless women 
The self-help activities in the group meetings and the role of social worker in the self-help process were 
analyzed in this part. 
8.1 The possible relationship between the self-help activities and the 
empowerment outcomes of self help group 
All members were asked in individual interviews on their perceptions on their changes and the changing 
factors. The interactions of members in the group meetings were grouped and coded as group disclosure 
topics, supportive behaviors and supportive transactions (Suarez-Balcazor, Fawcett, 1922). Finally, the 
perceived association of the members' changes and the self-help activities, the frequencies of supportive 
behaviors and the percentage of supportive transactions were correlated with each other to examine the 
possible relationship between the self-help activities and the empowerment outcomes of the self-help 
group. 
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8.1.1 The factors leading to change as perceived by group members in the first phase 
In the individual interview in phase I, the changing factors which were perceived by each members were 
asked and coded. The results in phase I were grouped and shown in the following table: 
(Table 69) 
The factors leading to change Changes expressed Times/person Total 
as perceived by members in 
phase I  
Supportive _djs^ *9?yi!® 16  
Problem-solving skill improved 7  
Learn more 4  
Self-awareness increased •. 2  
Change motivation increase \  
Encourage self-disclosure \  
Release pressure 1  
The advice giving 4 
Problem solving skill improved 4  
The common background 4 
Accept other's idea \  
Encourage disclosure 3  
The social worker 7 
To facilitate to aware the unconscious 3 
problem  
Analysis the problem 3  
|Encourage sharing \  
Thus, the highest times/person of perceived change factor was supportive disclosure. It indicated 
that members perceived that supportive disclosure was the most influential factor that 
empowered members in problem solving in the phase one. 
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8.1.2 The self-help activities occurred in the group meetings in first phase 
The overall behaviors of group members and the social worker in phase I had been counted and 
coded and recorded in the Table 70. Supportive behaviors would be selected as follow in Table 71: 
• The supportive behaviors of group members in phase I 
Discrete behaviors of group members were counted and recorded in the group meetings. These 
behaviors included: 
i. the supportive disclosure (a statement that followed another member's description); 
ii.the emotional support (a statement indicating support for behavior or effort, recognition or progress 
resulting from action, that achievement of the goal was possible or that a desirable outcome was likely 
occurred) and 
iii.the suggestions to solve problem (advice, provide alternatives to a problem). 
The supportive behaviors of group members occurred in group meetings in the first phase were 
selected and displayed in Table 71. The overall frequency of the supportive behaviors occurred in 
group meetings in the first phase were grouped below: 
Table 72  
Supportive behaviors Total number of occurred Number of members with the 
behaviors behavior (N=6)  
Suggestions to solve problem ^ 6  
Emotions support ^ 6 
Supportive disclosure % 5 
Other behaviors ^ 6 
In terms of frequency, suggestions to problem solving and emotional support were the most 
frequently occurred behaviors in phase I. 
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參 The supportive transactions amongst the group members in first phase 
Simple counting of supportive behaviors could provide information on the content of interactions in the 
group process (Suarez-Balcazor, Fawcett,1992). However, it could not reflect whether the behaviors 
were support to disclosure of members. Supportive transaction was, therefore, a more reliable tool to 
examine the content of interactions. Supportive transaction was defined as the provision of at least one 
type of support behavior by other members when a member disclosed a problem. Only the disclosure 
topics followed with supportive behaviors were counted as supportive transactions. 
The disclosure topics followed with supportive behaviors were displayed in Table 73. In 9 group 
meetings, there were totally 10 disclosure topics followed with supportive behaviors. Following the 
disclosure topics were different types of supportive behaviors, i.e. the supportive transactions. 
Four members had disclosed their personal concern. They were Member B, C, D and E. The percentage 
was then calculated through dividing the number of disclosure topics with the particular type of 
supportive behavior (e.g. statements of emotional support) by the total number of disclosure topics. The 
percent of transaction behaviors in phase I were displayed as follow: 
(Table 74) 
The transactions Number oftopics % 
N=10 
The disclose topics followed by statements of supportive disclosure 9 90 
(Topic: 1,2,3,,5,6,7,8,9,10) 
The disclosure topic followed by suggestions to solve problem 9 90 
(topic: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10) 
The disclosure topics followed by emotional support 7 70 
(topic: 1,2,3,4,6,7,10) 
Thus, in phase I，most of the disclosure topics in the phase were backup with the supportive 
behaviors of the members. The percent of the disclosure topics followed by statements of 
supportive disclosure and suggestions to solve problem were the highest. 
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8.1.3 The baseline of the possible relationship between the self help behaviors amongst the group 
members and the empowerment outcome of self-help group in the first phase 
• According to the changing factors that were perceived by group members, supportive disclosure was 
perceived as the most influential factor in improving the problem solving skill. The effective 
empowerment effects of the group were the improvement in problem-solving skill; ability to analyze 
the causes and effects of the problem and the building up sense of mutual help (referred to p.l24-
125)’. It was, thus, easy to conclude that the improvement of the problem solving skill of group 
members was due to the high occurrence of the supportive disclosure of the group members. This 
relationship was further validated by relating it to the high percent (90%) of disclosure topics 
followed by statement of supportive disclosure (see Table 74). 
• Emotional support was the second highest occurrence of supportive behaviors in the group. This 
supportive behavior might relate to the other empowerment effect, the released of pressure, of the 
self-help group. This relationship could be further validated by relating to the high percent (90%) of 
disclosure topic followed by emotional support (see Table 74). 
• The percent of members providing supportive behaviors was high in the first phase (seeTable 72). 
Six out of six members had provided support to others in the group. This figure might relate to the 
other empowerment effect, the sense of mutual help, of the self-help group. This relationship could 
be further validated by relating to the high percent of disclosure topics followed by statements of 
supportive behaviors of the group members (Table 74). 
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• Finally, it was interesting that the frequency of occurrence of the supportive behavior of suggestions 
to solve problem (89) was higher than the frequency of occurrence of supportive behavior of the 
supportive disclosure (56). And even though the percentage of disclosure topics follow bv 
suggestions to solve problem was equivalent (90%) to the disclosure topic followed by statements of 
supportive disclosure, the perceived change factor by group members on the empowerment effect of 
improvement of the problem-solving skill was supportive disclosure. Thus, it implied that direct 
advice might not be the most influential factor amongst members in empowering the problem-
solving skill. The most influential factor in empowering the problem-solving skill of the 
members was learning from the experience of each other, i.e. supportive disclosure, rather 
than listen to the advice of others directly. 
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8.1.4 Testing the reliability of the relationship between the self-help activities and the 
empowerment effects of the self-help group: comparison on the findings in second and third 
phases to the baseline found in first phase 
Similar to phase I，in the individual interviews in phase II and III，the changing factors perceived by 
each member were asked and coded. The results were grouped and shown as the followings: 
Factors leading to change as perceived by group members in the second phase 
(Table 75) 
The factors leading to change Changes expressed Times/person |Xotal 
as perceived by members in 
phase II  
Supportive disclosure 73 “ 
Problem-solving skill improved J^  
Encourage self-disclosure 2 
Release pressure 1 
The_advice giving g “ 
Problem solving skill improved 8  
The common background 3 
Encourage disclosure 3  
The social worker 3 
|Problem solving skill improved 3  
Thus, the highest times/person of perceived change factor was supportive disclosure. It indicated 
that members perceived that supportive disclosure still was the most influential factor that 
empowered members in problem solving in the second phase. 
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Factors leading to change as perceived by group members in the third phase 
(Table 76) 
The factors leading to change as Changes expressed Iximes/person |Xotal 
perceived by members in the third 
phase  
Supportive disclosure j^ 
Problem-solving skill improved 11  
Encourage self-disclosure 2 ~ 
Release pressure 1 ~ 
The _adyice giving 9 
Problem solving skill improved 8  
Learn more 1 
The common background “ ^ 
Encourage disclosure 3  
The social worker “ ^ 
Problem solving skill improved 4" 
Gender awareness 1 
Thus，the highest times/person of perceived change factor was supportive disclosure. It indicated 
that members perceived that supportive disclosure still was the most influential factor that 
empowered members in problem solving in the phase three. 
7b compare the mostfrequently occurred self-help activities in the group in second and thirdphase with 
those occurred in first phase 
• The supportive behaviors of group members in the second phase 
The supportive behaviors of group members occurred in group meetings in the second phase were 
selected and displayed in Table 77. The overall frequency ofthe supportive behaviors occurred in group 
meetings in the second phase were grouped in Table 78 as below: 
(Table 78) 
Supportive behaviors in second~~||Total number ofoccurred behaviors~~|Number ofmembers with the 
phase _ |behavior (N=12)  
Suggestions to solve problem 151 [|2 
Emotions support ^ “ “ ~ ^  
Supportive disclosure Io6 ‘ ~ y^ —   
Other behaviors 9 ^  
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In terms of frequency, the suggestions to problem solving and supportive disclosure were the most 
frequently occurred behaviors in phase II. It had a little bit different with the result in phase I 
whereas the suggestions to solve problem and emotional support were the most frequently 
occurred. 
• The supportive behaviors of group members in the third phase 
The supportive behaviors of group members occurred in group meetings in the third phase were selected 
and displayed in Table 79. The overall frequency of the supportive behaviors occurred in group 
meetings in the third phase were grouped in Table 80 as below: 
(Table 80) 
Supportive behaviors in phase III Total number ofoccurred |Number of members with the~~ 
behaviors behavior (N=12)  
Suggestions to solve problem 162 — J2 “ 
Emotions support ^ “ J1 “ “ 
Supportive disclosure BO “ Jj . “ ‘ 
Other behaviors J l “ ~ ^ “ “ 
In terms offrequency, the suggestions to problem solving and supportive disclosure were the most 
frequently occurred behaviors in phase III. It had a little bit different with the result in phase I 
whereas the suggestions to solve problem and emotional support were the most frequently 
occurred. 
• The supportive transactions amongst the group member in second phase 
The disclosure topics followed with supportive behaviors were displayed in Table 81. In 13 group 
meetings，there were totally 13 topics followed with supportive behaviors. Following the disclosure 
topics were different types of supportive behaviors, i.e. the supportive transactions. Seven members had 
disdosed their personal concern. They were members E, A, D, C, G, H, L. The percent oftransaction 
behaviors were displayed in Table 82 as follow: 
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(Table 82) 
The transactions Number of [% 
topics 
N=13 
The disclose topics followed by statements of supportive disclosure 12 ^ 
(Topic: 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13) 
The disclosure topic followed by suggestions to solve problem 12 ^ 
(topic: 1，2,3，4,5，6，7，9，10)  
The disclosure topics followed by emotional support 12 ^ 
(topic: 1,2,3,4,6,7,10) 
Thus, similar to phase I，most of the disclosure topics in the second phase were backup with the 
supportive behaviors of the members. The percentage of the disclosure topics followed by 
statements of supportive disclosure and suggestions to solve problem were the highest in the 
second phase. 
^The supportive transactions amongst the group member in third phase 
The disclosure topics followed with supportive behaviors were displayed in Table 83. In 14 group 
meetings，there were totally 11 topics followed with supportive behaviors. Following the disclosure 
topics were different types of supportive behaviors, i.e. the supportive transactions. Four members had 
disclosed their personal concern. They were member L, B, K and C. The percentage of transaction 
behaviors were displayed in Table 84 as follow: 
(Table 84) 
The transactions “ !Number of |% 
topics 
N=11 
The disclose topics followed by statements of supportive disclosure To ^1 
(Topic:l,2，4,5，6，7,8，9,10，ri)  
The disclosure topic followed by suggestions to solve problem U 7 ^ 
(topic:2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,ll) 
The disclosure topics followed by emotional support 9 82 “ 
(topic:) 
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Thus, similar to phase I，most of the disclosure topics in the third phase were backup with the 
supportive behaviors of the members. The percentage of the disclosure topics followed by 
statements of supportive disclosure and suggestions to solve problem were the highest in the third 
phase. 
8.1.5 The reliable relationship between the self help behaviors among the group members and the 
empowerment outcome of self-help group: 
• In phase I，it was concluded that the improvement of the problem solving skill of group members 
might be due to the high occurrence of the supportive disclosure of the group members. This 
relationship could be further validated by relating it to the high percentage (90%) of disclosure 
topics followed by statement of supportive disclosure in phase I also. In phase II and III, the 
empowerment effect of improvement in problem-solving skill and ability to analysis the causes and 
effects of the problem were also consistently occurred (referred to p.l31). On the other hand, the 
changing factor of supportive disclosure was still perceived by group members as the most 
influential factor in improving the problem solving skill in phase II and III (see Table 75 and 76). 
Also，similar to phase I，the percentage of disclosure topics followed by statement of supportive 
disclosure was still high in phase II (92%) and phase III (91%) (see Table 82 and 84). Thus, the 
empowerment effects of the improvement of the problem solving skill of group members 
might be due to the high occurrence ofthe supportive disclosure of the group members could 
be concluded as reliable. 
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• Emotional support, which was the second highest occurrence of supportive behaviors in phase I 
might be, related to the other empowerment effects. The released of pressure of the self help group 
was further validated by relating to the high percentage (90%) of disclosure topic followed by 
emotional support. In phase II and III，though the emotional support was not the second highest 
occurrence of supportive behaviors, it still was the third highest occurrence of supportive behaviors 
in these two phases. On the other hand, the empowerment effect of released of pressure also 
consistently occurred in phase II and III. Besides, the percentage of disclosure topic followed by 
emotional support was still high in phase II ( 92%) and III (82%) (see table 82 and 84). Thus, the 
empowerment effect of the released of pressure might be due to the high occurrence of the 
emotional support could be concluded as reliable. 
• The percent of members involved in providing supportive behaviors was high in the phase I might 
be related to the other empowerment effect, the sense of mutual help. This relationship could be 
further validated by relating to the high percent of disclosure topics followed by statements of 
supportive behaviors of the group members. In phase II and III, again, all o f the group members had 
provided supportive behaviors to others in the group (see Table 78 and Table80). On the other hand 
the empowerment effect of sense of mutual help also consistently occurred in phase II and III. 
Besides, it could be further validated by relating to the high percent of disclosure topics followed by 
statements of supportive behaviors of the group members in phase II and III (see Table 82 and Table 
84). Thus, the empowerment effect of sense of mutual help might be due to the high percent of 
members involved in the providing supportive behaviors in the group process could be 
concluded as reliable. 
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• Finally, in phase I，it was concluded that direct advice might not be the most influential factor 
amongst members in empowering the problem solving skill while the most influential factor in 
empowering the problem-solving skill of the members was learning from the experience of each 
other, i.e. supportive disclosure. Similar to phase I’ the most influential perceived factor by group 
members in empowering the problem solving skill in individual interview in phase II and III was 
supportive disclosure (see Table 75 and 76)，although the frequency of occurrence of supportive 
behavior of the suggestions to solve problem was higher than the frequency of occurrence of 
supportive behavior of the supportive disclosure. And even though the percentage of disclosure 
topics follow by suggestions to solve problem was equivalent (92%) to the disclosure topic followed 
by statements of supportive disclosure in phase II while the percentage of disclosure topics follow 
by suggestions to solve problem (100%) was higher than the disclosure topic followed by statements 
of supportive disclosure (91%) in phase III. Thus, the conclusion of the most influential factor in 
empowering the problem-solving skills of the members was learning form the experience of 
each other, i.e. supportive disclosure, rather than listen to the advice of others directly became 
reliable. 
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8.2 The relationship of the role of social work intervention and the 
empowerment outcome of the self-help group. 
Firstly, the perception on their changes by members which were related to the social work intervention 
would be recorded in the individual interview and be examined. Secondly, the actual roles that the 
social worker played in the group meetings were examined. Thirdly, the perceptions of the changes 
which were perceived as relating to the social work intervention in the individual interview; the actual 
role the social worker played in the group meetings and the self-help group empowerment outcome 
would be correlated. Thus, the possible relationship between the role of social work intervention and 
the empowerment effects of the self-help group would be examined. Finally, to ensure the reliability of 
the findings, the findings of each phase were compared with the other two phases. 
8.2.1 The role of social worker in the self help group process as perceived by the group members in the 
individual interview in phase I 
According to Table 69, it was found that the times of perceived change from social worker was the 
lowest. However, in the individual interview, the perception of the role of social worker in this self-help 
group was still very positive. The main role of social worker as perceived by members in the individual 
interview were to facilitate the awareness on problems that members were not conscious of, and to 
facilitate the analysis of the problem. The roles were mentioned by at least half of members in this 
research. 
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參 The perception of social worker as facilitator to arouse the awareness on problems that members 
were not conscious of (Involved members: A/F/D): 
Member A: 'sometimes, they sometimes are not aware of, you could point out to discuss and think.’ 'you can help them to 
think about the things, which they have never thought before’ 
Member D: 'sometimes, there may be something very micro and we, as women, have not discovered. Social worker can help us 
, 
Member F: 'sometimes, there is something we have not thought before, and social worker can do this.’ 
• The perception of social worker as facilitator to analyze the problem. The examples in individual 
interview (Involved members: D, F, C) were: 
Member D: 'In this group, social worker's influence was high. Sometimes, the problem analysis would be clearer and more 
comprehensive' 
Member F: ‘for example, if someone has presented her problem, from your working experience, you could help her to analysis' 
Member C: 'I did not perceive you lead us, but I felt that you help us to analyze 
The above data showed that half of the members had expected the social worker to help them to 
become aware of the unconscious problem of women and to play the role in analyzing their 
problem. 
Thus, it could be concluded that, the members did not perceived the workers to empower them in the 
problem-solving ability. Also, in their expressions on the expectation on social worker in the self-help 
group process, they concentrated on facilitating their awareness of the unconscious problem of women 
and facilitate them to analysis their concern problem. Moreover, to solve their problems, they perceived 
that the experiential knowledge from the mutual help was more influential. 
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8.2.2 The actual role that the social worker played in the self-help group meetings in phase I 
The actual role that the social worker played in the self-help group process in phase I were recorded and 
displayed in Table 85. The highest frequency of occurrence of the role of social worker were to 
encourage sharing (frequency occurred: 58); to encourage members to face their authentic self 
(frequency occurred: 52); to facilitate members to discuss their problem with gender perspective 
(frequency occurred: 42); to provide suggestions to solve their personal concern (frequency occurred: 
39). 
8.2.3 The possible relationship between the role of social worker and the empowerment outcomes 
of the self-help group in the first phase 
The above findings might prove the empowerment effect of the self-help group that was found before, 
i.e. the awareness of the disadvantageous position of women. It might be closely related to the high 
frequency of occurrence of the role of social worker in facilitating the members to discuss their 
problem from the gender perspective and encouraging them to face their authentic self in group 
meetings. It was further validated by the findings of the expectation on social worker in self-help group 
which included helping them to become more aware of the unconsciousness problem of women. 
Besides, to correlate the other role of social worker with high frequency of occurrence, suggestion to 
solve the personal concern of group members with the other high expectation of group members on 
social worker, to facilitate the analyzing of the problem, we can find the close relationship of them 
with the empowerment effect of ability to analysis the cause and effect of the problem they faced. It 
could be concluded that, the other important role of social worker in empowerment in the self-help 
group was to facilitate the analysis of the problem of the group members. 
Finally，the other role ofthe social worker, to encourage sharing among members in group meetings 
might also be perceived as having close relationship with the other empowerment outcome, the building 
up of the sense of mutual help. 
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8.2.4 The baseline of the relationship between the role of social work intervention and the 
empowerment outcomes of the self-help group in the first phase: 
The findings on the conditions and how the process of the self-help group could empower the 
unmotivated powerless women was twofold. Firstly, in handling the personal concern of members, 
group members and social worker played two different but interrelated roles. To enhance the probiem-
solving skill, the experiential knowledge, the disclosure of experience amongst group members 
were found as very important. To facilitate the analysis of the members，problem, social worker 
was found as playing an important role. 
Secondly, although the awareness of women's disadvantageous position was not the agenda of group 
members when theyjoined the group, the findings in the expectation on social worker showed that group 
members accepted and expected the social worker to facilitate them to become more aware ofthe gender 
problem. Thus, social worker played an important role in the empowerment of the consciousness 
of women in this self help group. 
8.2.5 The role of social worker in the self help group process as perceived by the group members 
in the individual interview in phase II and III 
In phase II and III, the highest frequencies of the role of the social worker as perceived by group 
members in this self-help group was displayed as follow: 
(Table 86) 
The roles of social worker perceived by PHASE II PHASE III 
group members in this self help group Involved members Involved members 
To facilitate the awareness on problems that A, C, D, G A, C, D, H, G 
members were not conscious of  
To facilitate the analysis of the problem F, B, C，J, L F, D, J, L 
To facilitate the group discussion G, B B, E, G , C 
X5vice giving !H，I !B, C, E 一 
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In phase I，it was found that the main role of social worker as perceived by members in the individual 
interviews were to facilitate the awareness on problems that members were not conscious of, and to 
facilitate the analysis of the problem. In phase II and III, the main roles that of social worker that 
perceived by members in this self-help group were similar to phase I. Thus, the conclusion of the role 
of social worker expected by members in self-help group was concentrated on facilitating their 
awareness of the unconscious problem of women and facilitate them to analysis their concern 
problem on one hand; the group members perceived the experiential knowledge from the mutual 
help was more influential became reliable. 
The highest frequency ofoccurrence of the role of social worker in the self-help group process in phase I. 
II and III (The four top of the highest occurrence) 
The actual role of social worker that occurred in phase II and III was coded and displayed in 
Table 87 and Table 88. The highest frequency of occurrence of the role in the self-help process in 
three phase were grouped in Table 89 as follow: 
Table 89  
PHASE I |PHASE II |PHASE III 
To encourage sharing Facilitate the discussion Facilitate to discuss their~~ 
problem with gender 
— perspective  
To encourage members to Suggestion to solve problem Facilitate the discussion 
face their authentic self  
To facilitate members to Encourage to face authentic Suggestion to solve problem 
discuss their problem with self 
gender perspective  
To provide suggestions to Facilitate to discuss their~~ Facilitate to analysis 
solve their personal concern problem with gender  
|perspective  
The consistently highest occurrence role of social worker in self help group in three phase was to 
facilitate the discussion; to facilitate members to discuss their problem with gender perspective 
and to provide suggestion to solve problem. 
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8.2.6 The reliable relationship between the role of social work intervention and the empowerment 
outcome of self-help group: 
• In phase II and III’ similar to phase I，it was found that one of the role of social worker expected by 
members in self-help group was concentrated on facilitating their awareness of the unconscious 
problem of women. It might be closely related to the empowerment of awareness of the 
disadvantageous position of women in family and society and had changed their gender perspective 
that occurred in phase II and III. It was further validated by the findings of the high frequency of 
occurrence of the role of social worker in facilitating the members to discuss their gender problem 
from the gender perspective in phase II and phase III. Thus, it was concluded that social worker 
played an important role in the empowerment of the consciousness of women was found to be 
reliable in this self-help group. 
• To facilitate the analysis of the problem was another role of social worker that was expected by the 
group members in phase II and phase III. It might be closely related to another empowerment effect 
of ability in analyzing the causes and effects of the problem they face that occurred in phase II and 
phase III. It was further validated by the findings of the high frequency of occurrence of social 
worker in suggestion to solve the personal concern of group members. 
Thus, it was concluded that social worker played an important role in the empowerment of ability 
in analyzing the causes and effects of the problem they face was found to be reliable in this self-
help group. 
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Finally, in phase I, as the frequency of occurrence of the other role of the social worker was high; 
thus, it was concluded as closely related to the other empowerment effect of the building up of the 
sense of mutual help. However, the relationship was not validated as in both phase II and III, the 
frequency of occurrence of the role of social worker in encouraging the sharing among members 
in group meeting was not very high. On the other hand, the empowerment effect of the sense of 
mutual help was still occurred in phase II and III. Thus, the close relationship between the role of 
social worker in encouraging sharing among members and the empowerment effect of building up 
of the sense of mutual help was not ensured in phase II and III. 
8.3 Chapter summary 
This chapter provided answers to the research objectives of the conditions and process under which a 
self-help group empowered the unmotivated powerless women. The conditions closely related to self-
help activities that brought about the empowerment. The conditions included the proper choice of group 
disclosure topics. A disclosure topic was a series of statements that logically flew from one to another in 
reference to the same topic and the same disclosure. Another condition was the support behaviors of 
group members including supportive disclosure, emotional support, suggestions for solving problems 
and other alternatives such asjudgmental comments, clarifications and 
self-reflections. The frequency of supportive transactions was also important, the more frequent the 
transactions, the more effective of empowerment outcomes. The social worker that helped facilitate the 
awareness of latent problems analyzed the problems and encouraged sharing played an important role in 
empowerment process. 
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Chapter 9 Discussions and Implications 
9.1 Discussions on the research findings 
The self-help group met needs of the unmotivated clients 
In group meetings, all group members except member J had disclosed their problems. However, in 
individual interviews, all except Member A,E,F,J expressed that they would not or were unable to find 
any one to help them before. Thus, they were unmotivated to seek help from the others when they faced 
problems. After joining the group, they found that they could share their personal problems, release 
their pressure, seek helps and receive help from the others in the group. The functions of the group, 
therefore, met their needs. 
9.1.1 The self-help group empowered the unmotivated powerless clients to face distressful life 
crisis 
Self-help group was found to be effective in helping unmotivated powerless clients. Firstly, the findings 
of this case study showed that through the self-help process, the pressure on the participants, the 
unmotivated powerless clients, was released. Thus, their mental health was maintained even though 
their problems might not be solved. In individual interviews, all group members, except A and F, 
claimed that before they joined the group, they would not or were unable to find others to help them 
solve their problems. Some members (Member D, H,I, L) admitted that they were emotionally very 
unstable and they lost temper frequently in the past. They used the defense mechanism of escape to face 
their problems (Member B, D, K) 
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Secondly, self-help group empowered the unmotivated powerless clients to face life crises. The findings 
showed that, in the self-help process, the participants analyzed the causes and effects of their problems 
collectively. After understanding their problems, they moved on to better problem-solving methods. 
As all members not only received help but also provided help, they were more ready to accept the others' 
advice. Moreover, they gained experiences of others and accepted their advice through sharing. Their 
problem solving capacity, therefore, had increased a lot. 
Through regular weekly meetings, members showed timely concerns to those who disclosed their 
problems. Most members expressed that they had become more confident to solve their problems as 
supported by the findings. Since those who were unmotivated to seek help tended not to depend on 
professional (Lieberman, 1976) to solve their problems, believing in their own capacity to control over 
their own lives, self-help groups were very important for them in facing their life crisis. 
Thirdly, As described before, a tremendous amount of epidemiological and social survey research 
indicated that support networks did serve as a general buffer against stress. It correlated with a wide 
variety of health and mental health problems. Self-help group in this study became a supportive 
community. 
In this community, participants were encouraged to expose their needs and provide supports the others. 
The sense of mutual help was then built up. As participants found that others were willing to provide 
supports, they would reciprocally be more ready to expose themselves and willing to provide support to 
the others. To those who possessed little resource, the self-help group became their community of 
support. 
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9.1.2 The self-help group was good for women 
Participants of the self-help group recognized that the group was good for women as they shared many 
common feelings and problems that are exclusively those of the feminine sex. 
Firstly, the self-help group helped the participating housewives overcome the sense of alienation. Most 
participants in the research group lacked outside contacts. The new linkages amongst members provided 
the expansion in friendship network. Consequently, the problem of alienation from the community of 
women was solved through the self-help process. 
Secondly, the self-help group helped participants to become aware of how the social and cultural 
expectations put them into disadvantageous position. I used the" silencing the self scale" of Dana (1992) 
to understand how the group members perceived themselves when relating with their significant others. 
Most group members perceived and accepted that the status of their husbands was higher in their 
families and they depended on their husbands. To avoid conflicts, they hid their authentic selves from 
their husbands. They kept silent and suppressed their feelings. They felt that housework chores and 
supervision of children were their sole responsibility. They perceived that male belonged to the society 
while female belonged to the family. 
Finally, as they did their best to perform the duties, they felt much pressure imposed on them. The 
pressure was not so much the overload of household chores but more on their fear in negative 
evaluations by their husbands. As the housewives were not conscious of their disadvantageous position, 
they have to be told that their distorted selves were constructed socially and culturally and that they had 
to challenge the internalized cognition. 
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The self-help group had successfully empowered the housewives to become conscious of their true 
feelings. As a result, the distorted relationship patterns, which were internalized deeply, had changed. 
They changed their gender perspective. In the third phase, they started to criticize and asserted their 
expectations on roles of women. 
The self-help group had also successfully empowered the housewives the sense of mastery. The friendly 
atmosphere in self-help group meetings at the grassroots level was a place for taking back one's lost 
sense of power, self-value and control (Riessman and Carroll, 1995). 
In the self-help process, all group members except member J, K had taken up the chairing role in group 
meetings in the second and third stages. In individual interviews in the third stage, they showed their 
willingness to continue to take up this role. They found themselves not so useless. In contrast, they had 
experienced the growth in their own capacity. 
As their gender consciousness developed, the housewives made changes only in their families. They 
were still not very motivated to react to social policies which contributed to the disadvantageous 
position to women in the society. However, they had gained enough confidence to provide support to 
other women in the community. They had held two seminars independently in the second and third 
stages of the group. It took time for them to develop their political empowerment. 
9.1.3 Who gain most in the self-help process? 
High motivation to change (member B, D, L); self-confidence to change (member B, D, L) and the 
readiness to disclose herself in group meetings (member A, B, C, D, F, G, H, 1, L) were the three factors 
identified to be influential to the development of the participants. Those who possessed the three factors 
gained more in problem solving ability, gender awareness and pressure release from the group process. 
Thus, member B and L had gained most from the group. 
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It was found that those with personality traits in perceiving personal responsibility on one's problems 
(member E), of escapism (member F), and to provide but reject helps (member A, E, J) gained less in the 
self-help process. 
9.1.4 The activities that generated empowering effects in self-help group 
Knowledge obtained in self-help group was "experiential knowledge" (Powell, 1990). People could 
empower themselves through gaining authority on experiential knowledge. Their experiential authority 
gave them the capacity to take theirs and their peers' stories seriously. The research findings supported 
the above assertion. 
Firstly, the high occurrence of supportive disclosure of group members was found to be the most 
influential factor empowering the problem solving skill. The influence of "experiential knowledge" was 
much higher than advice of other members and social workers in the group. 
Secondly, the emotional supports among group members were concluded as the essential factor leading 
to the release of pressure of the group members. 
Thirdly, the supports among group members were the essential factor leading to the sense of mutual help. 
Both Reissman and Carroll (1995) described that when people were perceived as potential help givers, 
they perceived themselves not only a dependant, but also independent, when receiving help. They knew 
that later he or she would, in return, give help to the others. They would not look down upon themselves. 
Thus, the establishment of the feelings of gaining control on their lives of the group members in this 
research group was the empowering effects, the consequences, of the mutual help activities. Thus, 
social worker should try to encourage self-disclosure among group members, and to encourage mutual 
help in the group process. 
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9.1.5 The effectiveness of social work intervention in empowerment 
The social worker was found to be the most influential element in enhancing the gender awareness of 
members. She provided the perspectives and raised questions that members had not thought about 
before. The main concerns of social worker in the self-help group were: 
i. to encourage members to disclose themselves; 
ii. to facilitate participants to build up their confidence in solving their problems; 
iii. to facilitate them to change their personality traits which hinder their development in the group 
process. 
iv.to encourage the clients to take action to change, 
9.1.6 The empowering strategies of the self-help group for the unmotivated clients. 
Emphasis on latent inner strengths rather than external influence 
Reissman and Carroll (1995) asserted that, in the empowerment process, it emphasized on the latent 
inner strengths of the participants than external influence. Thus, creating dependence of group members 
was a kind of disempowerment. 
In this study, group members were encouraged to take up group tasks in the early stage. In the process, 
worker faced resistance of the participants due to their lack of confidence and experience. However, 
worker had tried to explain the rationale of training up their independence. Consequently, apart from 
member K and J, all group members had taken up group tasks. The tasks included chairing group 
meetings, new members recruitment, providing services to women in the community. In individual 
interviews, three members (A, F, and G) showed that they were willing to take up group tasks, they 
perceived that they had the responsibility to do that. Five members (I，C, D, H and E) had the feeling of 
satisfaction. Two members (L and B) showed that they would continue to take up group tasks. 
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Thus, to empower the unmotivated clients, they should be encouraged to take up group tasks as early as 
possible. If they could transfer the positive independent experience, they might become more 
confidence to live independently. 
From personal empowerment to political empowerment 
Rsissman and Carroll (1995) stated that for the starters, taking up group tasks could move from world 
affairs to a small medium, i.e. their neighborhood, families, private life. In this study, it was assumed 
that the positive experience in private sphere could help build up strengths for mastering changes in 
wider spheres later. 
In the first stage, the participants were empowered in solving their personal problems. In the second 
stage, they were encouraged to analyze the causes of their individual problems with macro perspective 
(i.e. gender perspective). And to provide help to the other women in the community. It was found that 
those who had personal empowerment also had empowerment in organizational level and extra-
organizational level (Member A, B, C, D, F, G, H, I and L). However, those who had organizational and 
extra-organizational empowerment effects might not necessarily lead to personal empowerment 
(Member E). Thus, the strategies introduced by Reissman and Carroll (1995) was more suitable for 
those powerless groups for the purpose of empowerment. 
9.2 Implications to community work 
Many community work literature asserted strongly that supportive community was beneficial to the 
mental health of individuals. It was through affiliation and identification with their own community that 
they gained more power over their own lives. They found not just ways in problem solving, but also 
supports and sense of belonging. Most important of all, people found life more meaningful (Douglas, 
1983). As the traditional cohesive geographic community vanished quickly in the light of modernization 
(Gridiran and Chiseler, 1994), the self-help communities, consisted of people with same backgrounds 
and characteristics, appeared be a viable option for support. 
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First of all, a self-help group could provide help to members during times of crisis. In the study, group 
members perceived that the group could provide social support to them. They were willing to share 
their personal problems in the self-help group. Like traditional cohesive communities, the group had 
developed common norms, which could encourage members to share their collective concerns, and build 
up the sense of responsibility towards and amongst members. 
Secondly, it expanded both the size and density of individuals' social networks. Eight members (all 
except member A, E, F, J) in individual interview showed that before joining the group, they had no 
friendship network. They perceived each other as friends who could provide mutual support. In such 
self-help community, the formation of the spirit of mutual support played a curative role, it overcame the 
sense of alienation of the disadvantaged. 
Thirdly, the crisis of which the unmotivated clients faced, for sometimes, were not originated from their 
personal deficits. They might arise from discrimination or negligence of the general society to the 
minority and powerless groups. To empower the sense of control of these powerless individuals and to 
network them, the empowered individuals, to form a collective power, and to facilitate them to tackle 
their common concern should be the main concern of the community worker (Maguire, 1983). The self-
help group in this case study had successfully empowered the group members to build up new self-image. 
Rather than just self-blaming, they became aware of the disadvantageous position of themselves. They 
also showed their readiness to help the others with similar needs and problems in the community. 
Thus, community worker could develop the self help group approach to network the disadvantaged 
groups in the community, to encourage the self help groups to react to both their personal problems and 
their disadvantageous environment collectively. 
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Amongst participants of the research group, seven of them had never used any community services (B, C, 
D, G，H, I and L) before. Even amongst the five members who had group experience (A, F, E, J and K), 
members E, J and K were only non-active members in a women group. Motivating those who faced 
problems, but were passive and unmotivated, tojoin our service was, therefore, the crucial first step. No 
development and change could happen without participation. 
"Starting where the client is", a well known but not placed adequately weight motto, became the most 
important strategy for networking and sustaining the unmotivated clients in the self-help group. As 
unmotivated clients were passive to community services, it was because the organizers understood their 
needs first and used them as entry points, and take the initiatives to contact them, so that they take the 
very important first step tojoin the group. 
In this research group, for example, the organizers, the starters, assumed that stress was the problems 
and stress management was the felt need and concern of the unmotivated housewives in their community. 
They selected this as an entry point to establish contacts with the target group. They employed later also 
the reaching out strategies, e.g. home visits, to contact and invite them to join the group. The starters 
took the initiative to reach out to the target also in the very first stage of program recruitment. 
As Lieberman (1976) stated that some non-help seekers might refuse to use professional help, social 
workers, therefore, should avoid to perform dominate role in self help group. Instead, he/she should use 
more the internal power of group members. In order to ensure that the needs of the clients could be met 
in the group, social workers should conducted frequent evaluation in the group process. 
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9.3 Implications to Social Work 
From the findings, it was observed that the problems that the disadvantageous groups encountered 
originated not only in themselves, but also of social and cultural origins. Therefore, other than 
enhancing their problem solving capacity, we had to encourage them to deal with the environment 
contributed to their present disadvantages. We had to empower them to analyze the problems, and to 
support them to gain mastery in changing the unfavorable environment. Thus, empowerment should be 
the main theme in working the disadvantageous groups. 
For some social workers, empowerment meant delegation of power. The social workers would try to 
work for the members and try to delegate the power to them later as they were still not mature and 
confident enough. They usually put the empowerment goal as a hidden agenda. However, in the 
interview, it revealed that it created dependence instead. 
In this case study, the researcher shared openly the empowerment goal with the group in the very 
beginning. The members did reveal that they themselves were still not mature enough and lacking self-
confidence. The researcher did not select to abandon this strategy. Instead, she shared openly the 
puzzles and concerns with members, and found out the solutions. They finally identified with the notion 
that the group was theirs. They decided to take up more responsibility in the second stage. It was when 
they experienced their capability in providing help to the other members, and had some growth in 
problem solving, they were more confidence to take up more responsibility. 
Thus, it implied that when social workers tried to help this unmotivated disadvantageous group, 
empowerment should be considered as the main goal. When we tried to use empowerment as the group 
goal, we should try to develop empowerment strategy (see 6.1.7) to match the goal. 
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Self-help group was used as a means to empower the unmotivated clients in the community in this study. 
It was found that it was really an effective means to empower the unmotivated women. However, it was 
also found that mutual help could also be considered as an intermediate goal for those unmotivated 
powerless clients. Even though the extra-organizational empowerment effects had not yet achieved by 
the end of the research, the group somehow could meet the needs of the participants to a large extent 
(see 6.1.1). 
Finally, the major social work services in Hong Kong were set up and subvented to serve people who 
were in crisis and not motivated to seek help. However, there were still many people who did not face 
immediate crisis, were not aware of their problems, or rejected to seek help from professional help in the 
community. Their unresolved problems might lead to serious social problem or they might become 
collapse. Thus, it was suggested that the social work service should extended to the unmotivated clients 
in the community. Community work teams, which have no explicit professional image in the 
community, might be more acceptable to these clients. Self-help groups consisting different types of 
unmotivated powerless people could be set up react to their needs. 
9.4 Implications in working with women 
I had selected the gender perspective of Rhode (1990) as the analytical framework for the situation of 
women. This framework emphasized not on biological distinctions between sex but the negative 
consequences of their differences. Thus, to analyze the situation of women, I focused on the “ 
disadvantages" that were generated from the different socio-cultural expectations on different sex. The 
advantage of focusing on disadvantages was that it emphasized on a different set of questions 
encouraged a more contextual analysis. This issue was not different per se, but the consequences of 
addressing it in a particular way under particular social and historical circumstances. This framework 
alarm social worker that the disadvantageous that constructed by the different role expectations between 
sex might also occur in male under particular circumstances. 
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As a community worker, I agree to Rhode (1990) that the main concern of our work was not simply 
equality between the sexes, but also the quality of life for both of them. Emphasizing on the 
discrimination towards women has the danger to generate the conflict between sex. Women in Dana's 
study (1993) did not want to give up connections with men, they wanted to seek new forms of 
relationship but were unable to find any alternative available in the culture. 
This case study confirmed the argument of Dana. In the research, I witnessed that the participants refuse 
to treat their husband as their enemy. Rather, in their inner world, they still expect to maintain positive 
relationship with their men. They quested for empathy with their needs for intimacy. In individual 
interviews, most member (members F, G, H,.I, J, B, E, and D) had expressed that the most important 
person in family were their husband. To encourage the women to concern themselves, we should 
respect their needs for intimacy and love. Rhode's (1990) framework concern the quality of life of both 
sexes would be more convincing to the women. It mobilized the readiness of women to change when 
they felt that it posed positive effects to both sides. 
In this case study, we concerned not only the disadvantages that they faced, we facilitated them to think 
about also the disadvantages position of their men. As a result, 58% of members had expressed that they 
had changed their gender perspective after joining the group. Also, some members expressed in 
individual interviews that they had changes in their marital relationship afterjoining the self-help group. 
Their husbands enjoyed the changes of their wives and some even accepted their wives' invitations to 
join a men's stress management selfhelp group later. 
To conclude, to empower the powerless women, if we concern the quality of life of both sexes, put 
emphasis on changing the disadvantages that were constructed from the different expectations on 
different sexes in the society might be more convincing to women. In return, they were more willing to 
change as they found that their husband should also change to counteract the gender bias. They had to 
understand that only when they were liberated and using their authentic self to relate with the other sex, 
true and intimate relationship with respect could be developed and maintained. 
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On the other hand, to empower the women, I had used the theory that derived from Dana (1993) and it 
was found that it was quite effective in empowering women in this case study. Follow the suggestion of 
Dana (1993),, the participants were encouraged to share their personal life rather thanjust talking about 
others stories in the self-help process. Only when discussions were related to their daily affairs, their 
true selves or feelings were challenged and questioned. In contrast, if the discussion topics were 
concerning someone else who did not belong to the group, they tended to provide desirable answers of 
which they did not behave in reality. Similar to the findings of Dana (1993), once their authentic selves 
were challenged, their behaviors changed. In this case study all members except E and J could express 
their disadvantageous position in family and society in individual interviews. These members had also 
showed their awareness of their true feelings toward themselves and their significant others in group 
meetings. ” 
The second step I had followed with Dana (1993) in this case study was to enable the participants to 
trust her own perceptions and realize their responsibility for the shaping their life. They became the 
actors and the authors of their own stories, not only the objects of someone else's plot. Thus, I 
encouraged group members to set agenda and take action to change in the group meetings. As a result, 
members take active part in the development process. Dana (1993) had stated that seeing themselves 
and their situations in new ways allowed women to reclaim their voices, their feelings, their perspectives, 
and their activities with relationship. The empowerment effects in personal empowerment of the 
participants in this case study further confirmed the assumption. 
The third step suggested by Dana (1993) was to empower women in a larger level in ever widening 
circles. She believed that as women began to see and experience differently, she began to question the 
prevailing cultural values which constructed the moral prescriptions for women's behavior. In this 
research group, participants were encouraged to analyze their problems with gender perspective. They 
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were encouraged to examine the relationship between their stress and the social expectations. Thus, 
they started to learn to challenge the disadvantages posed on them under the socio-cultural expectations 
of Chinese culture. 
Similar to the findings of Dana, four members (A, C, F and D) had showed their agreement with the 
individual role in family and society should be determined by their interests, needs and ability rather 
than by sexes in individual interview and group meetings in phase I. Five members (A, D, H, L and C) 
had showed their ability to challenge the sex role assigned by culture was unfair to women in individual 
interviews and group meetings in phase II. Seven members (A, B, C, D, F, I and K) had showed their 
ability to challenge the sex role was unfair to women in individual interviews and group meetings in 
phase III. Nine members (A, B, C，D, I, K, H and L) had showed their agreement with the individual 
role in family and their interests; needs and ability should determine society rather than by sex. 
Moreover, members were encouraged to provide mutual help service to the other women in the 
community, their self confidence was subsequently enhanced. As Dana's stated, when they had 
established new perspectives and experiences on themselves, they were freed from their past beliefs and 
behaviors. 
The proposed guidelines for empowering the unmotivated powerless women in the community 
• To analyze the situation of women, focus should put on the "disadvantages" that are generated from 
the different socio-cultural expectations on different sex. 
• The main concern df social worker should not simply equality between the sexes, but also the 
quality of life for both of them. Thus, we should concern not only the disadvantages 
that they faced, but facilitate them to think about also the disadvantages position of their men. 
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• Empathetic to needs of women for intimacy. To encourage the women to concern themselves, we 
should respect their needs for intimacy and love. 
• To encourage women to share their personal life rather than just talking about others stories in the 
self-help process. Only when discussion were related to their daily affairs, their true selves or 
feelings were challenged and questioned. 
• To facilitate the awareness of their true feelings toward themselves and their significant others in 
group meetings is essential in selfhelp process. 
• To enable the women to trust their own perceptions and realize their responsibility for the 
shaping their life, they become the actors and the authors of their own stories, not only the objects of 
someone else's plot. Thus, they were encouraged to set agenda and take action to change in the 
group meetings and run the group independently. Also, they were encouraged to extend the mutual 
help service to other women in the community. 
9.5 Implications in working with self-help group 
Reissman and Carrol (1995) had asserted three philosophy on self-help for the organizers who were 
using this approach. They included emphasizing on the promotion of the latent inter strengths than on 
external intervention, perceiving participants of self-help group as help givers; and anti-big organization. 
This case study further confirmed the above notions. 
First of all, in the case study, the high occurrence of supportive disclosure of group members were 
perceived by most group members as the most influential changing factor in the group. The influence of 
"experiential knowledge" was much higher than advice of other members and social worker in the group. 
As the sense of vulnerability of the powerless group was constructed by or learned from the social 
structure (Lieberman, 1976), we should help them to reclaim their sense of mastery. 
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Moreover, the participants in this case study learnt how similar were the situations they had struggled 
through. They, subsequently, could assert emotions and meanings to their lives (Powell, 1990). Their 
experiential authority gave them the capacity to take their own and their peers' stories seriously. Most 
of the participants in this case study had expressed in individual interviews that the most influential 
factor for their change were the "supportive experience" and “ advice giving" of other members in the 
group rather than the professional worker. Thus, it is suggested that the self-help worker should 
considered "shared experience" and "experiential knowledge" as the two essential elements in 
empowering the participants in the self-help group. 
Secondly, in this case study, five members had showed that they had low self-esteem of their own self in 
the individual interviews. They perceived themselves as dependent persons in their families. However, 
they were willingness to provide help and receive help to the others in the group. In result, their self-
confidence had improved afterjoining the group in the third phase individual interview. 
ContrariIy, though member A was willing to provide help to the others, she did not perceive herself in 
need of help in the group. In result, she had showed no prominent growth in problem solving ability in 
the group process. Thus, it was suggested that the self-help worker should pay attention to the essential 
elements of mutual help, i.e." helping the others" and ‘‘ receiving help". It is therefore suggested that 
self-help worker should encourage the participants in the self-help group to provide help and receive 
help. Otherwise, this empowerment outcome might not be able to achieve. 
Thirdly, in this case experience, similar to the suggestions of Reissman and Carrol (1995), small group 
size was really more suitable if social worker want to use it as a means to build up the sense of mutual 
help or empowerment amongst the participants. In the first phase, 67% of participants had disclosed 
their personal concern in the group meetings (Table 73). While the number of participants disclosing 
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their personal concerns had decreased to 58% in second phase (Table 81), and 33% in the third phase 
(Table 83). At the same time, the number of participants had increased from six to twelve from phase I 
to phase II and III. Increase in size of the group thin out the intensity of sharing. 
On the other side, this case study also had generated a valuable strategy for the unmotivated powerless 
people in the community. Starting from personal empowerment and move to political empowerment 
was found to be an effective strategy. The findings in this case study supported that those who had 
personal empowerment would also had empowerment in organizational and extra-organizational levels. 
Contrarily, those who had organizational and extra-organizational empowerment might not necessarily 
lead to personal empowerment. As some participants in this study had showed their low self-esteem and 
dependent character in both individual interviews and group meetings, they did not motivated to solve 
their problem. 
Some of them had even used the escapist strategy. It was impossible for them to feel interested to 
involve in the hopeless huge canvas of world affairs. The evident could be found in their attitude on 
participating in the activities of changing the inequality of different sex in the society level that 
expressed in the individual interviews. 
Ten members had agreed that the inequality of different sex did exist in Hong Kong. However, six of 
them had shown no interest tojoin the feminist activities. The reasons expressed included: it took long 
time to change (member K and I); feel helpless (member B), no time to involve (members J and L), no 
need to take action as the society will change naturally (members H and G). Only three members 
showed that they were willing to participate in the feminist activities. Nevertheless, they all expressed 
that they had no confidence in changing the disadvantageous position of women in the society. 
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On the other side, similar to the other members, member E had gained empowerment effect in both 
organization and extra-organizational empowerment level in the group process. She had taken part in 
the group activities and had shown her willingness to involve in the feminist activities in the third 
individual interview. However, in individual interviews in the first and second phase (she was not 
interviewed in the second phase), she expressed that she did not feel there any inequality between sex in 
Hong Kong. Also, she had expressed that she never used gender perspective to analyze herself. The 
above findings, thus, had further confirmed the suggestion of Reissman and Carrol (1995). To empower 
the powerless people, it was better to start from personal empowerment and move to organizational and 
extra-organizational empowerment. 
9.6 A proposed self-help group model for the unmotivated groups in the 
community 
A self-help group model for the unmotivated powerless people in the community was proposed in the 
following based on the findings of the study. 
Target clients 
Unmotivated powerless people as defined in the first chapter. 
Activities 
The "supportive experience", “ advice giving" and "emotional support" among group members are the 
most influential factors to build up the sense of mutual help or empowerment amongst the participants in 
the self-help group. Thus, small group size is more suitable to build up the sense of mutual help or 
empowerment amongst the participants. 
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Networking strategies 
To network the unmotivated powerless clients, three strategies are suggested. They included: (1) 
starting form the needs of the clients: needs assessment should be conducted before recruitment. 
Individual interview to the potential target could be used as need assessment strategy, (2) reaching out 
strategy: home-visit or street contacts should be used to invite them to join the group, (3) similar 
background and common concern are the basic criteria ofthe group members. 
Goal and objectives 
The goal of the self-help group is to empower the unmotivated clients through self-help process at 
personal，organizational and community/societal levels. The objectives under personal empowerment 
level include: (1) to encourage group members to share their personal concerns in the group, (2) to 
empower the group members to gain control over their lives, (3) to empower the group members to 
become conscious oftheir disadvantageous position in the society. The objectives under organizational 
empowerment level include: (1) to encourage group members to lead the group, (2) to develop the 
willingness of members to take up group tasks. The objectives under the community/society level 
include: (1) to extend the spirit of mutual help ofmembers to the community, (2) to facilitate members 
to take collective action to react to their disadvantageous situations. The intermediate goal of the self-
hdp group is to build up the sense of mutual help. The objectives under this intermediate goal include: 
( l ) t o encourage the group members to provide help to others in the group meetings, (2) to encourage the 
group members to request help in the group meetings. 
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Empowerment strategies 
There are two empowerment strategies for the self-help group for the unmotivated powerless clients. 
The first empowerment strategy is emphasis on latent inner strengths rather than external influence. In 
order to create the independence of the unmotivated clients, the selfhelp group should be independent 
from professional organization. Besides, group members should be encouraged to maintain the group 
independently. This agenda should be opened as earlier as possible so that the participants could 
prepare for this. Thus, social worker should act as facilitator in the recruitment and the first stage. At 
the later stage, social worker should act only as consultant to the group. The second empowerment 
strategy is from personal empowerment to political empowerment. In the process ofdevelopment, it was 
found that, in this case study, positive experience in the private sphere might help to build up strengths 
for mastering changes in wider circles later. Thus, the development of empowerment process is 
suggested to divide into three stages. The first stage focuses on empowerment of the individuals in their 
private lives. The second stage focus on the empowerment of the individuals' sense ofmastery in group 
context. The third stage focuses on the empowerment of the individuals in wider level: involvement in 
community and society. 
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Networking |Role ofsocial |Goals of the |Empowerment Objectives Role of social 
strategies worker group strategies worker  
Start from Needs Ultimate Emphasis on latent Personal Facilitator role: 
the needs of assessment: goal: inner strengths empowerment 
thepotent ia l^ Casestudies To empower rather than external level: • Encourage self 
targets the influence: disclosure 
unmotivated • To encourage • 40. Encourage 
clients • Encourage the group the supportive 
through self- self-help group members to transaction 
help process to depend from share their among group 
at personal, professional personal members 
organization organization concerns in • Encourage 
al and • Group members the group taking action 
community/ should be • To empower to change 
societal encouraged to the group • Facilitate to 
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group gain control confidence in 
independently over their problem 
參 Open the above lives solving 
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empowerment (three us position in empowerment 
stages): the society. process 
The first stage • Provide the 
focuses on perspective or 
empowerment of the raise questions 
individual in their that members 
private lives had not 
thought before 






needs can be 
reached  
- • Share the 
empowerment 






Intermediate Set up the norms of: To encourage the Facilitator role: 
goal: • Non- group members to • To encourage 
To build up judgmental provide help to the supportive 
the sense of • Confidentiality others in the group disclosure 
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the advice 
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context members to take up the 
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tasks set up the goal 
of the group 
Similar Interview the The third stage Community/ Facilitator to 
background potential target focuses on the Society level: consultant: 
and common empowerment of the 
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level: involvement spirit of the group to 
in community and mutual help of provide help 
society members to to others with 
the similar 
community problems in 
參 To facilitate the 
members to community 
take collective 
action to react • To encourage 
to their members to 
disadvantageo analyze the 






9.7 Limitations of this study 
As Yin (1989) described, multiple sources of evidence in case studies helped ensure the findings or 
conclusions in a case study more likely to be convincing and accurate. Focus group interviews 
(Morgan, 1988), unstructured interviews (Brymen, 1988) and participant observations (Babbies,1989) 
were the strategies used in the research. However, as only one focus group interview was 
successfully conducted in the third phase, there was no comparison. Thus, the findings had not been 
used. As Morgan (1988) claimed that on some topics, individuals might be more honest in individual 
interviews, and sometimes might be more honest when interviewed with the peers in the group 
interview on some other topics. Thus, the validity of the data collected has, to a certain extent, been 
affected. 
In this case study we witnessed the empowerment effect of the self-help group for the unmotivated 
women. However, it might not be true with different unmotivated powerless groups in different 
communities. Therefore, I would suggest that further studies on self-help groups for different 
unmotivated powerless groups in different communities, be conducted to further confirm the 
empowerment effects in different situations. 
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9.8 Chapter Summary 
The findings in this case study demonstrated that the self-help group met the needs of the unmotivated 
powerless group who expressed their personal concerns and released their pressure through the self-
help process. Besides, the findings also supported the possible empowerment effects of the self-help 
group. 
Firstly, the self-help group positively empowered the unmotivated powerless women to face their 
distressful life crisis. Secondly, the self-help group was effective and empowered women in 
overcoming the sense of alienation, establishing awareness on their disadvantageous situation in family 
and society and their social and cultural origins, and their sense of mastery. 
This case study also identified that the one who had high motivation and confidence to change gained 
most in problem solving ability and awareness ability. It confirmed also the claim of Powell (1990) on 
the empowerment effect of “ experiential knowledge" on the coping capacity of the participants. The 
members agreed that the factor was most influential on their empowerment. 
The supports amongst the members led to development of the sense of mutual helps. The study also 
suggested that the role of social worker in the self-help group was to facilitate them to analyze the 
causes and effects of their problems, and develop a gender perspective to understand their problems and 
needs. In this study, the strategy of self-help process was recommended for empowering the 
unmotivated clients. It emphasized on the latent inner strengths rather than external influence, and 
starting from personal empowerment to political empowerment. 
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The above suggestions from the study aimed to provide reference to the community workers who are 
concerned with the unmotivated powerless group in the community. They could consider self-help 
groups as a means for the empowerment purpose. A self-help group model had been proposed for the 
reference of community practitioners. 
The limitations of this case study included the failure in using focus group interviews to counter check 
the data that had been drawn from participant-observation and the individual interview. The results and 
findings of the research might not be applicable to other unmotivated powerless group in the community. 
Further research in this area for these groups might be desirable. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions 
As a community worker, I was interested in carrying out a research closely related to the development of 
community work service. In my past experience, I had encountered many people who faced crisis but were 
unmotivated to seek help from the professional helping networks. They faced distressful life circumstances 
and unnecessary hardships detrimental to their physical and mental health. Though not in immediate crisis, 
these unmotivated powerless clients called for more concern especially from the community service. 
Many research reports indicated that supportive network could serve as a general buffer against stress. I 
was interested in this area and motivated to explore whether the building up of supportive networks in the 
community could effectively empower these unmotivated powerless groups. 
There were two objectives of this case study. The first one was to examine how self-help groups could 
effectively empower the unmotivated powerless women in the community. The second objective was to 
examine under what conditions and how the self-help group process could empower the unmotivated 
powerless women in the community. To facilitate the study, a self-help group for housewives in Tung Tau 
Community was formed. The case study was replicated twice in the same setting to test the reliability of 
the research findings, The research process was divided into three phases. New members were recruited in 
the second phase. The evidence found in the first phase in support of the hypothesis formed the baseline of 
this case study. By comparing the findings in the following two phases to the baseline, the evidence found 
in the first phase was reliable and consistent with that of the other phases. 
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The empowering effects ofthe self- help group in Tung Tau Community in all three phases were consistent 
as follows: 
Firstly, all members perceived the functions of the self-help group as positive as follows: 
i. Sharing of personal problems; 
ii.Provision of mutual helps 
iii.Releasing from pressure and good for women. 
Secondly, the self-help group empowered the unmotivated clients in personal, organizational and extra-
organizational levels. On the personal empowerment level, one of the empowerment outcomes was the 
building up of new image of the members. The achievement indicators under this outcome included: 
i. members believed that they could gain control over their life; 
ii.they had set agenda and taken action to change; 
iii.they could analyze the causes and effects of the problems they faced; and 
iv.their problem solving method had improved. 
The other empowerment outcome on the personal empowerment level was the expansion of the friendship 
network of the group members. The achievement indicators under this outcome included: 
i. members perceived each other as friends and the sense of mutual help had been built; 
ii.the awareness of the disadvantageous position of women in family and society ； 
iii.the pressure of the members had been released; 
iv.members became more willing to expose themselves; 
V. members changed their gender perspectives. 
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On the Organizational empowerment, the empowerment outcome was the members were willing to take up 
the group tasks. The achievement indicators under this outcome included: members had taken up the role 
o fa discussion leader; members had taken up the other tasks in group activities. 
On the Extra-organizational empowerment level, the empowerment outcome was that the sense of mutual 
help was extended to the community. The achievement indicator under this outcome was that members 
had organized services for other housewives in the same community. 
This case study also explored the explanations the difference in the development ofdifferent individuals in 
the same process. Individuals of certain characters were found to gain less in self-help group in the 
capacity of problem solving and awareness. These characters included egoistic, lacking motivation to 
change, lacking confidence to change, avoidance of label and escapism in facing stress. Other factors that 
hindered developments included differences in background with the majority members and the readiness to 
disclose oneself. 
Findings of the research provided answers to the questions of under what conditions and how the process 
ofthe selfhelp-group empowered the unmotivated powerless women. 
Concerning the relationship between the self-help activities and the empowerment outcomes of self-help 
group, it was found that the improvement of the problem solving skill of group members might be due to 
the high occurrence ofthe supportive disclosure of the group members. Moreover, the establishment ofthe 
sense ofmutual help might be due to the high occurrence of the emotional support amongst group members. 
Finally，the most influential factor in empowering the problem-solving skill ofthe members was 
learning from the experience of each other, i.e., rather than listening to the advice ofothers directly. 
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Concerning the relationship of social work intervention and the empowerment outcome of the self-help 
group, this case study found that social worker played an important role in the empowerment of the 
consciousness of unmotivated powerless clients in self help group. Besides, social worker played an 
important role in the empowerment and development of ability in analyzing the causes and effects of the 
problems that members faced. 
This case study gave me insight that self-help groups could perform two essential functions to those 
unmotivated clients. Firstly, the self-help group in the research empowered the unmotivated women, 
probably this experience could be useful to the powerless groups in the community. In the self-help 
process described, women moved out from depression through sharing their personal concern. With 
supports from the other group members, their pressure was released. The "experiential knowledge" of 
members widened their perspectives. Consequently, the confidence of members in problem solving could, 
be enhanced. 
Moreover, providing help to other members further established their sense of mastery. Participation of 
members in group tasks to expand their services to the whole community further enhanced their sense of 
mastery. 
The self-help group also helped eliminate the sense of alienation of group members. The members built up 
linkages with other group members and perceived them as friends and were ready to provide help to the 
other women in the community. 
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This case study provided experience on how the self-help group empowered the unmotivated women. 
Supportive disclosure, emotional supports, and advice giving generated sense of mutual help and supports 
amongst members. Participation of social workers on facilitating and analyzing the causes and effects of 
group members built up their empowerment towards solving of their problems. Awareness of group 
members on their disadvantageous situations in society freed the participants from self-blame to change the 
socio-cultural environment. 
Finally, this research studied only the effects of self-help groups in empowering the unmotivated women in 
the community. Similar research could be carried out to find out if self-help groups and self-help process 
would be as effective on other powerless groups. 
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|Table5 丨 I I I I I I I I I I 
The empowerment effects of the individual members in the individual interview in the second phase lO/9/96-24/4/97 
|Theperceptions o f the group functions 一 A B C D F G H I L Total %(N=9) 
~ T ' To share personal 口�0&丨6爪(解決問題） 1^  U U U 1^  u U ^ U 9 100 
2 Problem-solving L ± _ J : l i l i l i l ^ 7 78 
~ r Mutual he丨p(有幫人/願意幫人;有被人幫感资) 1^  U U U U U U U U 9 100 
4 Released pressure t l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 8 89 
5 Good to women L_L P U U U U U 8 89 
6 Understoodd the pressure of women — 
7 The friendship network could be expanded  
Total positive functions perceived 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5  
T h e e x p r e s s e d e f f e c t s o f t h e g r o u p Total % 
"T^ ":7he丨p(有幫人/願意《人;有被人幫感¾) — T T T T T T T 1 7 1 7 ~ ioo 
9 The problem solving skill had improved t^  u U U ]y U U U P 9 100 
10 Released pressure L _ L ± . _ L _ L _ L ± - t L _ l 89 
11 Confidence in problem solving \l k： 2 11 
12 Leamed more L_L ^ 3 33 
13 Became take it easy to face the problem ! : 1 ± t： 3 33 
14 Willing to take action to change \l t： 2 22 
15 Had changed to willing to express their true feelings to their significant others ^ t： ！ 11 
16 The friendship network can be expanded k_ L ± _ L 4 44 
17 More willing to expose herself LJnJl__^ ^ 5 56 
18 Self-confidence increased L ± 1 22 
19 Perceived each other members as friend ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 44 
Total expressed change 4 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 5  
T h e d i s a d v a n t a g e o u s p o s i t i o n s o f t h e i n d i v i u a l m e m b e r s in f a m i l y  
20 Dissoance between their authentic self and their presenting self toward her significant others L J l ± l _ L ± L J l  
21 Loss of se l fwhen related with family members U U U U 1^  U U  
22 Lack offriendship/supportive network V L： [：  
23 Marrital problem ^ J l J l ^ t：  
24 Low self esteem ^ J ^ ^ _t：  
25 Parent-child relationship problem | ^ U ^ |^  
26 Sex bias in division of labor in th family U U U U  
27 Difficult to express/disclose herself \^  U |^  
28 The neglect o f h e r feeling o f h e r family members L^   
T h e a w a r e n e s s o f t h e c l i e n t s Total % 
29 Lost o f se l f L L - L J ^ J ^ J ： 6 67 
30 The stress that they had was because of they were women 1"^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 上 上 _ ? 89 
31 Could point out the dissonance between their authentic self and their presenting self toward their |^ L^  ^ 3 33 
significant others  
32 Members aware of how the social culture affect them negatively L： ^ 2 22 
33 Members can express what disadvantageous they are situated ^ t^  ^ ^ \^  ^ 6 67 
34 Aware o f h e r true feeling towards herself and toward her signigicant others u 1 11 
35 Aware o f s h e tneds to judge herself in negative ways ^ 1 11 
36 Aware of her low self esteem ^ t： 2 22 
37 Could challenge the assigned role is unfair to women I ^ J ： ^ 3 33 
一 38 Could analysis the cause and effect of the problem she face ^ L _ L _ k ^ 4 44 
39 Aware o f h e r own needs and life expectation L___1 11 
The total awareness of the gender issue 4 5 5 4 3 3 4 3 4  
The expressed willingness of participation in the group Total % 
一 40 Discussion leader ^ ^ 2 22 
41 Facilitate the members to participate in community affairs |^ 1 11 
一 42 Take up the group task 1^  U U ^ _ U t l _ ^ ^ 67 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































|Table8 I 丨 丨 I 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 I 1 丨 1 I 
T h e e m p o w e r m e n t e f f e c t s o f the ind iv idua l m e m b e r s in the i n d v i d u a l in terv iew in the th ird p h a s e ( 2 2 / 5 / 9 7 / - 8 / 1 / 9 8 ) 
一 The perceptions o f t h e g roup funct ions A B C D E F G H l J K L Total %(N=12) 
T T o s h a r e p e r s o n a l »»)6丨601(解決問題> u U U T [ Z U U U U U 1 0 • 8 3 
T " P r o b l e m - s o l v i n g t _ L _ t L i l ± L ^ 7 5 8 
~3~ u u u ~i I u ^ y 7 58 
T ^ R e l e a s e d p r e s s u r e L _ L _ J l i r _ _ _ L _ t l ^ 7 5 8 
5 Good to women 5 l i l ± . ± l L J l 6 50 
6 Understood the pressure of women  
7 The friendship network could be expanded ^ ] 8.3 
8 To leamed something t： ^ 17 
— Total positive functions perceived 5 4 4 6 3 3 2 4 2 1 1  
一 The expressed effects of the group | Total % 
T Mutual >16丨0(有幫人/8意»人:有被人《感覺） m i ^ K I I : : I ^ n i I B Z 
10 The problem solving skill had improved L _ L J l ± L i l i l _ L ^ ^ 10 83 
TT Pressure had released L _ L _ L ± _ ± L J l ± L ± - ^ 9 75 
12 Confidence in problem solving enhanced — L _ L i l L L ^ 6 50 
l T Leamed more — L _ L ± . L ^ 4 33 
14 Had changed to willing to express their true feelings to their significant others } L . ± _ k L ^ ^ 6 50 
15 The friendship network could be expanded tl L _ t L t 5 42 
76 More willing to expose herself t l i l i l i ： _ _ ^ 上 上 上 8 67 
17 Self-confidence increased t： ± _ _L ^ 4 33 
18 Perceived each other members as friend _ L ±_ ±_ ^ i i 上 i l J i 上 ± _ 10 83 
!9 Changed to concem herself more L ± 2 17 
20 Changed to express different opinion to significant others \^ ^ 2 17 
21 Changed to willing to say , no ‘ to her significant others L i l ！ 8 
22 Changed her gender perspective ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 58 
一 Total expressed change 8 8 10 8 0 11 6 T 7 o ~ T ~ 
The disadvantageous positions of thc indiviual members in family  
~ Dissoancc between their authentic self and their presenting self toward her significant others U U u[i^ U U ^ 上  
24 Lost+B56 ofseIfwhen related with family members ^ _ U U U | ^ J ^ u  
25 Lack offricndship/supportive network ^1 | L^  ^ t^  
26 Marrital problem ^ 上 上 _^ U _U U ^ _U  
2 7 L o w s e l f c s t e e m t - U 丨 u U u  
28 Parent-child relationship problem U ^ U  
29 Sex bias in division of labor in the family U UJ>_U_U_U_U |^ _U  
30 Difficult to express/disclose herself  
Tlie neglcct o f h e r feeling o f h e r family members u  
一 The awareness of the clients Total % 
~ Loss ofseIf — L ^ 2 17 
32 Can point out thc dissonance between their authentic selfand their presenting sclftoward their ]^  1 8  
33 significant others |  
34 Members aware ofhow the social culture affect them negatively t l _ L _ L _ t L L ^ ^ 8 67 
35 Members can express what disadvantageous they arc situated U U U U U U U P U U 10 83 
36 Awareness of she tneds to judge herself in negative ways ^ 1 8 
37 Awareness o f h e r iow self esteem L： 1 ^！上 3 25 
38 Could challenge the assigned role is u n f a i r to women U U U U U ^ U U 8 67 
39 Can analysis the cause and effect of the problem she face U i^  u U j^ U U 7 58 
40 Awareness ofher own needs and life expectation ^ J ^ | u 3 25 
41 Agreed with thc role she perform in the past is assigned culturally rather than volntarily selected L . _ L J n ± _ 4 33 
42 Awareness ofthe discrepancy between the cultural expected role and her self expected role U u U H ^ 3 25 
43 Agreed with the role in family and society should be determined by their interest, needs ans ability rather than by scx U P U U P U 6 50 
一 The total awareness of the gender issue 6 10 7 6 ^ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Thc expressed willingness of participation in the group Total % 
44 Discussion leader fn L ^ ~ ~ “ ^ 7 58 
45 Took up the group task u u 1^  TT^ u U u u U 10 83 
46 Participated in providing service for thc women in thc communtiy |^_U U U U {^ 6 50 
47 Par t ic ipated in the acriviries of improvemen t of the d i sadvantageous of women U ^ _ U U ^ _P U 7 58 
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